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Albert Einstein

The New Mark Levinson
Product and Specifications Portfolio
is now available.
To obtain your free copy please contact PATH Premier
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Tel +44 (
0) 1844 219000
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Hi-Fi News

welcome
Maybe the weather will have changed by the

time you read this, but right now the sweat is dripping on to
my computer — not just because I'm writing this ' way past
deadline, but because it's just too darned hot. It's the time of
year when putting records and CDs on becomes just too much
trouble. If so, and you are aRadio 3listener, you'll be rejoicing

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Michael Cavenett
Secretary • Francesca Cheetham

in the effortless enjoyment offered by ' the world's greatest
music festival', the BBC Proms, 18 July to 13 September.
Beautiful as ever, the sumptuous and highly readable
Proms Guide (
on sale for £ 5) explains that this year's theme

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8774 0846
fax • 020 8774 0940
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

is Greek mythology, so we'll get Purcell's Dido, Strauss's Elektra and Tippett's King Priam,
as well as The Trojans by Berlioz, who features in the list of this year's Anniversary

News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Ave,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA

Composers (along with Corelli, Khachaturian, Wolf, Bax, Ligeti and Lennox Berkeley). As
always, the Prorns will be broadcast on Radio 3FM, and they'll also be available to Digital
Radio listeners — which must be agood thing, since in our experience, Radio 3is almost

Technical Advisers
Martin Coltoms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

the only source of good- sounding digital broadcasts.
As you will see from our news item [' Sources', page 11] the DRDB and the broadcasters
are mounting afurther push to bring Digital Radio to something more like amass market.

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

The emphasis is still on quantity rather than quantity, so if
you want ahighish bit- rate, decent- quality broadcast then

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

Radio 3might still be your station of choice. And, unless,
like me, you are one of those sad old fogeys who dreads

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

every new dumbing-down 'schedule change' (
Listeners'

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
020 8774 0841
Senior Sales Executive • Natasha Bailey
020 8774 0718
Classified Sales Executive • Clare Haynes
020 8774 0790
The Market (sales & wants) • Carole Molloy
020 8774 0631
Production Manager • Clare Lordan
020 8774 0928

Choice and Choirworks, for example, are being axed this

retro
111F1

summer) you night be glad it's not all classical music.
But ignore my cynicism. We're anxious to hear how
you feel about the sound of the Proms, and indeed
Digital Radio, so please write or e-mail to share your
views. And if you want to know more about Digital Radio
quality, or even to petition the BBC about our lowest- inEurope bit- rates (R1,2 and 3are currently at 128kbitis on
terrestrial DAB although they come at 192kbitis via

Publisher
Algela O'Farrell

satellite services), visit www.digitalradiotech.co.uk.
For those who want to choose their own music

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

software, there's more than ever, in spite of the apparent

Contributors
Classical Music: Christopher Breunig
jazz: Ben Watson Rock: Johnny Black
Hi-fi: David Allcock, David Berriman,
Tony Bolton, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox,
Alvin Gold, Jonathan Gorse, Ian Harris,
mor Humphreys, Paul Miller

ongoing meltdown of the music industry. This month,

New subscriptions

new flagship loudspeaker, the £100,000- plus Alexandria,

Subscriptions queries

September 1983, and Martin

we're proud to offer afirst full technical test of Denon's

Colloms's great ' UK versus the

universal player, agenuine ' new generation' machine

World' budget amplifier test.

that points the way ahead for other key brands [ page zo].

Sondex ( on the cover), Nytech

We also offer an exclusive ' first listen' Wilson Audio's

and Quantum are no more, but
also tested were Naim's first

01622 778778
fax 01444 445599
e-mail: ipcsubs@ciss-uk.com

thanks to Ken Kessler, who visited Wilson to hear it. You
might get the chance to hear it yourself at this year's

01444 475 675
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

all- conquering

Hi Fi Show & AV Expo: for other Show news, see page 15.

'UK design' RA- 86o, plus less

Back issues

020 8532 3628

teni
News

magazine incorporates, Stereo, rope .4 rope
Recorders, Audio fimos. Record News, Audio Record
Review, rye Grotnoplvme Record. IN'hich co' and Music
Busivess, HiFi Ne. W amember of the Audit Bureau of
CirciLations (ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa.awards.org).

Finally, congratulations to another HFN prizewinner,
this time in our June 'o3 competition. Recipient of the
superb PMC DElis-plus-sub surround sound speaker

EISA

system, worth £ 2500, is Mr RPatrice of London.

PlAwin.";1
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and Rotel's

inspiring models from Marantz
and Sansui. On other pages:
there was apreview for HFN's
first- ever Hi Fi Show ( held in
August 1983); Ken Kessler's
Golden Turkeys of hi-fi
selection culminated with a
'Mountain- to- Mohammed
Award' for the crazy Transcriber

Steve Harris
EDITOR

EngLind by BRNubbards, Sheffield and TPL UK, Worcs. ISSN 0470.0569.

COUNTRY
&LEISURE

NAIT and Arcam's A6o Mk II.
'World' contenders were NAD's

record deck, in which the arm
was fixed while the turntable
moved under it. Years later, Sony
met with rather more success

www.hifinews.co.uk

using the same idea for CD...
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Primare home cinema processor:
stylish, versatile and good value
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Brinkmann's heavyweight
La Grange turntable
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ATC's latest active speaker, seen
here with matching pre-amp
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Mark Levinson, renowned for its
amplifiers, goes integrated

hardware

58

Altmann UPCI litter- buster'

73

Rock

Not as fashionable as once rwe-e, but they're still

Tubular Bells ' 03, Lisa Gerrard of Dead Can Dance,

as relevant today, finds Keith Howard

plus Depeche Mode's Dave Gahan

20 Definitive Test: Denon
OVO 2900 universal player

89

75 Audiophile

For DVD-Audio, SACD and CD, anew- generation

Fresh updates every month on all the best buys

Hot loo

universal player tested exclusively by Paul Miller

Paul Simon DVD-A, and ataste of hi res Bob Dylan

regulars

24 Wilson Alexandria speakers
Wilson Audio invited Ken Kessler to listen to its
new flagship model — here's his report from Provo

7Sources

28 Brinkmann La Grange
turntable, 10.5 arm, EMT cartridge

All the latest product and event news

Howard Popeck tries anew German deck, plus the

17 Barry Fox

spiritual successor of the legendary Breuer arm

On why the compact cassette lives on

33

61 John Crabbe

Omen Ra 18:12 speakers

JC successfully juggles NHT speakers and REL sub

Tailored to your room, these big digitally-eq'd
speakers really do pack adynamic puch

83 Views

36

Mark Levinson
No 383 integrated amplifier

Readers' letters and opinions
O Techno-goth Dave Gahan gets the blues

Ivor Humphreys tests ML's first- ever integrated

38

Primare SP31.7 AV processor

Ken Kessler on cool Scandinavian multichannel

40 Revel Performa

M20

Alvin Gold on an 'affordable high-end' speaker

43

features
62 System Setup: True Fidelity?
The live-vs- recorded test is enployed by Musical

Nordost Valkyrja Reference

Here's what Nordost can do for those who can't

Fidelity to help demonstrate required amp power

quite reach Valhalla: cables reviewed by Alvin Gold

76

45

Keith Howard talks lateral tracking, and how to

Feet Of Silence

There are plenty of equipment isolators to choose
from: Martin Colloms puts abest foot forward...

47

Mirage Omnisat Micro
satellites & Lkoo subwoofer

The Feature:
Squaring up to arm geometry Pt

optimise your turntable/arm/caitridge set-up

81

Frankfurt Show Report:
High End 2003

The German show's last exhibition in Frankfurt

49

NAD PP-2phono stage

NAD's new- and- improved budget solution for
vinyl- lovers with line- only amps: by Ken Kessler

50 Lab Test: Edge Electronics
Signature One pre- amplifier

Subscribe to HFN and save
afew good pennies

86 Accessories Club
More audio bargains from our
mail-order service

98

The Guide

The UK's leading specialist audio
retailers

100 The Market
Hundreds of fantastic secondhand
hi-fi bargains

92 Next Month
What's coming up in September

Making agood thing smaller: Jonathan Gorse on
the new baby of the Mirage cinema speaker range

911 Subscription
order form

87 Competition: Win a £2500 REL
Stentor III subwoofer

122 Ken Kessler
KK remembers the late

software

audio designer David
Hafler
Mike Oldfield
revisits the Bells

Martin Colloms tests agreat- looking unique

68 Classical

for

battery pre- amplifier from the US

Beethoven symphonies 1-9, Art Of Fugue for string

30th

quartet, and Svetlanov plays Rinisky-Korsakov

anniversary

54

Lab Test: ATC Active SCM 2oA
speakers plus Sc A2 pre- amp

72 jazz

David Berriman analyses ATC's latest two-way

Paris- based quartet Truque spline and flail;

active speaker, along with ATC's matching pre

Bailey & Honsinger Duo live in ' 75

2003 -

the

Never miss an issue — guarantee your copy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778 778 Don't miss our special offers — see page 94

KRELL
KRELL'S
NEW

ANGEL'S

.•••••••

CHAPTER

MORE

muscle, MORE

musicality - and

LESS heat: that's what you get as Krell's
angels move into a hew chapter.
With their unique CAST circuitry, Krell's
legendary FPB amplifiers have already
shown the massive musical gains of
keeping the signet in the current domain.
Now

developed

into

CAST- X,

these

superb new powerhouses will make your
system come alive like never before.
And with Kra's new Sustained Plateau
Biasing 3, you get an extra 100VVp:-, from
every amplifier - we the bonus of even
cooler running!
The full benefits of CAST- X are oest heard
through

Krell's

fabulous

range of LAT

loudspeakers, from the floor standing
LAT-1 reviewed by Martin Colloms as
having ' excepionally low coloration, high
resolution and very fine stereo imaging'
(HFN April 2002), to the compact stand
mounted LAT-2.
There's also hot news for movie buffs on
a budget with the new Krell Showcase 7.1
THX processor and Showcase 5,6 and 7
channel amplifiers.
FEATURED
Speaker_LAT 1

Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

Upper_Showcase Processor
Lower_Showcase Cime.ma .Amplifier
Far right_Krell FPB 750MCX Amplifier

i

absolutesounds ltd. 58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV T: + 44 ( 0)20 8971 3909 F: + 44 ( 0)20 8879 796 ,
www.absolutesoLr.ds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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Wireless CD-quality sound

what's hameninz in the world of hi-fi
I

I

UK company pioneers transmission of high- quality audio over low- bandwidth wireless networks
Belfast company APT (Audio Processing

technology, based on the apt-xcodec

Technology) is paving the way for audio

means that high- quality audio can now

persuading manufacturers to lead the way

devices to be able to transmit CD-quality

be sent across these low bandwidth

with the wireless technology by using its

(16- bit stereo PCM) sound across

networks. Hence the prospect of CD-

DWM3000 integrated circuit incorporating

Bluetooth wireless networks.

quality sound through our mobiles, and

apt-X. There are still hurdles to cross —

high-quality wireless loudspeaker, multi-

such as the need for wireless speakers to

The Bluetooth standard is currently
making headway as ameans of

APT now faces the challenge of

room and headphone connections.

connecting mobile phones, PCs and

4

o
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have an independent power source and

APT is arespected name in the audio

for high- resolution audio formats to be

ûit4.13-11L
1,141t1uAi

peripherals using short-range radio

world, playing asignificant role in the

accommodated — but the convenience to

waves (with arange of up to io metres).

development of DTS's 5A surround sound

consumers of losing those cables trailing

However, Bluetooth is limited to

compression algorithm and the company's

around the house will be too much for

transmission of data rates of 400-

apt-Xcodec is already used by commercial

manufacturers to ignore.

ee,Itty=1° nr.V.".2

APT, 02890 371110, www.aptx.com

apploœel

7ookbit/s. APT's 4:1 compression

broadcasters around the world.

APT - kelp %Ms.; amany...
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Arcam backs CD...

TEAC goes universal

The £950 CD93 is the new top-

Text support. Components come

TEAC is the latest

of- the- range DiVA CD player from

from Analog Devices and Burr-

company able to adorn

Arcam, acompany that continues

Brown, and it uses audiophile-

its new player, the DV- 5o,

to eschew the ' universal' path in

grade decoupling capacitors,

with avast array of logos

favour of dedicated CD players.

multiple independently regulated

representing the latest

analogue and digital PSUs.

disc and file formats — it'll

With four Wolfson DACs per
channel and 24-bit/t92kHz

There's also an upgrade path

upsampling, the CD93 is designed

to CD93 spec for all other DiVA

for high-performance through low-

players, except the CD62.

jitter and fine stereo imaging. It's

Arcam,

based on ahigh-grade Sony

www.arcam.co.uk

01223 203203

transport with CD-R/RW and

r

play DVD-V, DVD-A, SACD,
CD/R/RW, MP3 and VCD disc.
Not to mention the logos from
various licensing authorities, for

ne i
LAL

looks

(
7.

r

to nave tne

requisite audiophile features, such
as Video Off mode for purer audio
playback, audio (and video)

surround sound — DTS, Dolby

upsampling, coaxial and digital

Digital, SRS TruSurround (the latter

audio outputs, balanced XLR and

offering surround from two

5.1 analogue outputs.

speakers) — and for video —

Weighing afraction over 21kg,

Progressive Scan, Noise Shaping

and measuring 157

Video. If the rate of logo proliferation

the DV- 5o is on sale now in the UK

continues it's feared that soon there

for £450.

might not be any room for the major

TEAC UK, 01923 819630

controls on the front panel.

www.teac.co.uk

X 443 X 354MM,

Clearaudio arm Denon 7.1 Aspekt shelves
Clearaudio's Unify is anew pivoted tonearm built

The AVR-2803 is ababy brother to

around asingle- point sapphire bearing that sits upon

the AVR-38o3, to be reviewed in

rack won an Editors' Choice

ahardened steel spike. Aluminium bearing housing,

HFN soon. It packs afair punch for

award in our Ian ' o3 Awards.

woven carbon- fibre arm tube and stainless steel base

its £ 65o price tag, with 7x125W

The new Super Position

damp critical resonances and keep energy transmission

output into 6ohms and aseparate

Aspekt is built from asimilar

under control, arm- height, azimuth and

subwoofer output. It has too many

combination of ROC proprietary

anti- skating are all adjustable. Available ,

features to list here, but looks a

damping compound (used inside

hard-wired or terminated into RCA

worthy match for the Denon players.

the shelves, as shown right),

phono sockets, the 9- inch costs

Denon, 01234 macice

MDF and hardwood. Measuring

£690, 12- inch £890,

www.denon.co.uk

and the 14- inch

The original Clearlight Aspekt

745 x65o x565mm (hwd) and
available in various finishes, the

£woo.

racks cost from £675 (three- shelf
Audio Reference,
01252 702705
www.audioreference.co.uk

ça

version) to £ 800 (four- shelves).
Activ Distribution, 01635 291357
www.cleartight-audio.com
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Elegant curves from AAD
These floorstanders from the US should turn afew heads, and maybe ears

Ceiling tiles
sound idea
Armstrong World Industries, alicensee

The new AAD S5 loudspeaker

dome tweeter, and two

of NXT and better known for its

follows the well- received

13omm paper cone woofers,

suspended ceilings than its audio

bookshelf Si model in the

developed for the SSeries.

products, has launched its 1-ceiling'

recently developed SSeries.

MD claims they use high-

speaker panels in the UK [ rear view

gauss magnetic field motors

below]. It's seen strong interest from

built with 25mm MDF front

with optimally developed

companies such as Honda, H&M, Hard

baffles and multiple- laminate

voice coils, along with passive

Rock Casinos, ASDA and Holiday Inn.

MDF curved side panels for

filter networks that match the

increased rigidity. Its also

electro acoustic loading from

SurfaceSound flat panel technology,

claimed the curves diffuse

the enclosure all the way back

allowing what looks like atypical

internal sound waves that are

to the amplifier.

The curved enclosure is

The novel sound system uses NXT's

ceiling tile to act as aloudspeaker.
Armstrong Industries, o800 371849

The S5 has afrequency

propagated from the rear of
the woofers, resulting in a

response of 35Hz to 2okHz

more transparent speaker.

(±3dB) and 9odB sensitivity.

Substantial inner bracing

The units weigh 22kg each

should improve rigidity further

and measure 987 x190 x

and the cabinets are finished

325mm. All of the S5 speaker

in English Cherry wood veneer

range are magnetically

with acontrasting satin-

shielded. Expect them to

textured black baffle.

sell for £ 750 per pair.

The proprietary drive units
comprise a25mm titanium

www.armstrong-ceilings.com

Peach Amber, 01327 706560
www.aadsound.com

Another SACD
of Bob Dylan
15- album release

Onkyo double

Illusion interconnects
from Black Rhodium

-o

The Illusion from Black Rhodium,

cable itself uses high- purity silver-

from ageing beatnik

is designed specifically for use with

plated copper with PTFE insulation.

Eichmann Bullet plugs. These plugs

Pay £ 7o for ao.5m stereo pair, £ 77

All 15 of Bob Dylan's production

use small diameter connectors for

for im pair.

albums get the hybrid CD/SACD

both the central/hot contact and

Black Rhodium, 01332 361390

New to the home theatre arena

treatment in aboost for the high-

the return/ground contact. The

www.blackrhodium.co.uk

from Onkyo are the TX-SR7o1E

• 0- 0000000000 ••••
IRV

resolution format. Five of the

[above] and TX-SR5o1E [ below]

albums [ listed first below]

AV receivers.

include a5.1 multi- channel mix.

The ' 701E is claimed to be the

The album sampler is reviewed

cheapest THX-certified receiver in

on page 75 of this issue.

the UK, costing £ 7oo, outputting a

Blonde On Blonde (
5.1)

Onkyo is gambling that consumers

hefty 135 watts into six channels.

Another Side of Bob Dylan (
5.1)

will value the higher- specification

The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan (
5.1)

processor and amplifier over a

Bringing It All Back Home (
5.1)

seventh channel.

Slow Train Coming (5.1)
Love And Theft Highway 61
Revisited)
John Wesley Harding
Nashville Skyline
Planet Waves
Blood On The Tracks
Desire
Infidels
Oh Mercy
Street-Legal

8
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Harman OVO Audio player

The Sol is acheaper, lowerpower design, knocking out 85
watts per channel and keenly
priced for the budget end of the

The DVD 30

has DTS and

from Harman

Dolby Digital

market at £ 300.

Kardon costs a

and PAL

Onkyo, 01908 319360

progressive

www.onkyo.net

speck under
fl000 and is aimed at the video-

scan output. Look out too for a

and audiophile buyers. It features

zoom facility and JPEG picture

three Wolfson 24/192 DACs, and

reproduction.

plays multi-channel DVD-A, MP3,

Harman Consumer, 020 8731 4670

CD, and DVD-V/-R/-RW. For video it

harmankardon.com

...die.
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Dr Alex Moulton
Designer of the Moulton AM7:
Holder of the world unpaced cycling
speed record.
Photograph by Jason Bell
Jason Bell O 2002

CP65 - Pre-amplifier

CA201- Power Amplifier

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement ii any field is attained by single-mindedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made history,
we at Classé have harnessed all our expertise in achieving our vision — audio equipment that
offers an unrivalled expression of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. And that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesi-e to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of its own, call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK on
01903 221500 for an aud tion.
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000.

Classé

www.dasseaudio.com

KA I180 integrated amplifier

Karan Acoustics
Pure differential, class A, bipolar solid-state circuits of
iJnprecedentecf musical properties and real life dynamic
abilities. A collection of true bespoke creations.
Acustica Applicata (DAAD)
Aya on Acoustics
Aya on Music Systems
Benz- Micro
Cardas
conrad-johnson
Esopower
finite elemente
Harmorix
Karan Acoustics
Kuzma
Magnum Dynatab
McCormack
Muse Etectronics
Phonomena
›

coUSTic

Synthesis
Sonographe
Tri Planar
Distributed
Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTOR'S OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENE ETA NMENT EQUIPMENT

for the love of music

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @ audiotreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi
II

II

Survey hails DAB success shorts
Research from the BBC and DRDB shows digital radio profile rising high

Cyrus Electronics will use
'merge XiVA technology for its

The BBC has underlined its

commercial radio and the BBC:

'exceptional' or 'good'; 30% of

next generation of hard disk and

commitment to digital radio, with

'The research for the first time

people in the UK are now aware of

Internet- enabled products.

an on- air promotional campaign

shows that digital radio is on its

DAB digital radio (17.2 million), an

for its digital stations: iXtra,

way to becoming amass- market

increase of 88% over 18 months;

IXOS has anew customer

FiveLive Sports Extra, 6Music,

proposition, rather than the

digital radio sales have increased

contact number: 01844 219 012.
Website at www.ixoscable.com

BBC 7and the Asian Network. The

preserve of audio enthusiasts.

by 170% year on year with

campaign mirrors the push for

For the BBC there's also the

175,000 radios in UK homes (May

digital TV by the BBC in

encouraging sign of digital

'03); the highest awareness of

Naim has anew distributor in

converts being attracted by new

digital radio is among the 15-44

Ireland: Ainm A-V, based in

digital radio transmitter network

stations, particularly BBC 7. New

age group, which matches the

Killarney, on + 35 364 30484

from 65% to 85% coverage of the

services are playing amajor role

BBC's target profile for new digital

2002.

The BBC is also upgrading its

Macrovision, aleading provider
of DRM technology, is splitting
into two business units: an
Entertainment Technologies
Group (ETG), and aSoftware
UK population by 2004. The BBC

in driving digital radio uptake.'

services; women make up 21% of

Technologies Group (STG)

digital radio purchasers (early

website will carry coverage maps

Key points from the DRDB

of the planned expansion and, for

research are: 80% of digital radio

adopters are traditionally male so

New movies available

the first time, BBC listeners will be

buyers bought their DAB set to

it's moving to the mass market);

with DTS soundtracks

able to check if their home will

listen to new digital services; one

8% of digital radio sales are

include multi- Oscar

come into coverage in the next 12

in five digital radio buyers bought

repeat purchases — the average

winner Chicago, Ben

months using apostcode check.

adigital radio to listen to BBC 7;

UK home has five radio sets,

Affleck's comic- strip

Jenny Abramsky, director

consumer satisfaction with digital

suggesting people are replacing

caper Daredevil, and a

of BBC radio and music and

radio is exceptionally high — over

analogue sets.

two- box ' Definitive

vice- chair of the Digital Radio

90 %

BBC, opoo 100789,

Edition' of ' 9os Scottish

Development Bureau (DRDB) also

tuning, sound quality, new

www.b Jc.co.uk/digitalradio

drug- flick Trainspotting

released results of new DRDB

stations and improved reception

research done on behalf of both

of existing stations as

8888 ,
08 7
07747474
www.drdb.org

Packard Bell is crossing over

of respondents rated ease of

6er;.lre',":% ,::1':

into the home entertainment

New kids on DAB radio block
Intempo Digital has introduced its
first DAB digital radio, the PG-oi.

clock with sleep mode.
The radio is mains powered and

was the recipient of the NTL

market with its floo TCX 170
digital set- top box
Perreaux's Silhouette Series
is arange of audio modules,

Commercial Radio Digital Station of

including aphono pre- amp,

It's astylish, dual- band ' kitchen'

is supplied with apower lead and

the Year. Oneword is aspoken word

from the high- end New Zealand

stereo radio offering DAB and FM.

telescopic aerial. Two 3W stereo

station broadcasting on the Digital

manufacturer: www.perreaux.com

Styled with soft curves, beech

speakers are built in, and the

One multiplex. Its output

veneer casework, silver grille

radio has the added benefit of a

concentrates on audio books, drama

Russ Andrews has launched

speakers, silver curved handle and

headphone socket. The radio is

and d.scussion programmes.

an online shop for its hi-fi cables

large round volume dial. Asilver

covered by atwo-year guarantee

Internpo Digital, oi6i 924 0300,

and accessories range — visit

panel at the top of the radio houses

that includes telephone and online

www.intempo-digital.co.uk

www.russandrews.com

button controls, and apale- blue

support.

LCD screen displays the name of

Intempo Digital's

Sommer Cable is anew German

the station currently playing and

PG-oi radio will

company specialising in cables

programme information

be available

and accessories for the pro and

nationwide

domestic audio markets: see

RadioScape RS2oo module, which

through high-

www.sommercable.com

uses the DRE2oo digital radio

street and

solution from Texas Instruments.

leading catalogue

At the heart of the PG-oi is the

Thor Audio has announced its

retailers in

new TPA- 15o amplifier. This all-

tunes to available DAB stations.

September

tube i5oW monoblock lives in an

Four favourite DAB and four FM

priced at Elm.

In DAB mode, the PG-oi auto-

stations can be stored in the
presets. It also features an alarm

Little-known

unusual 5oomm-diameter round
chassis. See www.thoraudio.com

Oneword Radio
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Monitor Audio surround-sound setup
Essex- based speaker specialist adds home cinema system oits respected line-up
The

B2

is the new home cinema

loudspeaker package from Monitor
Audio. The system comprises stand-

tweeters can be configured, using

mount 82 front speakers, Bronze

terminal orientation, to operate as

centre, BFX bi-polarldi-polar rears,

either bi-pole or di- pole. The active

and the ASW:oo subwoofer.
The two-way

82

using a16omm

bass/mid drivel and 25mm metal

MOSFET amplifier, and features
variable gain, crossover and low

14omm bass/mid drivers, and is

pass filters.

listening ir. mind, eliminating the
need for asingle ' hot- seat' position.
The BFX surround speakers each

Budget KEF eggs
Following on from the success of its

These combine high- frequency and

Isotek expands its range of mains

midrange output with apair of

cables and filters with the Mainline

has launched acheaper version, the

concentrically-arranged drivers. The

active filtration mains cable.

KHTroo5 [ pictured] HEN reviewed

subwoofer is atoo watt unit with a

the more expensive 2005 system in

2ocrnm

downward- firing bass driver.

Astylish, compact package that

Monitor Audio, 01268 mo58go
www.monitoraudic.co.uk

This five- or six-way unit,
measuring 68 x68 x2oomm, comes
with azm cord and costs from £200

will test both packages in 5.1

claims to offei substantially better

systems later this year.

sound than many lifestyle products

Guaranteed for 25 years

KEF Audio, 01622 Om&

Activ Distribution, 01635 291357

www.kef.com

www.isoteksystems.com

is astylish subwoofer plus satellite

The 82 package is available now
arid should cost around £ 800.

Mains attraction

KHT2005 home cinema package, KEF

Like its big brother, the KHI-toos

sub uses a25omm long- throw
woofer powered by a120 watt

dome tweeter. The centre has two
designed with full range offaxis

stereo form last year [ Sept ' 02], and

have two metal dome tweeters and
asingle i3omm bass/mid driver. The

to £ 225 depending on the spec.

system using four identical closed-

Cambridge £250 DVD-A

box aluminium enclosures and a
simi:ar but horizontally aligned
centre, augmented by apowered
subwoofer.

With aname like the Azur range

Costing around £ 500

you might expect Cambridge

(compared with Boo for

Audio's latest range of budget hi-fi

the KHT20o5), the new

to have some kind of pale- blue

package uses four silver-

livery... but then wouldn't that

finished satellites with

have been 'azure'?

75mm Uni Qdrivers.

0 O.

Ci

It seems that tne name is

Parasound from CSE

supposed to evoke thoughts of
'fresh air' as in ' Cte d'Azur', as in
'new thinking'. We live and learn...
Although the products do sport

August's review of the Parasound

erroneously stated. Our apologies

asmall blue logo on their front

A52 amp and C2 controller

to Parasound and CSE.

panels, tne new DVD-A and CD

contained some incorrect

•

PAL progressive scan version, the
64oD, due to be released at the end
of the year with ahigher price tag.
Other Azur products include the

players, integrated amps, and

so- watt 54oA and 65-watt 64oA

supplier information. The

analogue/DAB tuner actually come

integrated amps at £ 200 and £ 250

Parasound range is distributed

dressed in amore conventional,

respectively; 540C and 640C CD

in the UK by CSE, Unit 9, Centre

yet nonetheless artractive

players, priced similarly at £ 200

Park Holdings, The Airfield,

aluminium finish.

and £ 250; and a £ 200 DAB/FM

Tockwith, Yorks, Y026 7QF;
01423 359054.
Also, the founder of

Most intriguing is news of
the £ 250 54oD DVD-A player, which
is adevelopment of Cambridge's

combined tuner, the 640T.
Available in the UK from
September via Richer Sounds.

Parasound is of course Richard

first stab at aDVD product, the

Richer Sounds, opo goo l000

Schram, not John Curl as we

existing 50 Series. There's also a

vn.vw.cambridge-audio.co.uk
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TAMOY

SENSYS

Tannoy has combined the core clament of sound quality with cutting edge technology dean aesthetic cesgn
and affordabilry to produce aclass leading range of exceptional ;oudspeakers
The refreshine uncluttered appearance of Sersys is as reassurire urpreten7iccs as it is tmeless.
Sensys combines aesthetic appeal with ahost of technologic

featc -es designed to benefit acoJstic performance.

The Sensys range offers stereo and multi channel A/V system soiuton.; that will provide complete audio
satisfaction for wears to come
((eitnicsEtai.naNJID3)
T: + 44 ( 0) 1236 420199

Cy 112)
•CONCENTRIC

F: + 44 ( 0) 1236 428230

tannoyecom

E: enquiries@tannoy.corn

-76
9:(e,é4

Signature Series
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what's hameninz in the world of hi-fi
II

HIE Show
&AV EXPO 2003

Eleanor McEvoy
sings for you
Singing and songwriting star Eleanor McEvoy will be amajor
attraction at this year's Hi Fi Show & AV Expo. Visitors are in
for an unforgettable experience as Eleanor McEvoy and
pianist Brian Connor perform live during Show opening
hours on 27 and 28 September.
Presented in association with Nordost, the high-end hi-fi
cable brand, the concert sets at the Renaissance will follow
the duo's return from their tour of the USA and are likely to
be their only UK appearance this autumn.
Eleanor McEvoy's latest album, Ma, was hailed as 'a
triumph' by Mojo and also won praise for its audiophile
sound quality. As asongwriter, she's probably best known as
the composer of 'AWoman's Heart', which features on the
forthcoming re-release of the eponymous album. The
original release of this album stayed in the charts for over a
year. The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo and Nordost (UK) are proud
to present Eleanor McEvoy and Brian Connor this
September. There will be perfomances during both public
days, and will be free to all Show visitors.

Show will host over 200 brands

events

With well over zoo brands confirmed as we go to

Usher Audio makes the trip from Taiwan. Recent major

press, The Hi Fi Show 8i AV Expo is unrivalled as the

additions to the exhibitors' list include Marantz, PMC,

Hertfordshire Audio/Record Fair,

UK's international sound and vision event this autumn.

Tannoy, Wharfedale and Polk.

Cuffley Hall, Cuffley, Herts,

As well as the cream of British and American home
entertainment products, along with countless foreign

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2003 takes place at Le

10 AUGUST 2003

nam-4pm. Call 07944 909209

Meridien and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow, London.

manufacturers represented by their UK distributors,

(Trade/press only on 26th.) Sponsored by HiFi News.

the Show this year will play host to alarger number of

Call 020

independent overseas exhibitors than ever before.

out for special ticket offers.

8774 0847

From France, we're

or

visit www.avexpo.com — look

Pioneer's ' Digital Sound
Projector' makes UK
debut at 2003 Show

welconing back Lowther
Magavox and Audion, as
well as loenit/Totem from
Belgium. Ensemble of

29

AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER 2003

IFA Berlin, Messe Berlin, Germany.
Call Michael Ryan,

020

7886

3102

3-7 SEPTEMBER 2003
CEDIA Global, Indianapolis, USA.
Contact CEDIA on 01462 627377

Switzerland has returned to

Developed in partrership with iLtd of

6-7 SEPTEMBER

the fold, too, while their

Cambridge, the PDSP-1 creates beams

Sony Dream World 2003, Palais

of sound from any multi-channel source,

des Congrès, Paris, France.

up to 5.1 channels. Rear channel beams

Contact 01462 627377

neighbours from Germany
Elektroakustik, and the

00000000000000000000
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000000000000C 0000000
0000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
0000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
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00
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00
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00
00
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00
00
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0000000000000000000

include WBT and Visonik

by Cadence Europe.

2003

bounce off ceiling and back wall so sound
comes from behino. Front channel beams

26-28 SEPTEMBER zoo;

reflect off side walls to fill :he space to

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2003, Le
Meridien and Renaissance Hotels,

Among the furthest

your left and right. Inside the PDSP-1 are

travelled? Gless Audio and

254 mini speakers, each powered by a

Heathrow, London. (Trade/press

Perigee come to us all the

digital amplifier. Complex cigital signal

only on 26th.) Sponsored by HiFi

processing means sound beams can be

News. Call

way from Australia, Plinius
hails from New Zealand while

O Surround sound from asingle
unit: the PDSP-2, with soin plasma

020

8774 0847

steered and focused to suit your room.
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Compass X series

The Compass 777

Handcraft solid wood side panels

Form Follows Function

Solid aluminum phase cortect cone
The lowest distortion drivers available today

Three drivers on the same plane for correct dote/phase .1
iiu ono,' I.

Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appliito

Form Follows Form
Solid nood construction ondexclusine landrubbed finkh.

1o

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

ship
R-1.5

150W x2/8 Ohm

R-6

125W x6/8 Ohm

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio
and acoustics, Designs the crossover and performs prototype
testing/final fine tuning for Usher Audio. Consulting to a
couple of famous audio companies, Joe always finds the
tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a
delightful surprise in today's high end audio world.

us HER
USHER HOMO
hgli

ZZ 67 Kai-Fong Sheet Sec] Taipei 100 Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
TECHNOLOGY Web site: www.usheraudio.com

ilk Ili 100 glik4fili — e167WL E-mail: usher@ms11.hinetnet

opinion

barry fox

Ken Ishiwata,

downloading and storing, onto disc or memory chip. All

Marantz's brand ambassador,

the music industry has to do is make the music, stick it on

has been with the company for

awebsite and suck up the credit card payments.

25 years. At each annual press

While the music industry slumbered, Internet sites like

seminar he presents his take on

Napster became ahousehold name. Although Napster

the world electronics market. He

has been shut down by legal manoeuvres, new sites like

distills fascinating facts from the

Grokster, Morpheus and Kazaa still thrive. Over zoo

deadly dull statistics put out by

million people around the world now use Kazaa on their

electronics trade bodies

PCs. Market research company Understanding And

including the EIAJ (Electronics

Solutions estimates that there were five billion music

Industries Association of Japan).

downloads last year, 99% of them unauthorised.

'Accepted formats take along

Digital Rights Management (DRM) restricts how and

time to decline,' says Ishiwata, revealing that last year

where arecording may be played, but there's still no

the total world market for portable audio machines was

single DRM standard, nor for compression encoding.

52 million units (CD 30.4m, compact cassette 16.8m and

The current situation (which will be out of date by the

MiniDisc 4.8m). Predictions for the next five years show a

time you read this) is that Sony/Universals' subscription

flat trend. Of the 4.8m MD portables sold, Japan accounts

service Pressplay has been bought by Roxio (
né Adaptec),

for 3.1m. Japan is the one country where cassette player

the computer company that makes software to burn

sales are declining rapidly. At the Dixons store at

music to CD. Roxio has also bought the name Napster,

Stanstead, on the way to this year's seminar in Italy, Isaw

which is the household name for free downloads, and will

a ' Newly Arrived' sign advertising two new Sony cassette

use it for downloads that are not free. Which is abit like

Walkmans with extended battery life.

buying the name Coca-Cola and using it for lemonade.

Ishiwata's main point this year was to warn that
the computer industry and Microsoft are invading the
consumer electronics field: ' Computer penetration is now
very high, broadband is rising fast, and
Microsoft is very powerful. The computer is not
only aworking tool, it is also aconsumer
electronics product. We have to be very
careful.'
'They took away our CD- Rmarket. They have
taken away headphone stereo. Sony knows

Pressplay uses Microsoft's Windows Media and its DRM.
MusicNet is another subscription service owned by
Warner, BMG and EMI. RealNetworks, developers of a

'The computer is no longer just a
working tool, it has also become
aconsumer electronics product'

they are trying to take away their portable stereo market,

rival system using its own RealAudio codec, is also apart-

too. APC can record, like aVCR. The performance of

owner. So MusicNet uses RealAudio and aDRM system

Windows Media 9coding for video is quite incredible.

developed by Real. Internet service provider AOL uses

Compression is three times better than MPEG-2; it can be

Real, but also MC, licensed by Dolby Laboratories. Sony's

used to put high-definition TV on existing red laser DVDs

digital Walkmans use ATRAC, and DRM called OpenMG.

or for DVD-quality streaming over the Internet. The audio

Apple scored alaunch hit with its iTunes MusicStore,

compression rates are twice as good as Dolby or DTS. In

also based on MC, with another DRM called FairPlay. So

the future, with wireless systems, we'll be getting what's

far Apple's service is available only for Mac users using

stored on the PC.'

OS X, and only in the USA. With no subscriptions to pay,

lshiwata warns it's wrong to write off computer audio

and downloads at adollar atime, Apple sold amillion

quality as poor, and of interest only to ageneration

songs in the first week. But some of this success may be

accustomed to MP3. He warns too, that the industry will

due to pent-up demand because no other legal Internet

have to address the problems of virus attack and hacking,

music site has ever catered for the Apple Macintosh.

which PCs are susceptible to. The new generations of

None of these pay services uses MP3, which is the

mobiles and electronics devices could be at risk too once

standard for free services and for ripping from CD. When

ade facto standard has been settled on. ' Idon't have the

Understanding And Solutions surveyed the last Consumer

answers,' says Ishiwata. ' Ijust want to provoke thought.'

Electronics Show it found nearly 250 different portable

Whether the record companies are capable of thinking

memory card players, and nine out of ten of them were

ahead, much past lunchtime, is amoot point. Just look at

only able to play MP3. Expensive pocket computers are

the way they have made such ahash of selling music

needed to play Windows Media downloads. There are

online. And this despite the fact that selling online would

few, if any, memory chip portables that can play Real

leave even more time for lunch because all the hassle of

downloads.

pressing discs and shipping them to stores would
disappear. Consumers would become responsible for

No wonder Sony still thinks it worth developing new
analogue cassette Walkmans.
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The new Schonberg series by Vienna Acoustics

Breathtaking beauty
in an ordinary world

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk

As well as an exclusive 'first listen' to Wilson's Alexandria flagship speaker,
we've got ahost of hot high-end reviews, plus AV from Mirage and Primare
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Denon DVD-2900
This is the first multi- format player from major player Denon, and it's abeauty
WORDS & LAB REPORT PAUL MILLER

PRICE

£850

SUPPLIER

Hayden Laboratories

CONTACT

01753 888447

WEBSITE

www.denon.co.uk

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

player. For example, while individual Sony DSD, Mitsubishi DVD-A and DTS/Dolby decoders are used,
any post-processing is kept to aminimum. The AL24
DSP used in its costlier players is absent here, which is
probably no bad thing for the goal of transparent CD
replay. Neither is DTS 96/24 accommodated, Imight
add, just as any 6.1 channel Dolby EX or DTS ES

It was never amatter of if, but when Denon

datastreams are relayed solely via the digital, rather
than analogue outputs.

That day has finally arrived in the form of its £850
DVD-2900. This machine takes its visual cues from the

The 5.1 channel analogue outputs are driven from
three DSD1790 DACs, newish devices from BurrBrown that, as their designation suggests, will accept

embraced the concept of atruly universal disc player.

DVD-2800 Mk II and DVD-3800 DVD players, two
models that would have sat either side of the DVD2900 but that are now being phased out.
So this new player carries Denon's hopes across a
broad section of the market — hopes that are bolstered by the player's equally broad compatibility with
CD, CD-R/RW (including JPEG photo and MP3
audio files), DVD-A/R/RW and SACD media. The
universal nature of this player is further extended by a
Silicon Images SiI504 video processor, offering a
progressive output with both NTSC and, thanks to a
recent software update, PAL source material.
Both the gently curved alloy fascia and substantiallooking drawer mechanism mark the DVD-2900 out as
atop-quality product, but in other respects its design
is as ' minimalist' as possible for a flexible, universal

both SACD bitstream and 192kHz/24-bit PCM data
types. As if to encourage the development of such
players. Crystal, Analog Devices, Wolfson and BurrBrown are now all offering competing 'universal' DAC
solutions to AV manufacturers. So, there are no
excuses there, then.
Back to the DVD-2900 and its colourful on-screen
display is also clearly based on Denon's last generation
DVD-A players, with the addition of 'Super Audio
CD' to the Audio Setup page [see the screenshots with
the lab report on page 23, which show how the speaker
configuration menu (including size, level and delay) is
accessed via the 'Audio Channel' item].
These setup parameters effect the replay of multichannel DVD-V and DVD-A software, but only the
speaker size and output level menus are relevant to

mruniversal player
SACD. The digital output is also muted when the
SACD software is in use.
The video setup page of the OSD also permits both
film and video-sourced DVDs to be manually distinguished via either Level or Flag detection methods
(modes 1and 2respectively), optimizing 2:3 pulldown
for 60fps NTSC video outputs. Black level is also
described as either 'darker' or 'lighter' rather than the
less obvious IRE scaling used elsewhere.
Denon has other OSDs hidden away on its matching
RC-934 IR remote control. For example, the two Pure
Direct modes accessible from the DVD-2900's fascia
are actually pre-programmed via the handset and Pure
Direct Memory OSD, allowing the display, digital and
video outputs to be selectively muted. Picture quality

definitivetest

while backing instruments populate the acoustic void
that surrounds her. Bass is tremendously extended but
perhaps because of the huge space in which it has to
work, never becomes excessive or boomy. Similarly,
high treble detail seems to fade into inaudibility rather
than peak or glint in attention-grabbing fashion.
This sound is just about as smooth as it gets.
Smoother and, I would suggest, inherently more
natural than the bolder, more architectural quality of
its bigger brother, the DVD-Al. These qualities are
carried over into two-channel DVD-A and CD replay
although the soundfield itself is, almost inevitably,
collapsed to the front of the room. Ttvo- or multichannel, the sound of the DVD-2900 is so marvelously

can also be manipulated via a third OSD during
playback. This includes arather natty gamma adjustment facility that provides avisual representation of
how detail in both light and dark areas of the picture is
being affected.

SOUND QUALITY
In common with the very best multi-channel players of
any denomination, the DVD-2900 has the capacity to
make the biggest speakers melt from the room, leaving
a soundfield with no discernable point or points of
origin. The live DVD-A recording of Sandy Dillon's
Float does just that, her voice hanging spectre-like

() Truly universal: CD audio,
CD-R/RW (including JPEG
photo CD and MP3 audio
files), DVD-V, DVD-A,
DVD-R/RW and SACD are
all compatible formats

september 2003

notwithstanding, the music itself can't help but shine
through, riding atop abrilliant and compelling sound
that takes ashortcut — and this is no exaggeration —

Curving alloy fascia
and substantial-looking
drawer mechanism

straight to the heart. This seamless, sweeping multichannel sound makes perfect use of orchestral
scores where the power of so many
performers builds a truly holo-

distinguish the DVD-2900

graphic ambience rather than an
intense wall of sound. The live
DSD recording with Ivan Fischer
and the BFO slips into the room,
crafting a huge sound where the
faint chime of percussion will wink into
life surrounded by the weighty presence of
woodwind and energetic thrill of strings. This is a
glorious sound, one that's powerfully extended and yet

understated that hours of
contented listening just breeze by in its company.
Meanwhile, and provided the speaker configuration
is left with all speakers set to large, Denon's DSD
signal routing looks to be as unadulterated as any top

unforced and uncontrived — atrue hammerblow into
the coffin of two-channel.

quality, standalone SACD player. And it shows in the
listening. The gentler analogue filtering also plays a

CONCLUSION

role here, provided the partnering amplifier is unfazed
by the increased ultrasonic noise. Either way, the big
multi-channel sound of the DVD-2900 not only gets
bigger but also more transparent, gentler and more
relaxed with SACD software. Even the limited treble
extension of the recent Floyd release seems less
abrupt, while the obvious vocal compression audible
through the busier tracks, including 'Us And Them', is
simply far less troublesome. Technical limitations

If the DVD-2900 has any direct competition then this
must surely take the shape of Pioneer's DV-757Ai
[HFN Dec '02], a universal player lighter both in
stature, sound and price at £800. The DVD-2900 has
taken advantage of Macrovision's recent extension of
its copyright protection to both NTSC and now PAL
progressive video outputs but lacks Denon's version of
the digital audio connection used by Pioneer to extend

LAB REPORT: DENON DVD-2 • oo

rrs

For such ahighly integrated and

output stage. At higher frequencies, it's

complex player, amere 158psec of jitter

the ultrasonic noise associated with the

is impressive. Figure ishows this is

SACD encode process that dominates its

principally data- induced [ red markers]

distortion spectrum (THD + noise =

LPCMi44 lkHz/48k111)

with asmattering of extremely low-level

0.15% at 20kHz) while both CD and

BASS ENHANCER i2 CHANNEL)

power supply effects [ blue and brown

OVO Asources incur surprisingly high

markers]. Only the latter remain on the

odd- order distortion components

SACO spectrum [ blue trace, - 7opsec],

amounting to 0.09% at 2okHz.

Li I1 IZ:11

04)

AUDIO SETUP
AUDIO CHANNEL
1.1111111111.111.111111ffl
DIGITAL OUT

EXIT SETUP

which is almost identical to (behind) the
SELECT • V 4

DECISION ENTER BUTTON

CD/DVD-A spectrum [ black trace].

Figure 2also indicates amore general
increase in noise when decoding DVD-A
signals beyond 3okHz or so. The

O The on- screen displays are based on

Jitter behaviour

fundamental indicated here at 4okHz

Denon's last- generation players, but now

Putting this into perspective, these

shows significantly higher audioband

include aSuper Audio CD option

correlated PSU spikes contribute just

noise and ultrasonic jitter with OVO A

--0.3pV to the overall noise spectrum,

[black trace] than SACD [ blue trace].

which yields an A-wtd S/N ratio of 107dB.
This figure is consistent with any of CD,

Less is more

0 The speaker configuration screen uses

DVD-A and SACD software, as it's largely

One benefit of the DVD-2900's lower

simple graphics and bright colours

determined by Denon's implementation

cost is the omission of Denon's AL24

SPEAKER SETUP

of Burr- Brown's DAC and, particularly, the

processing which means low-level CD

associated analogue output stage.

signals are less distorted (typically

Distortion falls to alow of - 0.0002%
LARGE

at ikHz/-iodBFs with all data types,

to -1.5% at -9odBFs. Low-level linearity

CENTER SP

LARGE

increasing slightly to 0.0005% at its peak

is also extremely impressive with

SUBwOOFER
SURROUND SP
FILTER

SELECT £ vl
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-3.1% at -9odBFs). With SACD this falls

FRONT SP

YES
LARGE

output (2.13V with SACO and 2.18V with

recorded errors of just +0.1dB at -iodBFs

ON

CO/OVO-A) as a2nd harmonic begins to

and + 2.odB at -120dBFs with SACD.

emerge. As this behavior is common to all

The achievable frequency response

source material — CO, OVO Aand SACO

does differ from format to format, with

— then, once again, Iwould point the

192kHz DVD-A flat to within 0.07/-o.odB

finger at its common DAC and analogue

up to 8okHz. In contrast to previous Sony

DECISION ENTER BUTTON

definitivetest
Main PCB with
separate DSD, DVD-A

Multiple
switch- mode
PSUs

and Dolby/DTS
decoders

RS232
control port

Sil5e4 progressive
video converter

the versatility of its
universal
player.
Both players incorporate adeal of advanced
technology that, in the round, puts them
head and shoulders above single format
players at and around the same price.
There's no chance that the DVD-2900 will
be retrospectively-fitted with the serial
DenonLink, which we reviewed with the
DVD-Al player [
HFN May '03], but Istill
suspect that brand loyalty will play amajor
role in the purchase of this player. Nevertheless, Iurge you to look beyond the brand
because whether you own aDenon AV amp
or not, the DVD-2900 remains a cracking
player and is my personal choice for the
forward-looking audiophile. ri

Main analogue
output PCB
Universal
transport meth

and Philips- based SACD players, Denon
has evidently decided to limit the post-

Figure 3shows the DVD-29oo's

filtering of SACD sources to just —3.5dB at

subwoofer output to be some 5dB below

TITE CC SUITE

1011Eil Allen
IRESILIOCN

112111,CO

1
1111,

>
Q,
128 10-

'2o

and DVD-3800 players from Denon,

Figure i: High- resolution jitter spectrum
(CD/DVD-A vs SACD)

UV111F
117-

8okHz and —8dB at lookHz. While this

that of the main channels with the Filter

yields aresponse that's theoretically far

set to On. This should be switched Off

(loser to DVD-A than typical, it also

when playing DTS-encoded DVD

means there's aproportionally higher

software to normalise the player's

level of ultrasonic noise escaping.

output. With Dolby- encoded software,

Amplifiers susceptible to such noise will

the sub level is best tweaked via the

be less content partnering the DVD-2900

active subwoofer itself.

than, say, the Yamaha DVD-S2300
universal player I
HFN April ' 03).
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FigL re 2: Ultrasonic performance
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nAudio
Alexandria
How can you beat aGrand SLAMM?
KK visits Provo, Utah, to find out
Few audio designers are so grand

PRICE

£118,000/pair

that ameeting with them suffers an ambience of
'an audience with'. Usually, the ones who do

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

inspire that reaction are conceited tossers

CONTACT

020

WEBSITE

www.wilsonaudio.com

whose ego rather than achievement creates the
impression of being in the presence of royalty.
But Dave Wilson comes from the other end of
the scale: truly aboffin, apropeller- headed,

8971 3909

who thinks that a 'slide rule' has something to
do with the legality of achild's ride at the
playground. He puts on neither airs nor graces,
grins like akid when faced with acool new toy
and is as happy to eat aPizza Hut ' Filled Crust'
pizza as the finest dim sum. And now, with a
company that would fit in B&W's or Bose's staff
canteen, he's produced what just might be the

crazed enthusiast whose very enthusiasm is as

Peter Walker and Alastair Robertson-Aikman.
And yet, with all three, meeting them has an air

infectious as asmile from athree-year-old.

of 'audience' not because they demand it, but

And Imean aproduction speaker, not a

because you know in your gut that they're
worthy of your respect.

demented one-off that appears at ahi fi show,

He's averitable Duracell Bunny of an
audiophile: wind him up and he'll talk about
torsional strength and impedance curves and

Itell you this because I've known Dave

greatest loudspeaker on the planet. Bar none.

never to be seen (nor heard) again.
•Like Peter Walker, who spent 18 years before

adhesives and how the specification of an F-15

Wilson for nearly 20 years, been to his home, his

he was happy with the ESL- 63, Wilson has taken

fighter relates to his loudspeakers. And he'll do
it with adelicious mix of humility and authority

factory, used his products, eaten his M&Ms at
CES. And still I'm always slightly awed that he

his time — nearly adecade — with the
Alexandria. It had to do two things... with neither

such as I've witnessed only from the likes of

would waste his time with asubjective reviewer

task to be taken lightly. The first is to replace the
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firmly believing in the trickle- down approach.
Wilson designs his cabinets using arange of
high- density materials, including what looks like

worth or validity because it wasn't undertaken in

atype of ply made from layers of MDF (the so-

my own room, please note the following

called ' M' material). This was chosen over

ripostes. Firstly, I'd enjoyed along and

conventional MDF because it can be worked to

unforgettable session in the Wilson listening

much tighter tolerances, provides superior

room once before, and found it to be as neutral a

hardness, uniform density and dimensional

venue as one could imagine, right up there with

stability, and will accept the high-gloss,

the SME room. Thus, Ibelieve that anyone could

automotive- grade paint finishes that are one of

walk into it cold, audition any product they care

Wilson's signature details. Yes, it costs more and

to try, and leave with ajustifiable opinion. Steve

is harder to use, but it does ' what it says on the

Harris, who visited Wilson last year, concurred.

box', so to speak: create asuperior cabinet. Go

entirely of components familiar to me: McIntosh

tell me that you believe that the majority of the

MC2000 'Anniversary' power amplifier, Audio

But it's the Wilson- developed ' X' material that

cables, aBasis Turntable with Air Tangent arm

material that DW describes as 'the best, most

and Lyra Helikon cartridge.
review material, while DW made sure that every

does not alter the pitch or tonal character of

part of the chain was familiar to me. And Ipretty

music.' Not only is it heavy and expensive, it's a

much ran the session for four hours or so, to —

monster to work: each panel used in the

no doubt — the great anguish of others (Sheryl

Alexandria takes eight hours to machine via

Lee Wilson, ohn Giolas and Peter McGrath of

CNC, which explains why Wilson can only make

Wilson Audio, and Deedra Allison of Robb

two pairs per month, maybe ramping up to four.

Report), who were forced to listen to Tennessee

material will support astack of ' em.
Additionally, the X-1 was the first installer-

It proved to be one of the most disconcerting
experiences Ihave ever be subjected to as a

evolutionary by-product of the WAMM's modular

reviewer. Using recordings from the Persuasions,

construction, Group Delay is acombination of

Diana Krall and others, we listened to the X-1. It

proprietary crossover design, about which DW is

was sublime. Isat there wondering what on

close-lipped, and the ability to adjust all of the

earth could the X-2 do that I
wasn't already

individual drivers in the time domain. In the X-1,

hearing. Using aswitch box fashioned by Wilson,

precisely positioned during the setup procedure
frequency range', while optimising the sound for
the primary listening position.
But back to the Alexandria. This speaker
takes the Group Delay facility astage further,
with even greater flexibility, such that DW said,
WAMM, the venerable flagship that Wilson saw

straight-faced, that he could make these

through, what? Seven incarnations? Impractical,

leviathans work even in my 4m by 6m room.
While the same materials are used in
Alexandria as in Xi, just about everything else

regardless of the location — the WAMM has

has changed [ see Technology box], with every

been officially out of production for afew years.

driver anew one bar the main tweeter.
To facilitate areview, I
visited the Wilson
home in Provo, Utah, where DW had set up a

because, for the past nine years, the just-below-

unique demonstration. Because the speakers

WAMM flagship has been the incredibly

wouldn't be shipping until July, it seemed that

successful and highly- respected

any reviews will be undertaken at the Wilson

SLAMM. Thus, the second task: coming in above

home; it just isn't practical to send out review

an established near- masterpiece.

pairs at this stage. So why was I, through HFN,

This exceptional design has been areference

Before letting me loose with my own CDs,
Dave demonstrated the Xiand X-2 side- by- side.

trade- marked Group Delay technology. An

'to create aseamless coherency throughout the

Grand

Ernie Ford, Willie Nelson and Mickey Katz.

friendly implementation of Wilson's patented,

each driver module — midrange and treble — is

Alas, Wilson made the task of creating a

To assess the Alexandria, Isupplied the

encountered. It has almost no ringing at all, and

As for the F-15 mentioned above? Aslab of X-

WAMM replacement that much more difficult,

Research's Reference 2Mk II pre- amplifier, the
Audio Research CD- 3CD player, Transparent

the X-1 showcased, ahigh- density phenolic
non- resonant material we have ever

ingredients, requiring DW to set them up himself

Secondly, the review system consisted

on: rap on the side of and then lift aPuppy. Then
panels are fashioned from avariant of MDF.

expensive, dependent on hard- to-fnd

Now, before you get het up about me
reviewing the speakers chez Wilson, doubting

blessed with the honour of the first review? Ican

product for most of its life, and is the wellspring

only imagine it was because Ihad the initiative

from which most of the post- 1994 Wilson

to seek out Wilson at CES and this was the

products have derived their technology, DW

reward for my enthusiasm.
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C Any colour you

smoothly transitional without any overhang. And

like: as you'd

when bass transients hit, wham! They stopped

expect, the

with afinality Ihave never associated with such

Alexandria comes in

massive, non-servo'd woofers. The treble? It

Wilson's superb car

made me think of the X-2 as aWATT 7on

paint finishes

steroids. Industrial strength, disgracedprofessional- athlete- on-the- lam steroids.
Willie Nelson, whose through- the- nose
intonation illustrated the X- 2's refinement over
the X-1, regaled us with 'All Of Me' and other
standards, opportunities to hear some fine
guitar, pedal steel and piano. Uncharacteristic of
Wilsons in general, given the quest for arch
neutrality, was awarmth, aluscious, life- like
'woodiness' that spoke of real instruments. With
Ella and Louis on vinyl, the vocal textures — hers
like fine crystal, his like fine gravel — yielded
one of IGordon Holt's in-the- room- realism
frissons. Dino, Frank, Lou Rawls, Louis Prima —
acontinuing series of little shocks, plenty of
those otherwise rare moments of being lulled
into the illusion that the event was real, in front

I
A/B'd the two. To the shock of all present — the

Wednesday, even if something better came out

of you. But instead of one of these ' frissons'

Wilson household is not where one uses salty

on Tuesday. So, by any measure, the X-1 is the

every month or so, it was adecade's worth in an

language — Iblurted out, after amere thee

same magli9cent beast it's been since 1994.

afternoon. Even the mono seemed to take on

seconds, aloud ' Bloody hell!'

Only now there's something better.

width and depth.

It was like this: Ihad been shocked into a
situation familiar to all scribes who wish to

So Iscratched my head for aperfect analogy
and came up with this one, alas automotive.

So consider this: when I
visited Wilson Audio
in mid- May, the company had already sold, sight

maintain asense of proportion, and Iwas let off

Imagine the Porsche Boxster S, acar so capable,

unseen and sound unheard, enough pairs to

the hook by one thing only: the price difference

so respected that most car nuts wonder, ' Why

create an eight- month waiting list. Retailers and

between X-1 and

spend more?' It fondles like adream, it's built by

customers had placed orders solely on word-of-

approximately 45%. When that 45% is $40,000,

Germans, it looks great. It is worth every penny.

mouth, for few were those who got to see — and

the differential makes the speakers non-

Then, you get the keys to the 911 Turbo. Same

Imean see, not even hear — the prototype

combatants in my book. But Imust add that one

badge. Same nose. Similar layout. Three times

behind closed doors in Las Vegas last January.

industry observer told me not to feel too much

the price. ncomparison, the Boxster's adog.

And Deedra and I
were the first people outside

relief. He said, ' Don't kid yourself. The kind of

But in reality? The Boxster is still an astounding

Wilson Audio actually to listen to the

people who can afford $85,000 for speakers can

vehicle, despite the existence of the Turbo.

X-2

is on the order of

probably afford $ 125,000. We're not talking

Anyway, for tour hours, Iraided my CD wallet.

X-2.

Thus we have asituation where at least 36
music lovers have, on faith alone, placed firm

about normal people, who have to think twice

'Assassin Of Love' acquired amajesty I'd never

orders for aspeaker costing around US $ 125,000

about a $ 1250 purchase instead of $850.'

heard, with richer, more fluid bass and asense

per pair. I'd like to tell them that their faith will

of physical scale that provided amuch larger

be rewarded. Not necessarily in the afterlife,

Fat help that was, then. Because the X-2 so
clearly bettered the X-1 in so many ways, it could

playing field for the wondrous 3D effects within.

mind you, but certainly in the here and now.

only be the price that would cause one to

Decay on all notes was more authentic,

WORDS_KEN KESSLER

choose the X-1, which stays in productior to fill
the huge pp between MAXX and X-2. instantly,

TECHNOLOGY: X-1 vs X2

the X-2 revealed itself to be capable of less

Without having the two speakers side- by-side, only the most fanatical of Wilson-spotters can tell an

congestior in the upper midband, and it was

X-1 Grand SLAMM from an Alexandria X-2. And yet the only part they have in common is the main

more open overall. The bass was less

tweeter. Here, for easy reference, is apoint by point list of the ways they differ.

aggressive, there was finer image specific'ty, aid
even asmoother left-to- right spread. The sound

SPECIFICATIONS

Alexandria

X-2

X-1 Grand SLAMM

was more homogeneous, with better pin-poirt
precision. And, more than anything, X-2 made

Bass drivers:

the X-1 seem positively nasal in comparison.

Midrange:

2x18omm Vifa (proprietary to Wilson)

Tweeter:

25mm inverted dome Focal (built for Wilson) same

All of which placed ne in aquandary. Mere

x39omm, x325mm Focal

x38omm, iX 3oomm Focal
2X15omm

Dynaudio

seconds before, I'd been sitting there marvelling

Su pertweeter:

at the X-1. With the flick of aswitch, Iwas

Frequency response:

suddenly confronted with sound that bettered it

Crossover points:

proprietary

proprietary

in every single area. Which reminded me of my

Impedance:

8ohm

same

favourite hi-fi adage, coined when acertain

Sensitivity:

90B/eelm

same

school of iciot reviewer declared new 'world's

Dimensions (hwd):

1.82 (variable) x0.44 xo.68m

1.82 x0.42 xo.64m

bests' on amonthly basis: if something is

Weight each:

34 01%

272kg

xScanspeak
18-22.5kHz, -2dB

2xHarman
19.5-22.5kHz,

wonderful on Monday, it's still wonderful on

ifte

m
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Brinkmann La Grange
turntable and 10.5 arm
How one man's pursuit for the ideal tonearm resulted in this
formidable anW,ogue replay mechanism with EMT m- ccartridge
PRICE

£8250 (see text)

SUPPLIER

Walrus Systems

CONTACT

ozo 7724 722 4

My request to

review the Brinkmann

history attached to it, and adegree of self-

sold it, but sold it Idid and I've attempted to

interest too. Back in the 198os when I
was ahi-fi

recapture the pleasure from that combination

retailer Iowned many different analogue replay

ever since. Ipurchased aBreuer 8Dynamic

combinations. The choice was almost infinite

some zo years ago. It has been mounted on a

and the selection procedure was highly

series of Michell GyroDec turntables, all of which

subjective for both the customers and for myself

have given faultless reliability and very pleasing

when deciding on what I'd use at home.

sonic performance. I
tried other arms including

Despite horrendous unreliability I
was very

the Fidelity Research FR64S, FR64FX, SME Vs

analogue replay mechanism comprising the 10.5

taken with the sound of the original Pink

tonearm (£ 2100), the Brinkmann-moditied EMT

and so on, but always returned to the Breuer.

Triangle. To me, the most musical combination

The SME Vmay be the most uncoloured of

cartridge (£1250) and the La Grange turntable

was aPT partnered with the Breuer 8Dynamic

tonearms; however if the Breuer is coloured,

(£4995, or £6995 together with 10.5 arm) has a

arm and EMT cartridge. Istill don't know why I

well yes, then I
like that coloration!
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Why? Because of its pedigree.
It looks like aBreuer, has asimilar bearing
system, at least externally and was in essence

oil gap becomes too tight. On any turntable
where the rotation is even infinitesimally and

every inch aBreuer revisited. Moreover the

inconsistently slowed down by inappropriate oil

designer Helmut Brinkmann has amodified EMT,

viscosity, the stereo- imaging will be reduced,

and provides athree-part counterweight. It can

apparently. Well, fair enough — the imaging was

probably cope with anything. No more coins. No

exemplary, the best Ihave ever experienced. So

more BluTack. Wonderful! Plus Helmut was the

far, so good.

designer of the AudioLabor. How could Iignore
the historical synergy?
Availability is 'about' seven arms per year

The platter weighs about 16kg and is made
from acomposite of aluminium containing lead
and copper. The top surface is polished to a

here. Am I
fortunate? Oh yes indeed. Iknow this

mirror finish and the entire system weight is

because I've now heard the arm, with amodified

about 3okg. The record clamp was very effective

EMT, on the Brinkmann La Grange turntable.

when the upper surface of arecord is convex but

But first, the remaining parts of the jigsaw. I

was not as good as my Orbe clamp when

recently purchased aMusical Fidelity Nu-Vista

confronting aconcave- upwards record. Under

3D CD player. One thing led to another and

these circumstances the record edge could not

Antony Michaelson invited me to borrow his

be made to sit loo percent flat. But audibly there

kWP/kW amplification system. You'd have to be

was no problem as the arm/cartridge

nuts to resist. Path Premier kindly lent me apair

combination tracked flawlessly.

of their Revel Ultima Studio speakers.
By the time Ihad sold both my Breuer and

In retrospect the Breuer was the most

temperature of 3oC. Without this, they claim, the

Helmut Brinkmann modifies EMT cartridges.
First he fits avan den Hul tip. Secondly the

GyroDec, I
was awaiting the 10.5. My brand new

mounting device is made from very hard

Orbe SE with DC controller system was gathering

aluminium and is coupled to the original EMT in

dust. And I
wanted an analogue replay system to

away which allow for asmooth energy flow.

drive the MF/Revel combination. And that's how

That's what he told me. He wasn't much more

Iended up with the La Grange, etc.

forthcoming than that. He pays particular

Walrus had previously set up the combination

attention to the fitting of copper nuts and

significant component in my analogue replay

in their workshop using the Pluto alignment tool,

aluminium bolts with copper washers. Next, the

chain. Its inclusion and occasional removal had

based on the aDennesen Geometric

internal wiring of the cartridge and the copper

more effect to my ears, than any change of

Soundtracktor. Fitting the various leads, drive

output pins are modified. Helmut described this

cartridge or substitution of turntable.

system and associated bits and pieces took only

as an effort to produce atransparent and

minutes in my listening room. This is an utterly

dynamic ' non- technical' sound. I
took this to

In those early days John Michell had yet to
produce the Orbe and customers who wanted

fuss-free combination. No suspension; and no

mean amusical event rather than an electronic

more detail, atighter bass and more stability

feedback either. Ajoy to install and to operate.

one.

than the pre- QC GyroDec could then offer

The arm is not supplied with lead- out wires to

prompted me to look for alternatives. Afew

aphono

happy customers found it in the ruinously

stage. The

expensively and impeccably engineered

makers

AudioLabor turntable from Germany. Bear with

sensibly argue

me on this, because these various historic

that as there

strands do link up.
Depending on the weight of cartridge Iused

is no debate
that cables

EMT cartridges are still made but no,

It looks like aBreuer, has asimilar
bearing system, and was in essence
every inch aBreuer revisited

on my Breuer Ihad to balance out the arm using

make adifference then why place an obstacle in

Brinkmann will not modify an existing one

acoin and BluTack on the headshell. My Breuer

front of the dedicated user who wants to fine-

owned by acustomer. He only modifies unused

was supplied with just one counterweight, to

tune the sound trying various cable options?

EMTs.

optimally balance the then- unobtainable Breuer-

Cawsey SSI Silver arm cables from Australia

Arm boards can be made for other arms.

modified EMT. Too light acartridge meant I

at £ 3oo per stereo pair were provided. Iwas so

couldn'' bring the counterweight forward

transfixed by the sound that Ihad no inclination

turntable with the new version of the legendary

enough. Even so, with coin attached it always

to faff about using alternatives. The cables are

Air Tangent and then the latest Dynavector DV-

sounded extraordinary. But BluTacked coins

heavily shielded to prevent any hum — through

507, out of curiosity. The 10.5 arm I've purchased

looked ridiculous and anyway, I
wanted to try

my Delphini Mk 2phono stage, and the m- c

will, Isuspect, be the last tonearm I'll ever buy,

out the ultra- lightweight nude- EMT. Time for a

input of the Musical Fidelity kWP pre- amp, there

or ever need to buy. Incidentally, the importers

new arm.

was no hum, even at full volume.

can deliver adouble-armed version of LaGrange

Walrus Systems in London are the importers

The La Grange is far from ostentatious. In fact

Given the chance I'd certainly like to audition the

where you can mount tonearms from 9to 12

of Breuer today. These arms are in extremely

the entire appearance is self-effacing, austere

short supply and counterweights not

even. But internally it has afew surprises. For a

withstanding can be whole-heartedly

start there's the bearing heater system. As the

Brinkmann FINE phono stage at £950 but as

recommended and worth every penny. Actually, a

heavyweight platter needs avery narrow gap

mentioned earlier I
was more than happy with

lot of pennies. In conversation with Les Wong at

between shaft and housing, the expansion

my Trichord Delphini and the Musical Fidelity's

Walrus he suggested Itake alook at the

coefficients of the materials must be controlled

m-cinput. The cartridge has quite ahigh output

Brinkmann lo.5 arm. Idid. Iordered it, unheard.

by aheater that gives the bearing aconstant

which, theoretically, might make it suitable for

inches.
Anatural partner might well be the

—fr\rseptember
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Digital has truly come of age

amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
Our old first generation friend, CD, is already looking decidedly like Old Hat. Super Audio CD and
argento
audible illusions
DVD Audio are with us, assuming you can find the titles you want ( rather than the titles they want
audio physic
you to have) at a record shop near you, or indeed in a record shop anywhere.
breuer dynamic
Music ( and gadget) lovers can revel in the multitude of ways to store and play their ( compressed)
brinkmann
cart rae
music, from home or portable hard disk players, hand-held memory card players, or the humble
cartridge man
home computer itself.
cawsey
chord electronics
So why do we fill our adverts (and our shop) with obsolete mechanical machines from a bygone
clearaudio
age to spin huge discs at 33.3 and 45rpm with asharp diamond on the end of a moving arm to
decca london
read tiny squiggles in the vinyl? How quaint!
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
Brinkmann La Grange inc 10.5
ecs
Tonearm ( cart extra) - £6995.00
es lab
final lab
gamut
graham slee
hadcock
incognito
infinity
Origin Live Aurora (arm &
jbl k2
Amazon Model 3 inc
cart extra) - £997.00
klimo
RB250 arm - £995.00
korato

We have the largest selection of vinyl
players anywhere in the UK ( and
possibly further afield too) - just a
small selection on this page

Michell Orbe SE ( arm & cart extra) - £ 1916.00

Michell Gyro SE (arm & cart extra) - £870.00

More importantly, nobody
assembles and tunes
turntables like we do - to
perfection!

Nottingham Analogue Horizon inc
RB250 arm - £528.75

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
(arm & cart extra) - £889.75
Latest!
•The amazing state of the art JBL K2 speakers on demo now
Shanling CDT- 100 CD player on demo
Naim Aro tonearm and Armageddon PSU on demo
*Rose and Korato preamps on demo
•At last - the new Michell Engineering Tecnodec - on demo

lavardin
loricraft
lyra
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
Origin Live Resolution (arm & cart
pink triangle
extra) - £ 1979.00
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
rose
shun mook
shanling
shelter
Warning!
sme
sonneteer
We have a huge selection of
spendor
accessories for the vinyl enthusiast
stax
which can be purchased either by
sugden
personal callers to our shop, or by
sumiko
mail order world-wide.
tci cables
tivoli audio
Please consult our web site for
tom evans
product details, and how to order.
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
interest free credit available on most items, subject to status •

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Brinkmann La Grange turntable
O Brinkmann has its own speciallymodified version of an EMT moving-coil
cartidge, using vdH stylus tip and selected
nuts, bolts and washers

use with avalve phono stage. Load resistance
should be from 600 to lok ohm.
Iused arange of Mana isolation devices with
great success. Frankly you'd be ill-advised to use
anything less and to date I've heard nothing
better for turntable isolation — and Ido from
time to time listen very loud. Having said this
though Walrus and Brinkmann both
agree that glass shelves should
not be used. They prefer hard
wood or granite. They
highly recommend
Max Townshend's
Seismic Sinks,
Voodoo Isolation
Boards, or perhaps

Variations from
Boult conducts
Elgar (EMI EX
2906173). Beth

even better the US -

superbly

made Fabreeka

reproduced.

Isolation Platform.
The designer told me

Then ' Day

he was looking for, and Iquote,

Tripper'
from the blue album of

Maybe the $ 74,000 Rockport is better. Is it
worth the extra? And would my PA- blasted ears
(too many Who gigs° even hear that extra
detail? I'll probably never know. What I
can say
though is I'm delighted I've purchased the 10.5
arm and Ican't wait to get it on my Orbe. Iam
deeply appreciative of Walrus' efforts at short
notice and without any fuss providing me with
the opportunity to audition this extraordinary
combination. Their setting up was exemplary.

'open soundstage, best dynamics without hard
attack, should play all records you put on,

The Beatles 1967 to 1970
(EAS 77003.4), which was stunning, McCartney's

should not add acoloration to the music'. His
sound reference was two-fold; his daughter

superlative bass playing giving adrive and pace

Getting the most out of these items is rarely a
DIY affair, so my advice is to happily pay

that compelled me to listen time after time after
time, louder and louder. Oh why isn't the CD of

whatever it costs.
Finally, I
would like to leave you with this

once owned arecord cutting machine

this track as dynamic as this?
And it wasn't state-of-the-art recordings

observation. Make of it what you will. An all time
favourite track of mine is Richard and Linda

playing piano, and the stability and smoothness
of the sound from master tapes. Brinkmann
(Neumann) and studied the dynamic processes

either. Elgar's Cello Concerto on MFP (CFP

Thompson's rendition of ' The Dark End Of The

during the cutting of arecord and this

40342) was maginificent too. At the other

Street' from Richard Thompson — Guitar, Vocal

influenced his design philosophy.

extreme, the ultra simple recording of ' On

(Island ICD-8). It's an unsophisticated recording,

Squirrel Hill' by the criminally ignored Ian

mono cassette straight from the PA at alive gig.

So how did it sound? In aword, magnificent.
The Musical Fidelity amplification and Revel

Matthews on Walking AChanging Line

It rarely fails to bring tears to my eyes. The

Studio's were outstanding performers in their

(Windham Hill WH-107o) was startling.

anguish in the voices and the heartbreak in the

own right, but of course they can not add what

Whatever Iplayed, however worn or dusty,

lyrics are almost unbearable. Even more so via

has already been lost. If the Brinkmann replay

however eccentric the recording technique, the

the Brinkmann.

mechanism failed to extract information, which I

sound was always at the least highly listenable

doubt, the other equipment (over £40,000

and on many occasions captivating, emotional,

The album and CD are long deleted and so
when Ifinally got aCD of the original album I

worth) could not have compensated.

believable, breathtaking and oddly timeless. But

Istarted with Kinderspeile from Ester Ofarim
(ATR ow) and this set the scene for what was to

that's not to say it was bland either. Through the
very demanding/revealing Revel Studios via the

follow. She sings in German. Ihadn't the first

effortlessly magnificent Musical Fidelity

clue what she was singing about, but it didn't

amplification, any oddities in the performances

played it via my own Nu-Vista 3D CD player. Now
without doubt that machine is one of the most
musically satisfying ever built and has revealed
every CD in anew and very enjoyable light. But
the CD of the same track was merely avery good

matter. The sound was captivating. She was

and recordings were ruthlessly revealed, but it

performance. No tears, no emotion. All together

singing for me and me alone, or so it felt. A 'wet'

quite disembodied compared to the vinyl.

rather than a 'dry' recording was intimately

just didn't seem to matter via the Brinkmann.
I
wondered it Iwas falling in love with

conveyed. Every breath tone, every nuance.

analogue records again rather than objectively

solitary example, that I
was hearing what the

So could it just be, with this admittedly

Extracts from Mozart's The Complete Works for

commenting on the Brinkmann analogue replay

anti-digital brigade ( Neil Young included) were

String Quartet by the incomparable Quartetto

mechanism. Ireally don't know. I'm not a

banging on about? Istill don't know. Was I

Italiano (Phillips 6747-097.9LP) followed. Utterly

fanatical digital lover; nor am Ian analogue flat-

listening to one of the most musically satisfying

captivating, magnificent. Words fail me.

earther but suffice to say that Ihave yet to hear

analogue replay mechanisms yet built? On this

Then on to Roy Orbison, Lonely and Blue
(London Mono HA- U2342) and then the Enigma

amore musically enjoyable analogue replay
mechanism than this.

I'm much clearer. Yes, Imost certainly was.
WORDS_HOWARD POPECK
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BUY BACK
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see below for detoils

there's no finer sound.
See

FLOORS 4

(
)Í THE L.1 JoR(r) Fl111110

Suppliers oi the finest music systems available.
Buying your hi-fi the right way
At sounds- of- music we believe there is only one way to sucessfully buy hi-fi You must try and
test any item selected for evaluation in your own home No demonstration room can tell you
how the sound will be. There are so many factors that contribute to what you hear. Your carpet,
furniture, wall paintings and even wall paper ploy a significant role in the final sound.
Our unique extendable one months trial system has to be the best way of all It will almost
definitely cost you less in the long run. Couple this with the largest selection and choice of
some of the worlds best hi-fi, the very best service and advice, and over 35 years
experience, your definitely in safe hands

Upgrade Scheme
Buy today and get a written guarantee that if you upgrade your system by 100%
within 2 years, we will give you 75% of your original purchase price of any single item or complete system
Please ask for details and conditions of this amazing scheme. .

eel
li
_

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
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tel. 01 892 545688 / 547003

f01892 547004

Acapella, Acoustic Zen, Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audence, Audio Physics, Apollo, Aloia, Audio Note, Aucre Research, Audio Analogue,
A.V.I, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Aremo, Atacama, Base, Balanced Audio Technology Black Radium, Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmeister, Cabasse, Convergent Audio Technology
Copland. Celestion, Copulare, Clearaudio, Cearlight Audio, Duniavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston Works, Electrocompanient, Gamut, Graham, Grado, Halcro, Herber), Hovland
Jamo, JM Labs, Kharma, Koetsu, Krl. KEF, Klipsch, Lumley. Lyra, Lamm, LAI, Lavardin, Medowlark, Marantz, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum
Ortolan. Orchi

Parasound, Pipedreams, Plink's, Project, Passlabs, Pro-ac, Pink Tria-ngle, Primare, QED, Quad, REL, Renaissance, Rogue Audio, S.A.T. SME. Shure,

Sennheiser, , Sounlab, Soundstyle, Surnám, Steinhart, Straight Wire, Sonos Faber, Stands- Unique, Teac, Theta, Tannoy, Tovinshend, Transparent, Transfiguration;;
Unison Rese

sounds

nDen Huh, Vedas, Wisdom, Wilson Audio, Wadia.

music 1
0-1 2Chapel

place 1b London Rd, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN 1 1VC'? / TNT] DO
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PRICE

£8700

installation anywhere in the mainland UK.
Given the nature of the crossover, it'll come as

SUPPLIER

Omen Ra

no surprise that this system is fully active. The

CONTACT

01892 676203

18:12 can be suppl ed complete with amplification

WEBSITE

www.omen-ra.co.uk

A3o8 pre with three A3o8 power amps or with an

(at around £15,000) using either aMusical Fidelity

No compromise is the name of

EAR 890 pre- and three 864 power amps.

the game for the Omen Ra 18:12. From the team

(Bryston 14B-SST and 3B- SST) in residence at the

that brought the Trapezoid [
HFN Nov '02] to the

time of this review Ihad to locate another stereo

market last year, the 18:12 is an imposing speaker

amplifier. Omen Ra designer, Julian Latham,

system, delivered in four crates. Two of these

supplied aMusical Fidelity XA-5o which provided

shipping crates hold the 4okg-each bass units,

power to the tweeters. Despite the different

with their form.dable Fane 45omni (18 inch)

power outputs (600W/ch on the bass, 150W/ch

As Ihad only two stereo power amplifiers

professional drivers in atransmission- line loaded

midrange and 50W/ch to tweeter) the digital

the midrange, contributing to alack of

cabinet of 45 litres. The other two crates contain

crossover made balancing these amplifiers

transparency and definition. I
felt this was being

the stands and the somewhat smaller satellite

effortless. These power amps were joined by my

caused more by the room than the system, so I

units, which each use aFane 3oomm (12 inch)

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature

set to work adjusting the balance. After an hour or

driver with a25mm coaxially-mounted

upsampler ard DAC with Monolithic PSU, Musical

so Ihad the system tuned in with the congestion

compression high- frequency driver.
This system is designed to be used only with a

Fidelity A3o8( rCD player, Basis Gold Debut

in the bass and the ve Racross the midrange

standard turntable with Graham 2.0 arm and Benz

eliminated, leaving asound that betrayed the

digital active crossover that provides selectable

Glider LO cartridge feeding my Klyne System 7PX

studio DNA of th ssystem. The 18:12 worked

crossover points, slopes and gains for each driver

3.5 phono stage and Krell KRC-3 pre- amp with

optimally in this roon o.75m from the front wall

together with parametric equalisation which

cabling from Chord, XL0 and QED. All equipment

and o.5m from the side walls to the side of the

allows the crossover to compensate for acoustic

was supported on RDC Aspekt racks and powered

speakers with 12° toe- in to my listening position

anomalies in the listening room: so it's necessary

through Isotek's 2K Cube and SubStation.

3m from the speakers.

to set-up the digital crossover/equaliser

After initial setup, Ispent afew clays listening

Despite the multiple A/0 and D/A stages in the

specifically for each installation. Currently, the

to the system but Iwas unable to settle dawn

digital crossover [ see 'Technology'] this system

18:12 is only sold directly by Omen Ra, with the

with the sound as Iheard considerable

was equally adept at portraying the musical event

purchase price including the digital crossover and

congestion from the upper- bass frequencies into

from either vinyl or digital sources. I
was stunned

"
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O Grand

Prix Audio

Thinking Outside The Box

D Ixos Ixotica
D Linn Hi -Fi

As specialist consultants of high end systems we offer our customers

D Linn

Classik Systems

0 Linn

Knekt Systems

comprehensive knowledge of the best audio and visual components available.
But we don't stop there. Recognising that people's requirements cover abroad spectrum,
we tailor our services to meet individual needs - offering everything from
straightforward information over the phone, to acomprehensive home consultation.

D Lyra

So, whether you're seeking aparticular product, need advice on upgrading your equipment,

D Madrigal Imaging

or require the complete design and installation of asystem, Opal Designs can help.

3 Mark Levinson Reference
D Mark Levinson

0 Martin

Logan

O Plasma

Displays

O Proceed

Home Theatre

O Revel

Performa

O Revel

Ultima

O Sonus

Faber

O SME

•

e

Turntables

•

O Stax
O Stewart

Filmscreens

O Transparent
O Video

Cable
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Projectors

O Wilson

REFERENCE DEALER

•High end audio system design and integration

Audio

•High definition home theatre des .gn and installation
•Custom installation projects undertaken
•Demo suite and home consultations available

Opal Designs Limited
Rockware Business Centre
5Rockware Avenue
Greenford, Middlesex UB6 OAA
fax

I
020 8930 7976
www opal.co.uk
web

Opal Designs - The art and science of sound and vision
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bass to lower mids displayed astonishing levels of

which is simply glossed over by less dynamic

delineation. On systems lacking the extension and

system, but this system retrieved clearly yet

speed of this one the bass guitar and synth bass

without undue exaggeration and presented it in a

can become merged and confused, with this

clear, well-delineated manner making this task

system you're left in no doubt as to which

seem almost trivial. Given the electronically-

instrument is playing what bassline, with an

generated sonic storm raging around the room at

ability to track multiple musical conversations

the time this is afeat that shouldn't be viewed

simultaneously. The definition and texturing of the

lightly. Whilst the lateral sound stage is stable,

notes throughout the frequency range from top to

it's not as wide as I've heard from electrostatic

bottom is nothing less than excellent with the

speakers in the room. Stage depth portrayal was

bass guitar displaying texturing that surpasses

also not as good as that presented by the SL- 3,

anything I've heard. It's unnervingly close to my

with the front wall of the room acting as abarrier

the sound of my usual electrostatics through the

at the rear of the stage. The edges of the stage

midrange and treble, carrying much of the

were not as well defined and illuminated as Ican

delicacy and transparency of my SL- 3s and the

achieve with the MartinLogan or the Totem Hawk

Clarity which preceded these speakers in my

speakers.

by the speed, definition and overall realism of a

room. The vocals of Nina Persson carry such

track that [ never considered to be of reference

immediacy and intimacy that you're in the

The 18:12 represented acouple of firsts for me,

grade! Shakatak's 12- inch remix of 'Turn The

recording studio with her, not sitting hundreds of

room with an active crossover and the first with a

Music Up' [ Polydor P249889 575-1] had always

miles away in your listening room.

digital equaliser. I'm now convinced that the

with these being the first speakers I've had in

Whilst I
was expecting the worst — would the

digital active route taken by these speakers is a

notes, aproduct of the production process or

ADC/DAC stages of the digital crossover to wreak

viable future for high- end systems. The ability to

stamping. What the 18:12 revealed was not

havoc with the delicate sound of my vinyl

be tailored for room acoustics and further tailored

distortion, but alimitation of the bass output in

records? — from what Iheard, any deleterious

for the listening preferences of the owner make

every speaker I've had in room to date. With a

artefacts could be considered sufficiently

this aspeaker where one size will certainly fit

notch at 4oHz (to counter aroom mode) the bass

innocuous for me to not notice them or overlook

many listeners. The 18:12 has redefined what I

was staggeringly extended and powerful. At one

them. It really does make you wonder: if digital

can expect from aspeaker in terms of bass speed

point, Icould now hear that there were in fact

had started out 96/24 back in the 1980s, would

and extension in my listening room, together with

three notes being played. Every other system I'd

those of us who love vinyl have complained so

sounded like it had distortion in the lowest bass

tried was blurring these notes
arid failing to control the
driver adequately: with the

bitterly about the
shortcomings of digital?
Switching to CD, the live

redefining what I
can expect amoving-coil cone
speaker system to be capable of. This is an
outstanding system that, even at it's elevated
price level, I
feel represents excellent value for

14B- SST in control of only

recording of Mark Shreeve's

the 45omm Fane driver

Collide [
Champagne Lake

this was no longer an

Productions CLPCDocir]

issue. The resulting notes

recorded at EMMA 1994.

The 18:12 looks like aconventional large

were tight without being

With the SPL in room

speaker, albeit with pro audio drivers. Each

over damped and could be

pushing 95dB I
was

451 transmission- line bass enclosure contains

played in the room at live

transported to the

a Fane Colossusi8B600 driver: in each upper

levels without asuggestion

Assembly Rooms in Derby

enclosures is a12 inch Fane DX12HE with aFane

of compression or

back in '94. There with

CD15o compression HF unit coaxially mounted to

distortion. The vocals

absolutely no hint of either

emulate apoint source. Where these speakers

possessed near-

compression or distortion,

really deviate from the norm is their application

electrostatic levels of

just limitless power

of aBSS FDS-366 digital crossover/ parametric
equaliser. This is fronted by apair of stereo

money and deserves avery strong
TECHNOLOGY

clarity and intelligibility yet

coupled with lightning

were free of any artificial

speed. The complex, multi-

inputs to a96/24 ADC (it can also directly accept

exaggeration or

layered sound of ' Storm

an AES/EBU feed). The frequency bands is

spotlighting The dynamic

Column' is recorded with

divided, level corrected, equalised and then fed

drive and energy in this

the kind of dynamics that

out to the 96/24 DAC stages to give the three-

recording was completely

would scare most pop

way outputs for bass, mid and treble. The FDD-

unbridled with the system

producers working today.

366 can save multiple response curves and

allowing me to play louder

I've never heard the

settings, can change the timing of signal

with less listener fatigue

dynamic range and

delivered to the three frequency bands, and

than any dynamic speaker

immediacy from this track

can also assist in correcting room deficiencies.

system to date.

that the 18:12 could portray

On The Cardigans Gran
Tourism° [
Simply Vinyl
SVI9175] the track

in room, truly evoking live
levels.

KEY FEATURES
Can be tailored to suit user's room acoustic

The high frequency

'Erase/Rewind' sounded so

content of this recording

alive and fresh it could have

could be heard to possess

been anew track played for

asignificant level of

the first time. The kipper

harmonic content, much of

Exceptional bass power and resolution
Creates realistic levels and dynamics in- room
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Mark Levinson No 383
Integrated one- box amplifier from the respected US brand

marH

evinson
1141EGRA^CD AMP FIAR
383

PRICE

£6000

SUPPLIER

Path Premier

CONTACT

01844 219000

WEBSITE

www.marklevinson.com

are fitted, one pair per channel, designed for

respectively — but they have additional functions

spade or hook cable terminations, though

determined by the buttons. For example, the

there's no centre hole for bare wires.

Select knob can be used to cycle through the

The phono inputs are converted to fully

menu options and the Volume knob to adjust the

balanced operation at the input and the signal

settings. In ' Input Naming' mode, it cycles

remains balanced until the output stage of the

through the alphanumerical character set. If the

This is th efirst integrated design to

power section. All inputs are independently

come from the Mark Levinson stable. Previously,

electrically isolated, even to the extent of lifting

Phenomenally 'wavy (36.6kg) dual- mono design

all of its considerable endeavours in the field

their ground connections, to prevent any

with entirely separate power supplies and

have focused on separate pre- and power

possibility of breakthrough. Abuffered Record

balanced operation from input througi to the

amplifiers. Unequivocally high- end, Levinson

output carries the selected input source in the

final current stage of the output. All line- level

products have been admired by audiophiles the

usual way but can be switched off. It can also be

inputs and the record output are properly

world over for 30 years. Few can afford them but

associated with any one of the five inputs so it's

buffered, with DC servos used to compensate for

those who do acquire superb design, fabulous

inhibited when that input is selected, preventing

source offsets of up to ± 1V. The gain of each

build quality and utterly consistent performance.

the recorder capturing its own output.

input can be set independently as can the

Separating the amplifier stages has the

buffered and those not selected for replay are

Many set aspects of the 383 can be 'edited'

TECHNOLOGY

applied level of offset, to allow subjective parity

advantage of removing the high energy power

to suit. Inputs can be disabled if fewer than five

when switching between sources. Deselected

supplies from the delicate circuitry of the pre-

are required. They can also be renamed, either

inputs are isolated from the signal pach. Gain-

amp. However, the integrated approach allows

from apick list or by manually entering names

matched power output devices are used,

simplifications that confer some compensating

up to seven characters long. The primary gain of

channel, to achieve high current capability and

advantages: pre-/ power interconnects and their

each input can be preset and its gain 'offset'

maximise reliability. Volume control is achieved

associated connectors are eliminated; there's no

specified so as to optimise signal transfer

by the use of solid-state stepped attenuators

need for apre-amp output buffer circuit; and

through the system and provide sLbjective

under control of intelligent ' rate of twist' aware

fewer gain stages might be required. Halving the

matching when switching between the sources.

logic. Immaculate build quality throughout.

cabinet hardware inventory also saves on cost,

All this is managed in conjunction with the

which means better components elsewhere.

central 12- digit red dot-matrix LED display, using

The 383 is an outwardly simple, in signal
terms minimalist, design rated at toow/channel

either the fascia controls or the handset.
seven buttons and two rotary knobs: Select and

level inputs: three unbalanced on proprietary

Volume. The latter two are free rotating and

gold-plated RCA phonos and two balanced on

normally operate as one would expect — to

XLRs. Large custom-made speaker binding posts

choose the source and to set the replay level

september

KEY FEATURES
Dual- mono, 100W/ch into 8ohm

The fascia control complement comprises

into 8ohm and 200W/ch into 4. It has five line-
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Two balanced inputs, three unbalanced
Intelligent setup features

per
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switch [top]; inside the dual- mono chassis

O Custom remote control includes polarity

share the system with aheadbanger. Switching
betweer inouts or changing polarity also mutes

Balance button is pressed, the Volume knob now

the output for amoment, which is awelcome
comfort feature. An external input enables use of

adjusts the left/right channel levels in tiny o.ic1B

an infra reo repeater if the 383 is to be placed

increments, the display showing the direction

out of sight; there are DC in/out trigger sockets
for use in system control; there's an RS- 232 port

and magnitude of the offset.
Display intensity can be varied in four steps
including off. Normally, it shows the selected

for software updates and for external control with
systems such as AMX and Crestron; aComm port

volume control is its tactile nature. This is

for contFol when linked to certain other Levinson
products; and two PHAST-compatible ports for

realised electronically using solid-state stepped

home automation applications.

attenuators in the balanced circuit for precision,

The handset is beautifully presented in its
custom metal housing. It can activate all replay
and set-up functions and additionally offers a

input and the volume setting. One delight of the

transparency and reliability. The knob is simply a
rotary encoder but the circuit senses the manner
of twist applied, changing volume quickly when

I

but it's immediately evident to the ear.
One way it manifests itself is in the freedom
afforded in setting the replay level. With much
equipment recordings come properly into focus
only at aspecific volume setting. Afew
amplifiers, and the 383 is one of the most
convincing examples of this that I've heard,
retain the depth of field across awide range of
settings, an ability Ican only put down here to
the reserves of instantaneous power and the
complete independence of the two channels.
I'm agreat admirer of ¡Caren Matneson
[Capercaillie] and have had her solc album The
Dreaming Sea since it was released in 1996. It's
an exacting disc in that even very good kit it

Polarity button which changes the absolute

weaves its magic p-imariiy through its musical

given arapid twist or slowly for delicate

phase of the signal. With abalanced circuit this

adjustments in tiny steps of o.acIB (over most of

can be achieved with no complication of the

values. On asuperlative system as here
(Meridian 588 balanced to 383 and on to ESL-63

the range). Afurther neat touch is that if it's

signal path and thus with perfect transparency.

spun too quickly the circuit slows, to prevent
accidental changes. This behaviour is mimicked

Separate, massive, metal-canned toroidal

speakers) hitherto unsuspected subtleties in the
recording are revealed, providing anew level of

transformers are used for each channel.
Common moce and differential filtering is

involvement. And it's all so stable, so well timec.

to an extent on the handset, whose Volume
Up/Down buttons change the settings more

applied at the mains input. Elaborate local

notably well recorded ersemble works such as

rapidly if held down for more than 1.5 seconds.

supply regulation is used throughout the circuit;

the BIS recording of Rameau's Pièces De Clavecin

comprehensive thermal and short-circuit
protection is implenented. All logic and control

En Concerts from London Baroque [CD1385] are
projected with areality that almost transcends

circuitry is powered from athird, low-voltage

the boundaries of the listening room, so lifelike is

supply, derived from aseparate transformer.

the image. Yes this is small-scale music, but it's
more demanding than that might imply.

There are other subtleties. For example, the
Mute button can be set to drop the level by
between —iodB and —7odB. Pressing it again
restores the previous level in the normal way but
if you turn the knob instead, the volume builds

If you were wondering it sounds fantastic too.

Authority equates to t-ansparency so that

My only regret is the price tag. It's by some

from the muted level, simultaneously

There's effortless control here, promoting a

disengaging the mute function to prevent any

sense of aJthorEty which inspires confidence
that the image will -emain stable regardless of

margin the most expensive integrated amplifier

transient cemand. This is difficult to describe

WORDS_IVOR HUMPHREYS

subsequent surprises. Amaximum volume can
also be set, which will be of use to those who

I've used but it's also far and away the best.
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Primare
SP31.7 processor
'Minimal', ` musical'... are we talking about an AV product here?
PRICE

£2500

SUPPLIER

CSE Solutions

CONTACT

01423359 054

WEBSITE

www.primare.net

Saying goodbye

to something regarded

Logic II, Digital 5.1, Digital Surround EX 6.1, Digital

if you can kid yourself, too, that it's astereo

Matrix 6.1) and the assorted NS variants (Neo:6,

pre- amp, so much the better.

5.1, ES 6.1, ES 6.1 Discrete). Little on show,

you. Primare states that 'the SP31.7 is designed

potential for future upgrades, can handle seven

as two totally separate units mounted in one

channels, and incorporates a5.1 channel

case: afully- balanced pure analogue stereo

analogue input for DVD-A and SACD. Because of

pre-amp and, via independent power supplies,

the dearth of buttons, you could mistake this for a

ahigh-quality 7.1 channel processor'.

as the finest of its type is painful. No, not the

standard, two-channel analogue pre- amp, yet at

Aston Martin Vanquish, though that did render

no time could I
find anything Primare had left out.

me lachrymose. Imean the Lexicon MC- 12 [
HFN

But the Swedes are thinking of people just like

perhaps, but the unit also offers expansion

The SP31.7 uses Primare's own proprietary

To reach agoal of ensuring that analogue
stereo can live side- by- side with home theatre —
achieved by many others, but still with huge,

Oct '02]: as fine an AV processor as I've ever had

DSP and it was conceived from the outset to

cluttered boxes — Primare included details such

the pleasure of experiencing. Importer CSE isn't

ensure that the two- channel brigade had nothing

as balanced output for the stereo channels, a

cruel, so another processor was left in its place;

to moan about, and that bare front panel is the

proper bypass mode to avoid the processing, anti

one as far removed from the Lexicon as possible.

key. Think back to the earliest top- loading CD

independently adjustable crossover points and

Nothing was more telling of the change dial
the Primare SP31.7's front panel: only two rotary

players: was it not merely sleight-of-hand to

output levels for every speaker in every surround

remind 'analoguistas' of their beloved turntables

format. Thus, each mode can be optimised, say,

controls, four buttons and adisplay. Oh, and it's

with top opening dustcovers? If this sounds like

to allow the user to operate the front channels

roughly half the height of the Lexicon, again

psychological trickery far too subtle for the audio

in absolutely full- range fashion when listening

suggesting 'stereo pre- amp' rather than 'all-

industry, then you're probably right — hi-fi prefers

to pure music, and then switch the sarre primary

singing, all-dancing digita, brothel'.

to use atactical nuke to kill afly — but that's

channels to a6oHz crossover point for Dolby

This sort of minimalism isn't the norm for AV

the take tget from it, and the Primare didn't

processors capable oftstakHz/24-bit processing

disappoint. It just might be the easiest- on-

for the various shades of Dolby (Pro Logic, Pro

the- ears separate AV ptocessor around. And

Digital and an 8oHz crossover for DTS.
Don't be deceived by dimensions
of amere too x430 x385mm (hwd).
The Primare will still handle more
components than even the saddest
of videophiles can imagine; and,
thoughtfully, you can configure the
rotary so it only scrolls through those
that are in use. I
set it up for satellite/
TV (Sky), analogue VCR (Sony VHS), DVD
player (Rotel RDV-io8o), direct CD (from
the Rotel, and the Sony ' 333 SACD player)
and LaserDisc (Pioneer DV919L). During
day-to-day use the Primare can
accommodate anighty eight digital inputs
and nine video inputs [ see Technology box].
Confession time: although Iwatched him
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do it, CSE's

close-ups of actors' chins, if counting stubble is

Adrian Blundell

your arbiter. It was enough, though, to minimise

set up the

some of the benefit of SuperBit discs. Would it

Primare. Although

be exacerbated by afull-blown projector and a

not as daunting as the Lexicon,
which comes with its own take on War And

3m screen? Probably.
Like many videophiles, Inow have - after

Peace, the Primare's 28- page manual looks like

five years - afairly healthy library from which

something you'd get with Adobe Photoshop. I

to choose to audition, such as Eric Clapton's One

didn't feel too guilty because CSE confirmed that

More Car, One More Rider and ELO's Zoom for

it expects adealer to set this up in acustomer's

surround music; Eric Bibb's lust Like Love and The

home, not let the poor bastard suffer atwo-day

Kinks' Low Budget, for pure music; soundtracks

learning curve before he can watch amovie.

like that of 0, Brother Where Art Thou?, Band Of

Here's but apart of the litany of setup

Brothers and Die Another Day. I
tend to stick with

parameters: assigning components to inputs,

DTS over Dolby where applicable.

setting the displays, setting delays via speaker

The Primare is so tuneful, so easy-on-the-ear

distance, setting speaker levels, adjusting bass

that Ihad aslight contretemps with acolleague

management through speaker crossover settings

who wanted to defend the Lexicon. I
can't deny

from 3oHz-i5oHz in loHz steps, assigning

that I'd take the Lexicon over the Primare hands -

analogue pre- amp with this sound quality. You get

parameters to different sources, blanking off

down, but it wouldn't be asnap decision because

superb two-channel performance (we're talking

unused inputs, assigning default surround

the Primare does things that'll soften the heart of

CD rather than vinyl) and utterly delicious

modes, ad infinitum. Let's look at it another way:

the most bigoted of analoguistas. It demonstrates

surround sound performance, in apackage that

Adrian turned up and simply substituted the

awarmth that's missing from nearly every AV

won't unhinge those with ' buttonophobía'.
WORDS_KEN KESSLER

Primare fo' the Lexicon in an existing setup,

processor I've heard bar the balanced- mode,

changing no other components. Still, he was

seriously expensive Theta Casablanca [
HFN March

there for the better part of five hours!

'98]. It exploits MartinLogan's 'spread' with the

TECHNOLOGY

most all-enveloping blanket of sound you could

Although the front only shows you control of

controlled the above- listed sources, aTheta

want, while reinforcing the rear effects channels,

Source Select and Volume via rotaries, and

Intrepid amplifier, two MartinLogan Ascents,

despite their spls having been set to the decibel.

buttons to choose Menu, Select, Level and

Cinema centre channel, Descent subwoofer and

It matched the truly discrete directionality of the

Standby, the bac1 . is filled to the edges with the

Scenarios at the back. The screen was aMarantz

Lexicon, without any whiff of disembodiment.

following audio inputs: an XLR AES/EBU digital,

As for the rest of the system, the Primare

FL42oo plasma, and the majority of the wiring

Put it another way: I
was able to watch three

five coaxial digital, two TosLink digital optical, a

came from Chord. I
was auditioning the Primare

episodes in arow of Xena: Warrior Princess (
one

pair of XLR balanced analcgue, seven pairs of

in asystem that had been unchanged for some

of my secret, perverse pleasures.) without any

coaxial RCA analogue. Outputs? How abut: one

months. Yet the transformation was not subtle.

listener fatigue, and that's just plain vanilla Dolby

coaxial and one TosLink digital output, apair of

Surround. Old mono films with suspect

XLR balanced analogue outputs for the main left

What quickly transpired was afamiliar audio
phenomenon: the Lexicon and the Primare are so

soundtracks? No problem. Ieven watched a

and right stereo channels, and RCAs for all

different that it made it more difficult rather than

genuinely poor transfer of an obscure 19305

channels including abrace of subwoofers, and a .

easier to assess the changes. Yes, Iknow that the

Bogart film, without any worry about the utter

pair for analogue record out.

Lexicon isn't to everyone's tastes; acolleague

loss of dynamic contrasts. Even Sky programmes

whom Irespect without reservation simply can't

were adelight, especially the way the Primare

video, plus one for component output, three S-

get on with it, finding it sterile and hearing the

prevented audience applause from sounding like

video in and two S-video out, four composite

sound sliced- up into five channels. He uses

Rice Crispies, and laughter from decaying to adull

video in (via RCA) and one for main out and one

dynamic speakers, Iuse dipole ESLs, so we agree

roar. This pre-amp processor handles sound with

for record. And, to ensure full compatibility with

to disagree. Conversely, the MC- 12 gave me a

the respect and finesse usually only attributed to

custom installations and multi- room, there are

delicious 360 0 surround, but I
admit to ahint of

purist audio components. This could be the

four programmable 12V triggers through optional

überclarity that some might find to be the very

product that makes the scales fall from your ears.

interface, full RS232 and discrete IR control, a

element that makes multi- channel ano- no. We're
not talking 3ooBs and vinyl here.
But the Primare? It's soft and sweet and lush,

Then there's the video: two for full component

Alone complaint? Spoiled as Iam by the

microphone input and remcte output. The

comprehensive displays of the Rotel DVD-A and

support for custom installation allows the

Sony SACD players that I
was left wanting by the

processor to be cantrolled via awide range of

all-enveloping with the efficacy of the Lexicon, but

minimalism of the Primare's info panel. Silly, I

home automation touch screen controllers - for

with far less concern for minuscule detail than it is

know, but Ilove the reassurance of adisplay that

example, Crestron - while the onboard triggers

for overall consistency and ' musicality'. Irecall

tells you what speakers are in operation,

can control partner components or such video

years ago defending my love for valves by saying

sampling rates, what flavour of Dolby or DTS

necessities as screens and alinds. The unit comes

that Ipreferred aglorious lie to distasteful truth

you're using and other comforting data.

with two remotes of differing complexity.

- my way of saying that sonic accuracy isn't the

Primare is one of very few specialists to

be-all and end-all - and the Primare errs on the

manage the seemingly- impossible: creating an AV

side of music. Call it 'sonic air- brushing' - the

processor with the usefulness and competence of

reason why the latest 16-year-old starlet is zit-free

aJapanese AV receiver, yet at aprice that's not in

on the cover of acolour supplement.

keeping with Theta, Mark Levinson, Krell or, yes,

Let's deal briefly with the video. There was a
barely perceptible drop in absolute visual clarity
from the Lexicon. To detect it, you need shots like

KEY FEATURES
Multi- channel analogue bypass
Simple uncluttered fascia

Lexicon. The Primare SP31.7 costs only £ 2500.
'Only'? Yes: 'only', because you would eagerly

Comprehensive selection of inputs

pay that price for aconventional, two-channel,
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Revel Performa M20
These distinctive little boxes benefit from asmooth response

PRICE

fi7oo/pair

SUPPLIER

Path Premier

CONTACT

01844 259000

WEBSITE

www.revelspeakers.com

The Harman International empire
is apowerful one, with tentacles in many audio
related fields, but historically its writ has not
been writ as large in the UK as its native USA.
Loudspeakers are available from several
Harman group brand names, namely JBL (whose
prime focus is on professional applica'ions) anc
Infinity (quality mid- market hi-fi and, increasingly,
compact sub/sat systems).
Revel is the third major speaker- related branch
of Harman, which benefits directly from the
central Harman technology resource headed by Dr
Floyd Toole, whose background includes aspell
with the Canadian National Research Council, and
whose speaker assessment programme provides
the parameters that guide much of the Canadian
speaker inclistry. Revel is firmly weddea to the
high end, with arange of elaborately engineered
designs to its credit, including the Pertorma M2o,
which at f1700 per pair (£ 2000 with stands), is
the entry-level model in the range.
The M2o is acompact stand- mount speaker
fitted with a165mm bass unit and 25mm tweeter
in an enclome measuring 394 x254 x311mm
(hwd). Its serous intent is indicated by the 22kg
net weight per speaker, though even its greatest
admirer is unlikely to describe the M2o as much
of alooker. Its dumpy proportions are deeply
unfashionable, and the three-legged stand is
no beauty either, though it's functional enough,
and it can be internally damped to reduce its
excitability. But this speaker has other cualities...
The enclosure is afully veneered box with
25mm wall thickness, and asupplementary
rounded-edge sub- baffle which anchors the drive

It's no beauty, but it's certainly well turned out.
Revel has gone to some lengths to ensure

conservative (in the best sense) engineering
approach. [he lack of bi-wire inputs is one sign,

units. Grille rovers aren't supplied, but are

that placement options are kept as flexible as

available as an optional extra (£ 120). The

possible. On the back panel terminal block is a

required tc accommodate the bass unit, hints in

enclosure is extensively internally braced, and is

boundary compensation switch which selects

the same direction The drive units look fairly high

fitted with three cast-aluminium feet which can be

between stand- mount and ' flush'- mount options.

tech and contemporary, and in most respects this

reattached to the stands and fitted with carpet

Asecond control is available to adjust the treble

is no illusion, but it's interesting that Revel has

piercing spikes when the latter is used. The

level by up to ± icIB in o.5dB increments. The

avoided the lossy bass unit paradigm in which

standard of fit and finish is first class, and there

speaker is also magnetically shielded, further

the bass wilt cone progressively decouples itself

are no externally visible fixings for the wive units

enhancing its 'go anywhere' appeal.

from the voice coil at higher frequencies, resulting

which helps give the M2o ts clean appearance.

september 2003

This speaker typifies acertain meticulous but

anc the baffle, which is considerably wider than is

in areducton in radiating area as the tweeter

auditions
the kind of artifice used by LS3/5A-type speakers
to provide an extended perceived balance.
Beyond these rather mechanical qualities,
what kind of listening experience does the M20
deliver? Most of all, this is avery high resolution
speaker. It's unusually responsive to the kind
of small-scale dynamic shadings that musicians
use to bring expression to their playing. It's also
extremely revealing of fine detail. The tweeter is a
good one, but the level of detail isn't related just
to the tweeter; it comes from aspeaker that's
completely articulate and focused over the whole
audio band. This quality was demonstrated by its
ability to reproduce both the very fine detail and
the carefully modulated dynamics of some of
Takemitsu's intricately scored and subtly

crossover frequency is approached — in an ideal
world. This, at least, is the declared aim with

O The M20 comes in black, cherry [ above],
rosewood, and sycamore [ far left] finishes

many speakers, but the Revel bass driver is
designed as aclassic piston, which the designer
believes is the correct way to minimise dynamic
compression. Steep (4th-order acoust1c)

the speaker goes loud readily, with no audible
signs of dynamic compression (aspecific design

inferior speakers. It manages this even when the
volume level is extremely low.
This is an exactingly-designed precision

modulated music, which can lose focus through

aim, as noted earlier) or change in sound quality.

instrument, which brings an acute focus to the

crossover slopes reduce the overlap between
units, which helps reduce the audibility of phase
interactions around crossover, and also to
maximise power handling. Last but not least is

The system eventually runs out of headroom, but
it holds on to sound pressure levels that are little

music it's reproducing. The bass response is wide
enough for most purposes, and doesn't even
severely cramp full orchestral material. More bass

Revel's insistence on avery tightly bracketed and

frequency response, again as promised. The area
covered by the tweeter could be described as

unusually flat in- room frequency response above

short of remarkable for acompact desigh.
Additionally, the Revel clearly has avery flat

would be better, but few larger speakers at any
price can outperform this for sheer quality, in the
bass or elsewhere, and many listening rooms

all other parameters. The basic axial response is
specified at +idB from 46Hz to 18kHz, but Revel

slightly above the line, but the treble is very well

aren't large enough to make good use of larger

behaved, and the excess energy here is not large.

also specifies the Mzo response in vados other
ways including aso called 'first reflections
response', which specifies the levels of these from

It's swamped by reducing the treble level by
o.5dB, the smallest available step, but adding

speakers. In such surroundings, the Performa
Mzo has few equals, and even fewer betters.

walls, floor and ceiling as +1.5B from 45liz to

to improve matters. At the oppos te end of the
audio frequency band, the bass is specified to

15k1-1z.
The stands supplied with the Revel speakers
were ideal fo- my use, but this was only because I

WORDS_ALV1N GOLD

treble oLtput in the same way is even less likely

In practice, the Mzo doesn't have abass- light

The M20 is atwo-way unit with ai65mm
bass unit and a25mm dome tweeter. The bass
driver is an in-house design with an inverted

have araised listening area. For most, the stands

balance. The main attributes of the bass are its

magnesium alloy dome and abutyl rubber

would be alittle too tall, though ashorter stand is

excellent timing, pitch accuracy and its ability to
carry arhythm. By any standards this is quality

surround housed in an alloy basket. The motor

available to order. The speakers were set up away
from walls and other reflecting surfaces, and toed

—3dB at 44Hz, —6dB at 38Hz and —iodB at 331-12.

bass, but the Revel is large enough not to need

system uses ao.74kg magnet with avented
pole piece and aflux- shorting ring 'to reduce

in towards the listening position, with the

IM distortion', and a28mm Kapton voice coil

tweeter level set at odB, and boundary

former with flat, edge-wound coil windings. The

compensation switched off. Other settings and

tweeter, which is specified by Revel but is built

positions wee tried, although none

on its behalf by Audax (aHarman group

threatened to outperform the basic setup.
The flexibility will help those who want a

company), is aferrofluid unit with an aluminium

top class speaker for use in smaller spaces.
The M2o also offers awide listening window,
with little apparent change in balance over wide
area. There are some mild but clearly undesirable
timbral changes though when listening from
below or (especially) above the nominal axis.
Although nominal impedance is slightly lower
than average, the load appears to be essentially
benign, and the 87dB sensitivity is more or less
standard for aspeaker this size. It is, however,

alloy dome and copper- clad alloy wire coils.
Knitting the two together is ahigh order
crossover with separate PCBs for the bass and
treble sections, centred on alower-than- usual
2.2kHz. The frequency is alegacy of the
Canadian NRC tests, which point to alow
crossover frequency to reduce beaming at the
top end of the bass unit passband, and to
improve off- axis response.
KEY FEATURES

capable of making good use of the power

Fantastically detailed and balanced sound

available from quite big amplifiers (various TAG
McLaren, Classé and others during this test) as

Capable of remarkable volumes for its size

Technology from Revel's Harman parent

Plain styling but good build quality

company shines through in the M2o's sound
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Nordost Valkyrja Reference
Less exhorbitantly-priced alternative to the awesome Valhalla...
PRICE

£165043250

SUPPLIER

Nordost UK

CONTACT

01352 730251

WEBSITE

www.nordost.com

Pronounced

v̀al-kah-rah', these

cables and interconnects get their name from
Nordic maidens who were 'choosers of the slain',
and who served as ' givers of wisdom, guidance
and protection'.
The Valkyrja Reference products are priced
between the flagship Valhalla range and the
Quattro-Fil range — which isn't exactly bargain
basement itself. Valkyrja Reference speaker
cable costs £3250 per zm pair (terminated).
Longer pairs of cables cost an additional £450
per additional o.5m. The Valkyrja Reference
interconnects cost £ 1650 per im pair
(terminated). Longer pairs cost an extra £ 290
per o.5m increment. There are various
termination options for the range, such as lowTECHNOLOGY
The two cables in this test both use Micro
Monofilament technology, in which astrand of
Teflon is spirally wound around the silver on
copper conductors, whicl-are therefore mainly
encased in air, before aTeflon tube is extruded
over the top. This construction ensures avery
low dielectric constant (air has the lowest
dielectric constant apart from avacuum), and in
turn low capacitance, inductance and resistance.
Aconsequence is that the signal transmission is
very fast, some 94% of the speed of light
(slightly less for the interconnects) in avacuum,
amp and JMIab Grande Utopia Be loudspeaker

with asignal transmission characteristic that's

mass, gold-plated, beryllium- copper hollow

claimed to be less time- smeared, enhancing

4mm plugs or spades for the speaker cables,

system featured in the July issue this year. They

resolution. Both the monofilament and the

and Neutrik phono, balanced XLRs, or Naim five-

were also used with speakers, CD and SACD

extrusion technology are unique to Nordost, and

pin DIN-to- DIN for the interconnect.
Cost savings over the exhorbitant Valhalla

players and amplifiers from Sony, Arcam, Orelle,
Classé, Mark Levinson, and others.

much of the cost arises because of the low
yields, the ultra- slow ext-usion process and

are attributed to simplifications and refinements

other complications associated with producing

in the extraordinarily labour-intensive Valhalla

the scale of the differences between the

the cables to the extraordinarily rigorous

production process — the two cables share

two Nordost cables was comparable to, and

standards of geometric precision required.

most of their technology. The Valkyrja speaker

sometimes greater than the differences between

cable is flat ( roughly credit-card thin), but

some of the main system components used in

slimmer than Valhalla at 4omm wide. The

the test. But interpreting what's heard can be

interconnect has aconventional round section.

something of aminefield as the sound of any

KEY FEATURES
'One down' from class- leading Valhalla

Valkyrja Reference was compared to Valhalla
Silver- on- copper conductor

in both speaker and interconnect incarnations,
and in identical lengths: 8m speaker cables, and

Selection of terminations available

Before tackling sound quality, awarning:

cable is determined by the way it interacts with
the components at each end of the wire.
The following comments are an attempt to

im interconnects. Both cables were used in a

distil the characteristic of the cables while

range of systems, including the Halcro power

filtering out extraneous system- related factors.
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[System Number

Is

it real

or is

it a recording
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No-one can

say for sure.

No-one can explain the Mark
Levinson Reference

System to you.

LIMB
You have to hear it

for

yourself...*

*Heatherdale Audio is the only UK hi-fi dealer with the Mark
Levinson Reference System on permanent demonstration.!

Heatherdale
?-audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.conn www.hifi-stereo.com
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auditions
The broad system synergies appear to be similar
for the two sets of cables. Insofar as there are
such differences, they're discussed; otherwise
they've been omitted from what follows. The
new cables were thoroughly burned- in by the
supplier before arrival, and were used
extensively for some weeks before review. The

was almost as precisely articulated, as
disciplined and as detailed as Valhalla — but
not quite. The midband and the bass too had a
little more warmth and give. This is acable that's
arguably less impressive on first acquaintance
because it doesn't have quite the same precision

Valhalla cables have been in daily use for along

feel, but it might well be amore comfortable
choice in many systems as it has amore relaxed

time, and so were also thoroughly run-in.
Speaker cable differences were particularly

quality, making music more organic.
The two interconnects had similar basic

interesting. Nordost cable tends to have alean,

qualities, but with clear variations. The Valkyrja
had awarmer, lusher feel. Curiously, it's a

rather dry balance and very high levels of clarity
— exceptionally so in the case of Valhalla. This is
acable that's appropriate for systems of the very
highest grade, including those with an extended

fraction louder, and very slightly homogenised,
with simple and densely orchestrated music

bass where something thicker might seem in

alike. This said, it was also the more attractive
of the two, and in the more mainstream systems

order. But there are some systems, of which the
Halcro/lMlab Grande Utopia Be was agood
example, where Valhalla had aheightened,

it sounded slightly more approachable and
rounded, detracting from the clarity of the sound
only by the slightest margin.

almost bleached quality, and imagery that's

The new cables are exceptional performers,
which is underlined by their ability to almost

more than usually forward, though control and
definition from the lowest to the highest
frequencies was always beyond question.
Valkyrja presents arather different picture. It

equal Valhalla, which in most system contexts
represents the current state-of-the-art.
WORDS_ALVIN GOLD

Feet of Silence
These isolation supports have more than just asnappy name
PRICE

Eno/set of set

SUPPLIER

Ultimate Sonics

CONTACT

020

WEBSITE

www.solid-tech.net

7435

1222

Senanu Sorkpor of Ultimate
Sonics claimed that the ' Feet of Silence'
(henceforth ' FOS'!) were something special.
This support range also includes some
futuristic equipment stands of varying height
and complexity, with similar suspension design
and costing from £400 to £850.
FOS come in black or chrome, and are
back-drop of the Krell FPB 70ocx/Avalon Eidolon

like agood suspension for the sub- chassis of a
precision turntable. Instructions are given for

combination, the FOS significantly lifted rhythms

crafted feet are made by Solid Tech in Malmo,

best location under your unit, be it pre-, power or

and enlivened the mix. Vocals were more

Sweden. There's also apatent pending for the
technology. Each set costs £ 200.

CD player, notably with respect to heavier items

Each foot is ahardened steel ball bonded into
asupport cylinder using avibration-absorbing

balance is the objective and isn't hard to achieve.
Unquestionably these feet strongly decouple

'present', better focused, and more articulate.
However, still more benefits were heard in
the lower and upper bass. Basslines were faster
and clearer, and both weight and impact at low

medium. The point contact to the equipment

from the support shelf or whatever is used for

frequencies were enhanced. Overall, the sound

underside is effectively stabilised by an
accessory neoprene ring. The inner cylinder is

support and appear to add no significant audible

was c:earer, more up- beat aid involving.

suspended within alarger outer cylinder via a

any component of quality over say £400 apiece,

stable three-point hanging suspension
comprising three spaced neoprene rings under

their benefits on pricey gear — say CD players

available in two adjustable 'support' ranges
namely 5-15kg and 15-4okg. These beautifully

effective elastic tension. The result is something

such as the power transformer. Good, level

signature of their own. Found to be effective in

from £5000425,000 — were significant.
Auditioning via the high- resolving power

These highly effective vibration isolating and
absorbing feet are musically consonant and can
make avaluable contribution to improving
sound quality. Recommended.
WORCS MARTIN COLLOMS
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A3.2 SERIES l
I
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY
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Mirage Omnisat Micro
satellites & LF100 subwoofer
Can Mirage briig high- quality sound to the lifestyle market?
PRICE

£8,00

SUPPLIER

API UK

CONTACT

01787 249656

WEBSITE

www.miragespeakers.com

Canadian loudspeaker
manufac turer, Mirage, was established in 1977.
Over the past 25 years Mirage, somewhat like
Bose, has developed speaker systems that seek
to achieve the same balance of direct to
reflected sound as experienced at alive concert
(roughly 3% direct, 7o% reflected sound).
The argument in favour of doing this is that
reflected sound arrives at the listener's ears a
fraction of asecond after the direct sou-id and so
provides the sense of space and depth inherent
in live music. Until recertly Mirage only built
loudspeakers in conventionally- sized boxes;
however, with the launch of the Omnisat around
ayear ago, Mirage signalled its intention to enter
the subwoofer and sate,lite market. The original
five deliciously bizarre- looking satellite speakers
(boo each) that manage to be both curved and

is a ront-ported subwoofer with azoomm

respects but was perhaps alittle tor) expensive
for aproduct likely to appeal more to the lifestyle

angular at the same time! Each satellite is

on its surface to increase rigidity. The sub is

market lather than the enthusiast.

finished in black and silver. Two-way chromed

claimed to go down to 27Hz, -3dB, and has

binding posts are mounted on the rear of each

active amplification capable of delivering a

cabinet. To the front is a25mm titanium hybrid
tweeter that's mounted on aboom above a
75mm polypropylene woofer which has titanium

continuous loo watt of power. The cabinet, a
lightweight affair is clearly no REL! The

applied to its surface to increase rigidity.

vibration- absorbing self-adhesive pads. Front

Omnisat was an impressive performer in many

The Omnisat Micro satellite system comprises

In this system the five satellite speakers each
contain az5mm titanium tweeter and 75mm
polypropylene woofer with titanium coating.

Directly in front of the tweeter is aconvex

polypropylene woofer with titanium deposited

subwoofer lacks floor spikes but is supplied with
panel- mounted dials allow the upper roll off
frequency to be adjusted between 4oHz and

Both divers face amoulded reflector, dispersing

dome that disperses sound in all directions. The

the sound around the room. Power handling is

woofer is similarly equipped with areflecting
dome. The domes are positioned immediately in
front of each driver to create adispersed,

12oHz. Asimilar dial enables the level to be

reflected sound field. The satellites came
supplied with their own flat- packed dedicated

possible via
alow-level RCA phono lead for use with an AV
amplifier equipped with asubwoofer out facility,

looW, efficiency is 88dB, and impeeance is
quoted as 8ohms nominal, but with a4 ohm
minimum. Dimensions are 160 x13c xii7mm
(hwd). The subwoofer is afront- ported bass
reflex design featuring an 8inch polypropylene
woofer with titanium coating. Cabinet
dimensions are 310 x5oomm x363mm (hwd).
KEY FEATURES
Produces 30% direct sound and 70% reflected

stands finished in contrastiig silver and black.
Once assembled the speaker attaches to the

tuned to integrate with the satellites and there's
an absolute phase switch. Connection is

or via high-level speaker inputs.
plugged the

stand via acustom-made biacket and bolt
arrangement. The stands carry facilities for floor

system into my

spikes or vibration damping pads, though in the

existing music

interests of highest fidelity I
chose spikes. The

and AV system

speakers were carefully levelled on my concrete

usiig Naim

Compact subwoofer and satellite design

floor and proved pleasingly rigid.
Satellite frequency response is quoted as

amplification for

Creates agenuine ;hall of sound

9oHz-zokHz, ± 3dB, so asubwoofer is supplied

channels and a

to augment bass frequencies. The LFloo (f3c)o)

Yamaha DSP

the front

—IV-September
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Radlett Amon:
Audio

2

EST. 1978 8

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

feel the
force

tr 01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH* ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
kEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX

Nons

SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADI.. * VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
\VWV1..I'all Icitaudir ). L(

.uk

•V'

PMC OB1
. • .. •
...... •
........ .

Simple
Stylish
Elegant
Functional
Exceptional

ROKSAN

Distributed by

Henley Designs
01235 511166
E-mail info@ henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
www.roksan.co.uk
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auditions
above £800 on the
subwoofer alone for that.

E800 processor for centre, sub and rear
channels. Initial impressions were of a
surprisingly broad and spacious soundstage.

On movies the system
proved very effective due

The Academy of Ancient Music under
Christopher Hogwood was beautifully rendered

to its ability to create a

in abroad arc between and beyond the
speakers, the acoustic space extending beyond

huge soundfield. For the
size Idon't think anything

the walls of the room in alifelike way. The

sounds bigger! Film is so

Academy was presented in aslightly diffuse

often about achieving a
sense of scale and even

manner, lacking in pinpoint imagery so that the
effect was more akin to sitting 20 rows back

though for movies Irely
on a7ft Grandview electric screen at no time was

rather than in the front of the audience. Tonally

passion, providing an excellent counterpoint to

the Omnisat was effective, providing a
pleasantly balanced string tone but in this

John McVie's laconic yet robust bass playing. The

Iaware that the sound failed to match the size of

respect they weren't quite as good as the KEF

subwoofer provided useful additional bass power
and offered optimum integratior when its levels

the visuals. The sword-fight in the latest Bond
eric Die Another Day sent metallic clangs and

eggs [
HFN Sept '021. On balance though this

were kept relevely low so as not to overwhelm

shards of steel blade splintering across the room

record more than any other played subsequently

the output of the satellites. The bass proved

in such aconvincing manner Ialmost spilt a

demonstrated the merit of Mirage's argument

pleasingly well timed. Sure, it wasn't in the same
class as Nairn's sealed- box loudspeakers, which

Vodka Martini over my best smoking jacket.
To conclude, if you're married to someone
who refuses to allow sensibly- sized speakers in

about reflected sound. On good recordings with
anatural soundstage the Omnisat deliver a
sound which is uncannily realistic.
On modern rock recordings such as Fleetwood
Mac's superb album Say You Will and the track
'Thrown down', Lindsay Buckingham's distinctive
guitar playing was conveyed with real energy and

are aworld reference in this respect, but it was
an impressive performance for amoderately
priced ported subwoofer. Bass extension was
adequate but like all subwoofers at this price
there was no attempt made to generate any
serious sub- bass frequencies. You need to sperm

the living room, my advice is divorce them! If
that's likely to be costly, then Isuggest atrip to
your nearest Mirage dealer — the Omnisat Micro
could be an answer to your prayers.
WORDS JONATHAN GORSE

NAD PP2phono stage
Audiophile bargain PP- 1gains moving- coil input and more...
PRICE

£5o

SUPPLIER

NAD

CONTACT

01908

WEBSITE

www.nad.co.uk

319360

E

very once in awhile, along comes
abargain so frighteningly good that we can only

plated phono inputs for m- m and m-c, an

open and airy, if not quite as huge'-sounding

earthing post, atoggle to choose between rn-m
and m-c, apair of gilded output sockets and the

ano palpable as, say, £ 2k's worth of fine-

mains input.
Internally, NAD improved the parts' quality,

of this humble alevel is normally the refinement

tightened the tolerances, and refined the circuit

on offer. Trust me: this baby never sounds crude
and always allows the detail through. And it

layout, somehow managing to install metal film
resistors and film-type capacitors in an

loved the Koetsu.
At £5o, the PP- 2is almost absurdly priced.

'economy' phono amp. NAD inc reased the power

You simply can't kvetch when there's aphono
stage — and afine one at that — on sale for the

out in revised form, with nothing but further

supply voltage from 15V to 24V, abonus perhaps
apparent through its audibly greater headroom,

improvements and the price remains stupidly
low, you gotta start thinking the fluke has

quieter operation and better overload margins.
In effect, it sounds like aturbo-charged PP-1.

judge it afluke. When that same product comes

become acoincidence.
NAD's PP-1phono stage has been part of my
system for five years. It's the device Ifall back on
when I
want to play LPs through pre-amps and
integrateds lacking phono stages. My only
complaints about the PP-1were its lack of a

But the big news is the moving- coil stage,
specified at anicely 'average' loo ohm/18opF
setting good for 6odB gain (m-m section is
specified as 47k ohm/2oopf and 35dB gain).
Input sensitivity for the m-c

price of four CDs. It'll solve the LP dilemma for
just about every line-stage pre-amp or
integrated going, bar extreme high-end units
that reveal its negligible shortcomings. If there's
ever aPP-3, and it betters this bargain, then
we've got aconspiracy.
WORDS KEN KESSLER

stage is o.2mV,

moving-coil stage and the fitting of ashort, poor-

which means that the PP- 2

quality captive lead. Both concerns have now
been addressed... and then some.

will handle most medium-tohigh gain cartridges.

Housed in atidier enclosure (
ie, no screw
heads visible at the sides), the PP- 2differs by a

Not wasting any
time on price- related

smidgen in height; at 35 x135 x7omm (hwd).
With its small `wall-wart' power supply, it's still

tureable EAR. But the main issue with products

Phono Preamp PP 2

considerations, I
fed the NAD

tiny enough not to cause space problems. The

with Transfigurations, Lyras
and Koetsus, and it shamed

front still bears agreen LED, while the slightly

none of them. The sound is

more crowded back contains two sets of gold-

sweet, smooth and coherent,

—"V september
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Edge Electronics
Signature One
This exotic line- level controller benefits from a
pure DC accumulator ( battery) power supply
WORDS & LAB REPORT MARTIN COLLOMS

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

On the face of it,
._,

this elegant
pure aluminium cased line pre-amp is

0 Ecge's neat
remote offers
control of
volume only

50

the natural companion for the Edge
NL-10 power amplifier, the latter
priced at £ 10,800 while the controller
is set at f8950. Together they
represent aserious investment, on a
par with the cost of a good middle
range car. The distinguishing feature of the Signature
One does not come cheap — namely the internal
accumulator supply that frees it from the potential
known sonic contamination resulting from the usual
mains connected power supply. Set aside the battery
option and afew audiophile component details, and you
could step down to the Edge Si-One line controller at a
relatively modest £ 150.
The Signature One has aline-level control (that is, no
phono cartridge input) in asingle-ended format (so no
balanced input or output). Inputs can be selected from
CD, DVD, DSS, Aux 1and 2. The EPL or external
processor loop input is permanent and if this set of
sockets is not specifically connected up by the user, with
hopefully asuitable audio component or cable, then not
asound will come out of your system. This is acrucial
link in reconnecting the internal stages of this pre-amp
to get it to work without any EPL, such as a home
theatre switching network, and yet all Edge has to say on
the matter is 'jumper out the EPL with RCA cables' —
to which my reaction at this price was 'What!?!'
This pre-amp comes with aheavy, machined-from-

imagine this unit to be electrically fragile. Surely the
usual pre-/power amp operating practice should suffice?
In battery mode it should run for about 36 hours
before requiring arecharge. Occasional full discharge is
advised to prevent the pair of 1.2A1-Irechargeables
becoming fatigued. They should last afew years but will
ultimately need replacing at significant cost.

TECHNICAL STORY

solid, remote control which has just the one facility,
namely volume. All inputs and outputs are heavy duty,
gold-plated RCA connectors. A particular feature is the

At the heart of this pre-amplifier is a replacement
version for the well-known OP27 industrial op amp, a

balance control which offers asensitive +/-2dB adjustment spread over the best part of the rotational arc
available. Ideally, such critical adjustment would be
made from the listening seat via the remote handset.
Complicated, and in my view over-cautious, instructions are given about always turning the volume down,
always powering down for aconsiderable period before
switching or making connections. At worst Ifeel that
these might put acustomer off or perhaps make them

well established, low-noise, high feedback IC. The
substitute is called a227, which in low gain situations
has reliably low distortion over the audio band, though
in my experience it isn't widely used in audiophile
designs. Triple regulated supplies feed +/-12V to these
devices to match the +/-12V available from the
batteries. The potentiometer is by Noble, unusually
shunt connected, while the motor is jury-rigged from an
Alps Blue which is so equipped, mechanically coupled

september zoot

to the Noble. Separate transformers power the main
and auxiliary circuits allowing the main transformer to
be switched off via relays when operating in battery
mode. A beneficially oversize 300 VA transformer feeds
the audio supply.

SOUND QUALITY
Iused this line pre-amp control with the Edge NL-10
power amplifier and two other single-ended input
designs. Having enjoyed some use as ademonstrator,
the review sample had settled down well. There was no
question that the general character of the Signature
controller matched the corresponding power amp well.
If anything, that sweet almost triode like quality of the
ML- 10 was enhanced by the Signature One, and the
latter somehow helped ameliorate the rougher and less
musical artefacts of much digital source material.
Together the sound had barely any trace of a 'solid-state'
aural character, while the distinctly precise and focused
bass of the Signature provided welcome support in this
area for the power amp.
Iwas hoping that the mains supply could be entirely
disconnected when in battery poweted mode but this
wasn't the case. Such power was necessary to operate
the supply housekeeping circuits, the mute and
changeover relays and the remote volume control.
Nevertheless, the Signature One delivered clear
improvements when used in battery supply mode, going

some way towards justifying their substantial additional
expense. Worth an additional 6marks on my usual
listening-test scoring (about 20% of audible quality
gain), the battery mode is still cleaner-sounding, with
more fluid midranges, more delicately resolved trebles
and better differentiation of instrument tune-playing in
the bass. Image depth was perceptibly improved while
amore lifelike sense of presence and focus was established for lead performers.
One issue needed resolving but remains a tricky
matter, namely the choice of auxiliary RCA terminated
cables to bridge the gap in this controller, between
source inputs and the output section. Iused aspare
llansparent XL cable to give the main results quoted
and got afurther improvement when Ifitted custom
made very short links with scrap 0.6mm silver wire,
PTFE coated and fitted with Eichmann bullet phono
plugs. Your dealer will need to advise on this issue,
unless this Signature is intended to be part of aHome
Theatre system from the outset, when the link then
becomes part of the system. In my opinion, there
should be manufacturer supplied links of appropriate
design or asimple switch to easily reconnect the signal
paths in this product.
In overall character this controller proved easy on
the ears and did not favour any particular style of music,
so well established was its tonal neutrality. Resolution
was high, and it also focused to ahigh standard with

O F̀leatsink'
fins are purely
decorative, as
the pre- amp
runs cool
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TRADE UP TO A
SUPERB KRELL
MULTI-CHANNEL
MUSIC/CINEMA
SYSTEM AND
RECEIVE AN
ALLOWANCE OF
UP TO £3000
Call for details - but hurry:
limited period only!

Worlds 1st Audio Cables
designed purely for Vacuum
Tube HiFi equipment.
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP

Nixie
Tube Clock.
The Ultimate Vintage Timepiece
Atomic clock - time adjusts automatically.
Engineered in Germany.
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AFIF

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

KRELL 400xi integrated amp
KRELL SACO STANDARD

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster éSomerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Email: brianriv@mac.com
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or call us on:

0870 9220404

labtest
territoiy with apersonal-best score of 37 marks on my
scaling, this for battery operation with the silver links. If
you are 'recharging', you can still get by pretty well, with
ascore of 32 marks when in this mode.
A trace of hum was audible when driving the kilowatt
Krell power amplifier and this matter will be checked in
the lab tests that follow.

CONCLUSION
Beautifully finished to almost ahand-crafted high precision standard, this fine sounding line controller
possessed an enhanced sound quality, achievable by
switching to accumulator operation. The charge is sufficient for several listening sessions and aside from atrace

great consistency over the whole frequency range,
rather like a top flight passive pre-amp in fact. No
distortion or unmusical effects could be detected
anywhere in the frequency range.
Beautiful as the overall sound was, however, the
Signature One was felt to lack passion. Rhythms were
not very strongly expressed while the listening experiences were often felt to be more aesthetic than emotion-

of residual hum it may also be sent to have delivered
well in the lab torture tests. While its mellifluous sound
could in my view benefit from abit more energy and
bounce the overall standard indicates acautious recommendation. Nevertheless the Signature One control unit
has one major idiosyncrasy — the missing link in the
signal path. Solving this might incur significant extra
expenditure, as well as producing variations in the

ally involving. Such matters are hard to pin down
objectively, but Ifeel that dynamics were not fully developed, leading to a restrained, laid-back view of the

sound according to the quality of the link, and must be
taken into account.

a

music. The Signature One makes it into audiophile

THE SYSTEM
The listening system
for this review
included Linn LP12
Armageddon/Naim
Aro/Audio Note io II
record player; Naim
CDS Ill and Marantz
CD-7CD players; Krell
FPB7oocx, Naim NAP
25o and ConradJohnson Premier io
power amplifiers, as
well as the Edge NLio power amplifier (to
be reviewed); Avalon
Eiden, Quad ESL63, Spendor SP2/2,
BBC LS3/5A (15 ohm)
speakers; Transparent
)(Land Cardas Golden
Reference cables and
Finite Elemente
Pagode stands.
Comparison pre-amps
included Krell KPS
255c, Conrad-Johnson
ART, and XTC II.

LAB REPORT
Distortion and noise

could be improved to advantage. Incidentally,

—33dB at the extremes, though with aloss in

No surprises were expected from the

Icould now measure adifference on DC

headroom at this point.

straightforward op amp design — and none

operation as the measurement significantly

were found. Some residual hum was

improved to —94.3dB, still not outstanding.

The volume control was also ' non-linear' in
that it departed from the usual logarithmic
law with rapid increases in loudness obtained

measured, enough to lift the total harmonic

in the last io or 15° of rotation.

distortion and noise figure from acreditable

DC offset and separation

—loodB mid band, IHF, hum excluded to

DC offset was satisfactorily low at 2.8mV left,

—88.5dB for aikHz fundamental, hum

1.4mV right, but could be lower still. Input

included. With more sensitive and powerful

overload was effectively infinite due to the

Maximum output level was 5.5V RMS, set by

amplifiers, especially if partnered by more

early location of the volume control in the

the modest supply lines, and this should be

sensitive speakers, some mild hum might be

signal chain. Channel separation was

enough for any modern power amplifier. Most

audible in aquiet location.

excellent, 125dB at 2oHz, io9dB at ikHz and

will clip on less than 2.5V, leaving atolerable

94dB for zokHz. Volume tracking was

6dB of headroom for this pre- amp output.

The distortion figure rose to —94.2dB for

Output and frequency response

the 2okHz measurement but this was not

satisfactory; at full level the channels

Frequency response was very wide and flat,

distortion per se, it merely reflected the

balanced within o.o4dB degrading to o.3dB at

essentially DC to light in an audio context.

necessarily wider measurement bandwidth to

anormal — 2odB setting and amoderate o.8dB

Input impedance as about 45k ohms and

accommodate the possible higher frequency

at alow, - 6odB volume setting. A —115dB

offered light loading to sources. Its output

harmonics for the measurement. Abetter view

result for third harmonic distortion is a

impedance was nicely low, and independent

may be gained from amore sensitive indicator

typically fine one for this unit.

of frequency at 47 ohms. The design was non-

for high frequency distortion, namely the two-

The Signature One has an unusual balance

inverting of absolute phase and had an IHF

tone intermodulation test. Here the controller

control which offers afine gradation for most

input sensitivity of 25mV, equivalent to an

gave an excellent result of —1o5.7dB IHF.

of its rotational arc, increasing non- linearly to

appropriate overall gain of 26dB or zo times.

Further evidence of vanishingly low distortion
+0

could be seen in the result for 0.5V, ikHz, on
battery supply [ as seen in the graph].

-20

Ihaven't shown the result for AC line
operation since thee two are virtually identical

40
d

— Ihad hoped this ultra high resolution

-80

spectral analysis would reveal adifference
here, to be associated with the audible benefit
of battery operation.
Signal-to-noise ('A' weighted) was fine at
io2dB while the unweighted residual at
minimum volume was —89.2dB; Ifeel that this
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infinite baffle enclosure.
Bill Woodman is adamant that active filters are
superior to passive crossovers. Not only do they
provide better driver damping and fewer losses in
components and cables, they also enable the phase
response to be more readily tailored. The SCM 20A
uses fourth-order electronic filters, with analogue
THE SYSTEM
SCA2 pre- amp;
Creek CD5o CD player;
Musical Fidelity
„gel

PRICE

Tri Vista SACD player

£ 2700/pair

SUPPLIER

01285 760561

CONTACT

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

WEBSITE

www.atc.gb.net

excess phase correction operating through the
crossover region (crossover is at 2.81cHz). ATC claims
that the result is ultra-low phase distortion and alarge
stable sound field with improved source location.
Woodman claims that this also produces much more
coherent drive unit integration and improved openness
and timbre of reproduced sound. A further benefit of
the woofer and tweeter having separate amplifiers is
the reduction of intermodulation distortion (which he
claims can be as much as 20dB better!) compared to
having one amplifier doing both jobs. In addition,
unlike passive crossovers, the active crossover slopes
and cut-off frequencies aren't affected by voice-coil
heating. The avoidance of compression effects due to

voice-coil heating is high on ATC's agenda and is a
driving force behind its woofer design.
Another element, crucial to
natural sound reproduction
according to Woodman, is
consistency between on-axis
and off-axis responses. Offaxis dispersion should be broad
and even, without abrupt dips
in amplitude [see Lab Report].
The SCM 20As bass/mid
driver
is the latest version of
certainly not your typical audio 'wood-grain' furniture,
ATC's proprietary hand-built
but where would ATC be if it weren't iconoclastic?
150mm drive unit. It's unusual in
At the rear are professional captive XLR connectors
that it features a75mm midrange
providing abalanced input, IEC mains input socket and
soft dome, coupled to a steep
power switch. The SCM 20A is heavier than it looks,
curvilinear cone. Both are formed
weighing in at an arm-wrenching 30kg each. Amps,
from polyester cloth, impregnated
transducers and cabinets contribute to the weight —
with
aviscous damping layer which
and of course to the price, which is £ 700 per pair.
contributes to low coloration.
Motive drive for the cone is from
TECHNOLOGY
an 'over-sized' 177mm high-flux
Each loudspeaker cabinet includes two proprietary
'Super Linear' magnet, for very high
monoblock power amplifiers — one for the tweeter
linearity and low distortion. ATC's
and one for the woofer — with heat-sink fins running
exclusive short edge-wound copper
vertically up the rear of the cabinet. These get quite
voice coil operates in along magnetic gap
hot in use — almost too hot to hold.
According to ATC, these amps operate in Class A for high power handling and wide dynamic
up to two-thirds of maximum output, which means
range. A short coil in along gap is the method
high quiescent currents and warm running. This should
preferred by loudspeaker designers to minimise nonalso point towards a smoother-than-average sound.
linearity due to voice coil/magnet gap geometry
Each amplifier, using 'grounded source' output stage (helping achieve low distortion). However, it is
topology, is apparently optimised for its respective
expensive because alarge magnet is required and only
driver bandwidth, with the tweeter amplifier delivering
part of its flux is used at any instant. Other techniques
amaximum output of 50 watt and the bass/mid 250
used by ATC to reduce distortion include underwatt. The Active SCM 20A has the same 25mm softcutting the centre-pole to improve flux linearity, and
dome HF driver that's used in the SCM70A system.
adding ashorting ring to the centre pole to reduce

exercise, it's designed to maximise structural integrity,
eliminating unwanted resonance and vibration.
Top, bottom and side skins are of curved MDF,
gloss-sprayed in a very smart, dark metallic grey;
darker on the top and with a slightly wispy metallic
effect to the side cheeks. The robust front grille is
made from sheet steel, curved and perforated before
spray-painting. At the front, radiused extruded-metal
sections run the height of the cabinet, creating aframe
for the grille and finishing off the speaker very neatly.
The look might be alittle industrial for some, and is

The woofer is ATC's own unit in a 20-litre sealed,

O Enclosure
walls are curved
MDF, glosssprayed in dark
metallic grey.
The front grille
is sheet steel

voice coil-inductance modulation. Triangular roll
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geometry is applied to the 'spider'
to improve linearity ( in the
restoring force that returns it to its
resting position) and avoid cone
wobble. It's a tour de force of
woofer technology — a means to
an end: the reproduction of music.

SOUND QUALITY
There aren't very many occasions
when I've wired in a review item, sat down, and
immediately thought ' this is fine'. The installation of
the SCM 20A active speakers with ATC's matching
SCA2 pre-amp was one of those occasions. Perhaps it
was to do with the very even tonal balance, the lack of
audible distortion, the uncoloured midrange, and
clean smooth treble. Or maybe it was the seamless
integration of mid and top.
The balance was comfortable: full-bodied without
being obviously over-rich; detailed without being
over-bright; and with fine depth and stereo imagery.
The other very impressive qualities the SCM 20A
exuded were confidence, precision, and absolute ease
of handling the most dense and complex scoring.
There was no sense of strain, distress, or audible
distortion, so you can relax and enjoy the music. The
only distortion Iheard was in the programme material.
When playing the Miles Davis/Gill Evans classic
Porgy And Bess on remastered CD [Columbia/Legacy

CK65141] occasional tape overload distortion is quite
obvious, but this sits curiously on top of the music as a
separate entity, in no way confused with it. Likewise,
tape noise is inevitably present in this 1950s recording,
but it's not highlighted or emphasised by the speakers.
Like many old recordings, though showing its age,
this musical collection is remarkable. The SCM 20A
gives the music anew lease of life and shows what's
really there. The horns had arich, almost brass-band
tone, and there was delightful intonation apparent
between the bass, tuba, horn and bass clarinet. During
the screaming horn introduction to the opening track,
'Buzzard Song', the sound stayed clean and strong, and
even in the densest and loudest parts all the
instruments remained well separated. The depth and
image were also precise in, what is after all, astudio
recording with separate mics on the various musicians.
Bass was very articulate, as made obvious in the
track 'Gone' when the double bass played distinct
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Figure a: Frequency response at mn (Anechoic above 1,6oHz,
nearfield woofer below t6oHz, third-octave smoothed) [red];
excess phase from 25oliz at am [green]

Response curves
Frequency response curves of the
SCM 2oA are smooth and within close
limits. In the composite axial curve
[red trace, Figure il there's asmall but
insignificant lift around 300-800Hz
followed by agentle shelving down by
approximately 3dB above 2kHz. This
trend accounts for the slightly rich and
laid-back balance. In the tweeter region
there are afew peaks, the strongest at
just over 7kHz. The axial frequency
response is within ±3.5dB between 5oHz
and 22kHz. Low-frequency SPL is down
3dB at 55Hz and 6dB at 42Hz, dropping
at the 'classic' 12dB/octave typical for a
sealed box system. (Note, because this
is an active system, the dB scale is
arbitrary and doesn't represent
sensitivity.) The Green trace in Figure
shows minimum phase, which is smooth
through the crossover region, without
any sudden deviations, as claimed by
ATC (also within ±25° limits within the
measuring range).

4dB maximum spread across the
measured range. This verifies ATC's
claims and indicates consistent tonal
balance in the room. The peaks in the
tweeter output are much less distinct
horizontally off-axis. Note, there's
marginally more energy in the
2kHz-4kHz area at io° below the mid
tweeter/woofer axis [Green trace]. This
accounts for the preferred tonal balance
here, but these really are very small
variations compared to most
loudspeakers, and the blending of
outputs is excellent by any measure.
Third octave curves
Third-octave curves [ Figure 3] are for one
SCM 2oA positioned as for audition and
measured at the listening position. The
red curve is with o.7m stands and the
green curve is with o.5m stands. Both
show very smooth curves, with asubtly
different balance between the two stand
heights. Note, the surprising degree of
bass extension in- room (plenty of output
down to 2oHz!), due to room gain.

3.

2ooëli

-180

Figure 2: Off .axis curves at am (reference m dway between
woofer and tweeter): Mid-woofer/tweeter axis (red); -1o*
[green]; +le (blunts' horizontally off .axis [yellow]
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Off-axis family
The family of off-axis curves in Figure 2
show very tight control of directivity, the
off- and on-axis graphs staying within a

Cumulative time spectra
My cumulative time spectra indicated a
fairy rapid decay of energy after the

labtest
tunes with no boosted or disappearing notes — very
clean and very listenable. Bass notes weren't in any
way overblown (and, for some, might be alittle on the
light side of neutral), but there's no doubting the
accuracy, control and precision.
At the other end of the scale, the staccato horns and
drum sounded great, with reverb on the drum and the
riding of the cymbals clearly reproduced, but without
the embellishment or exaggeration that's sometimes
created in the effort to create a 'larger than life' sound.
The voices of Mark Knopfler and James Taylor on
'Sailing To Philadelphia' were unusually natural —
slightly on the rich side of neutral and set marginally
back from the foreground — but without that
unpleasant forward coloration, honk or rasp one often
hears. Again, bass was clear and deep.
On 'El Macho' from the same CD, one could clearly
hear the whack of drum and bass string release. By
listening down nearer the floor, raising the speakers on
to higher stands, or by tilting the speakers up so that
the woofer pointed directly to the listener, the already
fine tonal balance and stereo imagery were improved
— subtly, but sufficiently to make for an even more
natural listening experience. The vocals were then
brought more into focus and any hint of recession was
removed — afine sound was now even better.
These subtle tonal improvements, brought about by
listening on the woofer axis, were confirmed by awide
range of other recorded material. But let's face it. the

speakers sounded superb even horizontally off-axis,
where the sound balance and presentation were very
consistent across awide range of listening positions.
As a final example of the SCM 20As capabilities,
the piano in Franz Schubert's Six Movements Musicau,
D780 [DCCD002] was nicely positioned in the
moderato, with a full-bodied and realistic sound of
metal and wood. In Johannes Brahms' Violin Sonata
No 1in G Major, Op.78 [DCCD009] one could hear
the lighter tone of Alberto Lysy's violin compared to
that of Sophia Reuter [both Dinemec Classics].

CONCLUSION
The SCM 20 manages to combine high precision with
absolute musical integrity. It has a seductive and
penetrating transparency that reaches deep into the
mix — searching for the truth but not presenting it in
a stark or clinical way. The ability to hang on to
waveforms — even in complexity — and present the
music convincingly is what sets this loudspeaker apart
from much of the crowd. This is may be why ATC
speakers have been chosen to monitor many CD, DVD
and multi-channel music mixes around the world.
Though the SCM 20A might at first sight seem
expensive, each does include an excellent pair of ATCdesigned amplifiers and so requires only apre-amp and
source to complete avery tasty system. This speaker
offers real value for money compared to some so-called
high-end equipment. Highly recommended.

initial signal had ceased. Tweeter output

harmonic close in frequency at 225Hz. A

has afew peaks, probably due to well-

small third harmonic peak of amere

damped dome modes, which drop fast

0.53% at just over 7ooHz ties in with the
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All the other harmonics were below a
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—30dB within 1.8ms. Other minor peaks

harmonics were well down. Apart from a
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minor second harmonic peak of just

decay rapidly.

0.84% at around 1.2kHz, all other

Distortion harmonics

only notable frequency being at just over

Distortion harmonics measured against

7kHz where aminimal 0.45% second
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frequency indicate very creditable

harmonic is associated with atweeter

performance. Starting at a40Hz

dome mode.

reference point at 80dB, second

All in all, these are afine set of

harmonic measured just 2% and third

measurements, indicating smooth

3%. Just taking the worst-case

and even frequency responses, even off-

distortion, there's asingle peak of 1.6%

axis, broad dispersion, well- controlled
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minimum phase performance and low

surround resonance) with 0.75% third-
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Altmann WM
'jitter- buster'
Add-on jitter- busters had avogue in
the 19905, but is there still aneed for
them? Altmann certainly thinks so
WORDS KEITH HOWARD

COST

€500-€550

SUPPLIER

Altmann Micro Machines

CONTACT

www.jitter.de

Last month's feature article about jitter was, in
part, apreamble to this two-part review of two jitter
suppression devices from Altmann Micro Machines
(AMM) in Germany. Jitter busters, as they became
widely known, first appeared about adecade ago and
were popular for awhile as ameans of reducing jitter
effects in two-box (transport/DAC) CD players. Today
they have fallen out of fashion rather, not least
because the best modern two-box CD combinations
appear to have reduced jitter to imperceptible levels.
Does this mean the Altmann UPCI and JISCO are
latecomers to aparty that's already finished? Actually

unaffected by source jitter, putting aJISCO, UPCI or,
even better, both in between, can still make astartling
difference to the sound.
It may seem odd that one company should produce
two different jitter busters but there's a perfectly
logical reason for this: the UPCI (ultra precision clock
injector) and JISCO (jitter scrambling decorrelator)
work in fundamentally different ways. The UPCI reclocks the input by means of a narrow-bandwidth
phase-locked loop 'flywheel' and so shares its modus
operandi with most of the jitter busters seen
previously. The JISCO, by contrast, has a novel
operating principle I'll describe next month.
The UPCI operates at afixed sampling rate (44.1,
48, 96 and 192kHz versions are available — the
44.1kHz version was tested), which — contrary to
what I've just said — makes it less than practical to use
with a multi-rate signal source like a DVD player.
Measuring just 65 x 55 x 24mm, it is remarkably

no, for two good reasons. First, many DVD players
are now called upon to act as high quality audio
sources, playing CD, audio DVD-Vs and DVD-A. But
DVD players tend to produce copious amounts of
jitter, audiophile examples excepted. Most will be
used as stand-alone sources, in which case the jitter
has to be tolerated, but some — notably the Pioneer

plug and supplied with agold-plated T-connector to
make the connection arrangement more flexible. A
phono input socket is fitted as standard, also gold-

players, which all support 24/96 PCM via their digital
outputs — will be partnered with outboard DACs. In
this context the jitter buster may still have arole.

plated, but either TosLink or ST optical connectors
can be specified. Output voltage is switchable between
0.5 and 5V peak-to-peak, to suit S/PDIF or AES

Second, and this is the puzzling part, even when you
use alow-jitter transport and aDAC that is ostensibly

inputs. Power supply is 12V DC via awall-wart, which
Altmann says can beneficially be replaced by a 12V

58 september 2003\I'

compact and intended to be plugged directly into a
digital input, thereby obviating the need for an
additional digital cable. To this end all variants are
fitted with abody-mounted gold-plated RCA phono
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Figure 1. Jitter spectrum (j-Test), DV-939A/X-24K
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Figure 2: as Figure 1, but with UPCI added

Are the Altmann UPCI and JISCO
just latecomers to aparty that's
already finished? Actually, no...
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Figure 3. Jitter spectrum (J-Test), DV-939A/P-3A
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battery. Asking price is E500 with phono or TosLink
input, or € 550 if fitted with the ST option.
Let me tell you how Iexpected this review to pan out.
With ahigh-jitter source (arole played here by aPioneer
DV-939A) and aDAC prone to the effects of source jitter
(Musical Fidelity X-24K), Ianticipated the UPCI would
have a beneficial effect. Whereas if the source were
replaced by alow-jitter alternative (Meridian 508.24) or
the DAC by one largely insensitive to input jitter
(Perpetual Technologies P-3A), the beneficial effects
would evaporate.
Measurement mostly confirmed these expectations.
Figure 1shows the jitter spectrum at the output of the
X-24K fed a16-bit J-test signal from the DV-939A — it's
amass of jitter components, mostly from the '939. Figure
2shows the effect of adding the UPCI: although the '939's
jitter isn't eliminated it is certainly significantly
suppressed. Figures 3and 4show the very different result
when the P-3A is used in place of the X-24K, without and
with UPCI respectively (note the different vertical scale
here). In this case the DAC's inherent jitter suppression is
so good that the UPCI can make only a small
improvement. And if the '939 is replaced by the Meridian
508.24, no improvement whatsoever can be seen.
On this basis the UPCI should have little sonic benefit
when used between the DV-939A and P-3A, and none
whatsoever between the 508.24 and X-24K or (even
better) the 508.24 and P-3A. But that's not how things
turned out — in fact the listening came as ashock.
As anticipated, with the UPCI in circuit between the
DV-939A and the X-24K there was an obvious
improvement in clarity, dynamics and imaging — ablanket
had been removed from the sound. But expectations were
confounded when I substituted the 508.24 for the
DV-939A and, in contradiction of the measurements, the
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Figure 4: as Figure 3, but with UPCI added
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same sonic differences were apparent. Ihad expected the
508 to eliminate or at least diminish the audible effects
but that wasn't the case at all. The UPCI still imparted
greater stability and solidity to the sound and reduced
digital 'edge'.
Next Iadopted abelt and braces approach — low-jitter
source (508) connected to a DAC which the
measurements suggest is largely insensitive to incoming
jitter (P-3A). Surely this combination would render the
UPCI ineffectual? Again no: the UPCI still had aclearly
audible effect on the sound, along the lines already
described.
Although Iwish some way could be found to make the
UPCI a multi-rate device without sacrifice to its
performance, Ican recommend it without reservation. It
measures well, which is always reassuring, and brings
obvious benefits to sound quality even with partnering
equipment you might expect to be immune from its
influence. The JISCO story, as we'll see next month, is
more complicated — but all the more fascinating.
—IV september
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opinion
John crabbe
Last month,

that tends to fall short in upper- bass warmth (and could afford

interrupted by an equipment

about twice the total outlay), the Harbeth loudspeakers could
make more suitable Quake partners — as indeed might

breakdown before I
was able to

Spendor's new S3/5se speakers in the same price bracket.

test apair of NHT SBi speakers
in combination with REL's

such room problems by adjusting sizes, absorbence, etc, at the

the
flow of my ' Opinion' piece was

self-powered Quake subwoofer.
I'd been much impressed by
the more expensive Harbeth
HL-P3ES-2 in this satellite role so,

It would, of course, be splendid if we could avoid or reduce
turn of aknob, rather as atrombonist has continuous control of
his instrument's pitch by means if its slide. I
make
this analogy because during arecent touring holiday I
came
across two trombones equipped with valve- controlled crooks

on the face of it, the notably smaller and lighter SBi speakers
would be hard-pressed to offer amatching performance. But

— in addition to the standard sliding U- bend. Located in a
Viennese museum and in adisplay at Poland's Monastry of the

now I've been able to make some comparisons.
Both models are closed- box devices as I'd designated, but
the SI31 speaker's low frequency roll-off starts at around looHz

of any pitch- related embellishment beyond asmall subsidiary
tuning-slide and asecond main slide on some bass instruments.

and thus needs the Quake to come into play at amuch higher
frequency than with the Harbeth speakers. Yet I
experienced

As for versions with button-operated valves, I'd never seen
one in nearly 60 years of concert-going. Were they perhaps

none of the 'detachment' effects noted with the little Genexxa

found only in Eastern Europe, or confined to specialist brass

speakers, probably due to better integration of the net acoustic

ensembles? Imade anote to pursue the matter, and back at
home discovered from books on my own shelves that the welter

responses despite the Quake's low-pass filter operating at its
io6Hz notional upper limit.
With suitable switching between that limit and the 7oHz
needed for the Harbeths, plus
adjustment ot the signal level vis-àvis subwoofer and satellites to
accommodate the NHTs' 3dB higher
sensitivity, it was possible to
compare the two combinations on a
wide selection of music. And to my
ageing ears [' Opinion', Dec 'oz] the
American bookshelf models

Black Maddona, these came as areal shock, as Iwas unaware

of instrumental experimentation in the 19th Century which
brought valves to horns and trumpets had also (if far less

It would be splendid if we could reduce or
avoid room- related problems simply at the
turn of aknob, rather as atrombonist has
continuous control of his instrument's pitch

performed as well as their British
rivals on practically everything they were fed. The Harbeths,

permanently) been applied to trombones.

though, are more convincing when used as full- range devices,
with that 7o/looHz differential causing them to sound limited

Also, it transpires that there are examples of such
instruments in at least two major British historical collections.

only when really deep bass is involved, whereas the NHTs lack

But if my ignorance on the matter was thus inexcusable, its

body on much less demanding material when robbed of low

correction has provided an intriguing exercise in musico-

frequency support.

acoustic enlightenment.

But as noted last month, the Harbeth speakers feature a
mildly emphasised upper-bass, apoint confirmed when identical

However, not much of the latter was in evidence during that
same holiday when I
attended aChopin recital given in asalon

near-field measurement revealed amuch flatter response in

of Warsaw's restored Szuster Palace — the sort of place where

that region from the NHT. Also, the SBi speakers' slightly

the composer himself could well have played in his early years.

brighter treble balance is well suited to my rather heavily
damped room, while those erratic but intensely irritating

The snag was that the pianist didn't adapt his dynamics to suit a

overweight radio continuity voices are somewhat less obtrusive.
So I
suggest that anyone stuck with asmall, dullish- sounding

most gentle pieces at apractically unrelenting fortissimo, as if

room not really suited to two full- range speakers, but wishing

auditorium. Asad let- down, this, representing aserious gap in

for abass response extending to below 3oHz, should consider

the performer's acoustical awareness, and, by default, his

trying the Quake and apair of SBi loudspeakers mounted clear

musicianship.

of boundaries with their tops set at around ear level. That setup
costs about E65o in total, which is very much less than I've

playing Chopin Ballades, etc, and offered silent thanks to

spent on successive LS setups in the same room without ever
equalling the present results.
Conversely, if you have abrightish sounding room, or one

small audience in amodest venue, playing even the potentially
needing to convey every detail to the far reaches of avast

But on arriving home Iput on arecording of Murray Perahia
Edison, Cros, and all their successors for enabling us to hear
music at acceptable levels even in asmall sitting room. Live
events aren't always the best option.
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True fidelity?
Sometimes it's easy to forget that ' high-fidelity' is all about reproducng the original sound.
So just how much power does ahi-fi amplifier need to reproduce an acoustic duet accurately?
WORDS DAVE BERRIMAN

Now that hi-fi

PICTURES JIMMY HUGHES

equipment is sold as a commodity
through so many outlets, it's easy to lose sight of the original
meaning of 'hi-fi'. Written out in its full form, high-fidelity, it
becomes obvious that it's meaning is faithfulness to the original
sound. (
It was first abbreviated to hi-fi in the 1950s.)
By this definition, very little audio these days produces
anything like the original' sound. In many cases, the original
sound never really existed as such because it was created
electronically. Furthermore, even when instruments were
acoustic, signals from both acoustic and electronic instruments
are often mixed together and held electronically on a multitrack master tape, or its equivalent on a hard disk, before
transfer to the final software medium.
The playback is an artistic creation, produced from various
sources, when even the acoustic instruments are in astudio —
often with individual microphones — and signals are
manipulated to create artificially-positioned stereo images, and
blended to produce an artificial but, hopefully, satisfying whole.
There are still recordings of just acoustic instruments
recorded with anything from just two to a multitude of
microphones. Many purists would argue that perfection is
approached by anatural physical layout of musicians captured
62
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by just two microphones, with input from others added and
blended only when essential. But life isn't that simple!
Recording engineers are realists who understand that the
widely varying acoustics of venues and the scale of the practical
layout of musicians dictate optimum microphone types,
distance, angles, and whether 'spot' or 'ambience' mics are
required.
However recorded, the overall soundstage effect we hear on
playback via loudspeakers is, let us not forget, an illusion. The
musicians aren't really there and the original sound field isn't
truly recreated. An illusion is essentially trickery and not reality,
which neatly brings us back to the aim of reproducing the
original sound. We see that often what's termed 'high-fidelity' is
little more than sleight of hand. It might sound very good, but it
might also not sound like the original.
So, bearing in mind the variety of types of recording
(including movie soundtracks, which were some of the first real
high-fidelity recordings), is the notion of reproducing the
original sound accurately an outdated and antiquated goal?
Of course it isn't. The further from reality the reproduction,
the less enlightening and enjoyable music will be. The sound,
and the music it conveys are inseparable, therefore the

systemsetup
assessment criteria must include accuracy to the musical
experience as perceived in the reproduced event and not
merely aset of arbitrary sonic qualities with no clearly defined
reference point. Unfortunately, when we assess sound quality
during reviews, we don't have to hand the original sound for
immediate comparison. So we must rely on acoustic memory,
which is notoriously falable. For electronic instruments, we
have to rely on purely notional ideas of quality based on
experience and concepts of musical communication.
We can often infer when an instrument lacks power, notes
are blurred, muddled, or the tonal qualities aren't natural —
usually by comparison to either areal past acoustic event, or (in
the case of electronic instruments), the memory of live gigs, or
what another system has delivered, but that's not the same as
being at the original event and comparing the original acoustic
sound with that reproduced by loudspeakers there and then.

LIVE VERSUS RECORDED
The brave test of high-fidelity, in its truest and purest sense, is
to record acoustic instruments as well as one can and reproduce
them — again, as best one can though loudspeakers. The
original and the reproduced can then be reproduced
sequentially, repeated, and judgements made.
Way back in the 1950s, Gilbert Briggs of Wharfedale and
Peter Walker of Quad organised several public 'Live versus
Recorded' demonstrations. Some other companies — Acoustic
Research was one Iremember in particular — regularly did
'Live versus Recorded' comparisons, though I'm not sure
whether this was to further the cause of increased fidelity, or to
generate publicity, as with Quad and Wharfedale.
One company that used 'Live versus Recorded' for

[Left] Overview of Phoenix Studios,
London; [ Top] Pianist Marjorie
Dutton and MF founder/clarinetist
Antony Michaelson; [ Clockwise
from above] Tony Faulkner tweaks
the classic Neumanns; an ebullient
Antony Michaelson; Faulkner
minds the mix from the Phoenix
control room

OIL
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unashamed publicity was Bowers & Wilkins. I have fond
memories of George Hooley playing clarinet at hi-fi shows
alongside apair of B&W loudspeakers. He would continue as
if playing (without blowing) and then stop to the astonishment
of listeners — who had been fooled by the loudspeakers! It's
often said that it's much easier matching the sound of asingle
instrument than that of afull orchestra, but Istill wonder how
many loudspeaker makers would dare risk this even today.
On one occasion, more years ago that Icare to mention
(when Iwas at Practical HiFi magazine, some time in the midto-late 1970s) we carried out a large 'Live versus Recorded'
comparison to evaluate afairly large batch of loudspeakers in
one session. It was an ambitious escapade, fraught with pitfalls,
using analogue tape recording and Naim 250 power
amplification. (
NB, in these tests we were trying to judge sound
quality, not match volume levels.)
In retrospect it now seems foolhardy, if not downright naïve,
to have tried such a thing on such a scale. Statistically the
results were a trifle suspect, but one thing was blindingly
obvious during the comparisons: the only loudspeakers that
sounded anything like the original sound were the stacked
Quad ESLs of the ELS 57 type, even though they beamed quite
severely at high frequencies. The same speakers type (then
powered by Quad valve amplifiers) with which Peter Walker
wowed Royal Festival Hall audiences in the late 1950s. So much
for progress in the 20 or so intervening years!

THE MF CONNECTION
So where does Musical Fidelity fit into the scheme of things?
Musical Fidelity's founder Antony Michaelson has been
banging on for long enough about how much power is really
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O Dave Berriman
takes notes of
proceedings at
Phoenix Studios

Gold, Jimmy Hughes and myself. Tony
Faulkner was in charge of the recordings.
The performance of Schumann's
Fantasiestucke Opus 73 in the studio
during the initial recording, provided a
rich bright sound, with the reedy rich
character of Michaelson's clarinet. The
piano had avery full-bodied, vibrant and
resonant sound. As they both played the
first piece, the musical dynamics (the rise
and fall of loudness), the subtlety of
inflection of Michaelson's clarinet, and
the
interplay
between
the
two
instruments were all very audible.
The woodblock floor provided plenty
of reflections and the two instruments
were both very loud. And it wasn't just
loudness, but the power, weight and
impact that the piano produced that was
something rarely, if ever, experienced
from ahi-fi system; the same was true for
the impact of the clarinet in the louder segments. Michaelson
later reminded us this piano wasn't as powerful as afull-sized
concert grand, and was also being played fairly gently!
A second Schumann piece demonstrated greater dynamic
contrasts. A third piece was more animated, with denser
playing, with the piano becoming more percussive and louder,
with a brighter sound than the earlier pieces. The clarinet
became more strident and even slightly harsh in parts.
This was the reality of the live sound to be reproduced. It
was certainly not comfortable and smooth. It became quite
hard-edged during loud passages, but unlike listening to bad
hi-fi systems, it never became stressful.

REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Berriman eyes
up the assembled
converters

needed by modern loudspeakers to reproduce realistic sound
levels. As an accomplished clarinetist who has made several
recordings with renowned recording engineer Tony Faulkner,
he decided to find out just how much power would be needed
to reproduce acombination of piano and clarinet. Rather than
do the whole thing in isolation, he invited HFN along to witness
the event at the Phoenix Studios in Wembley, North London.
In contrast to some of the earlier examples given, this wasn't
intended as aloudspeaker review — or even ademonstration
of how close, or otherwise, the loudspeakers are from
reproducing sound accurately. It was to find out how much
power was needed to reproduce piano and clarinet at sound
levels that were realistic — as judged by ear. Clarinet was
played by Michaelson himself, and the piano — a7ft Steinway
B — was played by Marjorie Dutton.
Now we've been around long enough to notice that
Michaelson's demo was nicely timed to coincide with the
launch of Musical Fidelity's new lkW per channel amplifier
[HFN Aug '03]. But, it looked like an interesting test and, to
our knowledge, no other British company had done anything
like it in public so we accepted the invitation. Representing
HFN were: Editor Steve Harris, freelance contributors Alvin
64
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Using the Musical Fidelity kW pre- and power amplifier
combination, the attempts of various speakers to reproduce
the original sound levels were compared.
The first playback, via Quad ESL-989 loudspeakers, was on
anoticeably smaller scale than the original live event, severely
lacking the piano's weight and power, impact and realism. The
reedy live clarinet quality, along with action sounds and the
subtleties of reed and tongue were muted.
Unfortunately, when trying to wind up the volume to realistic levels, the sound stayed curiously squashed and quiet. As
the volume control advanced further, audible distortion set in,
which we assumed to be the limit of the speakers as the
amplifier shouldn't have been clipping.
Under our conditions this set-up certainly couldn't match
the volume and intensity of the original performance. This was
quite a sobering experience considering the Quad's famed
transparency. However, their positioning at the 'dead' end of
the studio probably absorbed much of their sizeable rear
radiation, reducing the SPL in the room. Despite the Quad's
reputation for accuracy, they clearly couldn't approach the true
loudness of the original event at any usable power input.
Next up for comparison was the Tannoy Dimension TD12.
This speaker compared better than the Quad to the original,
not only in its loudness capability but also by capturing more of
the vital clarity, crispness and reediness of Michaelson's
clarinet. The clarinet's sound was coloured by the Tannoy and
the characteristic texture of the live instrument was subdued,

systemsetup
THE STUDIO SETUP
The Phoenix Studio has alarge area
for the musicians, about 16m wide and
24m deep. Michaelson was positioned

control reflections from the rear wall.
On the side walls were anumber of tall
built-in cloth-covered absorbers, while

about lom down, midway between the
side walls and just in front of the
piano's open lid [as shown right].
Tony Faulkner's pair of Neumann
M5o microphones (the same ones
used by Lewis Layton to produce the
legendary RCA Living Presence
recordings) behave as omnis below
ikHz and sub-cardioids above ikHz.
They were mounted on aboom about
65omm apart, angled outwards at
roughly 45° and downwards at around
2o-30°. The centre line of the boom

many of the other surfaces were
finished in wood panelling to control

pointed almost directly at Michaelson.
so that the mics collected the direct
sound from both instruments, the
reflected sound from the floor and the
acoustic created by the other surfaces
in the studio. No other mics were used.
Behind the piano were three green
and two hessian covered screens, to

the reflections and acoustics. The
recording booth, containing Tony and
his equipment behind adouble-glazed
glass window, was high up behind us
facing the performers.
We were seated to the front, of
necessity slightly to one side of the
microphone boom, so we heard the
music from aslightly different audio
'viewpoint' to the mics, both as
regards height and angle. So, the
stereo sound stage on replay might
not have been able to replicate exactly
what we heard in the studio, but this
made virtually no difference to the
natural intensity and dynamics we
could hear live, or the intrinsic sound
quality, because they barely changed
between the two live positions.

but the overall impression of liveliness was better than before.
The piano was rich and warm — actually a little richer and
warmer than the original sound.
It sounded as though the extra sensitivity, lower compression
and superior peak-producing abilities of the TD12 were
winning approval from the group despite some noticeable
performance limitations. Some of the listeners said the warmth
and boxiness confirmed
what they'd heard when

reproduced sound lacked the same visceral impact, clarity and
dynamics of the original.
So, though it was possible to match, or exceed, the original
sound level (not measured, but judged subjectively). the
Tannoys couldn't repsoduce the same perceived effective power
and 'volume' of the live performance. Advancing the volume
control didn't help.

By increasing the volume, we managed to get close
to the loudness of piano and clarinet, but loudness
isn't the same as realistic dynamic reproduction

auditioning these Tannoys
on previous occasions. The
improvement in general
realism over the Quads in
terms of dynamic impact,
however, was revelatory, even though the TD12 provided a
rather enclosed sound, when compared to the lively, natural
acoustic of the studio.
By increasing the volume setting, we did manage to get close
to the loudness of the piano and clarinet, but loudness isn't the
same as realistic dynamic reproduction. Even with the
improved sense of loudness provided by the Tannoy, the

Just as we were beginning to think that the whole exercise
was doomed, we wired in the final loudspeakers of the group,
the KEF Reference 205. Immediately, we heard alively vibrant
sound with a good sense of musical dynamics. These
loudspeakers didn't have the same marginally boxy sound of
the Tannoys, nor the limited output of the Quads.
This was the most realistic reproduction yet, with great
clarity. There was aslightly sour character added to the sound
of Michaelson's clarinet, but the subtle noise of his breathing
— along with the sound of his tongue on the reed and other
minute inflections — were now much more realistically
reproduced. The piano lost a certain amount of weight and
power and receded slightly into the background, forcing the
clarinet to the fore. In addition, the essential spaciousness of
the acoustic was reproduced better than previously, but was still
not fully conveyed (though how can we know if it was captured
by the recording?).
Faulkner left the recording system running in between the
musical performances, catching conversations between
C Alvin Gold, Steve Harris and Antony Michaelson share ajoke
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Top] Green Room maestro Faulkner; [ Below] Marjorie Dutton
O[
Michaelson and pianist Dutton, along with talk-back via
loudspeakers from the recording booth. This was telling in
itself — not of musical dynamics but of the ability of the
loudspeakers to reproduce acoustics, voice and incidental
noises — and, indeed, the KEF Reference 205 speakers did
reproduce these sounds more convincingly than the others.

CONCLUSIONS
Now we had something we could use to test Mickaelson's claim.
The mixing desk master volume control was advanced until we
all agreed the replay was at arealistic level compared with the
original performance that we'd just heard. It would have been
very interesting to have had an SPL meter to check both sound
levels. We could have recorded the SPLs and avoided
accusations of being unscientific.
On the other hand, our day's experience showed us that this
wouldn't necessarily have been any more accurate to the
perceived volume than judging the match by ear, which also
took into account the musical peaks that the amplifier and
loudspeakers must be capable of handling to reproduce the full
sound effectively.
The desk output for this setting was + 12dBM and the kWP
pre-amplifier's volume control was set to 11 o'clock.
Calculating the maximum power level from the kW amplifier,
based on the output of the DAC, the desk gain and the
sensitivity of the amplifier at this setting, Tony reckoned that
the amplifier would have been peaking between 270 and 450
watts per channel — which Ifound surprisingly high for just

two solo instruments.
Ithought it would be interesting to compare the speaker's
paper specifications, making a few assumptions, to look for
clues about their relative perceived maximum loudnesses. As a
rough estimate, taking each speaker's claimed specifications as
a guide, the Quad should be capable of handling 40 volt
programme peak, which is 200W, and 23dB above their 86dB
2.83V/lm sensitivity. Allowing for two (running (+ 3dB) and
listening at 2m (-6dB) the approximate max SPL from the 998
without compression would be 106dB. (Note, the Quad's larger
diaphragm should mean less drop-off with distance and the
rear radiation should further boost SPLs).
The Tannoy TD12 should do much better, (assuming the
same drop off with distance and no compression), with 115dB
max SPL for 450 watt (ref the 92dB, 2.83V/lm figure) or 113dB
peak for 270 watt ( the maximum quoted in the spec is 280
watt).
Finally the KEF Reference has a theoretical 2dB
disadvantage compared to the TD12, at 90dB sensitivity for
2.83V, so should deliver (with same drop-off and no
compression) 111dB for 270 watt and 113dB for 450 watt.
Clearly, the specifications do not tell the whole story, as they
make no mention of power compression (when SPL increases
become smaller than power increases as power input goes up
due to internal heating, mechanical and magnetic limitations).
It is well known that even high power PA and music industry
drive units designed for much higher sound pressure levels
compress, and domestic speakers are almost by definition
bound to suffer more from this effect. However, more sensitive
the speakers, implicitly, consume less power and dissipate less
heat for a given output SPL and so at least stand a better
chance of being able to convert amplifier watts into realistic
loudness levels.
Bearing in mind afull concert orchestra would make even
more noise (though most likely heard and recorded at greater
distances), providing lkW to draw on is really not so
outlandish after all, as this allows just 3dB headroom over the
maximum range of peak levels calculated. It does point up the
need for high loudspeaker sensitivity, lack of compression and
plenty of amplifier power for music lovers who wish to listen at
realistic levels. Anthony's assertion about power requirements
would appear to be vindicated even for the modest collection
of musical forces used for these live versus recorded
comparisons. ià
THE SYSTEM
Microphone signals from the Neumann M5o mies were conveyed via
special transformers and tube mie amplifiers designed by Tim de
Paravacini, for digital conversion at 24-bit/i76.4kHz using adCS 904
ADC. Digital signals from the ADC were transferred to aGenex harddisk recorder via Quad AES (4x44.1kHz) digital data lines. Everything
we heard that day had gone through the dCS ADC and been
subsequently decoded via adCS 954 Pro DAC interfacing via the Quad
AES data lines and connected to the mixing desk via balanced
analogue cables, while the desk output was by necessity of the amps
unbalanced. Amplification was of course via Musical Fidelity's aptly
named kW amplifiers. At no time did we hear the direct ' live' feed from
the microphones. Though the recordings were made solely for the
purpose of Anthony's experiment, he later supplied afew CD copies to
the press. It is quite illuminating — having been at the recording —
to use these musical pieces and intervening chat in product evaluation.
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Mozart's Requiem from Britten and Mackerras • Rawsthorne Concertos •
Svetlanov ' live' • music by Leó Weiner ' Jazz: more from the incomparable
Derek Bailey • Rock: Tubular Bells revisited • plus DVD and SACD releases
great ahandicap given the abstract nature

BEETHOVEN

of the music. (Two discs priced as one; UK

String Quartets in Fminor, Op.95

distributor Metronome.) CB Ba V

•in Eflat, Op.127
The Lindsays

BEETHOVEN

AV CD DCA116

Symphonies 1-9

58m 525

Charlotte Margiano, Birgit Remmert,

Beethoven's tersest, most defiant string

Rudolf Schasching, Robert Holt,

quartet, the ' Serioso', and the most

Arnold Schoenberg Choir/COE/

majestic of the late quartets — at one time

Nikolaus Harnoncourt

considered unsuitable for the ' man in the

Teldec

street'. It would make quite agood starting

09
27497 68-2

5CDs, 357m

20S

re- issues

point for someone exploring Beethoven's
music for this medium, especially given the

O Paolo
Borciani and
his wife Elisa

classical

Pegreffi,

With all the fuss over Sir Simon Rattle's

sensitivity of the Lindsays in the E-flat. The

VP0 cycle having died down, Warner Music

impetuous Fminor receives almost too

has wasted little time in bringing out a

polished areading; indeed, in Op.127 too

mid-pricea repackaging of its 1991 set

there's something alittle ' knowing' about

under Harnoncourt, also from live

the playing — still noticeably dominated by

performances, given in Graz.

the leader, as Iobserved of last month's

founder

JSBACH

members of

The Art Of Fugue

the Quartetto

Borciani—Pegreffi—Poggi—Simoncini

five- compartment 23mm jewelcase and

Italiano

Quartet

restyled booklet notes — these include an

at the same venue, with the same

interview with the conductor — where the

producer and during the same month, the

Presentation is much improved, with a

Nuovo Era NE 73424-2
2CDs, 106m 295

Gardiner's hard- driven period- instrument

violinists in the Quartetto Italiano,

set and Karajan's first stereo cycle with the

disbanded in 1980. They're partnered by

Berlin Philharmonic (still apowerful

two pupils in this live recording of astring

experience and for many the ' reference'

quartet arrangement of The Art Of Fugue

Beethoven cycle), Harnoncourt's is with

given in Bergamo in 1985, the year of

modern instruments but informed by

Borciani's death.

period- instrument practice. So, you may
argue, is Rattle's — but his performances

rat ings
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording

A: 1
B:

Good
Moderate

Very good

2 Good

C : 3 Moderate

Poor

D :4

Poor

Historical, eg. 78rpm

H: H

Historical

Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

remarkable violinists, who spoke as one,

are afussy amalgam as yet not developed

A star' denotes outstanding quality. Ratings

this set is worth hearing. One's real doubts

into cohesive and consistent

also show disc price codings: • full price

concern the style, since they approach

interpretations (though the Ninth does

Bach's writing rather as if it were late

warrant separate re- issue). Harnoncourt's

Beethoven. Fugue XVIII breaks off after

tempi aren't as moderate as Karajan's

17m, where others have contrived a

were; they have aToscanini like energy

resolution to Bach's incomplete score.

and the characteristically abrasive

The sound is clean but over- separated
across awide soundstage: perhaps not too

68

Poised between the extremes of

Paolo Borciani and Elisa Pegreffi were the

As alast reminder of these two

As it happens, and although recorded

original larger slipcase awkwardly housed
aseparate box for the Ninth.

Founder members (and husband and wife),

Op.132.

september zoo3 \C"--

dynamics make for compelling listening.
CB Au—i* •

mid price • budget price • special price.
All discs reviewed are available from the
CD Service: tel

01234

741152 for details.

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS

music choice
blended than in Op.132. CB Am •

own writing methods.

BIRGIT WÁRSTAD/BIS

sound is brighter, more resonant and less

Mackerras's new recording is satisfying
as aproduction (Tim Oldham) and in its

BRAHMS

tempo relationships and restrained

German Requiem

eloquence. To describe it as austere (the

Inger Dam- Jensen, Bo Skovhus,

strings coupling too) might seem obvious,

Danish National SO & Choir/Gerd

but this music can reflect greater

Albrecht

humanity, beautifully exemplified in

Chandos CHAN loop

66m 32s

Abbado's 1999 recording, live from
Salzburg Cathedral which has astarrier

With his Danish soloists, choir and

international quartet. Tenor Michael

orchestra, Gerd Albrecht, their principal

Schade is especially distinguished there

conductor, gives aspacious, beautifully

[DG 463 181-2 or as an Arthaus Musik DVD,

paced and unshowy account of Brahms's

loo 036]. The sound has astark clarity

German Requiem with clean, fresh

much of apiece with the conducting.

textures and choral singing of impeccable

The Adagio and Fugue had aroughly

Kristian
Ruud

Ole

intonation. Dam-Jensen and Skovhus are

similar severity in Klemperer's famous

amatch for any starry pairing on previous

Philharmonia recording, but the one t

launches a

recordings. My only slight reservation

like most of all was recorded by IMusici

Grieg

is that the sound — impressive and

on Philips (long deleted). CB An •

orchestral
cycle on BIS

encouraging of realistic replay levels
— tends to bring the choir forward in

MOZART

perspective as the dynamics increase.

Requiem, K626

The soloists are set forward too, but this

Heather Harper, Alfreda Hodgson,

Britten softens the trombone solo with

is virtually the convention for the piece.

Peter Pears, John Shirley- Quirk,

added string parts in Tuba mirum — where

Recommended. CB Au •

Aldeburgh Festival Chorus/ECO/

Pears's entry is much too loud against the

Benjamin Britten

subtle gradatiors of Shirley- Quirk. But it's

GRIEG

sens•tivity to timing.

BBC Legends B60.4119-2

Symphony in C minor • Piano

The edition is the Süssmayr, except that

afiner quartet than fielded in the Linn

76m 53s

recording.

(incl 26m interview) mono

Concerto • In Autumn

The interview ranges over avalety of

Noriko Ogawa, Bergen Philharmonic

One might not

topics, not least in interest those of sleep

Orchestra/Ole Kristian Ruud

wholly like it (or

and dreams; it begins with the suoject of

share the view

opera on television: the composer had just

expressed in

overseen Peter Grimes and was starting

This is the first disc in aGrieg orchestral

the booklet note)

work on Owen Win grove, written For BBC

music series, starting well with the In

but this 1971

Television. CB Be

Autumn overture — an interesting piece

Snape Maltings

BIS CD 1191

79m

09
1

•

with seeming echoes of Wagner. The

performance is

MOZART

Concerto too is recommendable: neat, not

surely one of the

Piano Quartets iand 2

forced, the scale just about right. Grieg

more important

Paul Lewis/Leopold String Trio

had arelatively small voice as acomposer.

Britten live

Hyperion CM 67373

The symphony, which wasn't recorded

63m ois

recordings. The pity
The young Brtish pianist Paul Lewis is

at all before 1981, he withdrew from

is that it's not in stereo, even if, as amono

O Paul

performance. Although there are some

production, it allows one to hear into the

Lewis:

rapidly making aname for himself ( his

nice things in it, it does rather outstay its

textures — the organ part is clearer than in

Mozart

Schubert sonatas coupling I'll review next

welcome — not afault of the Bergen

the new Mackerras version.

Philharmonic, whose second recording
this is. CB An •

piano

morth) and is partnered in excellent

Writing about the occasion, Donald

quartets

versions ot the two piano quartets by The

Mitchell (whose 1969 recorded interview

with The

Leopold Trio. Phrasing and timing are

is of considerable value in itself) explains

Leopold Trio

MOZART

aparticularly long pause taken by Britten

Requiem K626 • Adagio and

after the Hostias, and this has been

fugue, K546

retained; but possibly others have been

Susan Gritton, Catherine Wyn-Rogers,

edited down.

Timothy Robinson, Peter Rose,

Rex tremendae is taken at an

perfectly matched. And the recorded
sound is very good.
Anyone seeking to economise should
avoid the Sony re- issue w.th Stem,
Laredo, Ma and Ax which doesn't live up
to the promise of the billing. At budget
price there's aWarner 'Apex' CD with

Scottish Chamber Orch & Chorus/

astonishing speed (1m 215 vs Mackerras's

Sir Charles Mackerras

im 56s); indeed, drive is the overriding

Deszo Ránki and the Eder Quartet: nearly

Linn CKD 211

impression here. We expect nothing

as interesting as the Hyperion but marred

sentimental from Britten but it seems to

by meagre, edgy string sound ( 1979). A

54m 58s SACD hybrid

The edition chosen here is by Robert Levin,

me that he sees no repose anywhere in the

Budapest Fellow- student with Andras

who claims to have done the least possible

Requiem — Mackerras's Benedictus is, for

Schiff and Zoltan Kocsis, and afine

to Süssmayr's completion to make it

example, actually one minute shorter yet

musician, Ránki never achieved their

grammatically consistent with Mozart's

has arelative sweetness and greater

subsequent profile. al Are •

—1\rseptember
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reviews
Scottish National Orch/Neeme Jârvi
Chandos CHAN

X10077
72M

405 re- issues

Bychkov's new recording can be admired
for its orchestral discipline but, just as last
month Ithought his Strauss hero (
Emn
Heldenleben) abit of athug, here too
there's not much subtlety.
To take asingle example: before the

Arecoupling of colourful, beautifully

side drum entry in the huge opening

phrased versions of the Waltz Suite Op.no

movement Bychkov takes the slower

(originally split as fillers to Symphonies 5

passage at asluggish tempo, where, with

and 6in Jârvi's Prokofiev cycle), Suites

this same orchestra, Rudolf Barshai's

and 3from Cinderella, excerpts from The

modulation is far more organic. So too is

Stone Flower and the Pushkin Waltzes

Yuri Temirkanov's, in afine 1995 RCA

Op.i2o. As David Nice emphasises in his

recording with the St Petersburg

new biography (Yale), the composer was

Philharmonic, in colour and dynamic

adept at recycling: Op.no re- uses music

shading surpassing this Avie production.

from War and Peace, Cinderella and the

conducted by Sir John Barbirolli (or

O Le6

As with Kurt Masur's with the NYPO

Lermontov film score; and, alittle joke, he

written about him); however, on closer

Weiner,

(
whose Teldec recording slipped unnoticed

quotes himself in the Cinderella movement

acquaintance these standard classics —

Hungarian

into the UK release sheets), those readings

'Three Oranges'. Good sound. CB Ana

none of which he recorded commercially

composer

leave one in no doubt that this is agreat

— are less routine than afirst hearing

and teacher

symphony; and by adelicious pricing

RAWSTHORNE

might suggest. Only the Schubert 5is in

anomaly, the Barshai is part of aWDR set

Piano Concertos iand 2 •

stereo (Royal Albert Hall, 1968), and that

of all 15 symphonies at around

Improvisations On A Theme

has arestricted range; the monos, which

(Brilliant Classics) — with superior string

By Constant Lambert

are BBC Studio tapings from 1965/62,

sound besides!

Peter Donohoe, Ulster Orchestra/

have better sound.

Takuo Yuasa

Gergiev's new Philips recording will be

Considering the 60- year span of his

Naxos 8.555454

56m 15,s

£25

reviewed in October. CB A—B:2 •

recordings, it's surprising that at least
the Unfinished wasn't committed to disc,

TALLIS

Peter Donohoe — who has become

given that EMI had by the mid- 19605 had

O Sir John

Spem In Alium • Sing And glorify

acharismatic soloist — feels there's a

recorded conductors such as Kletzki and

Barbirolli:

Chapelle du Roi/Alistair Dixon

danger of neglect of British piano works

Sargent, besides Cantelli, Klemperer,

Schubert and

in the concert hall, and starts anew

Kubelik and Giulini. Oust re- issued by Sony

Mozart

Signum SIGCD 047

symphonies

20111 025

Naxos series with this coupling of the

with Schubert 1and

two Rawsthorne piano concertos: the

Beecham's 1951 RPO Eighth was then on

on BBC

category for recordings. This coupling of

one fully orchestrated in 1942, the other

Philips.) Barbirolli makes some bold

Legends

Tallis's 40- part masterpiece Spem in alium

commissioned for the 1951 Festival of

gestures here, strongly individual. His

Britain. (The composer was not prolific,

Mozart Gminor would, Isuspect, have

2 [ SMK78761,

but he did write for film; there's aChandos

been tidier, better balanced in astudio

selection of these scores on CHAN 9749.)

recording; it doesn't really change one's

Clifford Curzon's premiere recording of

view of him as aMozart conductor

the Second Concerto has recently been

evidenced by the Pye coupling of Nos.29

transferred by Decca, whilst HMV

and 41. CB BIC:1-2

recordings by Dame Moura Lympany and
Denis Matthews were recoupled afew

SHOSTAKOVICH

years ago (EMI 566935-2). But this is the

Symphony 7 ' Leningrad'

first budget CD in modern stereo.
These are indeed lovely works, concise,
witty, admirably crafted and very much of

WDR Orchestra/Semyon Bychkov
Avie AV

0020

72M 30S

their time (the First like Stravinsky's

Richard Osborne's Karajan biography

Capriccio filtered through English

recounts how in 1970 Semyon Bychkov

sensibilities). CB An* A

was arrested trying to enter Leningrad's
concert hall via alavatory window, to hear

SCHUBERT

the Berlin Philharmonic in Shostakovich's

Symphonies 5and 8

loth Symphony.

MOZART Symphony 40

The Seventh was the work microfilmed

Hallé Orch/Sir John Barbirolli

and sent via the Middle East for the

BBC Legends BBCL 412o-2

American première in 1942 (Toscanini

73m

57s part mono

fought with Stokowski for the rights, but
other conductors also vied for the

We have, perhaps, reached apoint

privilege); it had enormous propaganda

where there can be little left to be heard

resonance but as apiece of music was

70
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There ought to be an 'authentic acoustic'

DAVID FARRELL/EMI

Waltz Suites

much disliked by the English critics.

BUDAPEST MUSIC CENTER

PROKOFIEV

music choice
and its contrafactum sung in English (aCD

and felt appropriate to put on disc, 'a

single: almost extinct in the classical field

mosaic of polyrhythms... acelebration of

nowadays) was produced at All Hallows,

pulse'. The Pygmies use voices, small

Gospel Oak, London — agreat barn of a

percussion and wood flutes.
Ilike the concept but the use of

Beethoven's trio for piano, clarinet and

separate studios — Teldec Berlin and La
Chaux-de-Fonds — nullifies any sense of a

the most inspiring of his works; but here,

place. Not even the resourceful Mike Hatch
could prevent its resonance from adding
confusion to the part-writing.
These performances are from anew
edition prepared by the group's director,
Alistair Dixon. CB Ca V

on the second disc) and has rather closer
balances in aless attractive acoustic.
The prospect of having to review
cello always made my heart sink: it's not
with players who really listen to each

whole. Clapping and the African tracks

other, and adynamic lead from Argerich,

would benefit from multi-channel; if such a

the piece emerges in new, brilliant light.

version were issued maybe the differing

Brakhmann (aprotégé of Argerich's), gives

acoustics might be better disguised. In the

an unexceptional but strait-laced account

WEINER

piano studies Aimard's fluent mastery is a

of the piano part in K478: all the more

Piano Trio • Concertino • Violin

thing to marvel at! CB Ba •

noticeable with Paul Lewis and the Leopold
Trio for comparison in the same month.

Concerto 21 • Carnival Et Fugue •
Romance
Gegy Sebok, János Starker, Antal

Chamber Works By Brahms And

Szalai, Budapest Chamber Symphony/

Mendelssohn • Beethoven And

'Zsolt Hamar, Tibor Varga

Mozart
Martha Argerich, Lilya Zilberstein,

Budapest Music Centre BMC CDos8
zCDs,

91m 295

Of the three great composer-teachers at the
Budapest Academy, Bartók, Kodály and
Weiner, Leó Weiner is the least well known,

MARTHA ARGERICH PROJECT

Theirs is far subtler playing, more varied
dynamically. CB A—Ba*1112 •

EVGENY SVETLANOV

Renaud Capuçon, Gautier Capuçon,

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Scheherazadei

Evgheny Brakhman, Marek Denemark,

SCRIABIN Poem Of Ecstasy

Mark Drobinsky and others

RESPIGHI Fountains Of Rome •
Pines Of Rome • Feste Romane

EMI 5575o4

2 and

557506

2

'London Symphony Orchestra//USSR

66m 16s/47m o9s

State SO/Evgeny Svetlanov

yet as the listing included with this short
compendium shows, many musicians were

These live recordings from Martha

BBC Legends BBCLIa21-2

indebted to him — Fricsay, Solti, Reiner,
Szell, Ormandy, just to name conductors

Argerich's 2002 Lugano music festival
contain two performances unlikely to be

Scribendum SC

who had been his students. He was not as

equalled (not, alas, on the same disc).
Brahms's Sonata for two pianos has its

Afrequent visitor to Britain, Evgeny
Svetlanov died last year aged 74. These

progressive as Bartók or Kodály but the
music is clearly Hungarian — with, in the

021

74M 125

69m 26s re- issue

Pastorale, echoes of Bartók's Divertimento,
and cimbalom-like piano writing in the

opus number (34b) but was clearly too big
for the mould and the music was recast as

concert performances are: in the Respighi
trilogy, from Moscow (1980 — tapes

the Piano Quintet. Argerich's volcanic

remastered at Abbey Road); on BBC

Concertino. This, incidentally, was Sebok's

intensity is nicely counterbalanced by

last recording. The Romance unusually

Zilberstein's more sober manners; but it's

Legends with the same orchestra visiting
London in 1968 (Scriabin); and in Rimsky-

combines cello, harp and strings. Carnival

not just the great eruptions that command

Korsakov with the LSO adecade later —

would make adelightful alternative to

attention here — equally, sense is made of

Scheherazade, with John Georgiadis as

Dvorak's concert overture; and, occupying

the reflective passagework at softer levels.

soloist, is prefaced by the ' Procession of

the shorter CD2, the four- movement Violin

Agood hall sound.
The coupling has the Capuçon brothers

the Nobles' from Mlada.

with Argerich in Mendels-sohn's First Piano

programmes yet on BBC Legends, with a

Concerto proves aromantic work also akin
to Dvorak's. It has quite acomplex finale

This is one of the best- sounding

— longer then the earlier movements, two

Trio. They

very fine Scheherazade — Georgiadis is

lyrical ones sandwiching aPresto scherzo.

must

Although close balanced relative to CD1,

have
raised

not alone in providing memorable
phrasing: listen to the bassoon solo in (ii)!

this is ahugely enjoyable work, very well
played. Records of the Month. CB A/Ba V

No less remarkable is the Respighi. You
may not feel you'd want aSoviet orchestra
— safer to stay with Berlin (Karajan),

eyebrows
faced

AFRICAN RHYTHMS

with the

Boston (Ozawa) or Chicago (Reiner), but

With music by Ligeti and Reich

tempo

in Pines there's string playing of

Pierre- Laurent Aimard/Aka Pygmies

she sets

extraordinary sensitivity as the woodland

Teldec 85753 86584-2

for the

birdsong blends in (iii) ; afine trumpet

sim 055

scherzo;

solo in (ii); and Svetlanov's orchestra is

Aimard recorded 15 of Ligeti's Etudes in

and in

well up to the Cecil Bde Mille demands of

1985 for Sony; here he alternates six of
them (three from Book 3) with eight short

the slow

tracks recorded by an African group
introduced to him by that composer.

indulgent. Mendelssohn was, after all, a
composer with Classical Leanings. The

Additionally, he includes Steve Reich's

EMI from her
volatility of the piano playing — though
very exciting — is also inclined to burst the 2002 Lugano
seams of the allegros. This comes from a 'Project'

Clapping Music and Music for pieces of
wood — although for this, Aimard
substitutes piano key overdubs. It's a
fusion that he has presented in concert

movement their playing is alittle

Festivals, with swaggering, bold brass —
O Martha
Argerich: live
recordings on

although the original engineers cut back
the levels now and again.
Scribendum has some interesting live
material in its catalogue, notably aset of
Schuricht performances: UK distributor is
Metronome. CB Ba* U B(C):1

different venue ( like Beethoven's Trio
Op.n and Mozart's Gminor Piano Quartet

september 2003
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section lacks the slow drag to confer blues

return of the new thing

traque

BAILEY & HONSINGER

dan warburIon
trancois lochs
lean-luc guionnet
edward nerraud

Tristan ( Duo)
locus CD53

gravitas. On 'Trictrac' they attempt the
static, echoic effect in which notes hang
like clouds of incense: unfortunately their
rhythmic telos is too hurried and slapdash
to succeed. Paradoxically enough, this is

66m 475

because their rhythmic sense isn't
subdivided enough.

Incus Records isn't alabel prone to

Enamoured of the rhetoric of freedom,

re- issue revisionism, but on this digital

these players haven't paid enough

release of Duo (
Incus LP2o) from 1976, the

attention to the masters — Howlin' Wolf,

extra timing available on CDs is used to

Cecil Taylor, Tony Oxley, Fernando Grillo,

add zo minutes from alive show in Massy

Nas — to adopt the dread focus without

(a small town afew miles south of Paris)

which experimental music becomes

from October 1975.

episodic postmodernism. BW

Derek Bailey was performing at a
concert consisting entirely of solo guitarists,

WAYNE SHORTER

'a situation obviously leaving alot of room
for improvement' (as he puts it in awry

Clapton and Ray Parker, who add nothing

sleevenote). He'd seen Tristan Honsinger,

special apart from their names; duff

Alegría

exhibitionist cellist extraordinaire, busking

graphics which torn scandalous Deep

on the street, and asked him to join him on

South poverty into nostalgia chic;

stage. Their highly energised performance

interview quotes by David Ritz, which

brought the house down.

recycle every 'down-home' cliché in the

The studio date, recorded three months

A:2 •

O A French
foursome
with a

Verve 543558

57M 45

For the Wayne Shorter fan, this release is

Coltrane

ideal. His weird ideas, wayward tone and

devotional

suspect intonation on tenor and soprano

thing

are as gnarly as ever. He has been given a

book) — but the unique, chunky funk of

later, began as amore sober affair, though

large budget and spent it on realising his

The Crusaders comes through clear as a

Honsinger is whooping it up by the end,

elaborate arrangements for large forces.

bell. Superb. BW A:1/3 •

The opener ` Sacajawea' is played by

and there's asuperb intrusion by abarking

just aquartet (Shorter, sax; Danilo Perez,

dog. Bailey's best accompanists are the

HUGH RAGIN

amazing percussionists who've worked

Sound Pictures For Solo Trumpet

drums) and similar rhythm sections (with

Hopscotch H01313

Terri Lyne Carrington and Brad Mehldau as

with him throughout his career; here his
lightning reflexes engage with Honsinger's

piano; John Patitucci, bass; Brian Blade,
6om 29s

occasional replacements for Perez and

crazed muse. Such escapades are part -

Trumpeter Hugh Ragin adheres to the

and- parcel of Bailey's critique of ' jazz' as

Blade) buoy the expanded ensembles.

Chicago School of limpid, sparse, unhurried

the conventional basis for improvised

Weather Report (Shorter's commercial

distillations of jazz. He indicates this by

music, though it's amoot point whether
cellos sawing through the harmony book

entrée) dipped brilliant musicianship in

playing ' Rhythm Units #1to #9' by Wadada

cutting- edge studio production. Now

Leo Smith and calling atune ' Braxton

are really preferable to bop sax clichés.

electric effects have been abandoned for

Dues'. However, he also dedicates aballad

However, even those who find Honsinger's

interwoven winds and spritely Latin

to Miles Davis and performs variations on

shtik limited — aman practising Bach

rhythms recorded in acontemporary

Paganini's ' Perpetual Motion'.

studio's ' real instrument' sound. The quote

goes bonkers and auto- destructs — have
to admit this duo improvise some highly
entertaining situations. BW Au •

THE CRUSADERS

foreground Ragin's stunningly beautiful

cello solo on aVilla-Lobos tune sounds like

trumpet tone. Unaccompanied solos can

an ad soundtrack.

pacing and sense of structure gives
64m

20S

Keyboardist Joe Sample, tenor saxophonist

everything he plays aburnished dignity.

living composer in jazz' (that accolade
must be reserved for Muhal Richard

than in recent bluster. BW Au •

Abrams), it's nice to see Shorter pulling

RETURN OF THE NEW THING

first gigged in Houston, Texas, as the

Traque

Swingsters in the 1950s. They've cut a

Ayler AYLCDoto

fantastic album of instrumental blues, soul
and roadhouse jazz.
Totally at home with electricity —

Still, though The NY Times might be
pushing it calling Shorter ' the greatest

There's much more music happening here
Wilton Felder and drummer Stix Hooper
reconvene The Crusaders, an outfit that

marks should be underlined: recorded so
lushly, so Smooth Jazz, Charles Curtis's

be dry and daunting, but Ragin's cool

Rural Renewal
Verve 060077

Several tracks use electronic treatments
— echo, overdubs — but aEways to

74m 45

Asecond album by the Paris- based quartet

the shots. BW A:2 •

CD Service
• All CDs, other discs and vinyl LPs reviewed

(Jean-Luc Guionnet, sax; Dan Warburton,

in this issue, or known to be currently

piano, violin; François Fuchs, bass; Edward

available, may be ordered through the

the warm hum of valve amps — they've no

Perraud, drums) whose name proclaims

CD Service ( see Accessories Club page).

problems with modern studios, and

devotion to the jazz of Coltrane, Shepp

engineer Rik Pekkonen does agreat job.

and Ayler.

gorgeously resonant chords are built for

Corporate marketing 'strategies' wreak
some havoc (
le, guest guitarists Eric
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When they're spuming and flailing
it's almost engaging, though the rhythm

CD prices: • f1.2.99 • £0.99 A £ 99
POA. Postage: add 5op per disc up to a
maximum of £ 1.50 for three discs or more.
» Tel

012 34

741152 for further details.

musicchoice
rock

the slow rhythms of the depths beneath
the sea — but always seeming to reflect
the inner turmoil of the characters in the
story she's illustrating. Lovely! 18 A:1* •

DAVE GAHAN
THE SLEEPY JACKSON

Paper Monsters
Mute STUMM216

48m 24S

Lovers
Virgin CDVIR208

45m 405

With Depeche Mode currently on hold
while various members pursue individual

The Sleepy Jackson is abunch of

whims, vocalist Dave Gahan surfaces with

Australians, now resident in London, and

this intriguing project. The opener ' Dirty

fronted by acertain Luke Steele. They keep

Sticky Floor' is afairly undistinguished

drawing comparisons to The Flaming Lips,

rocker, reflecting ruefully on his squalid life

but they've got more in common with the

as aLos Angeles druggie, but ' Hold On',
which immediately follows it, is afar more

share apenchant for blending country- rock

interesting piece of work, with ahaunting
ambience and an intriguing lyric.
Depeche Mode are perceived as a
bunch of futuristic techno-goths, and
although John Lee Hooker might turn in his
grave if he heard me say it, this album is
rooted in something closer to the blues.
'Bottle Living', for example, wouldn't have
sounded out of place on side two of The
Doors' LA Woman album.

likes of Teenage Fanclub, with whom they
with psychedelia to splendidly summery
effect. They don't always get it right though.
Like many bands before them, they

O Dave

think that aNa- Na- Na chant is always a

Gahan's kills

realise that Oldfield might have apoint.
Oldfields's always said that he'd like to

wonderful idea when it usually just sounds
like the writer couldn't think of proper
words, as seems to be the case in the

of some old
ghosts with
his first solo

re-record the rock-classical masterwork
that made him famous, partly because the
original includes several mistakes that he'd

otherwise interesting ' This Day' and 'Tell
the Girls'. Steele tends to wander

album Paper
Monsters

like to rectify, and partly because the
primitive technology available when he
first recorded it in 1972 forced him to

randomly between his Johnny Cash/Nick
Cave growl and amore pleasing light

make many compromises that today's
computerised studios wouldn't. Just 49

Gore, so this CD is presumably somewhat

baritone, as he does on 'Acid In My Heart',
when he'd do better to pick one and stay

closer to his own tastes. He comes across

with it. On the whole, though, this is an

appears, he makes his point, because it's

not unlike U2's Bono on cuts like 'ALittle
Piece', where ahuge, swirling ambience

encouraging debut, appealing in ways

so obviously modern, with that slippery
funk feeling about it. Then, 16 seconds into

In Depeche Mode, Gahan is always
interpreting the music and lyrics of Martin

seems to hover around his voice, much as
The Edge's processed guitar parts do with
Bono. 18 Am •

seconds in, when the first bassline

that most of the po-faced skinny tie oiks in
wasted- looking bands with monosyllable
names can only dream of. IB B:2 •

the Fast Guitars section, the first rock solo
is harder and sharper than the original.
Some might argue that much of the

MIKE OLDFIELD
LISA GERRARD

Tubular Bells 2003

Whalerider: Original Soundtrack

WEA 2564

4AD CAD2304CD

60204 2

charm of the original came from the fact
that its tempo tended to drift and its
48m

435

41M 275

Like the Dub Side Of The Moon project

tuning was occasionally suspect. To such
O Mike

purists, the shiny perfection of this new

Oldfield

version (with John Cleese replacing Viv

It's rare for apiece of music to make me

from last month (astunning reggae

determined to see amovie but Lisa

recreation of Pink Floyd's DSOTM), the

Bells how

does the

Stanshall as announcer) will seem
antiseptic, possibly even blasphenous. I

Gerrard's fragile and luminous score for

temptation is to dismiss this out of hand.

he always

prefer it. JB ea* •

the New Zealand independent film

Slip it in your CD player, though, and you

wanted to

Whalerider has done exactly that.

THE THRILLS

Gerrard is known for having been half of
the folksy but experimental duo Dead Can

Virgin CDVD1 2974

Dance and, since then, she's composed
award-winning music for films including

Big Sur
46m 345

This Dublin quintet is seeking success by

Gladiator, Ali and The Insider.

by relocating to Los Angeles. Given that

The Whalerider movie follows the
struggle of aMaori girl, rejected by her
family, who is born to become 'The

about half their songs include the names

Whalerider' — essentially the chief of the

know squat keep comparing them to The

village — although that position has been
filled only by men since time immemorial.

influence on vocalist Conor Deasy. Their

Gerrard's slowly unfurling score blends

vocal harmonies owe alittle something

of American towns in their titles, that's
probably asmart move. People who don't
Beach Boys, but Neil Young's abigger

electronics, real orchestral strings, Maori

to everyone from the Mamas And Papas

voices and shell flutes to create a

to The Association and The Turtles.

sequence of gorgeously drifting adagios,
imbued with the feeling of open space —
the movements of the air above the land,

Alight, summery, country- pop band
that puts melody and harmony ahead of
image and cretinous behaviour. JB A:s •
september
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EAR/ Yoshino, Coombe Grove Farm, Ermine Way,
Arrington, South Cambridgeshire SG8 OAL
Tel No. 01223 208877 Fax No. 01223 208761, www.ear-yoshino.com

SOPHISTICATED SYSTEMS • F 1 V(' ANT
T.
202

id •

PREVIOUSLY OWNED

EX- DEMONSTRATION
Triangle Zerius

41

C)IINDS

loudspeakers - damage to top front corner £705

Triangle Celius 202 loudspeakers - damage to top front corner £1175

f5so

Conrad-johnson Premier 8A valve mono amplifiers 3oowpc - aclassic

£950

amp in excellent condition, fitted with GE 6550s, boxed manuals

£9995

Audio Analogue Paganini CD player - black, mint

£795 £550

Benz- Micro Ruby Open Air - completely overhauled by Benz - as new

£750

Conrad-johnson PVial3 valve pre.amplifier with phono stage

£1495

£1195

Cadence Anina electrostatic hybrid loudspeakers - cherry, mint, boxed

£1395

Rogue Audio 66 valve pre amp with phono and external PS

£1395

flow)

Transparent Music Wave Reference speaker cable

Rogue Audio 88 stereo valve power amplifier - 6owpc

f1595

£1150

-1.5m (4.5ft) set, excellent

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers - birch, mint

£2350

£ 1750

Tiansparent Music Wave Plus speaker cable - 2.4m (8ft) set

£225

Magnum Dynalab MDiod Analogue FM tuner - black, mint

£1500

£1100

XLO Signature Type ms RCA/RCA interconnect cable - 05m set, boxed

£295

Wadia 86i CD player - black, mint

£795 0

£5750

LFD phono stage with DC power supply - manual, no box - excellent

£650

Kuzma Stabi Reference tumtable/Tri-planar VI arm - excellent

£7500 £5495

Tube Technology Seer pre- amplifier with valve phono stage - boxed, mint

£620

Unison Research 56 valve amplif er - excellent

f1675

£1250

Trilogy 9oiP valve pre- amplifier with valve phono stage - chrome - good

£399

Conrad-johnson EV-1 valve phono stage - excellent

£1650

£1250

Graaf 5o5o integrated amplifier - completely overhauled, new valves

£600

Resolution Audio Opts 21- black/silver- latest drive, mint

£2850

£1995

Moth Alamo/Moth (Rega) arm with Incognito (Cardas) rewire - mint

£225

Gamut D- zoo power amplifier - silver, mint

£3975 £2975

£1200

Gamma Space Reference stereo Amplifier with Audio Note 3ooB
-immaculate

£2300

1111

Conveniently located Detween Reading and
Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive
from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

7Comet House, Calleva Part, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A
T on8 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.
AC/Hill/09
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musi( choice
audiophile

case, voices) are all lined up at the front,

BARENAKED LADIES

back to upset the two-channel hardcore.

Maroon

Switch it to stereo, and it goes flat. Even

with no rear-channel trickery. The sense of
depth is enhanced to remarkable levels, and
there's absolutely nothing present at the

if you hate the Beatles, or acappella, hear

Reprise 9362 -478 15-9
DVD-A 5.1

this before you make up your mind about

52M 075

music via five channels. KK ea* •

Recordings this recent — engineered with
multi-channel in mind — lend themselves to

RITENOUR/GENTLE THOUGHTS

the new format with greater ease than

Gentle Thoughts

legacy material. And as Barenaked Ladies
are acool, song-driven, studio- friendly band,

JVC VICJ-61033
XRCD24 24- bit mastering

38m 135

this Don Was- produced album from 2001 is
anatural for DVD-A. Surprisingly, the disc

Although Lee Ritenour (along with Bob

isn't burdened with whizzo surround effects:

lames and Sadao Watanabe) was/is a
leading light in 'audiophile jazz', the reason

maybe the DVD-A and SACD camps are
learning that less is more, even with extra
channels, if you want to make converts. If

MINISTRY

you loved Maroon in stereo, you'll adore it in

Animositisomina

surround. Think ' North American Squeeze'

Silverline 288132-9

— it's that good. KK ea* •

DVD-A 5.1

O Simon
continues
his love
affair with
53m 595

Afro music

hi-fi shops overused their LPs for demo
purposes is that they sounded so fabulous.
This cutting-edge CD version of an oftplayed, 26-year- old LP merely changes the
format from black to silver. It's still alush
sound, with anatural and full lower register
and sweet highs. But don't play it around

BROWN/ALEXANDER/MALONE

The leading fights of industrial rock and

BROWN/ALEXANDER/MALONE

th ash metal have embraced surround

hard-core jazz buffs or they'll never speak to

Telarc SACD-63562

sound because it makes life so easy if you

you again. KK A*:s* •

want to immerse your audieice in sound.
Considering the wall-of- noise nature of

PAUL SIMON

Sadly, Ray Brown died afew months after

Ministry's music, there's plenty of detail,

You're The One

this disc was recorded, so this is amemorial

lots of craft engineering fillips, and an

Warner 9362-47844-9

for the legendary bassist. And it's abeauty,

amazing sense of space. But the sound is
angry and relentless, so be warned: as far

DVD-A 5.1

awell- recorded trio showing off anew
format in surround mode without anything

from Lee Ritenour as it gets. KK Aa •

Hybrid SACD multi- channel

59m 26s

jarring the listener. As with The Persuasions

Simon's

2000

46m o65
release continued to mine

the vein of African ore he discovered with

below, it'll silence those who have yet to

RANDY NEWMAN

Graceland, but there's enough 'American'

understand that the most realistic

Little. Criminals

Simon in this set to attract even those

reproduction of sound will eventually

Waimer/Rhine 8122 -78349 -9

encompass an infinite number of channels,

DVO-A 5.1

let alone five. Gentle jazz, with style and

38m

awaiting the forthcoming Simon & Garfunkel
reunion. He always makes rich- sounding

34s

albums, and this is no exception. With
percussion provided by Clapton-regular

class to say nothing of the fine contribution

Dating from '
77, this caustic set from

from Monty Alexander and Russell Malone.

popular music's Victor Meldrew immediately

O Not for

KK Aa •

aliera:ed alarge chunk of the public with

the jazz

Steve Gadd and bass courtesy of Abe
Laboriel and others, there's plenty of mass

the wry opener, ' Short People'. Satire it

puns:, but

underneath those airy vocals.., and restraint

BOB DYLAN

might be, but try telling that to someone

great stuff

from those rear channels. KK A*a* •

[Assorted titles]

under 5ft tall. Whatever, this is classic
Newman, piaro-prominent and vocals rich

Columbia [ tba]
SACD stereo and multi- channel

with texture, and the bods at Warner are
learning to control the rear channel faders.

I'm only basing this on six tracks from a

The DIS track is astunner, and there's linear

sampler, but, guys, this looks like an even

PCM stereo for the purists. KK A*a* •

better archival dredge than

2002'S

Rolling

Stones feast. Due in August are 15 Dylan

THE PERSUASIONS

albums plus the latest in the The Bootleg

Sing Tie Beetles

Series (
acomplete 1964 concert). All

Chesky SACC244

indications are that the discs will blow
minds. The tracks I've heard range from a

Hy yid SACD multi- channel

38m 345

1964 live cut to selections from Bringing It

Could this stuner be even better as an

All Back Home to Love & Theft and points in
between. Their clarity and natural sound

SAC D? Er, yeah, and it's already emerging as
ademo favourite, and for one good reason:

wowed us at the press demo, and they've

it shows you how multi- channel can benefit

knocked me out at home. KK A*a* •

arecordiig even when the musicians (in this
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Squaring up to
arm geometry
A shocking proportion of young Britons don't know the difference between
beef forerib and brisket, and certainly couldn't tell you how they should be
cooked. Similarly, many young audiophiles couldn't explain the function of
an arm alignment protractor either, but not for long. Part two at alater date
WORDS

KEITH HOWARD

In the late 1970

stylus. Reading the waveform from this rotated axis gives rise to

been published about it. Iwrote the last in asuccession of articles
on the subject for the long-defunct Practical HiFi in 1980; by
which time Iadmit even Iwas tiring of what was a lucrative

the output waveform shown in Fig lc, which is clearly adistorted
representation of the original. In fact, the non-linearity is
principally second-order, giving rise in this case to second
harmonic distortion. In itself this is relatively benign but higherorder non-linearities are present also, albeit at lower level, and

specialism I'd first picked up on in the pages of HiFi Answers.
If you're atender-years audiophile wedded to digital sources
then this arcane aspect of LP replay can safely be left mouldering
in a British Library warehouse somewhere. But if you're a

on acomplex input signal like music, intermodulation products
are introduced as well and these are typically much less palatable_
Realising that this effect should be minimised (with apivoting
pickup arm it can never be eliminated), Percy Wilson performed

latecomer to analogue then listen up: you need to know this stuff.
You need to know it because if you don't you might never realise
the full capability of vinyl disc replay.

the maths necessary to determine how to achieve this. What he
showed was that the best results are obtained by what today we

S pickup arm geometry became a
cause célèbre, first in the US and then in the UK. However, in the
intervening two decades, with the rise of digital audio, little has

IN THE BEGINNING
The first person to tackle the subject of arm/cartridge alignment
was the legendary Percy Wilson of The Gramophone, almost 80
years ago. In the September 1924 issue he wrote athree-page
article entitled 'Needle-Track Alignment', the headline reflecting
the fact that disc replay was then still acoustic.
What Wilson had realised is that acrucial difference exists
between the path followed by the cutter head that cuts arecord
and that of the typical pickup arm ('tone arm' in those days) used
to replay it. Whereas the cutter head moves in a straight line
along aradius of the disc, the replay stylus ('needle') is usually
attached to apivoted pickup arm and therefore describes an arc.
This sets up an angular disparity between the two, so that
whereas the longitudinal axis of the cutter head is always aligned
tangentially to the record groove, generally the replay head's is
not. This disparity is called lateral tracking error (LTE) and
causes distortion.
To understand why take alook at Figure 1 [p78]. In all three
diagrams here the horizontal axis represents time or distance
along the groove, and the vertical axis represents the direction in
which either the cutting or replay stylus moves (nominally at right
angles to the groove direction). Figure la shows a sine wave
produced by the cutter. Figure lb shows the same but this time
with asecond vertical axis added, rotated from the cutter's, which
represents the direction of movement of a misaligned replay
6 september zoo31"

call overhang plus offset geometry. In other words, the arm's
effective length (the distance from its horizontal pivot axis to the
stylus) must be longer than the distance from the arm pivot to the
record centre, by a distance known as the overhang; and the
replay head must be set at an acute angle to aline joining the
stylus tip and arm pivot. This angle is called the offset [Figure 2].
By choosing the overhang and offset correctly, the maximum
LTE incurred across the record's playing surface can be minimised by arranging for it to be equal at three points: the outer
groove radius, the inner groove radius and some point
inbetween. Figure 3shows LTE versus groove radius for an arm
designed according to Wilson's equations, although in this case
for an LP record rather than the 78s he was considering. The
important issue of the record's maximum and minimum groove
radii is something we'll return to later. For the moment just
observe that the magnitude of the LTE is, as advertised, equal at
both these extremes and at the maximum of the curve.
Wilson assumed that by minimising the LTE he would also
minimise the distortion resulting from it, but the error of this
reasoning became clear in 1941 when an extensive analysis of
LTE distortion by H G Baerwald was published in the Journal of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers? This showed that LTE
distortion takes the form of an auto-modulation of the signal by
itself and is inversely proportional to linear groove speed; ie, the
speed at which the groove passes under the stylus.
In modern terminology gramophone records are CAV —
constant angular velocity — discs, so linear groove speed falls

tn. feature
progressively as the stylus moves from the start to the end of the
record side. This means that a given LTE results in greater
distortion at the inner radius than at the outer radius of the
groove, so the Wilson alignment is actually sub-optimal. Figure 4
shows this by using Baerwald's analysis to plot the second
harmonic distortion (for asine wave recording) versus disc radius
for Wilson's alignment. (All the graphs with this article assume a
disc running at 33'/3 rpm and arecorded velocity of 10cm/s RMS.)
The outcome of Baerwald's work was a set of equations,
different from Wilson's, with which to calculate the overhang and
offset required to achieve the optimum result of equal distortion
at the maximum disc radius, the minimum disc radius, and the
hump of the curve inbetween. Figure 5illustrates the outcome.
Or rather, it illustrates the outcome after arather careless error
in Baerwald's paper is corrected. Baerwald, quite unnecessarily,
settled on an approximate equation for the optimum overhang
when abit of schoolboy geometry would have generated an exact
solution, which is also much simpler to calculate.
To distinguish this solution from Baerwald's approximation I
THE SELF-CONSISTENT BAERWALD ALIGNMENT
Optimum overhang:
d = L-

1. 2 - r
oi r
02

or

d = V D2 + r
ot % - D

Optimum offset:

e_

r1+r2
ri+r
2)
2
L (( 2
r1r
2

+1)

(0 is in radians. To convert to degrees multiply by 57.296)
L is the arm effective length
D is the arm pivot to record spindle distance (
D = L - d)
r1 and r
2are the inner and outer radii of the modulated record groove
r
e and r
e are the inner and outer zero tracking error radii, given by:
2r 2r
2
-)r 2+(1+ -1)r2

2r 1r
2

ro1

(1+

r+ (1\ J2/ \ J2/

Percentage of nth harmonic distortion, HDn -

100 (in)"
2
(n - 1)!

where E = Vtan (é

and Vis peak recorded velocity (cm/s)
4) is lateral tracking error ( radians)
sis linear groove speed (cm/s)
NB:

2! = 1x2= 2
3!=lx2 x3 = 6
4!=lx 2x3 x4 = 24, etc
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C Figure la:
The origin of
lateral tracking
error
distortion:
showing a
sine wave

C Figure ib:
The same
waveform but

I

with arotated

vertical axis
representing

the lateral

tracking angle
error

0 Figure

C Figure 1C:
The distorted
waveform with
the original for

2:

Overhang plus offset arm geometry, to scale for a

23omm effective length arm, showing the key features and the
abbreviations used in the alignment equations. The angular
disparity between the tangent to the groove and the cartridge
axis is the lateral tracking error

comparison

really wish to, for reasons which will soon become clear.
Okay, the history is interesting, the graphs are pretty and the
equations — depending on your mathematical prowess — either
intimidating or reassuring. But what does this all mean to the
vinyl enthusiast who simply wants to ensure that their pickup
cartridge is correctly aligned? (Although this subject is
commonly referred to as arm alignment — Ido it myself — it's
the alignment of the cartridge that is critical here.)

2

ARM ALIGNMENT IN PRACTICE
The first point to emphasise is that accurate alignment is crucial
to minimum distortion playback, and that `accurate' in this
context really does involve ahigh degree of precision. This point
is driven home by Figure 6which plots the four distortion graphs
for errors of ± lmm in overhang and ± 1° in offset relative to the
alignment of Figure 5.

o
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Groove radius. mm

0 Figure 2: Lateral tracking error in degrees versus groove radius
for the Wilson alignment. Arm effective length 23omm, modulated
groove from 58 to 146mm

coined the term 'self-consistent Baerwald alignment' back in the
late 1970s, which Isee no reason to recant, although some prefer
to give credit to JK Stevenson' who appears to have been the
first to publish the correct overhang equation.
The key expressions describing this alignment are collected
together in the box on the previous page, together with
Baerwald's distortion equation, although I emphasise
immediately that you'll never have to use any of them unless you
78 september 2003 \l
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Even with these small errors the effect on the maximum level
of LTE distortion experienced across the disc's playing surface
can be marked. It can also, when the overhang and offset errors
have almost complementary effects, be relatively benign — an
observation I'll return to later — but no comfort should be taken
from that. The point of tolerance limits is that you can't be
certain where you land within them — so assume the worst.
A couple of paragraphs ago Ipromised that the maths of
tracking error distortion is something you need not concern
yourself with but there are a couple of important general
conclusions to draw from the geometry of Figure 2and the selfconsistent Baerwald equations given in the panel. First, as
anyone who recalls simultaneous equations will appreciate, it
takes two independent equations to solve for two unknowns.
There are two independent parameters — overhang and offset
— which have to be correct for a cartridge to be aligned
optimally, so any alignment gauge must provide the means to set

thE feature
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O Figure 4: Second harmonic distortion versus radius for the

O Figure 5: Second harmonic distortion versus radius for the self-

Wilson alignment of Figure 3, recorded velocity locm/s RMS

consistent Baerwald alignment, same parameters as Figure 4

both. If you like, it must solve two independent equations.
Second, the best alignment device will be universal in nature;
ie, independent of variables such as effective arm length. If you
look at the equations for overhang and offset, you'll see that these
don't meet this requirement — both are dependent on the arm's
effective length, L. Attempting to set the alignment by direct
reference to these parameters is therefore inadvisable. Contrast
this with the equations for the two zero-tracking-error radii — the
points across the disc where LTE is zero — neither of which
includes the quantity Lor D.
These observations lead inexorably to the design of the only
truly universal arm alignment gauge (
aka alignment protractor),
pictured in Figure 7 (although not to scale). Usually called simply
atwo-point protractor, it marks the two zero-tracking-error radii
and provides setting lines either side of them to facilitate adjustment of the cartridge alignment. Because there are two zerotracking-error radii, overhang and offset can be correctly set
because only when both are right will the cartridge axis align with
the setting lines at both positions. A protractor of this type is
supplied with the latest HFN Analogue Test LP [available from
the Accessories Club on page 99].
Singlepoint protractors used to be commonly supplied by
pickup arm manufacturers, often with proclamations that they set
tracking error to zero at the innermost radius of the modulated
groove. There are two problems here: first, asingle-point protractor can't ensure that overhang and offset are set independently, for the reasons already described; and, second, as we've
already seen, optimum alignment doesn't set the lateral tracking
error to zero at the innermost groove radius.
There is one thing that can be said in the single-point protractor's favour: it encourages errors in overhang and offset that
are of the almost complementary type, identified in Figure 6. If
the overhang is set too long then the single-point protractor
indicates that the offset should be increased also. As Figure 8 —
acontour plot of peak distortion versus overhang and offset error
— shows, this helps minimise the distortion penalty whereas
errors that combine below-optimal overhang with above-optimal
offset or, even worse, above-optimal overhang with belowoptimal offset, increase the maximum distortion very rapidly.
Although the two-point protractor is theoretically sound, it has
a practical weakness in that setting the correct overhang and
offset relies on the judgment of angular errors; i.e. on aligning the
cartridge axis to be parallel with the setting lines at both zero
tracking error radii. This is adifficult task to perform accurately
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0 Figure 6: Distortion curves for departures from the optimal
alignment of ± imm in overhang and ti° in offset. Colour coding:
green 4-imm/+1°, blue 4-imm/-1°, orange -imm/-1-1°, red -imm/-1°

using the short sides of a typical cartridge and is hampered
further by the fact that many arms don't allow an unobstructed
view of the cartridge.
You can overcome this by aligning the cartridge parallel with
the headshell sides and then aligning the headshell with the
protractor, but this approach relies on the arm geometry and
installation being correct, which is far from universally true. To
make matters worse, not all cartridges have straight sides —
some have even been circular in plan view, which doesn't say
much for the foresight of their designers.
Ideally, every cartridge would be supplied with aclipon gauge
that locates accurately over the body and provides long parallel
sides for accurate alignment, but even this approach requires
careful thought. Effective arm length varies alittle according to
cartridge tracking force, so it's vital that the gauge allows the
stylus to be placed on the allotted alignment points as if tracking
adisc. It's also important for the twopoint protractor to have
slight indentations at these points so that the stylus can be
REFERENCES
I. K Howard, 'Ann Geometry Explained': Practical HiFi, October 1980, pp78-83
2. H G Baerwakl, 'Analytic Treatment Of Tracking Error And Notes On Optimal
Pickup Design': Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, December
1941, pp591-622
3. JK Stephenson, 'Pickup Ami Design - 1'; Wireless World, May 1966, pp2I4-218
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positively located, or at least be of sufficiently soft material to
allow these to be made by the user. Wrestling with an alignment
protractor that lacks positive stylus location and has aslippery
surface is both frustrating and inherently error-prone.
The arc-type protractor [Figure 9] allows overhang to be set
directly, with high accuracy, but is not universal since it can only
be drawn knowing the effective length of the arm. This might
suggest it as a candidate for supplying with pickup arms but
unfortunately arm effective length is not the fixed parameter it
might appear. Even when the arm eschews slots in the headshell
and provides positional adjustment via its base (the classic SME
solution) matters are complicated by different cartridges having
different spacings between stylus and mounting lugs.
Down the years there have been countless elaborated 'solutions' to the arm alignment problem, many of which have
demonstrated a fundamental misunderstanding of the task in
hand. Any device that involves direct measurement of arm
effective length, for instance, requires the user to locate the axis
of the horizontal arm pivot — not something that can readily be
achieved with the ± 0.5mm accuracy we're looking for.
One device that does provide a viable alternative is
Townshend Audio's Elite Alignment Gauge, which has just been
put back into production. Uniquely, this allows you to plot LTE
distortion across the disc's playing surface. Although in an ideal
world this shouldn't be necessary and appears to be unduly
complex, in practiced hands it can be performed quite quickly
and has the potential advantage that reading errors tend to
cancel themselves out (assuming they're
random and not systematic).

quite afew with aminimum radius of 58mm. Since then that has
been my figure of choice.
Minimum and maximum groove radii of 58mm and 146mm
result, for the self-consistent Baerwald alignment, in zero tracking error radii of 63.6mm and 119.5mm. Different radius
specifications give rise to different zero-tracking-error radii, so
even most two-point protractors aren't truly universal in that they
don't allow for 7-inch singles, whose inner modulated groove
radius I've measured down to 53mm. Likewise, afixed protractor
based on a worst-case inner radius means that maximum
distortion will be worsened for discs that have anarrower playing
area. Indeed, your whole collection might fall into this category.
Raising the minimum radius just 5mm from 58 to 63mm, for
instance, reduces maximum distortion by about 20 per cent.
The Elite protractor allows you to choose your own minimum
radius. For readers who would like this same flexibility in atwopoint protractor, and don't mind alittle DIY, I've written asmall
Windows application called ArmGeometer, which you can
download gratis from my website (www.audiosignal.co.uk).
In addition to performing calculations using the Baerwald
alignment equations, and plotting graphs of distortion versus
radius for any specified alignment, it can generate a metafile
drawing of atwo-point protractor meeting any specification of
maximum and minimum groove radius. This can then be printed
out, mounted on card or laminated, and put to use. Punching the
hole accurately for the record spindle is the biggest challenge —
one I'll leave to HFN's resourceful readership to overcome. ri
Figure 7: Two- point
alignment protractor.

SUITS YOU, SIR?
The Elite protractor also addresses an
important issue Ialluded to earlier: the
maximum and minimum radii of the
modulated groove, which determine the

It is universal because
it exploits the twin
zero tracking error
radii, which are

o

independent of arm
parameters

optimum alignment. For 12-inch LPs,
maximum groove radius isn't an issue —
usually it's taken to be 146mm. The inner
radius is another matter and its
specification is made crucial by the slope
of the distortion curve being steep in this
region, so that any overestimate of the
minimum radius will result in high end-ofside distortion on discs whose playing
surface extends nearer the record centre.
Although the relevant IEC standard,
IEC 60098 (which replaced IEC 98 in

Figure 8: Contour plot of maximum lateral
tracking error distortion versus overhang and
offset error (in millimetres and degrees
respectively) for a23omm effective length
arm. Note the 'valley' running bottom left to
top right in which the distortion increases
only slowly

1987), doesn't explicitly specify a
minimum modulated groove radius —
although it does the maximum at
146.3mm — it specifies the diameter of
the run-out ('finishing') groove as 106.4 ±
0.8mm, the pitch of the lead-out groove as
6.4 ± 3.2mm, and it requires the lead-out
groove to have at least one turn. This
means that the minimum modulated
groove radius of acompliant record could
be as little as 56mm, although I've never
seen this. In the late 1970s, Itook the
pragmatic if time-consuming approach of
measuring every LP in my (student)
collection, in the course of which Ifound

8o
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Figure 9: Arc-type
alignment protractor
sets the overhang via
arm effective length, so
it cannot be universal
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show report

High- End 2003
German übershow bows out from Frankfurt home
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

There are several

PICTURES DAVID DENVER & ALVIN GOLD

111•1.».

international

audio events that show off seriously sexy,
and seriously good- sounding hi-fi systems
to interested people from around the world.

I
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kt
e

But of all those I've been lucky enough to
4

attend, the annual High- End Show in
Germany stands out above the rest.
Based in the Hotel Kempinski outside of
Frankfurt, in beautiful leafy surroundings,

à
.11

-1 g

f

4.1
4,

the show brings together, and under one
roof some of the best- performing kit you're
likely to hear. Whether it's the shape of the

Mal

rooms — which, even in the smaller

acrylic. This will be around £ 600 in the UK.

bedrooms, have sloping ceilings or oddshaped floorplans to help the acoustic — or

the battery- powered Pluto Audio 12a from

Other decks that caught the eye, included

whether it's just because there's amore ear-

Holland and the radio Dl-like console units

friendly ratio of vinyl- to- Dolby Digital
playback systems, Ican't be sure; but Ido

from Germany's EMT.
Audion, the ex- British brand now based

know that chancing upon aroom with less

in France, showed Mark li versions of its

than superb sound was the exception. In

range, now using higher grade components

virtually every room this year, sound quality
Above: Hotel Kempinski, past and present
venue for the High- End Show
Right: Acapella's 2.3m- high monument to
sound, the Excalibur. Over loodB efficient,

...

but weighing 62okg aside
Below right: Martina Schoener of Loricraft

AMP'
Mar

Europe with Garrard turntable motor
Left: Clearaudio's new entry-level offering, the Emotion

was enough to encourage aprolonged stay.

and silver wiring. Hybrid electrostat.c

Cambridge Audio

Acase in point was the rare evidence of
agood- sounding DVD-A 5.1 demo, in the

loudspeakers Cadence were exhibited by

showed its

Dutch Audio Classics, showing smaller Avita

dazzling new

room of Karl- Heinz Fink. The lofty designer,

and Arista models. Another impressive

Azur range,

consultant to many awell-known speaker

speaker was the Audio Physic Kronos, alow-

comprising two

name, showed an intriguing surround

compromise backward raked monster with

amplifiers, two

system based around five identical (as they

fully- active side- firing woofers. They

CD players, no

should be) loudspeakers; small three-way

sounded fantastic, but at aprice of €49,000!

less than two

stand- mounted designs. Each was equipped

The Swedish Room was an amalgam of

DVD-A players
and DAB/FM tuner.

with aconventional mid/bass driver, a

brands with acountry in common, including

ribbon tweeter, plus an NXT supertweeter.

jazzy Marten Design speakers with its Miles

The big news of the show wasn't from

Turntables abounded, and since the

II, Coltrane, Monk and M ngus Ill. The Nordic

any exhibitor, though, but astatement from

sound heard from vinyl trounced that of
most of the digital formats, this was far

Concept was an unusual two- box turntable,

the High- End Society itself, which organises

battery- powered, with batteries, motor, and

the annual Show. Next year, the Show is

more than just anostalgia-fest. Austro -

RIAA pre- amp in one box.

Czech outfit Pro-Ject showed not only new

Several new CD players advanced the art

relocating to Munich. Offering more space,
the chosen MOC venue (Messe, Order,

decks, but also an alluring little phono

through digital processing; agood, if pricey,

Congresse) is adedicated 2o,000rn 2 trade

stage, the valve- filled Tube Box, set to

example of which was the upsampling TEAC

show facility in Bavaria. The organisers

appear in the UK for around £ 300.

P-70 CD transport and D- 7o 24/192 DAC.

claimed there was no need to contract an

Clearaudio had anew low- price turntable,

selling for €15,000, or around £ 11,000. At a

architect to design the ideal space for their

the Emotion, based on matt- finished clear

more realistic price (around £ 200 abox),

event, as it already exists in Munich MOC.
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A

true 24bit/I92kHz upsampling digital/analogue
converter that offers a
major upgrade for onebox CD players and a
sweet, natural CD sound

Eichmann
I

Lit

I

The Bel Canto DAC2 is one of
those rare AFFORDABLE - £ 1295 audio bargains that brings areal
"smile-on-your-face" upgrade.

If your high-tech cables are
terminated with standard
RCA plugs you may not
be getting maximum
performance.

Your system can only be as good as
the SIGNAL SOURCE. Wonderful
amplifiers and speakers cannot add
"quality" to adubious source. In
fact they are likely to emphasise its
INADE QUACIES and sound worse!

last! Anew and better
RCA plug has been born.
Revolutionary return in directs
Introducing the Bullet Rug
electron flow to/frorn the side
wall of RCA sockts.
connector - abreakthrough
in RCA plug technology- and the closest approach
to no plug at all.
At

We recommend acost ratio of
5:2:1 in simpler systems - ie the
source should cost 5times more
than the speakers. The DAC2 is a
performance BREAKTHROUGH.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM HI-FI RETAILERS
THROUGHOUT THE UK.
UK Distributioi - Redline Scotland Ltd
Unit 11b/72 Newhaven Road
Edinburgh EH6 5GG
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email: martin.redline@virgin.net
Read the full story at vvww.bulletplug.com

UPSAMPLING DONE WELL brings a
more natural, spacious, easier
sound to your whole CD
collection, while "straight" CD can
seem frenzied by comparison.
With digital in particular beware of
sexy badges that promise the Earth.
"I
T'S NOT WHAT YOU DO BUT
HOW YOU DO IT" applies in spades
to DACs and CD players: chip
accuracy, power supply regulation,
internal layout and much more.

Bel Canto DIGITAL AMPLIFIERS are
also gaining aglobal reputation for
performance against price. See
WWW.BELCANTODESIGN.COM
Customers say we make some of the BEST

The
Bullet Plug
Will fit ALP
RCA
sockets.

The
New
Bullet Plug
RCA Connector - improves the
performance of interconnects,
digital and video cables...
dramatically!

botroo,Ln

Allow time to hear the difference
when you listen to the compact
DAC2 - 10 SECONDS should do.

l

'The Bullet Plug has,
overnight, leapfrogged the
performance available
from existing phono plugs,
and disappeared over the
horizon. The benefits are
huge, HUGE! They
transform the
performance of affordable
cables, and can't wait to
hear them on serious
Roy Gregory Editor HiFi Plus Issue 12
July/August 2fX11
'My best guess is that
once word gets out how
good these are, DIY guys
from around the world
will be swearing by
them.'
Steven R. Rochlin Knnwenjoythemusic.com

Weed, 42 eaeexe Peeaeie

The
Right
Note

Itisic in the home

Features include:
•single-ended triode linestage preamp • pure class A • dual
mono design • zero feedback • stepped attenuators balance

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

controls • laser-trimmed Alps master volume control • input-

know we can do the same in your home.

output switching for external surround-sound processors

Our advice will take account of your best

41>

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION PREAMPLIFIERS

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

13 A

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728

IT FT

CD :ACCUPFIASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI), MERACUS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEAFtAUDIO, CROWN

J
EWEL, DNM,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGEA, S
ONNETEER, S
PECTRAL, S
UDDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO
PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM, VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM
DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,NORDOST, S
ILTECH, YAMAMURA
CHURCHILL ETC. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, S
TANDS UNI QUE
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•regulated, high current outboard P/S • remote control

• Modulus 3A, m.c. phono, silver face £2,650 ( RRP £3,465)
• Modulus L1, linestage, black face £ 1,350 ( RRP £2,195)
(Full 2years guarantee for the above products)
• NEW OLD STOCK sets of 4valves : Tungsram E88CC@£300
(factory graded & matched tubes with grey plates & ring
getters-tubes tested for low noise, microphony & distortion)
Import & Distribution by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
106 Mill Road Deal Kent CT14 9AQ
England
'Tel & Fax : +44 ( 0) 1304 382037
WEB : www.soundstransparent.co.uk

views

write to: views, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA • e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Can be better? Headphone listening
Iwas fascinated

or instrumentalist is 'centred' in the balance. It

to read Ken

Kesster's thoJghts on headphone listening

also sounds better to me if bass guitar is similarly

[April ' 031. I
only have an old pair of Sennheiser

centred (but usually manages to sound behind

Ovations (though I
have heard better ones), but

the lead).
I
don't think I'll ever be able to recapture the

find that most music sounds much bette ,with
them than via my speakers — at least in the

shock of hearing stereo headphones for the first

confines of my small listening room. For me the

time (back in the ' 6os), when it seemed that the

problem of image positioning soon passes after a

artists were there in the room; but I
still get a

few minutes' listening — rather like the black bars

feeling of freedom from space constraints.

seem to disappear after awhile when watching a

Perhaps I'm less susceptible to the ' in- head'

film on TV in ' letterbox' mode.

feeling that Iknow some friends can never seem
() Opinions vary on the pros ' n' cons of cans

to shake.

long wondered if perhaps engineers in many

mono sound via headphones, which many think is

me tnat without thinking even close my eyes for

recordings monitor the sound via headphones and

adefinite non-starter.

lengthy periods during live classical concerts. So

that's why so many sound better via ' phones —

when I
listen to my louospeakers with closed eyes

particularly rock and pop music.

It could possibly be because I
tend, cut of long

I
even don't have problem with listening to

habit, to listen to music most of the time with my
eyes shut. In fact, so ingrained is the hate with

the ristening experience becomes virtually the

One of my non-classical favourites is Elvis

Never mind, thanks again for your interesting
article — Ihave sometimes wondered if all hi-fi
reviewers have to be read with the assumption

same as with headphones (again, given the

Presley and nis live recordings definitely sound

that the listener always has the volume at full pelt

smallness ce my room). Problematic balances tend

better to me via headphones. His voice has more

in alarge room. It's good for others to be

to disappear soon after my eyes are closed.

of its cutting edge and Ihave abetter feeling of

occasionally catered for (though Imust admit the

being present at the event.

volume gradually creeps up when Ihave my

Maybe this ties in with your thoughts on mono
sound — does stereo encourage you to ' listen
with your eyes' too much? In any case Ihave

In my experience this goes for headphone
listening to most recrydings where the lead singer

Property and pre-amps

their other expenses accordingly. For many, it's a

lonatnan Gorse [ June ' 03] is as out of touch with

matter of priorities as much as means.

the average UK house price as he is with your
average reader's ability to afford the Nairn NAC 552.
Andy Aldridge, e-mail

PiezoeIectric brainwave

headphones on!)
Ted Shepherd, Newcastle upon Tyne

sure with alittle irventiveness and careful
placement that they could be made to work. Has
anyone looked into this or should Ibe applying for
worldwide patents and alarge research loan?

After reaaing KK's Opinion in your May magazine

Does anyone know any obvious reason why this is

and listening to some music Ihad abrain wave.

astupid idea?

•Jonathon Gorse responds: According to the

was thinking about the unwanted vibrations in hi-fi

Paul Welsby, e-mail

Rightmove house price survey, the average price of

furniture and speaker cabinets and how to get rid

aUK house in March ' 03 was £ 59,826. In the

of them. Knowing that ski manufacture's have

South East you could probably add another Look

started to produce 'smart skis' which counteract

an active isolation system but you have to ask

on that figure. The Naim 552 is an extremely

the vibrations I
wondered if this couldn't also be

whether the benefits would justify the trouble

expensive component but given people's

used in ahi-fi environment.

and expense. You could draw an analogy with
active suspension in cars: no-one doubts that

propensity to spend ludicrous sums of money on

Apiezoelectric material is embedded in the ski

• Mr Welsby is right — you could indeed develop

active is better but the major car manufacturers

housing in this country its fii,000 asking price is

in order to damp out the vibrations of the ski and

small beer for something that'll deliver alifetime

to keep the edges in contact with the snow. The

have mostly resisted using it because the high

of musical enjoyment. Put another way: abog-

piezoele(tric material converts each mechanical

cost doesn't justify the benefit over passive

standard Ford Mondeo 2litre saloon costs fi6,000

vibration into an electric voltage, which is

suspension systems, particularly now that these

in Britain and after five years will be practically

processed by asemiconductor electronic circuit.

have been so refined as aresult of computer

worthless. A552 will cost you £ 1,750, last you a

The circuit then senas acourter voltage to the

simulation.

lifetime, hold its value better than any car, and out

piezoelectric material, which produces an

of the change you can buy apretty decent

opposing mechanical force to damp out the

Relaxing with snake oil?

secondhand VW Golf to run around in. No-one

vibrations. Well this sounds perfect to me! Now I

Irefer to Ken Kessler's ' Opinion' piece on the

needs anew Mondeo or for that matter a552, but

know that the vibrations that occur in the walls of a

Relaxa equipment racks [ May'o3] in which he

there are plenty of 'ordinary' people in this country

speaker or ahi-fi rack are alot smaller and more

promisingly starts out by stating his belief that for

who would be able to buy one provide° they adjust

complex than the ones that occur in aski but I'm

racks, stands and tables 'the majority of claims of

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to ' The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting
and at our oiscretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions cn buying specific items of hi-fl. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.

"
JV
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views
sonic gains are 99% snake oil', acriticism I
suspect
applies to 99% of 'acccessories'. However, he then

such wonderful results from it (and I
don't doubt
that he does, in the sense that his brain/mind tells

goes on to eulogise the Relaxa racks which use a
magnetic levitation method (
je, opposing magnets

him he does; and that's what counts for him, or
indeed the rest of us)? Could it be I
wonder that he

in the feet) on the basis that the supported

'hears' what he expects to hear (and again, I
suspect we all do). For the ostensibly ' isolated'

equipment is 'floating on air' with theoretically no
friction and therefore, as he sees it, 'completely

millimetres in one inch. This information may at
last enable you to envisage the size of a35mm
film, or an 88mm Howitzer shell, a50 metre
swimming pool or even a2000CC car engine. As Mr
Downes suspects, KK thinks in inches and uses
them in his copy, but we resolutely convert them to

equipment rack he hears 'solitude'; for the

millimetres. One of the small consolations of being

isolated' from the listening room. His listening

Nakamichi amplifier he hears Japanese societal

the Editor is being able to have the last word.

assessment then — surprise, surprise — is that

characteristics of 'clean, refined, cultured'. The

the racks ' impart an air of solitude!

correlation is suspicious!
Ray Spencer-Bamford, e-mail

Well, I
suspect that these claims too are '99%

Joking aside, HFN aims to be consistent as well
as accurate. We had to choose ameasurement
standard and we picked the ' future' format, which

snake oil' for the following reasons:

is the metric system... apologies to those who

1) The equipment is not in fact 'completely
isolated'. If you put a20kg piece of equipment on

have trouble with the conversion.

Short of subs?

the platform the magnetic feet will settle down to
provide a2okg opposing force to keep it
suspended, just as they would with amechanical

You don't seem to have any subwoofers in the

spring or indeed on asolid support. The magnetic
support will also have acompliance/stiffness just

of modern stand- mounted speakers, subs have
become more of anecessity than a ' nice to have' if

like amechanical spring and therefore any
vibrations will be transmitted through it in exactly

you want to reproduce the whole audio spectrum
(something we're supposed to have achieved afew

the same way. Another, more minor, error is the
claim that you can level the feet before placing

decades ago). Does their omission mean that you
don't think any subs are worthy of listing?
Richard Austin, e-mail

the equipment on them: in fact if the weight
distribution is uneven (heavy transformer in one
corner say) then the feet will settle down at
different 'compressions', like amechanical spring.
2) The suspension might be virtually frictionless

'Hot loo'. Given the very poor bass performance

O The Relaxa 3equipment stand — Italian
magic or 'snake oil'?

• In spite of the worthy efforts of REL and others,
the subwoofer is still regarded by many as the
reserve of the AV crowd, to which profundity and

but then so is agood spring and in any case is this
what is wanted? Surely you need the suspension

Thinking in inches

chest-cavity resonating ability are welcomed
above accuracy. So, HFN has purposefully steered

to be well damped, otherwise it would go on

To KK: I
just read your ' retro system' article in April's

the Hot Loo away from AV receivers, centre

vibrating forever.
3) The feet generate astrong magnetic field and

edition. I
enjoyed it (I
always enjoy your stuff) but

speakers and the like. We'd be interested to know
if others agree with Mr Austin that asubwoofer

Ken warns against putting aVCR for example on
the support. Now, as we all know (!) 'aconductor

I'm puzzled and exasperated that you (and others)
always quote dimensions in millimetres. As aYank
you ought to be in the same boat as me. Millimetres

deserves consideration to be included in the
world's best Loo hi-fi components?

Therefore, all the myriads of conducting paths in

are absolutely meaningless.ljust scratch my head
and look out of the window. Athick vapour forms.

Defining definitives

any supported equipment will generate circulating

My attention wanders.

Would you kindly define what aDefinitive Test

currents from any mechanical vibrations: exactly
what we are trying to avoid. At least this will
provide some eddy current damping to the 'bouncy

have the influence to change the house style. But

moving in amagnetic field generates acurrent'.

castle' effect but I
suspect that Mr Nakamichi
would be horrified at the prospect of negating all
his hard work on his 'masterpiece' amplifier Ken
reviews favourably elsewhere in the magazine.
All in all this seems the worst possible way to
make an equipment rack. So how come Ken hears

It's probably editorial policy, and you may not
can you please have ago at them to allow you to
quote dimensions in inches? It would be so much
more meaningful.
John Downes, e-mail
• For the benefit of Mr Downes and other
Americans who might not know, there are 25.4

is? The KEF Reference 207 review [
HFN, May 'o3]is
acase in point: no technical measurements
(notwithstanding your June editorial) and no
comparison to peer alternatives. The Stereophile
Feb'o3 review is far more satisfactory.
Jan Eigenhuis, South Africa
• We hope to return to the KEF Reference series
soon with some technical measurements.

Save £ 1.05 on every issue
At lam Denon's DVD-1900
does DvD awd.o

Pay only f7.35/quarter when you subscribe using direct debit
Call the subscriptions hotline

01622 778778

subscribe
now and

save

and quote code: 26W
Offer open to new UK subscribers paying by direct debit only
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accessoriesclub
Michell Technoweight for Rega tonearms

Ever since the first arrival of the Rega
RB series of tonearms, people have
been trying to make agood thing
better. One particular aspect of the
arm's function that has been under
debate has been the form and

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

The Michell
Technoweight adds

NAD PP-2Phono stage, m-m/m-c

Rega arms

LAST Power clean LP cleaner
LP preservative

itself is slightly

standard issue.

underslung below the

centre of gravity of the

precision- engineered, geometrically.

whole arm assembly in

correct counterweight system

line with the stylus tip.

(Universal) 1.2m installed £165 E
AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser £ 200 E
KAB Speedstrobe
MICHEL Unicover

it's necessary to disable the much-

adjustment, the Michell

maligned spring tracking force

use with the widest range of

Technoweight has by far the biggest

system by setting the existing

cartridges, with weights from 3g to

impact on the performance of the

control to the maximum 3.5g; thus

over 13g. This versatility is achieved

RB25o. The replacement of the

allowing the Michell Technoweight

by supplying two counterweights

plastic moulded stubshaft and the

to produce it's improvements

(nominally 3-6g and 6-13g). The

large diameter counterweight

unhindered by the somewhat

chosen counterweight sits on a

produce output with much more

variable clockspring mechanism.

unique new stubshaft that allows

control, precision and detail.

001

£25

HFN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25

HFN oo4 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£70 E

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8xM6 spikes for wood/steel
HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

£11 O

LP Store: 120- LP, 2-divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CD Store: 160-CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 O

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
HFN 030 ditAM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£18 O

£13
Lb O
£12 D

£8 E

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

£8 O

4kVA Customised

fCall

ikVA 230/230V
ikVA Adjustable output

£45 0 D
£530 D

ikVA

£5oo

ikVA Intl adjustable output
5ooVA 230/230V
5ooVA Adjustable output
5ooVA int'l 120/230V, 230/120V
5ooVA Intl adjustable output
MANX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
H/D, per metre

£580 O
£345 D
£25
£395 E
£475 D
£.5 0
£6.50 O

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£45
£6o E

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

f5o

RF earth choke, kit

£35 D

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way
6-way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12-way
METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, bo-way

£99 DI
£199

£95 D
£85 O

32A mains distribution, 4-way

£70 O
£15 O
£22 O

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330 O

Assembled
PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£399 D
£218 O

Assembled
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pack of 3 £6.5o

5" PVC protective sleeves
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

pack of 3o £6.5o E
£10 O
£13 O
£15 11

BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

£15

SID Sound improvement disc

£i8

Statmat CDi, blue

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
£225 O

MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

Mk11 Kit

£450 D
£255 O

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS

Mk11 Pro

f5oo

5litres
LP STORAGI BAGS 12" sealed, per 5o
DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
SHURE SFG-2 STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

£38 .45 D
£3 7.
50o

RINGMAT Statmat Mk11CDi

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£24 D
£12.50 O

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£400 O

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID ilitre

•V7

pack of 5 £6.5o

Standard double

£15 D
£35 D
£20
£5 D
£13
£37.50 E

per 4

£8 E
£12

Small, per 3
Small, 6mm

f8
per pair £ 12 O

Large (12mm)
per pair £ 14 O
KONTAK Contact cleaner
£ 15
DE-0X11 Contact cleaner

£ 14

PRO-GOLD Gold contact cleaner
RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform
AYRE System Enhancement CD

£ 14
£ 5130 O

£ 16 E

fa) O
£200 O

ROTHWELL Attenuator
per pair £ 39 E
CICABLE LS35/A crossover
£ 790 O

"ro E

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor (specify in or out), per Pair £45 E

www. hi fi accessories club.com email orders welcome

accessoriesclub order form
Name
Address

Postcode
Cheque, postal order enclosed for f

Tel
(pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)*
Card Number

£99
£145 1
=1

32A mains distribution, 6- way
SUPRA LORAD Mains chord, per metre
'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet

£5 E

Digital level

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

pack of to £6.50 E

Slim double

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15

Mk1 Kit
Mk11

BEN DUNCAN'S ' PURE' SERIES

pack of io £6.5o

STEROPHILE Test CD1

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION

£99 D
£99 D
£70 O

Standard 5" complete
Maxi- single slimline

£67.50 O

I

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk1

£80 O

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)
HFN 027 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet isoxisox3m.
HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50
'IFS 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

120/230V, 230/120V

MICHELL TECHNOWEIGHT

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

FLUXDUMPER '
Magic Brick for valve amps

CD 'JEWEL' CASES

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

When used with RB3oo/600 arms,

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN

£ 75 D
£44 DI

CD CARE & PROTECTION

Well engineered
and remarkably precise in

adjustment of the counterweight in

£12.5o
£115 E

(Rega) 1.2m installed £129

the Technoweight — aversatile,

The Technoweight is suitable for

fl5
£22.50 E

Stylus cleaner

main axis of the
armtube to bring the

various derivatives.

£27.50 III

INCOGNITO ARAI REWIRE LOOM (
Rega) 1.2m kit

audio engineers, John Michell, comes

suitable for all Rega arms and their

£30 D

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

The Counterweight

D

£27.50 E

Record cleaner

three different counterweights as
Now, from that most respected of

£145
£50

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

cum increments.

those at Rega by the availability of

£70 O

Support system full spacer set, blue

sophistacated looks
and performance to

geometry of the counterweight
system — afact recognised by

£35 Ei
£5o

33oMk11 XLR Ringmat
Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£299

Expires Ft:late)

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box zoo, Bedford MK4o WH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage and packing for all items, whatever their size.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

competition
Win! a£2500 REL Stentor III subwoofer
Beneath abeautiful exterior beats atop-quality piece of British engineering

REL has areputation

harmony with this particularly versatile subwoofer. Placement is

for concentrating on quality

and the Stentor Ill is agreat example of that. To this end, it uses REL's

equally accommodating: this may be near the listener if the room and

own UK- designed and built filters and power

system so dictate, because this subwoofer generates so little unwanted

amplifiers, high- specification UK Volt diecast

higher frequency information — just pure bass!
The Stentor Ill has two independent fully balanced

frame bass drivers, and atop- class, ultra-

inputs. Even when driving with high

rigid and superbly veneered
enclosure. The cabinet comes

sensitivity loudspeakers, excellent

complete with aclassy-

matching is always demonstrated.
Line level and normal loudspeaker

looking, smoked- glass top.

level inputs are provided.

Sound quality has always

As Martin Colloms enthused in the

been the top priority for REL. To

Aug'o2 issue of HEN: T̀he crisp, taut

fully satisfying the hi-fi and the

definition of the REL will partner costly

home theatre user, this model

stereo speakers costing up to three times

boasts asubstantially upgraded

its price, which is acompliment indeed...

bass driver — upgraded from

No matter what music Iplayed — from

previous versions both mechanically

cathedral organ, to fast rock, jazz or fusion

and in terms of its power input

— the Stentor kept pace, always adding a

capabilities (now 500 watts instead of

further dimension.'

300 watts).

The REL Stentor Ill comes extremely close

This bass driver is suspended in aunique

to being subwoofer perfection, and it's agreat

way — using adistinctive front, double- spider

illustration of the heights to which REL's engineering

suspension system. The built-in amplifier pumps out a

standards have risen over the years.

massive 300 watts. ASet- Safe signal limiter cuts back power if

If you're looking for the perfect match for your two-

driven into overload, minimising distortion and avoiding danger.

channel or home theatre system then get hold of one

REL's internal crossover setting method uses precise repeatable
steps over the wide range of 22Hz-95Hz. Thus systems from some of

of these.., it'll look the part, and most importantly, it'll add an extra-

the smallest satellites to full- range floorstanding types can work in

dimension to all your favourite music and movies.

RULES

HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to REL Competition, MFi News, PO Box 531, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than Friday, 15 August 2003.
The questions:
1) What is the maximum
power output of the
Stentor Ill's amplifier?
50

watts

loop watts

I1

200

watts

300 watts
name

2) How many independent
fully- balanced inputs are
there on the Stento -III?
none
, Ione
two
three

3) The Stentor Ill is
designed and built
in which country?
China
Germany
South Korea
UK

address

daytime tel no
e-mail

ri

post code

IPC Media Ltd, publisher of Hi Fi News, will collect your personal information to
process your entry and to gain abetter understanding of our magazine readership.
We may send you details on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you
prefer not to hear from IPC.

We might pass on your details to other reputable
companies whose products and services may be of
interest to you. Please tick here if you prefer not to
receive such offers.

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of REL, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post on Friday, 19
September, 2003. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in the HiFi News January
2004 issue. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.

—1\rseptember

2003
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&IIV EXPO 2003
the ultimate sound and vision experience

Pure sound
Pure vision
If you're passionate about audio and visual
excellence, then you can't miss the show
that brings you the best of both.
The Hi -Fi Show & AV Expo is your ticket to
the most exciting experience in audio-vision

0

Ais e

in the UK today. Call now to book your ticket
to hear and see the very best in action.

:#‘,)

ftlieefiShorvv‘
eà

26*- 28 September 2003
Le Meridien and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow

f

e
-

Advance tickets £6.00 Tickets at the door £8.00 • *Trade day only 26th. September
Sponsored by Hi-FiNews

In association with NT- Ft A/V

www.avexpo.co.uk

TICKET HOTLINE 020 8774 0847

HifiNe
The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the log
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

II Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
M Want the full review? Just contact HFN
Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

Lion Bend

o

PRICE
fine

2/02 [AH]

01223 203200

Linn Sondek CD22

f12,000

Awards 01223 203200

Endo

7/02 [AH]

01622 721444

f791

7/03 [ DB]

0442 26046

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

01799 931999

22/00 [AG]

Haim CDs

020

8900 2866

www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

01722 332266

www.nalm-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The CD5 can't play CD-RW discs or give a
digital output; disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results
indifferent — but musically, it's in aclass of its own for the
price, imbuing arichness and life that CD frequently lacks.
Unsophisticated in some ways, it has asolid, 3D quality and
superb dynamics. It has amagic sense of timing too, naturally.

www.creek.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Sophisticated electronics from the stable of Mike Creek, as we've
come to expect over time. Wipes the floor with budget players and some with higher
price tags, extracting incredible precision from recordings, '... compare it with some of
the more expensive players out there and ask why you should pay more.'
PorctUiDeUos £5000/65oo 12/99 [AH]

[DA]

HOW WE RATE IT Rarely aman to mince his words, David Alkock was mesmerised by
the sound from this two-grand beauty. Instantly recognisable as coming from the (large
and ever-expanding) MF stable, this 24- bit upsampling player is pure solid-state, but
comes so close to matching its acclaimed Nu-Vista sibling's sound quality that you'd
swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH conckded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
Creek CD5o

8/99 [ CB/5H] 0141 ;07 7777 www.linn.co.uk

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound- deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player with well-balanced performance retailing at the right price.
Chord DAC64

www.linn.co.rk

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD22 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less.
Musical Fidelity 308CRE2000

2001

mot 3onm

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution
and organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character ol the
music.
Arcam DiVA CD72 £ 50

o/os CAR]

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi- size case is Linn's smooth all- metal three- motor
disc mechanism, a24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, and an HF switch- mode power
supply. It offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual instruments
easily, yet is more relaxed in treble focus, with plenty of articulation of fine detail.
Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

CD players
NAME
Anse CD33 Ted

£3954

Rolm CDS II

£6365

1/99 RAC]

01723 333366

www.nalm-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.

rnvw.dcsltd.co.uk
Perpetual PiA/P-3A $1100/800 11/o1 [ DA]

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aDID converter that « upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and pro- grade electronics — allied with sublime sound quality. After feeding
them the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs sound wholly believable at
last. Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.

+I303 543 75 00 www.av223.com

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit (P- 2A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real musicians.
The P- IA is the killer, used as asoftware- based interpolating upsampler, but with
capability for room or speaker EQ correction too. Mail order only in the UK.
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Primare D30.2

£1500

6/
99

[AGI

01423 359 054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Uses the classic PhiüpsCDM12.4 mechanism but with Primare-tweaked
software to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to shock that results, there is
new decoupling and amagnetic clamp Conversion is by eight-times oversampled
Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit DIA converters. The balance between ability and smoothness in
the D3o.2 is- about as good as it comes.

Pioneer DV-757Ai

2002 Awards ono; 221500

Unision Research Unico

(me

7/03 11(8)

eN
DVD/SACD players

NAME
AMID DV88 Plus

PRI:E
Woo

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
2/03 LAG]
01223 203203

Egoo

2002 Awards 01753 888447

www.arcam.co.uk

www.denon.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The heavyweight constiuction reflects its sophisticated circuitry.
It's ahighly developed video player with the full range of outputs and well- conceived
controls. Audio performance is striking, enabling DVD-A discs (no SACD) to deliver the
promise of multi- channel audio, sounding powerful, richly detailed and transparent.
Marantz DV83cio £1500

11/02 [ PM]

f1200

2/03 [ PM]

www.onkyo.net

HOW WE RATE IT Based on atried- and-tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo features
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding with 1:1-1X Ultra approval; DVD-A, SACD and CD
playback in two- and multi- channel modes; stacks of connectivity options; remote
control and an on- screen display. PM said, ' The Onkyo carves out apowerful and
atmospheric performance.., the best of the first- generation models.'

NAME

PRICE

Bluenote Bellavista Signature £1900

6/01 [AG]

Leo

10/02 [ PM]

01753 789789

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first
universal player, the DV- 747A... and what afollow-up: the DV- 656A delivers every
format to astandard that single- format players costing twice as much can't achieve.

90 septenber 2003 \f"

REVIEWED

SUPPLIER

07/03

017367
69
1
5
6

[AB]

01252 702705

www.audioreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; although midband sounded alittle recessed. It showed fine rhythmic ' groove'
and pace to make extended listening apleasure. It looks good with its 19mm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.
Linn LPsa

from £1075

10/97

[ KK]

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.
Michell Gyro SE

E87o

5/99 [AH]

020 8953 0771 www.michell-engineering.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the 1980s, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, lower price and better sound. Unique
merry-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the ear isn't
fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great sound at a
reasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU(£ 440) and a
clamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.
Pro-ject Debut (120

7/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed, belt-drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and
Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp and
lively sound,' commented TB. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m or
m- cform for an extra £4o, and you have an incredible vinyl- playing front-end.
E5o0/E75o

6/01 [TB]

01235 511166

01370 goo 9070 www.philips.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-V player, but no DVD-A. SACD replay had apoise and
clarity beyord CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACD brought something close to
real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of outputs.
Pioneer DV-696A

www.yamaha-audio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Italian design with suspended platter weights àla Gyrodec, but
based around adual- deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of materials — acrylic,
bronze, aluminium, Teflon and apolyvinyl platter — combine to make avery clean,
fast and above all music record deck. Matching Borromeo unipivot arm (fi000) helps
complete this high-performance combination.

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand 13
Philips SACDi000 £ 1300

01923 233166

Turntables

01753 680868 www.marantz.com

01788 5732oce

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this universal DVD-A/SACD/CD
player is one of the best of the new breed. SACD performance is the pick of the formats,
with stereo DVD-A not far behind. Multi-channel playback is impressive too.

HOW WE RATE IT Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player,
the Pioneer DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as HDAM (hyper-dynamic
amplifier module) output stages and aheavier build. Awarded the EISA Award in
2002; however, nowadays there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Onkyo DV-SP8o0

4/03 [ PM]

Clearaudio Champion from Ewa 3/01 [AH]

HOW WE RATE IT This DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design,
including separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video, and apair of
Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and
sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE from awell-built, and
ergonomically satisfying design.
Denon DVD-380o

01753 7139789

mg 652669

HOW WE RATL IT Using atriode valve amplification and solidstate output stage this CD player combines the best of both
world. In fact, as KK noted, ' its bare- bones description would do
justice to a £ 2500 player.' Everything about this player screams
quality: the transport, the case, and not to mention the sound
quality: ' This player is nothing short of inspired... Even if fl000
is your absolute ceiling, spend film!'

U

Egoo

www.rotel.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Rotet is well- respected for its UK- designed and Far East- built
budget players, which can make some c:aim to the ' audiophile' tag. While many are
knocking out DVD playe ,sand AV receivers, this company is sticking to its CD/twochannel ethos. If you're on atight budget this little beauty is well worth an
audition.

12/02 [ PM]

HOW WE RATE IT It plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V discs and CDs. It also has an
i
Link digital interface (IEEE 1394 or FireWire), adigital output for high- resolution
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently just the Pioneer
VSA-AXioi receiver). Congratulations due for such aforward- looking product.
Yamaha DVD-S2300

Rotel RCD-02 £3130

E800

HOW WE RATE IT the cheaper model, Kontrapun-kt A (£ 5oo), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass, with no
brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£ 750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o stylus on a
solid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and detail. Both
were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
SME Model so

£ 255

12/99 [ KK]

ono; 814321

wvAv.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for

the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it's so damned quiet. The Model so let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

in charge, making the most ot the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance
£7oo

Arcam A8g

0000

Analogue/DAB Tuners
PRI:E
f65o

NAME
Arum DT81

REMEWED SUPPLIER
1/02 [ AH]
01223 203203

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arcam DT81. With better controls than previous models,
the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FAAJ DT26. Like other Arcams, the
DTS1 has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.
Creek 143

£ 00

9/01 [ IH]

01442 260246

www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The 143 is asimple fuss- free FM tuner with excellent sound quality.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multi- path
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing
high- quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'
Magnum Dynalab MDioa Eno°

lc
Marantz ST-s7

2/os [AG]

3/03 [ DB]

020

8971 3909 vAvw.audioresearch.com

Audio Research Ref Two flo,000

3/00 [ MC]

020 8971 3909 www.audioresearch.com

10W WE RATE IT the ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialis:'s earlier achievements — far example, SPio II.
Despite broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled
design, sound quality was top notch as well. It joins the
eference class of pre- amplifier controllers with amarvellously
Ma" oalanced sound, in amix that defines true performance. ' It
comes close to being, or it really is astate-of-the-art piece of
audio engineering,' said MC.

020 8948 4153 vAreaudiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RA7E IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was to
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM- only tuner has an
optional remote control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG tnought it ' musically superior to any other tuner
that I've heard, including DAB. In every respect it's nothing less
than stunning'.
9/os [ IH]

wvAv.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With no less than eighr. 6550 output tubes (four per channel in
push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS5o gives the sound of classic
valves in spades. As DB reported, there's warmth. texture, muscularity and deep
bass aplenty, coupled with restrained yet subtly realistic detail: ' it combines brawn,
brain and heart in one glowing package'.

AS Passion Ultimate

E600

01223 203203

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC- coupled, bipolar transistors (no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean ard detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.
Audio Research VSno Coco

WWW.arCaM.00.0k

5/01 [AH]

01753 68o868

www.marantz.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound is 'cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image'. Tonal balance
is alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully corceived,
sounds superb, makes te best of weak signals and exudes quiet confidence'.

£1300

8/02 [ MC]

01159 224138

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is still top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT V8-5oSE/V8-6o £6125

7/ oo [AG]

01892 539595

www.balanced.com

HOW WE RATE IT Full -emote control pre- amp and 60 watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle- ended design' It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
Chord CPA 32oo/SPM 1200C 4040/4210 1/99 [ AH] 01622 721444 vmw.chordelectronics.co.uk

Pure Digital DRX-702ES € 330

7/03 [AH]

01923 260511

wvrw.pure-digitaLco.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Winner of our three-way group test, this tuner not only supplies
quality DAB broadcasts but has adecent FM tuner in the same package. USB
connectivity for upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the
controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
TAG Mclaren 132R £2300

7/00 [AN °Roo 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT High- quality £ 16o0 AM/FM analogue tuner with an optional £ 700
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this
ahighly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The 732R
has more warmth and body through the midband, compared to the Arcam DRTio, and
aless digital- sounding treble. AH called it, ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SPA/11200C uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to pow' imp out.
Conrad-Johnson fAV6oSE

£3000

2/03 [ MCI

020

8948 4153 voNw.audiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RATE T A55W stereo power amplifier from US, originally using two pairs of
Svetlana EL34 output valves but now uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes instead.
Despite the ' MV' prefix, this model shows an unmistakable vein of the excellence
which distinguishes the C- JPremier range of valve power amplifiers. Anicely-tunec
upbeat delivery was also noted, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Conrad-Johnson Premier 171.5 £4900 12/01 [ MC] 020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk
HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of C- I's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensjve capacitors. Although for C-Ithe ' MV' prefix designates a
lower- cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.

Amplifiers

Creek P43R/A52SE
MAME
Arcam FMJ A32

PRICE
f1100

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
3/02 [ AG]
01223 203203

www.arcam.coark

HOW W ERATE IT [
his top ofthe- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of 100W/ch. Pre- amp is revised too, giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently

f350/f600 5/00 [TB]

020 8361 4133 VAVW.CreekaUdiO.CO.Uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level pre-amplifier gives an
easy- to- listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add 'standard' or 'special' m- m phono stages (£49 and £ 79), and
low- and high sensitivity m-cboards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE powe' amplifier.
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Creek 53,50

£7oo

2/01 [ AN]

020 8361 4133 www.creekaudleco.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This 75 watts per channel integrated amplifier with passive preamplifier stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. Its sound
had all the right elements in place, in tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rocksteady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume as standard:
phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with uprated components also available.
Croft Vitale £350

2/00 [ KK]

01746 769156

Naim NAC 112/NAP 150

11/01 [
I
H]

01903 814618

vAvw.eslab.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of zooW was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient requirements'. IH found
nothing to fault in performance.

E800

£15.0

1/00 [ Kit]

10/01 [ KK]

020 8971 3909 www.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked upi ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-' 805
vintage, and found the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...! would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp Iran name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Lim Kotektor

400

1
1/99

[Alil

0ti 3•17M

wtrolinn.coark

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LI(14o power amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m- m phono input, one of io in total wnich can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.

Naim NAP 500

robot) [ AG]

flo,000

5/03 [ DA]

Pathos TT RR

4/99 [ KK]

www.naim-audio.com

2/00 [ AG]

01892 539595

www.passlabs.com

£3250

8/99 [ KK]

01753 652669

www.ukd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/12)(A7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that 'this is one of the finest amplifiers rye heard, regardless of price'.
Printer. A3o.r ¡goo

6/
99

[ AG]

01423 359 054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A3o.i bipolar amplifier, rated at moW/channel, looks
like amillion dollars, and is remote- controllable. The volume control is afine ( oostep-laddei type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance
throughout its range. Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into
account.
Liao

11/00 [ KR]

01480 4477 00

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/II
valve amps is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tilt/tone controls. Only available only as apair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre- amp lacks the noise floor of the
original, and has anew smoo .
.hness and precision.

020 8900 2866 vAvw.musical-fidelity.co.uk
Rotel RA-ot/RA-02

£350

01722 332266

0208 948 4153 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT An update from the revered 3series amps, the 3.2 pre-/ power
combination was reviewed by an ecstatic David Alicock earlier this year: ' The preamp offers asound quality well beyond its price tag.' And this allied to apower amp
rated at 130 watts per channel but claimed to be powerful enough to drive any
domestic speaker. 'At this price point Ican think of nothing I'd rather build asystem
around.'
Nags VPA

13/oo [ MC]

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 350 watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain witn two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
Musical Fidelity A3.2 fl000/fl000

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP 5oo is the largest amplifier from the Nairn stable, in a
stylish sci-fi case. It features an impressive outboard PSU and uses new Semelab
output devices so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry isn't
required. The circuit is internally bridged to give 140W18 ohm (or double that into
4), with prodigious current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs
there's real synergy.

Quad QC araforty
McCormack £2590

01722 332266

01480 45379 1 www.earloshino.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiopriles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
Krell KAV-3ooiL £3900

2/01 [AN]

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing
were its reM strengths. For more volume, just look to the 112'15o ore/power.

Pass Labs X350 £ 9950
EAR 864

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 5oW/ch NAP 150 power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Naim sound' with
an obvious freedom from artifice. AH said it showed ' little of the unnatural glare and
haze that afflicts some products that try to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. Difficult to trump in terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical
satisfaction'.
Kahn NAIT 5

f2500

03/02 [ AH]

vAvw.eminentaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard-wired pre- amp, true to the minimalist ideal.
Sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and grain, the
Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's enough
low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of ' no
transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre amo. Quieter than aNuVista? Er, no.
E5Lab DX- 54

E625Emo

01235 810455

E250/f350 4/03 [ TB]

01903 221.500

www.rotel.com

HOW WE RATE IT Quality doesn't always break the bank as Rotel ably
demonstrates with the latest of its budget systems. The RA- 01 and ' oz differ only by
the fact that the latter has aremote and costs more; whereas they share the same
40W/channel (8ohms) output, six liae-level inputs, and asound that TB described
as 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but be pleasantly
surprised.

www.nagra.com

HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 50 watt
into 4, 8or 1.6 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.

51 Pcatoo/ppatoo

f4600

4/Do [ 111]

0141 810 2820 www.sjaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre-/ power
amp combination (£ 220o/f 2400) are exceptional, although much of the complex
circuitry is related to the power supply. The power amp takes the reduction of
residual noise and interchannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH has rarely
been so impressed with an amp combination — in all key respects it performed
flawlessly.
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TAG McLaren DPA32R f1500

lobo [ MC]

0800 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
encoder and decodet and as aD/A converter for digital sources. It can also accept
the company's DAB radio module internally (af500 option) and can be connected
to other TAG McLaren components using aproprietary system bus. It offers asolid
performance at afair price, and above- average sound quality.
Unison Research Wu

7/02 ( KR]

m33632669

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its
midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.' There's a £ 50 phono option.

B&W Nautilus

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/00 [AGI oso 8642 4436

Dynaudio Contour T2.3 £246o

05/00 [ SH]

£34 0

Elac 3101 JET

£oo

osioi 1111)

0433733636

wenv.avihifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm)
two-way update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter
and 127mm Vila pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. A
consistent impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill
version retains, or even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy,
and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod

f260

07/00 [AH]

£68o

£3oo

eioa [KR]

01903 260033

12/01 [AG]

£ 750

Epos Mu

12/00 [ AG]

01494 551551

wl,vw.elac.cum

03/00 [AG]

01494 552551

www.elac.com

o8/o2 [ AG]

01473 240205

www.energv-speakers.com

£500

m90375°75°

moo; 750750

2001

Awards 01442 260146

www.epos-acoustics.corr

HOW WE RATE Il Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well- tried Epos bass/middriver, with acarefiLly-prolled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple
crossover. With acabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel,
and screwed- in front baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sourd. Avery fine
speaker for the morey.
Harbeth Compact 7ES

£1300

6/99 [ MC]

01444 235566

www.har bet h.com

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then-equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/SPi. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by ban- door
standards. Thin- wall enclosure is visco elastically camped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed- on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy te recommend.

www.bwspeakers.com
Jamo D83o

f280

www.dynaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Ihis sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a150W MOSFET amp in charge of the 2oomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental playing
and full-scale orchestral recording at realis:ic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

vivrw.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall standmounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals ' sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
B&W DIA3o3

01732 451938

HOW WE RATE IT Acompact, vented all- aluminium enclosure using aluminium cones
and domes. One for the 'stripped pine and chrome' set, this title model has sharp
reflexes and is bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock arid jazz, it's an
loudspeaker. What it lacks in sophistication is made for up in panache.

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft- dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
B&W 6oa 53

08/oc [ KB]

01895 833099 www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

HOW WE RATE IT Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker stands
1.44m high, has horn- loaded mid- range and tweeter, and a
self- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system sensitivity of
ioodB/watt. SH noted that it gave immediacy, impact, emotional
communication — but without the coloration that has spoiled
other horn loudspeakers. The Uno more than stood up to box
speaker competition available at the price (paint finish included).
AVI Neutron Ill

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically- shielded AV design, although it wou:d benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Energy Encore 2
f7350

750750

ww‘v.alr.de

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval, rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium mid- range
driver. Tuning allows you to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
Avantgarde Uno

01903

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers mostly use aluminium enclosures and ribbon
tweeters, but this is made of wood and uses adome tweeter. The aluminium composite
bass dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels
with negligible compression or distortion that would defeat most others. Basslines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.

Loudspeakers
PRICE
floor)

9/01 [ AH]

HOW WE RATE IT lhird in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one of B8W's finest ever
loudspeakers. It carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 8m. but will work
in room spaces where the 801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, DaSS, midrange
clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks lead to a
truly great speaker, recommended without hesitation.

Elac C182 Mk Il

NAME
ALR Jordan Note 3

£6000

802

£1500

03/02 [AG]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.ok

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can
be forward. Monitor- like incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.

www.bwspeakers.com
Jamo E850

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to acquit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG.
Utilitarian rear- ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered- tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than
the rest. Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly
overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

£ 300

03/01 [181

02788 556777

vnew.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
contain two zoomm cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft dome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
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Back Issues

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 020 8532 3628

We can supply nearly any Back
Issue from the last three years.

FAX ORDERS 020 8519 3695

Please phone to check availability.

WEB SITE www.mags-uk.com

Prices are on the order form.

E-MAIL info@mags-uk.com

Photocopy Service
If aback issue is not available, you

Back Issues Order Form

can buy photocopies of articles for
£3.50 (UK)/£5.00 (overseas) per

Name
Address

Hi-FiNews

Postcode

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)

Tel

UK

Issues required
I
enclose acheque/postal order/int'l money order for £ (pounds sterling)
made payable to '
IPC Media Ltd' or charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex
Card Number
Expiry date
Send your completed order form (or photocopy) to:

Back issues, PO Box 666, London Ets OW, UK

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media Ltd, publishers of HiFi News and IPC Electric Ltd (' I
PC')
will collect your personal information to process you order and to gain a better understanding of our
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Chord . 1

Chord's pre/power
performance on one box!
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£4.95

Europe £5-99
Rest of World £6.99

article by credit card or personal
cheque (Switch not accepted).
Call

020 8774 0846 or

e-mail

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Binders
These sturdy, high quality, goldembossed binders help you look

Price per Binder
(including P&P)

after your copies of HiFi News.

UK

Binders cost just £ 7.50 in UK P&P

Overseas

£7.50

Each binder holds up to

12

issues.

(overseas, Eitoo) from the Back
Issues Department.

magazine readership. We may send you detai,s of our magazines and services. Please tick here If you would
prefer not to hear from IPC O. We may pass your details to other reputable companies whose products and
services may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer not to receive any such offers CI

iMlab Cobalt 815

E86o

o5/o1 [AG]

0121 616 5126

www.focal.tm.fr

NOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted dome Focal tweeter plus
two 16omm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Linn Katan

I.

£635

11/01 [All]

041 307 Tm

www.linn.coark

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single-wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Martinlogan Prodigy £8970

08/00 [ MC] 020 8971 3909 www.martinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, this ML may be the one for you.

Sonus Faber Cremona £ 5000

f2200

04/00 [AG]

01473 240205

Snell E.5 Tower £1520

£55 0

11/02 [AG]

01480 451777

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The mi has grown up! Areal find in our Nov '
02 Group Test, this
Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more
extension to the low- frequencies. Quite simply asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll
work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz. Expect the usual Mission
standards of excellence for the aesthetics and build quality.
Mission EsaAV

Eft°

11/00 [AG]

01480 451777

07/00 [ KK]

Tannoy Dimension TI:112 f65oo

05/02 [AG]

01702 601410

f960

lobo [AG]

7/99 [AH]

01924 406016

vAvw.totem.com

HOW WE RATE IT The diminutive Arro is thin enough to slip into the smallest of
listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability to cast astereo
image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between the two small
drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
AH found himself quite taken by these delicate, pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 £ 120

9/01 & 12/01 0845 4580011

wvAv.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely an opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds'. AG and his panel
thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance that did no favours except
with the most well behaved and strarghtforward recordings'. Probably best suited to
low volumes in small rooms.
Eno

o6/03 [AH1

01903 750750

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT Good looks and exceptional build quality combine in this solid
design, using Kevlar cone midr bass driver and soft-dome tweeter. Real wood veneer
over anon square box was unheard of at this price, and the cherry on the cake is the
excellent sound quality — weighty bass, open midband and smooth treble. One of the
very best at the price.

01702 601410

10/99 [ AG]

0114 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously- constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbon loaded lactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery £ 5500

£950

www.tannoy.co.uk

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm load with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Ruark Prologue R

01236 420199

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn-ioaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated- driver array: in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynam.cs and expression normally associated with much higher
prices. It remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.

Wilson Benesch ACT 2 £9000

f5oo

4/12 [ MC]

0148o 4477oo vAvw.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
Ruark Etude

vAvw.snelicom

HOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall-damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.

Wharfedale WO- 10

£4 000

01233 813111

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
which can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The fs2-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL- 989

6/99 [AG]

www.miragespeakers.com

IOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aConan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
racks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
Mission m53

020 8971 3909 wvAv.sonusfaber.com

HOW WE RATE IT Another expensive but beautiful floorstanding loudspeaker from
the Italian masters. Fabulous build quality, imposing style and magnificent finish —
to say nothing of its sonic ability: ' The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' HFN said
in our 2002 Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the more
expensive Amati, but for the money this speaker is extraordinarily good.

Totem Arro
Mirage PARM-1

9/02 [ KK]

08/on [AH] 01142 852656

vAvw.witsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses four drivers per box. Aisomm
Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in an isobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.

www.ruark.com
Wilson WATT/Puppy £8700/9700 04/00 [ MCI 020 8971 3909 www.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood-veneered enclosure is
supplied in mirroHmage pairs, and uses two smallujomm paper pulp bass/mids
and a28mm silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency
response, but the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only
the last ounce of detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are
out of the ordinary.

HOW WE. RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio WATT/
Puppy combination. System 6. ncludes re-engineering of both units and now provides
superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the world's largest
power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo imaging was good
and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more expensive units.
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NORTHERN IRELAND

BUCKS

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
BIGGER BETTER RANGES
AND FACILITIES
HIFI, HOME CINEMA,

N OTEWORTHY
36 Buckingham Street

A UDIO

MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS

Ay esbury, Buc ,cs, HP20 21.1ï

LARGEST PRODUCT

www.noteworthyaucio.co Lok

RANGE IN IRELAND

01296 422 22.4
Open 9.30 to 5.30

FANTASTIC SPECIAL

tc

OPENING OFFERS

VINYL
YORKSHIRE

8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
8110 lAR N. IRELAND
TEL 028 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 300E
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KrenesHi-Fice.uk

THE DIRECT DISC
VINYL VINYL VINYL

Premier Audio

Thousands of records always in stock.

Now demonstratIng
Dcs Elgar. Purcell & Venh Transport, Minim CD Lad It
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers. Shech
12 ,om 2

Cables, Wick Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Per & Power, Pick
Triangle CDiAmp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,

Arcici

BDA - Prat Trianele

.\vid Turntables - Project - Ortolan - Van den HuU - Mirage
'P/5C

available at £ 1.50

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dea er"

approach to

the World of Specialist Hi -Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theo, Copeland,

iridio

Research Meridian Audio ( inc Lill digital hearse

MW speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sono Faber, Sony PEOiCti011, ON M,
Crimson Audion Wilen Audio, Sanas Faber, CR DL, Epos. Croce Myryod,
Michell. S.M E, Re Roof, Denon, Q.T Producs
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Ix15ft pair Transparent Music WONS
super speaker conk ( sngle wire)
£ 1,450 £ 1,050
Marin Litgar Ascents Lie Oak, boxed ( ex dom)
£4,499
£3,795
Sonos Faber concherto speakers
(mk« siwir.) walnut, boxed ( s/h) £ T,000 £ t95
Meridian DigikrlActivi. speakers
Rosewood - ',axed
( ex dern) £4,540 £3,150
Magnum A20 preamp. boxed, ( black/chrome) ( s/h)
£295
Magnum A200 power amp ( block) boxed ( s/h)
£425
Pink Triaegk LPT T/T block gloss top plate,
Rego 250 arm. Neo PSU just flit by
Chantry Audio, no bo,
( s/h) £795 £ i75
To see our furl up to dote listings go to www.chantryaudiocom
NB. All Ex Dent items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guorantee! Offering aerinimom of 2yearsand up to 5
years, depending upan the product.
Mail Order Available

,

en
àkSchool

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PAWING

16-1 8A Eldon Spent, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Nom NG2 2 OW
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

SURREY

Masts of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LIN( • LOEWE
•NI ICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•RIND • SIIAIIINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelity
indecently good hi- ft

1411 Street, Hampton WM.. kIng,,Ion upon ThalleS,
KTI 4DA Tel: 020 6943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

september 2003\f—

Road, Bracon Ash

Near Norwich, Norfolk
-

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES Fit LEMONS
FriEadly and efficient service

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com
GREATER LONDON

0% Finance available
tor
i,2,1

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
.ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD PSALM NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROIGSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOLTNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

Audio Destination
step intc the future ...... .
-

111

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
ax ( 01473) 655172_

eatit

*Oki*

Friendly setvire and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

The Old School

Or visit our website en

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

Chantry Audio
A fresh

NORFOLK

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

wekente ifotne btstonstration good' séecriai of S//(and
We are 10minsJ 39 MI
10mins J30 ME2
Tel Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

NOTTINGHAM

98

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

Arcict Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S
Audio Symthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS- Kota - Plinius - Siltech

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

ernall enci@sugnals.uk.com

www.signals.uk.com

•

3 •• .
•

HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM

Stockists of
Audio Physic, Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio,
Dali, Ear, Epos. Isotek, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,
Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, NAD, Nordost,
Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,
Trinity Audio, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
o% FINANCE AVAILABLE
•zDEMONSTRATIOM ROOMS • CH ILHS PLAY AREA
•OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS • HOME DEMONSTRATION

Tel: 01884 243584

Mon - Sat 9.00

5.00pm

MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

32B Bair pton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co. uk
email iifo@audiodestination.co.uk

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man e,
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

theguide

to advertise call 0208 774 0790

WEST MIDLANDS

MA
HI-FI

S

•
_

F

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very linest hi-fi and home cinema from Arciun, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project. Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag Macl,aren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

r —e

HI

FI

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

APR 0% Written details on request.

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOUR BRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Licensed Credit Rocker

BIRMINGHAM 817 80L

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1A13

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

LONDON
MARTIN
LOGAN
ASCENT

del O'Brien Hi-Fi ge)l

•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • REVER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF
•DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO
•NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIOUE
•SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( rtaynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

••11.111.1.111MIge

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

Audio Analogue BeNici Pre-arnakfers Nis)
lelo Analogue Doneetb Power Arnp NS)
Analogue DO PP,IaN

••

Mramplifer {
E5I0 speakers
nAV30011. ex-6mm

(
ce

WAS NOW
£595 EMI
£595 E451
MOD £12115
£495 till
C320 r221
£193 91
C3698 £
2115

Krell SP864 DAD
£9000 Mel
Linn LK100 Pater Arnpliter
G25
klonrio Ast/ ST (SO Watts ex dem)
£
450
£
351
MD (Rep Mite(new)
1220 £17/
RA0
T7ED Varnp (ex Wm)
LOSO ON
1
0nre £D33 CD player-Mee £099 laser rst,
£
Ono, DD33-3 CD play e
,
Onlqo 102521 1.1.r, 1
•
" 5:1 MO

f- £1000
£199
180
1295
£49. 1250
£7X 1595
f275 1175
I FOR

Parasound MC3S00
Sub
FlegaPbetC0
RegaEla
Sonneteer CanItIe lei

Tandberg TCD3I0 3motor cassene deck ¡sin Ova f125
Tandberg TDD 420 3motor cassene (s/h)
C- £195
Teat 05030 cassetN £ 195 £100
Ibeta Dab It
£1500
Unison Reseerdi SRI ( ei dern £1250 £ 95
Unman Research 02K amptrber e den,) £1350 £ 195
Yew AXONS kkann Sealers Be were fI200 nee- MI 0591

COPLAND

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: shopeobrienhificom
0', Instant Iiooeiiiva, Available
linen detail. sill reque.t

Is RI

UK WIDE
Isolation

YORKSHIRE
M ADISOU ND

Systems

PROVIDES SPEAKER

2e4 ,

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

eas

PARTS AND ADVICE.
1.0,

AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms for all audio & audio
visual electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews &
HI-FI NEWS Editors Choice in 2002 awards) three different
models available. AIRTEK, two valve model, load of up to
20gk, three valve load of up to 45kg four valve, load of up to
65kg, finished in achoice of four real wood veneers.
The new NATURAL RHYTHMS INTEGRATED Equipment
Rack System for the ultimate in isolation, the benefit of the
AIRTEK built in to each tier of the rack, also available non
integrated, four different real wood finishes available.
The AIRTEK stand mount speaker stands all wood
construction with AIRTEK base, available in four real, wood
veneer finishes. The AIRTEK floor stand speaker platforms
excellent for suspended floors available in four different real
wood veneer finishes. Custom sizes and finishes
undertaken all hand crafted in our work shops.
Also the EXCELLENT SILVER ARROW AUDIO CABLES.
For more information call V114114111Pon 01634 841244
Demos by appointment only, credit cards taken
E-mail voodootekOhotmel.com

STAFFORDSHIRE

All•Ided

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

•

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

S

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,

DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, PALAB,

Fo_stex

JAMO

UK WIDE

BEFIL[EM

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel'

/• l_Jr" /‘

mew
virià
NeRDOSTc
;;

A V INTERNATIONAL

Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.
To find out more quickly
www.avihin.com
TEL:01453 752656

REPAIRS & ADVICE

IA
9
-

Staffordshire

stuart@audioatmosphere.com

www.audioatmosphere.com

Audio & Vision

5Can•speaK

AUDIO Atmosphere
Penkridge

s

FE7011

Audio Synthesis Audion ecm records
Goldring Graham Slee LAT Lyra
Sennheiser Supra Thorens Tivoli

29 Drake Averue

$
4.,r1, ... et au.

rI
P:r1
-11
A
là

FURUTECH * GUTWIRE * HEGEL
LC AUDIO * SEEC
SHUNYATA RESEARCH * TAOC
ZE RODUST ZYX

01785 711232

1 1 .115111.

•

On High- End & Quality Hi Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC

01752 779933

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwestinfi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

MADISON. WI 53744.4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisound corn
Web Page blip
madisoad corn

To advertise in this section Call
020

8

774
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O

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps (used). £2,300.00
Arcam Diva A85 Amplifier
(used) .. £500.00
Arcam Diva P75 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £220.00
Audio Research LS9 Pre Amplifier (used). £ 1,300.00
Audio Note M IPre Amplifier
(used) .. £495.00
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier
(used) .. £325.00
Audiolab 8000 CD Player (used) .. £450.00
Copland CSA 28 Amplifier
(used) .. £795.00
Castle Winchester Speakers (used) .. £800.00
Cyrus 7Amplifier
(used) .. £495.00
Krell KAV300CD CD Player (used). £ 1,995.00
Krell KSL Pre Amp (MM/MC) (used). £ 1,200.80
Krell FPB300 Power Amplifier
(used). £4,995.00
Krell FPB600 Power Amplifier
(used). £7,995.00
KEF Q9 Centre Speaker
(used) .. £ 160.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers
(used) .. £300.00
Marantz CD94 CD Player (used) .. £200.00
Meridian 561 Processor (used). £ 1,700.00
Meridian 500 Transport (used) .. £795.00
Meridian M2 Speakers
(used) .. £395.00
Musical Fidelity Studio TPower Amplifier (used) .. £500.00
Musical Fidelity MVX Pre Amplifier
(used). £ 1,000.00
Musical Fidelity XLP Phono Stage
(new) ... £99.95
Musical Fidelity A3 Amplifier
(used) .. £550.00
Naim NAP 140 Power Amp
(ex-dem) .. £550.00
Naim Nuit 2Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £750.00
Naim CDS/2JXPS CD Player (used). £3,750.00
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands (used). £ 1,400.00
Quark Talisman/2 Speakers (used) .. £400.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp
(used) .. £995.00
Wilson Watt 5.1 Speakers
(used). £7,995.00
STOCKIST'S OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY, BAT,
BIM. KRELL MARTIN LOGAN. DCS, ARCAM. PMC, MARANTZ. DENON ETC.
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Emaihintoelintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NES 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Agin)'Hier
£2
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
£219.00'
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
£3499.00
" Research LS12 - Preamp.
£1349.00'
Audio Research CA50 - Integrated Amp. £2049.00
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£800.00
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier £945.00
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier £2590.00
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £2199.00
Audio Research REF600 Pair Mono Amp £15900.00.
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£699.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player £399.00
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD £899.00.
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD £ 1249.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £720.00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier £730.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
£1099.00.
Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Ampli fer
£1400.00Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
£2499.00
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£899.001
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
£15
Krell KSA150 - Power amplifir,
£17
Krell KSL- Preamplifier
Krell CD-DSP
PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digit
Sonus Faber Concertino Home
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Ham
Theta Digital Carmen -CD/DVD
Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC
£ 1133.00
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5champ £4629.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver £2900.00
ZSystems RDO1- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

MANTRA AUDIO

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES
HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

CARTRIDGE SELECTION

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641

SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

Reference

Nile

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006
1012 OX

£495

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA17

£30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA28

to older type amplifier
MA29

connect asecond tape deck

£42

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £ 8.00

OUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
to 2phone plugs

£22

OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

Sumiko

£ 62

GEX

£ 52

£95

£ 67

GEX

£ 86

1042

£143 £114

GEX

£ 100

Eroica LX/H

£133 £ 109

GEX

Elite

£232 £ 190

GEX

N/A

£40

N/A

£27

£110

N/A

£ 73

£34

N/A

£ 22

Prestige Gold

Shure

£76

GEX

510

£32

N/A

£ 76

Ortofon

Two way Tape Switching Unit to

£16

EX

£124 £ 100

Prestige Black

CD Switch to add CO input capability

STYLUS

N/A

£330 £280

£130 £ 110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227 £193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452 £385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643 £ 548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837 £742

EX

N/A

M 97 XE

£95

N/A

£ 58

N/A

£204

£304

Blue Point Special

£265 £ 237

tul

HU128JH

014E12 891375

vvvvvv.theaudioroom.co.uk

open monsat 9a.m.-6p.nn.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Krell KAV-30011 ( ex dem)
Krell HIS 1 (5.1ch)

£2,750
£2,950

Krell KSA-250

£2,200

Krell KAV-250P

£1,200

Sonus faber Signum

£780

Sonus faber Solo centre

£240

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

call

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile 07860 351113

Wanted

N/A

MC 15 Super Il

V 15 VXMR

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull,

Various Transparent cables

1022 GX

Grado

£ 25

EXCHANGE
£28

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos
b&vd
spendor
revel
jm lab

Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO

Accessories or Literature
Call Good-Hiri

0

sp0•00.

0845 644 3340

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
emehsrs rn home enteamornent

AE, Arcom, Harmon 'Cordon, Infinity, Linn,
Loewe, Marantz, Mordount Short, NAD,
Project, Pure, REL, Tannoy, Trichord, VDH
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Upgrade to SuperStereo with Dynavector's Adp-2 decoder,
an easy addition to your existing system.Once you've heard how good your CD's
and records sound in SuperStereo you will never be content with ordinary stereo.

HI-FI +

Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards

"Extraordinarily convincing"."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo"

Paul Messenger HiFi Choice
DV Adp-2 decoder £845 & details direct from:
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873

100 september

2003 t

Dynavector (SuperStereo)
E-mail: dynavector@oneteLnetuk Web:http://web.onetelmet.uk/-dynavector

QUAD II
South West HiFi can upgrade your working Quad IL
giving up to 103dB S/N ratio with greatly improved
transient response. Phono sockets are also fitted,
enabling high end interconnects to be used.
South West
01752 779933
southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
www.southwesthifi.co.uk

11.1'sk
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
HI

4:Z? 1._.11

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice

hi-fi make it easy for

you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure
environment.

ourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
Advantage
• ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
•' merge
• J M Lab
• Krell
• Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
• Musical Fidelity
• Naim
NEC
Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofor
• Plinius
• P.M.C.
• Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
IBA

FI

R 1--

i Llir

HOME

MULTI ROOM

CINEMA

INSTALL

saleitems

Exposure VII pre + XII psu
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Kenwood LI000C Pre
Kenwood LIOOOM Power
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Sunfire 300 Power Amp ( 110 volts)
Arcam Delta 110 pre amp
McCormak Line Drive
Thule Spirit CD
Audio Refinement Pre 5 new

ztlity

£450.00. £ 1.200.00
£695.00 £ 1,900.00
(295.00.
C £295.00
L895.00
£395.00
CI.295.00
0495.00" £ 1.500.00
(695.00.
£2A00.00
£295.00
L750.00
£395.00 (995.00
£495.00 £900.00
£395.00.
0395.00

thismonth

NJ e

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell KAV 250A
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks
Krell KSA 250
Bel Canto Evo 4
Krell ¿ SA 80B
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Meridian 201 Pre
Audio Research LS25 ink II
YEA 2a Line
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3
JM Lab Mini Utopia Stds Rosewood
Dynaudm Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
CD PLAYERS 11 DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Chord SPM 1600E Dac) Pre
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Roksan Caspian CD
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Project RPM 6" new"
Musical Fidelity XLP Phono Stage
Project RPM9/ arm/ 25FL ( Ex Dens)
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. s'new"
Roksan Radius (Acrylic) " new"
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Ortofon Rohman ( 2hm)
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RTI 0DVD Player

Rowe r-

(1,795.00 ( 3.650.00
£7,995.00 £ 20.000.00
L2,750.00 ( 6.000.00
(On Dem
( 3.895.00
(1,395.00 £ 3,600.00
(On Dem
0395.00
(On Dem
L645.00
L295.00
(195.00
L4,250.00
£1,295.00

moo
( 5.995.00
( 1,99100

(1,795.00 £ 3A00.00
(2,495.00 £ 4,899.00
£395.00 £ 577.00
(On Dem
£ 19.999.00
L495.00 ( 1.200.00
(7,495.00
CI 3,000.00
£495.00 ( 1,100.00
(3,250.00 (6,500.00
(11,995.00 £23.498.00
(On Dem
£ 99100
(On Dem
£ 500.00
L75.00 £ 150.00
£895.00
£135000
£8,500.00 £ 16,000.00
(On Dens
£ 850.00
(On Dens
mom
£850.00 £ 1.050.00
(On Dem
(On Dens

£
500000
£2.300.00

amplifiers

Krell FPB 600c
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 400 cx
Naim Nait 3
Rowland Model 12 ( 4chassis)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
E3. Lab DX- S13
Plinius SA50
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Krell FPB 600
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Musical Fidelity PI80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4 BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut 0200 " new"
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations SI000 mk Ill monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power ' new'
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YEA Passion Stereo " new"
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

(6,500.00 £ 14.000.03
LI1,995.00
L15,000.00
(9,600.00
L12,000.00
L475.00 £ 608.00
(8,995.00
L14,500.00
(995.00. (2.000.00
(4995.00.
03.250.00
(On Dem
£ 2,995.00
(1,795.00
L2,700.00
(On Dem
L1,550.00
(3,995.00
L8,000.00
(5,995.00
L12,998.00
(On Dem
( 3.750.03
L395.00 £ 900.00
(395.00 ( 900.00
(On Dens
£ 2,350.00
(2,750.00
£
600000
(1,750.00 (6,000.00
(69.00 £ 120.00
L2,250.00
L3,250.00
(995.00. ( 2.500.00
(995.00. £ 3,000.00
(4,995.00
L12,000.00
(1,295.00
L2,250.00
(3,495.00 £ 5.500.00
L895.00 £ 1.030.00
(On Dem
L16,500.00
(1,350.00 £ 1300.00
(3,995.00
L5,995.00
(On Dem
(6.350.00

amplifiers

P

DNM 3c Primus Pre ( 3c psu)
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Graff 13.5 Pre
Chord DSC 1500E ( day/pro)
Audio Research 1.57
Audio Research LOI
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp) 24.96 duct Phono)
YEA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"

tei:0 20
I'll

A :0

2 0

Open from

(1,195.00 £2,000.00
(On Dem
(2.700.00
(2,495.00 (6.949.00
(1,495.00 ( 3,000.00
(3750.00. £6,500.00
0195.00 0
L1,800.00
(795.00. ( 2.000.00
(895.00. £ 1.997.00
C695.00 ( 1,50000
L395.00 £ 800.00
(1495.00. £2.794O0
(On Dem
L13,00000
(3,995.00 ( 5.595.00
(POA
£30.000.00
(On Dem
£ 3.20000
(On Dens
£ 5.750.00

8392
8392

speakers

JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt mk I
Avante Garde Duo (White)
(PI Lab Utopia
JM Lab Mini Utopia
Stand
B&W Matrix 805 (Walnut)
ClaraVox Magnifica
JM Lab Micro Utopia -sStand
Wilson 5.1
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PA I
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic 5W12 Sub Woofer, Maple) remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Rol Q 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic Yara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cubasse in 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (VVhite)
Blue Room Minipod * Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
SD Acoustics SDI
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new"
Nairn SBL's
Rogers LS55 " new"

CCDpelziyers

(On Dem
(3,750.00
(4450.00"
03995.00.
(2,495.00
L295.00
(5,495.00
(2,195.00
(7,995.00
(1,750.00
LI, 150.00
L795.00
L895.00
(4,995.00
(2,995.00
L1295.00.
C995.00
(On Dens
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dens
(On Dem
(On Dens
(On Dem
(On Dem
L225.00
(625.00
C415.00
(595.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
(995.00
(On Dem
(995.00
L260.00.

T LI

tables

(9.999.00
(9,000.00
18.000.00

cul000.00

(4.700.00
L650.00
L14,500.00
(4.349.00
(19.600.00
L2.250.00
LI.795.00
(1,750.00
£2.000.00
L10.000.00
£5,200.00
£4,100.00
£2,500.00
C650.00
C500.00
1.799.00
£999.00
£6.000.00
£I.700.00
£3.500.00
£2.170.00
(859.00
(298.99
(749.00
C468.99
CI,650.00
(750.00
C4,000.00
£3.200.00
£2,000.00
£2,225.00
L430.00

DACS

Musical Fidelity NuVista cd
Sony SCD ISACD
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa
Bow Wizzard 24/96
Theta DS Pro Prime 11 a
Mark Levinson ML 31
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YEA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Krell KPS 20i
Linn Karik Nurnerik
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
YEA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data II Transport AT
link
YEA CD Integre " new"

(2,495.00
(2,495.00
(1,795.00
(2,795.00
C995.00
£3,750.00
C295.00
L295.00
(3,995.00
(1,995.00
L3795.00.
(1,595.00
£2,995.00
L695.00
L750.00
(On Dens
L750.00
a50.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
(595.00
(POA
L1,995.00
(On Dens

(3.000.00
£4.000.00
(3,495.00
(4.000.00
(1.800.00
(9.000.00
L500.00
L600.00
(5.500.00
(4.000.00
(9.900.00
(3,300.00
(5.000.00
L1,200.00
£995.00
£2,200.00
L1 , 600.00
£1.000.00
(4.500.00
(1,000.00
L1.295.00
£24.000.00
(4.000.00
1,195.00

.Seanaloque

Tara Lab Decade 8ft pair
L895.00 ( 2.000.00
Transparent Ref 206 Spk
L3,295.00
L5,000.00
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
( On Dem
£ I.100.00
Lyra Beta
L525.00
L595.00
Tara Labs The One Balanced I
m
L999.00 ( 2.250.00
Barmans Pro
( On Dem
( 425.00
Revox B160 Tuner
( 450.00 £ 995.00
Decca London Gold ( original Garrott Brothers) ,.
LPriceless
SME 30/2 A " new"
£ 10,495.00
L12.289.00
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
L395.00
L Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new"
( On Dem
L325.00
Ortofon Rohmann
( On Dem
( 1,05000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
( On Dem
(500.00/050.00
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
( On Dem
L1,100.00
Michell Orbe/QC
L1,495.00 (2,200.00
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rnm/mc
095.00
L Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
£ 795.00
L1.600.00
SME Series VArm " new"
( 1,350.00
LI.650.00
Pink Triangle PT Bot psu
( 495.00
cPlinius 14 Phono "new"
( On Dem
L2.750.00
Nackamichi DR 3
£ 195.00
mom
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
( On Dem
( 1.795.00
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo ( 1 , 695.00
L2.065.00
Rega Planer 3-i- Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
L320.00
L423.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC
L640.00 ( 740,00
Lavardin Reference Phono " new"
( On Dens
(2.500.00

AN/

components

Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MCI " new"
Lexicon MC I
2 / MC I
2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS
From NEC) Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD5 " new"

l959 cz 020

1994

BUY/SELL

£1,995.00 ( 3.500.00
(7,500.00 ( 9.000.00
(1,295.00
L2.000.00
(On Dem
(2.000.00
(3,000.00 £ 5.500.00
(On Dem L8100.00/(8900.00
(On Dem
C495.00
from (4000.00

8392

(4,995.00

19 6 3

iiiinfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

the market

the place for Hi-Fi

Rothwell Indus passive pre, boxed £ 350, Creek P42

(worth additional £600), £ 4750, all VGC, Tel: 07751

power boxed £ 135, Technics SLio deck M.0

769340 [ K2710]

HOVLAND HPioo pre- amp with m- cphono £ 2900,

instructions £ 350, any audition on all listed,

MARTIN HD28, 1995, absolutely stunning example,

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amp £ 1900

delighted or refund, private aale, prices include

in excellent condition throughout, with original hard

(spare Nu- Vistas and bi-wire speaker cables

delivery. Tel: 01202 481386 Mike ( Dorset)

case and all paperwork £ 1400, Tel: Neil 01476

FOR SALE

available), both in immaculate condition, complete

[K2622]

550047[1(2716]

with all original packaging. Tel 07808 585309 or

LINN Classik integrated CD/Tuner/amp, very

SUGDEN Auto power amp loo W/ch £ 300 (£850),

01959 570662. [ K2779)

successful with my Keilidhs £ 650, Trichord Dino

Aiwa DAT recorder with 5o tapes £ 250, X- 10D £ 50,

LINN Kairn pre- amp, phono stage version (m- m and

phono stage £ 150, Sound Organisation turntabel

AVI Nu- Neutron speakers £ 300, all GWO, tuners -

m- c), excellent condition, original Brilliant switch-

stand £ 30, all as new and demo- able in Northwood,

Cambridge T5oo £80 (£ 180), Denon TU260 £ 60

mode PSU, remote, boxed, £ 1050 ( new price £ 1800),

Middlsex, Tel: Charles 01923 827914 evenings

(£130), cassette recorders - Pioneer TW8o6 Twin

Linn Klout power amp, 180W/4 ohm, Limo (was

[K26341

£130 (£ 300), Marants DD92 + many new tapes ( rare

£2400), Tel: 020 8664 7090 mobile: 07973 795608

APOGEE Caliper Signature £ 1250, SME lv -FA- 75,

flagship item gold), Kenwood CDP-7090 CD player

LINN 5125 5- channel power amp, 125W/ch 8ohm,

Orbe DC/VC (Unused), RB300 £ 165o, Thorens TD124

£250, Dynaudio Audience 42 £ 300, NAD turntable/

boxed, manual, leads £ 995 (new £ 1750), Tel: 020

Plinth SME 300g- imp £ 525, Garrard 401 SME 3oog

Audio Note cartridge £ 15o, all pristine, most boxed.

8664 7090 mobile: 07900 882081

SME Plinth £ 375 Grace 707- II (unused) £ 275, Tel:

Tel: 01883 623959 [ K2717]

ECOSSE MA 2.3 reference speaker cable, iorn pair

0117 955 6555 [ K2119]

EAR 869 integrated amplifier, 3months old, mint

c/w Naim plugs and bananas, excellent condition

Linn LP12, Valhalla power supply not working £ 125,

condition, new £ 2300, for sale CO £ 1750 ono

almost new, not fully burnt in £ 460 new, accept

CableTalk bi-wire speaker cable, 4metre pair, with 8

including UK mainland delivery, Tel: Mark 01423

£300 ono, will post, Tel: 01503 262624 [ K27201

gold locking plugs £ 35, Philips CD15o with RC £ 5o,

817137 [ K27181

DYNAUDIO 52 speakers, cherry, Mission spiked

Tel: Michael 020 8954 1431 [ K26501?

VDH speaker cables, The Revelation £ 395, The Wind

stands, two years old, mint condition, £ 350 ono, Tel:

NAIM Ho tuner with dedicated power supply £ 395,

£125, both 3metres, Arcam Alpha 8tuner £ 105,

01603 744000 [ K27211

Meridian ico pre, 105 mono amps £ 250, Sony MDS-

Kimber HC power cords, old type 5ft x2 £ 55 each,

MERIDIAN 601 Digital Pre, AD and DA conversion,

18930 MiniDisc £ 75, wanted: Meridian 6o5 amps,

4ft £40, 3ft £ 30, Mana speaker platforms (large)

remote, superb (£ 2700) £850, Muse Model 18

Tel: 01279 724804 [ K2666]

f9o, Tel: 020 8205 6778 [ K27221

subwoofer, oak, the best, Stereophile A rated

1969 hi-fi system, Fisher xioiD amplifier, Thorens

NAKAMICHI Dragon cassette deck, mint condition,

(£3700) £975, Ortofon MC3000 Mk 2reference

TD150 deck, Shure Vis cartridge, Leak Troughline

little use, serviced by Nakamichi, any inspection,

cartridge, low hours, boxed, etc, (£ 1300)

stereo tuner, Revox 77A 4- track tape recorder,

£950 no offers, Tel: 020 7474 oo56 or 07904 1561
186 [ K2723]

Nakamichi reference MCi000 m- ccart with matching

Wharfedale Dalesman speakers, working order,

M13100 step-up, very rare, low hours, excellent

offers. Tel: 01298 25227 (Buxton Derbys) [ K2667]

BOULDER L5EA pre- amp £ 1400 (£ 3000), Tara cable

(£1200) £ 350, Meridian 208/209 CD/pre/remote,

EAR 549 pair £ 4000, EAR 864 £ 1000, B&W Nautilus

time one, digital £ 450 (£ 1,000+), the two, iom

vgc (£ 1500) £ 375, Celestion SL7oosi c/w matching

802 £4000, Naim oi tuner fl000, Audio Synthesis

balanced £ 1750 (£ 4000+), im phono £ 200 (£ 50o+),

stands, external crossovers, rewired, superb £ 500

Dax 2 & Transend £ 1500, all boxed in perfect

Transparent digital £ 100 (£ 250), Quad FM4 tuner

(£1500), Systemdek IIX motor unit, walnut, Linn

condition. Tel: 01606 860244 (Cheshire) [ K26701

£250, all boxed, immaculate ono, Tel: 01604 720122

mount armboard, vgc (£ 375) £ 75, all genuine private

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX decade single- ended

[K2728]
AUDIOVECTOR M3 Signature, black, AVEX active

items, bargain priced for quick sale, so no offers or

£1750, Theta Carmen transport £ 2350, Theta Data

time- wasters please, Tel: Adil, 020 8673 3850 / 020

Basic transport £ 5oo, EAR 802 pre- amp £400, Pass

crossover, awesome, all mint £ 1299 (>£ 3000),

7919 8559 / 07979 538841 ( London) House
clearance. [ K2780]

Aleph 3power amp £ 950, Wilson Benesch Orator

Audiovector Mi Signature black, all mint, optional

loudspeakers £ 1200, Sony SCD-Xf3940 SACD player

superb stands, only £ 449, Tel: 07776177485

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN stereo equilizer, 40 sliders

£55, no reasonable offer refused. Leicestershire. Tel:

[K27311

per channel + additional other control facilities used

01664 822161; email: p.c.b.page@lboro.ac.uk

SONUS FABER Amati Homage (£ 825o), Cardas

in major US studios, cost £ 1200, £ 350 ono, Kraus

[K26741

Golden Cross speaker cables, bi-wired, 2.5m (£ 995),

AM/FM stereo digital tuner, £ 300 superb specs and

B&W CDM7, mint, cost £ 1250, will accept £600 ono,

Pagoda HD01-55HD supports X2 (£ 725 each), all

built from Germany immigration hence selling. Tel:

fantastic sound, hardly used, Tel: 01132 785245

unblemished, little use, original packaging, re-

01895 635251. [ K18541?

[K2681]

advertised due to bizarre time- wasters, Tel: Paul

KRELL FPB-30o Class A, great condition £4300,

JAMO Concert 8, 30th aniversery edition in piano

01858 433677 (leave message). 1X27391

also Krell KRC-3 pre- amp £ 1900, Transparent

black, silver wired by Audio Synthesis, excellent

GRAAF GM2oo (£ 395o), Graaf GM13.5B (£ 240o),

reference music wave 8k speaker cable £ 1200 ono,

condition £80o ono, also HNE granite speaker

Resolution Audio CD5o (£ 750), TICE power block

Tel: 07919 211332 or email: peterroy@btconnect.com

stands £ 275 ono, or both £ 900 may p/x, Tel: Darren

(£650), Cardas GC XLR interconnects x2pairs (£ 525

[K2653]

01772 721114 or Mobile: 07899 828232 [ K26851?

pair), Cardas GC power cords x3 (£ 175 each), perfect

AUDIO SPECTRUM Hermes transmission- line

VAN DEN HUL Grasshopper 1VGLA recent service

condition, boxed, re- advertised due to bizarre time-

loudspeakers, very deep clean bass, very clean mid

£795, Audio Synthesis DAX decade, mint, boxed

wasters, Tel: Paul 01858 433677 (leave message).

and top, immaculate, deep cherry £ 1250, Tel: Hartley

£1395 000, Tel: 01903 261931 [ K27021

[K27401

01872 262398 [ K25961

AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 fully- balanced pre- amp.

AUDIOLAB 800oM mono power amp (pair).
Audiolab 8000C pre- amp, excellent condition, fully

BRYSTON 14st power amp, 18 months old,

pristine black, as new, original packaging and

excellent condition, cost £ 5000 plus, £ 2750 ono,

manual, Loot) (£ 225o), Linn LP12 turntable,

boxed with manuals £ 795 Tel: Neil 020 8658 3806

Sonus Faber Amita 2plus stone wood stands,

unmarked black. Ittok Troika Karma, little use,

after 8pm. [ K2741]

boxed, mint £ 180o, Bow XL intergrated, io months

original packaging and manual £ 5oo (£ 1500), Tel:

SONUS FABER Electra Amator II w/stands £ 2200,

old, boxed, mint condition, cost £ 2500, £ 895 ono,

01267 230998 [ K2703]

Sonus Faber Gravis Bi Subwoofer (almost new!)

Tel: 01206 298836, Mobile: 07870840425 [ 1
<25971

KRELL HTS2 pre- amp and A/V processor £ 3000,

£750, Townsend Isolda Speaker Cables, 3m bi-wire

LINN LP12 turntable, Audio Technica, Grace arm

Krell KSA 1005 power amp £ 1500, the pair for

£600, Copland CSA28 Amplifier £ 900, all mint, Tel:

f275 I.M.F speakers on stands £ 180 pair, Aurex SC

£4250, both excellent condition - all boxes and

020

Mis power amp/pre-amp-tuner tape £ 120, all ovno,

manuals, Tel: Richard 07973 109599 ( Beds) [ K27051

T+A K3 silver filoo ono, T+A Ki chrome £ 1100 ono,

Tel: 01803

after 8pm [ 1(2600)?

8 543

5531 Chris (evenings) [ K27451

OCOS speaker's triple runs of 7metres complete

T+A speakers Talis TLS 1 £ 800 ono, T+A Talis TLS 3

SUGDEN Masterclass pre- amp £ 1250 (£ 2100),

with impedance stabilizers and slades, mint

£1300 ono, Grado RS1 (as new) £ 510, Kimber

power £ 1950 (£ 315o), CD £ 1500 (£ 2500), all Ai

condition £ 350. Tel: 01284 7032170(2709)

'Monade X' 3m pair £ 39o, Kimber 8TC loft pair

condition boxed, Tel: 07973 500274 or 01502

KRELL FPB600 power amp with CAST upgrade

£190, 13ft mono WBT £ 140, reference power cord 6ft

513940 after 7pm. [ K26171

fitted, £65oo, B&W Nautilus 802 speakers in black

SUGDEN AziA power amp, mint, boxed £ 450,

together with dedicated shaped granite plinths

«j‘
f
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Beyerdynamic DT- 990 headphones £80 ono,
Tel: 01506 441455 email: drhmurdoch@yahoo.com

News readers to buy or sell equipment and accessories
[K2764]

upgraded Lowther EX4 drivers, immaculate

boxed £ 595, Meridian 601 pre- amp, mint and boxed

PROCEED PDT3 transport & PDP2 DAC in excellent

condition, maple, may accept smaller high- end

with remote £ 500, Naim NATiol Tuner and power

condition, super sound and can out- perform many at

speakers as p/x, £ 20,000 new, bargain at £ 9995!

supply mint £ 395, TAG McLaren Gallipoli speakers

this level, costs -£4000 new, quick sale hence low

Tel: 01206 762056 [ K2794]

and stands, silver, slightly marked hence £ 795

price of £950, buyer collects, Tel: Arun 020 8868

UNISON RESEARCH 30oB monoblocks £ 2750,

(£2600) sound fantastic, Goertz speaker cabels M3

0369 leave message. Thanks. [ K2765]

Tel: 01562 827710.[K2795]

Divinity

EXPOSURE XVII pre- amp with phono stage,

NAIM CDI £ 700, NAC82 £ 1250, HI- CAP ( new style)

Fidelity P270 mint £ 475 Tel: 01279 724804 (Herts)

Exposure IV power amp, single regulated £ 600, Linn

£375, Linn AV5i4o £ noo, Keilidh (c/w plinths),

[K2803].

Sara speakers with Linn cable and stands £ 280, Tel:

£350, all boxed, c/w manuals, leads, remotes, could

QUAD ESL- 57 bronze electrostatic loudspeakers,

01285 644418 (Glos) [ K2769]

deliver; Tel: Mark 07770 667037 [ K2796]

virtually unmarked, condition faultless, £ 550, also

TRANSPARENT balanced music link super

KILLER transport, TEAC P- 3o, one of the best CD

Thorens TD124-511 with SME 3009-52 arm, unmarked

interconnect imetre pair £435, also music wave

transports ever made, full disc clamp, you'll be

faultless, offers, Brenell tape deck, few hours use!

super bi-wire 2.4 metre £ 1300, Tel: 01383 825287

amazed what adifference agood transport makes

offers. Tel: Mr Deacon 01664-840123 (Leics)

[K2770]

£1500, Tel: Rashid 07770 880767 [ K2797]

[K2805]

ATC C4 centre channel active, AVI 150W monoblocks

ATC SCMio speakers, boxed, light ash £ 399, AVI

ALON VMk II speakers, black and boxed, used for

REL Storm sub model one, Quad 67 CD player, all

S2000 Reference CD player £ 399, Nakamichi 13)(125

demonstration purposes, cost £ 5600, selling for

boxed with manuals, excellent condition, offers, Tel:

cassette £ 99. HiFi+ magazines, 23 issues, binders

£2600, Tel: 07905 352793 [ K2806]

01287 638986 Cleveland area, email:

£23, Stereophile, 28 issues £ 14, Tel: 01942 891741

WADIA 301 CD player, fabulous condition £ 2990,

Malcolm.muir2@btopenworld.com [ K2772]

[K2798]

Krell 300 iL amplifier, as new £ 2990, MartinLogan

MICROMEGA Duo pro DAC, 4digital inputs, 2x

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 remote control valve pre-

Aerius Ispeakers, latest model £ 1650, Tel: John

2M £ 130, M1-2 Veracity 3M

£120, Musical

coaxial, 2x optical, 2record outputs, ix coaxial, ix

amp £ 1850 (£ 3200), vdH Revolution speaker cable 3

07881 525577 [ K2808]

optical, balanced and single- ended output £ 395

xstereo metres £ 230, Magnepan MG113 ribbon

AVI Positron floorstanding speakers, finished black

speakers £ 200, Tel: 020 8964 9351 [ K2700]

ash, hardly ever used, hence sale £400, Tel: 020

RUARK Tallisman Mk II, rosewood, mint condition,

PALAB Mezzo Utopia, boxed with manuals,

8870 3630 [ K2809]

cost £ 750, accept f375, Linn LKi, LK280 pre- power

Stereophile class A, HiFi News loudspeaker of the

KRELL KSL pre- amp, just serviced by Absolute

amps, 8o watt £ 475, Atacama SE24, heavy stands

year 2000-2001, can deliver, £ 7799 new, £ 3000, Tel:

Sounds £800, Krell KSTioo power amp L000, SDI

£40,

speakers £ 600, great sound, all boxes and manuals,

ZINGALI 212 home monitors, patented wooden

0035386 8196711 / 003535 06 4595 1. ] K2801]
LINN Klimax Twin stereo power amp, 250 watt, as

horns produce incredible sound and stage, beautiful

new (8months old), awesome sound, retail £ 6000

KRELL KST loo power amp, excellent condition,

design and quality build, superb speakers fn,000

would accept £4500 ono, Tel: Shaun 07887

boxed £ 1450 ono, Alphason Orphus speakers,

new, accept £ 5000, see Audio Salon ad for more

94310311(28021
MARANTZ CD17 Mk II KI Signature, gold, mint and

ribbon tweeters, no covers £ 250 ono, Arcam Alpha 5

(£1200), Tel:

Tel:

020

8554 1431 iK27731

07973 189538.

London

iK27741

info, Tel: 020 7439 1365 IK27751
MICROMEGA Stage 3CD player, unmarked black,

all VGC, Tel: 01855

821222

amp £ 70, Tel; 01942 707751 / 0797300421

remote and manual, cost £900 new, sell for £ 375
ono, Tel: 01280 701278.

or 07940108947.

email:

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com.

cfree52@hotmail . com [ K27831

For your security, do not include a credit card number in any email. Please supply

MERIDIAN 508.24 £ 995, 502 £ 695, 557 £895 ( 2),

a daytime telephone number where you can be contacted for credit card details.

all boxed with manuals, all ono, Tel:

2485

020 8256

(office) 01784 240599 (home) [ K27841
WADIA 301 CD player, fabulous condition £ 2990,
Krell 300 iL amplifier as new £ 2990.00, MartinLogan
Aerius Ispeakers latest model £ 1650, Tel: John
07881 525577 [ K2785]

Hi-Fi News

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM:
DO NOT PHONE IN ADS

Rates: fl3 ( inc VAT) per 3o- word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional

ALON VMk II black and boxed, used for
demonstrational purposes cost £ 5600, selling for
£2600, Tel: 07905 352793 [ K2787]
AUDIOLAB 8000PX power amplifier, 100W per

words 5op each. Box numbers f3 extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (
eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

channel 8ohm, £450, Arcam CD72T CD player, io
months old, 36 month guarantee, black, £ 350, both
like new, Tel: 0117 902 0434 (Bristol), daytime :
07977 517501
AUDIOQUEST: Anaconda 5m balanced
interconnects, mint, 2months old (£ 2300), Volcano
2m speaker cable, mint,

2

months old, single to bi-

wire (£ 1800), Anaconda im RCA interconnect,

2

months old, mint (£ 1000), as moving will accept
reasonable offers, email: zi.jaffereukonline.co.uk.
Tel:

020

8656 7514 [ K2788]

WADIA 27ix DAC, Wadia 270 transport, one of the
best combinations, ex dem £ 12,000, Tel: 01629

Please publish the above advertisement for

81415111(2791]

FOR SALE

SONUS FABER Amati Homage speakers including
granite plinths £8600, mint condition, Magnum
Dynalab MD90 Tuner £ 750, Tel: 07860 620921

III

WANTED

Box number required

El yes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

insertions under the heading:

fl no
(pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media Ix please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex .

Card Number

MICROMEGA stage 3CD player, unmarked black,
remote & manual, cost £ 900 new, sell for £ 375
o.n.o. 01280 701278

or 07940108947.

email:

cfree52@hotmail.com [ K2793]

Na..
Address

Daytime telephone number
Data et sendins

Expires (date)

Signature

'Please indicate which
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 21.
A.

CARFRAE Big Horns, fantastic horn speakers,
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JAMO Concert ii, mint condition £ 1000, Meridian

stereo cassette tape deck £ 75o, Tel: 01825 872362

THETA Miles CD, balanced £ 1300, ATC SiA2 150

504 tuner, excellent condition £ 300, Audiolab 8000T

QUAD 77 pre, Quad 77 tuner, Quad 77 CD, Quad

amp £ 1125, Primare A30.1 amp £ 825, Dynaudio

Tuner as new £400, NAD C37o Amplifier £ 300, Tel:

707 power amp, remote, boxed instructions £ 995,

Contour mask2 speakers and Atacama stands £ 600,

0161 725 8090 day, 0161

Sony 3000 ES tuner £ 165, Rogers Studio 7rosewood

Pioneer F91 tuner £ 200. Tel: 0121 246 0486 [ K2858]

723

2835 evening

[K2811]

boxer £ 325, Tel: 07729 620621

PROCEED AVP A/V processor, mint condition RRP

AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganni CD £ 375 (795), Audio

£5000, £ 2000, TEAC VRDS Ti CD transport and

Analogue Puccini SE amp £ 295 (595), Sonus Faber

Micromega Microdac £ 350, Tel: 01583 399347 /

Concertino speakers with Sonus stands £425 (900)

07773 374 508 [ K2812]

all mint and boxed, Tel: Paul 01159 783771

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2xMA 50, mono amps and

Micromega duo pro clac, 4digital inputs, 2x coaxial

WANTED

matching pre- amp 3A, boxed, manuals, pristine

2x optical, 2record outputs ix coaxial ix optical,

LOWTHER Lowther acoustia twin cabinets wanted.

£550 ono, Tel: 01752 291 703 / 07759 283320

balanced and single ended output, £ 395 (£ 1200),

Mape 1960s, PM7A drive units, any condition,

ECLIPSE TO 512 speakers (pairD, mint condition,

Tel: 020 8554 1431
RUARK Talisman Mk II rosewood, mint condition,

working drawings, twin feet, drive unit mounting

boxed, worth £ 1700, will accept £850, Tel: Sally
078904 77388, [ West Yorkshire]

cost £ 750, accept £ 375, Linn LKi/LK280 pre/power

MARK LEVINSON 3805 pre- amp. Must be in
excellent condition for quick buy. Please phone 020

screens, Tel: Jeff

020 8220

0380 [ K2602]

LUMLEY ST7o power amp (£ 225o) £ 750, two 4ft

amps, 8o watt £475, Atacama SE24 heavy stands

Kimber ref mains leads £ 85, Kimber base unit 3

£40, Tel:

£390, Kimber digital orchid interconnect £ 170,

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-Ploo pre- amp, used very

[K2766]

wanted: Kimber silver ref mains lead, Tel: 01772

little excellent condition £ 400, Tel: 020 8670 9634,

SONUS FABER Electa Amator Mk 1, mint or

314151

South London

excellent condition pair, no holes in the base so

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri Vista 300 integrated LTD,

HARBETH P3 loudspeakers, rosewood, mint

needs to be early original pair with original drive

edition amplifier mint, boxed, etc, £ 3000, Tel: 020

condition £ 300, Meridian 5oo transport £ 35o, 563

units, no need for stands, will pay above the market

8531 5979,

DAC

or 07903 265205

24

07973

189538, London

8868 0369 and leave message for Arun. Thanks

bit conversion £ 300, Kimber D6o digital

price for them. Cash waiting, email:

VALVE AMPS, privately built, top quality

cable, o.5m, £ 70, Tel: 020 8658 7161

zi.jafferji@ukonline.co.uk. Tel: 020 8656 75 14

components, aesthetic design, Maplin 4-25 and GEC

TANNOY Cheviot speakers, teak, excellent

[K2789]

30 £ 380, and GEC 30 £ 750, photograph on request,

condition £ m

TURNTABLES, Tonearms and analogue

£200 for donation to charity, sight savers

Shure cartridge needs overhaul £ 25, all manuals,

international,

Tel: 020 8894 2616

Linn, Helius, Michell, Voyd, Micro-Seiki, NVA,

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 205E speakers, mint

ARCAM A85 with phono module (£900) £ 600,

Thorens, Transcriptors, Grace, Pink, Logic, etc etc.

condition in rosewood, low usage, fast tight very

Arcam P85 (£ 550) £ 300, superb bi-amp pair B&W

Also LS3/5A, Griffin and Quad items. Tel: 01455

explicit sound, boxes and manual cost £ 2200,

CM4 speakers, rosenut (£900) £600, all items mint,

613489 [ K28071

absolute bargain £ 85o, Tel: George 01646 693986

Apogee Calipers, as new rebuilt with new bass and

SONY integrated amplifier model TA/V/77 required

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditor speaker with

treble ribbons, far superior to originals, refin in

Tel: PDolby 01522 533441

stands finish maple, mint, boxed, retail £ 2500,

lacquer black, amazing trans and detail, kills Quads

NAKAMICHI PA- 7, ST- 7E, RM-7AC, RM2o, DMio,

asking £ 1800 no offers, Tel:

and Maggies, muscle amps only £ 1595, Tel: 07966

anything interseting at all, in addition period sales

0123 5511951

020

8531 5979,

or

pair, Goldring Lenco GL75 m9ie

accessories: Ariston, Alphason, Image, Garrard,

07903 265205

267404

literature for CR 7E, Dragon, Dragoncd etc, original

ACOUSTIC ENERGY 120 speakers, rosewood,

CYRUS pre, 1996, two Cyrus power 1996, Mission

owners manual for Dragon cassette, Tel: 07798

sounds superb, excellent condition £ 225, Tel: 01892

752 Freedom speakers, total price L000, Linn

737274 (work),

832001

Sondek LP12 deck, 1979 model £ 250, Celef pei sprs

RUARK Solstice £ 3000 in perfect condition, Tel:

plus stands vgc £ 200, Arcam Alpha 9CD player £ 390

07753 746382

(£800), Musical Fidelity Bo amp £8o (£ 30o)

KRELL KSTioo, class a/ab, looW/ch 8ohm,

excellent condition, CD player, 4years old, boxed,

doubling all the way to

2 ohm,

late production

Tel: oi5i 526 5034

Nuno Barbosa

8397 7274 (home) [ K28571?

TRADE

both have warm detailed sound, great bargain,

model, reliable, great condition, £ 1450 ono, Tel:
7259 5152, email:

020

QUAD QC twenty-four valve pre- amplifier, plus 2x

SEE new Faraday emperor loudspeaker at

nunofrrOhotmail.com

Quad Il forty valve amplifiers (pair), these incredible

foradaysound.co.uk low density ceramic cabinets 'A

020

MERIDIAN A5oo speakers, plus 555 power amp,

amps are as new, boxed, unused, complete, dealer

sonic revelation'. The ultimate Hi Fi item is probably

also 2x12m speaker cable, used as rear channels in

price £ 4000, accept £ 2950 ono, Tel: 01274 731817

within your budget, some ex- demo and kits

home cinema set-up, £ 2895 ono, Tel: 01766 770526

TALK ELECTRONICS Hurricane 3, line pre- amp,

available. [ K2679]

North Wales

Tornado 3, wow power amp, black, remote,

X- DEMONSTRATION Klipsch speaker system KSB

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-Vista 3D little used, boxed

manuals, boxed, excellent condition, (£ 1600 new),

2.1 £ 200, KG 3.5 f350, KG 4-5 f45 0, KG

£2200 ono, Marantz CD63 Mk II KI S £ 15o ono,

£65o,

Musical Fidelity A3 pre- amp, good condition, boxed

PRE AMP, Audio Research LS7, mint, boxed,

any offers, Tel: Andy:

01604 709541 ( Northampton)

Heresy £ 65o, all tested, Midland Radio Supplies, Tel:

instructions, can demo, beautiful smooth sound

0121 430 7817 [ K19591
DIRECT sale value loudspeakers from faraday

529138

£750 ono, £ 1800 new, Tel:

sound give you the chance to own brand new high-

CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier A° SA power amp,

rod, Derby 07966 486582

end speakers for only £495 to £ 995, buy direct, save

as new £ 5250 (£ 7000) Nordost SPM speaker cable

STAX Omega 2Reference Electrostatic headphone

money, wwwfaradaysound.co.uk

loft pair £8000 ono, may split, also Sony SACO 777,

system, complete with matching SRMoo7t energiser.

MERIDIAN 601 DSP, fully computerised pre- amp

MSB DAC Ill (£ 3000) £ 1500 ono, sale for estate Tel:

absolutely mint condition, hardly used, with original

with m-m/m-c, fully balanced, mint £ 795,EAR 534

Cardiff 1600 [£ 3000] Tel: + 35391 637745 evening or

packaging £ 2200 (new £ 3200), Tel: 01780 754694

power amp, balanced, mint £ 1495, Cadence Anina

+3539 1708300 [ w] Eire

[K28041

hybrid electrostatic speakers mint/boxed £ 1395, MF

AS new Amati Homage with Hovland Hfloo ans

KRELL KSA806 in as- new condition with box, one

Nu- Vista CD player £ 1995 contact AUDIO 4SALE on

saphire (£ 20,000) Tel: 029 2036 7052

owner, can be demoed in ahigh- end system,

07909 697060 we also buy similar gear for cash.

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1st audio amplifier with

perhaps the nicest sounding Krell ever £ 1400 Tel:

[K2799]

Border Patrol power supply, excellent condition,
boxed £ 770, sis arcadia ipreamp, excellent

07974 367206
LEAK T1.12+ with Point One plus pre- amp, original

specialists, established 30 years, machines bought,

condition £430, Townshend Isolda speaker cable, 6

condition, not powered up for several years, offers??

sold and exchanged, Akai, Sony, Pioneer, TEAC,

metre pair £ 235, Tel: 0141

buyer collects, Tel: 01625 428610 [ Chesire] after 6pm

Tascam, Revox, Technics, servicing on selected

[K2859]

machines, Tel:

020 7252 8122 or 077912

339

7387

BOSE lifestyle 5series II music system with Denon
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01332 7200023,

silver

LONDON Tape Recorder, open reel-to-reel

020 7603 0303,

07950 400005

LI F
/
PS gePTOI BORING HI-FI

Acoustic Arts
Watford
TeL 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios - Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361

Densen

B-800

Tuner

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002

Everybody told us, "just make a Tuner and let's have c complete system". However, compromise has
never been a word in the Densen vocabulary, and we all remember istening to airwaves in the late
nights during cur youth and discovering new music, That made the whole project a challenge, and
already early an in the project we knew we were on to something special, as we compared the prototype to a well ,- espected reference tuner, and before tne first listening session our head honcho's girlfriend said; " there is no difference in tuners" but after 5minutes she said, " Ididn't know there could be
such a big difference"...

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

The audio stages of the B-800 are made with no compromise, and advanced class- A non-feedback
audio stage, combined with laser trimmed res:stors, custom-made capacitors and transformers.
Everything is mounted with a precision of 0.02mm and mgitary spec components. All this makes the B800 sound extremely open, dynamic and detailed while retaining a sweet and engaging sound.

Radfords
Bath
Tel. 01225 446245

The B-800 is hyper sensitive, and will tune into even belatively weak stations. The B-800 has selectable tuning sensitivity (4levels), making it possible to use the B-800 as a vacuum hover of the airwaves...
All these technical solutions leads to the goal, to create a Tuner that pushes the level of performance
which can be expected from a FM Tuner. And as such all choices in the design phase has solely been
done with the sound quality as the ultimate goal, without any limits on the money allocated into the
design. Therefore, the 6-800 can be compared to all tuners, no matter the price. The retail price of the
B-800 however. reflects Densens focus on producing affordable High End, as the B-800 retails for £850.
Visit your local dealer to experience the tuner tha - will change the airwaves forever...

Densen • Randersvej 28 • 6700 Esbjerg • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.dk

Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

Ractfords
Bristol
Tel. 01179 441010
Signals
Ipswich
Tel. 01473 65517 1
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

rounp, in deditcd proinkes

5Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow, G12 9HA, Scotland

mark levinson
the perfect cable partner
for vg.ariz

In 1973 this company instigated high-end and in 2003 it
continues to define the leading edge. No other company has
the clarity of vision and foresight; the design aspirations and
the scale of operations needed to achieve their (and your)
highest expectations.
In the beginning was anew concept of value and investment.
When you buy aMark Levinson product, you avail yourself
of aworldwide and ongoing commitment from the company.
The concept of value begins with build quality extending
even to cabinet finish. An undamaged 30-year old ML-1still
sounds and looks new! And all models are supported and
serviced. That is value for money! Prices are maintained
because over thirty years most models have become classics;
models are long-lived, and the style evolves slowly.
Today's products combine modern techniques of userfriendly and sophisticated software, with unprecedented
levels of performance. The scale of research and custom
projects and parts makes mark Levinson unique, and
uniquely good value. No other high-end manufacturer
calls on such in-house resources, and manufactures uncompromised
quality down to acost based on large scale volume.

No. 390s CD Player

£6495.00

No. 383 Integrated Amp

£5995.00

No. 380s Pre Amplifier

£6995.00

No. 431 Power Amp

£5995.00

No. 432 Power Amp

£7995.00

No. 433 Power Amp

£tba

JPS Labs - AC Power Cords
Power+ Cord (2m)

£369.00

Digital Power Cord (2m)

£279.00

Analogue Power Cord (2m)

£279.00

evirison
DfrG

Ne 390S

AUCOO LAHDRATOME5

CD PROCESSOR

standby

Uncompromised quality means that all Mark Levinson products are derived from basic research
on prior and Reference products. Uncompromised products mean that the entry level products
are fully-balanced, dual monaural, using the identical types and numbers of power supplies
and casings. The integrated CD processor (
390S) and the integrated amplifier (
No 383) are good
examples of that.
The 390S upsampling CD player offers the highest performance from astandard CD that has
to be heard to be appreciated (although the unanimous reviews say it all!). In one compact box
and priced at £6,495, this is truly satisfying, flexible and future-proof. By flexible, please ask us
or read the manual for the possible configurations and customisation designed into this player.
Mark Levinson will never sell future formats unless secure, but with the upsampling 390S, the
inexpensive and universal Compact Disc becomes the sensible high definition format!
Over the thirty distinguished years, mark Levinson amplifiers have been at the leading edge,
and this has been achieved with only three series of models. No the 400 series carries the flag into
the 21'' Century. The monoblock 434 and 436 amplifiers are now joined by dual mono (singlechassis) amplifiers of 100 wpc (£5,995) and 200 wpc (£7,995). These offer styling, performance and
power ahead of all rivals and at two thirds of the price. In our forthcoming new showroom, we
will have adedicated Madrigal Room offering relaxed demonstrations and discussions of Mark
Levinson and Revel Loudspeakers: from the entry to the mighty Reference products, there is one
dealer in Britain with our twenty years of experience and dedicated showroom. Ten minutes from
Glasgow International Airport, we will meet you there. It is worth one day to optimise alifetime
investment. After that, all you will miss is the upgrading! Spend the money on music, because
each CD will yield twice as much as you have heard before! No one visits Glasgow and regrets
the waste of aday!
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"valve products which truly
breath life into any system"

run,.

rantee

"we all need ayre to
breath - so does your
music"

This company has adistinguished record of world firsts
in tube technology, including triode/pentode and NFB
switched options dating back
to 1989. Today, ART Audio
has accomplished state of the art sound at an affordable price,
the utmost simplicity in plug ' n' play, breathtaking looks, and
21st Century sentry circuits, soft-start, auto-bias. The range is
wide, and options like BMW, except the prices, make each unit
effectively built to custom requirements. A popular option, for
example, is the Diavolo stereo amplifier with volume control

These are products which
command respect, keep
their price, and rarely appear on the used market.
The new AX7integrated amplifier and CX-7 CD Player at
£2,950 each, do challenge used priced products for economic
sense, while the K5 pre-amp is one of the most eagerly
awaited products for years. There is certainly amagic and
aperfection that this company appears to accomplish with

and input selector making it asingle-chassis amp with the

"real products at real prices ! "

ease. New on-dem: V5x (
150wpc) Amplifier - £4495.

performance of alarge stack of metal boxes.

This well-established Chinese
Company has made an auspicious entry into Audiophile Class
Audio, world-wide. To complement the excellent CD-T100
(£1650), Shanling have released
the SP-80 Valve Monoblocks
(£2000 pair).

"meet beauty and the beast....'
['he Pathos Logos Hybrid Valve
Integrated Amplifier (£2495) sets
new standards at this price point
and compares with products selling at
much higher prices. The Logos offers 110W (8ohms)
and can drive most speakers on the market quite comfortably.
['he Logos brings the beguiling and beautiful valve sound
with the power and drive of transistors.

We have aShanling System on permanent demonstration, connected to our Zingali Speakers - the system has to be heard to
be believed!

"more than meets the eye and a
sonic treat for the ear"

Shanling have also released the SCD-T200 (£2150), which is an
SACD version of the CD-T100, again asuperb product, which
we have in stock. The SCD-T200 shares the same high quality
transport as the T100 model but goes one step further with
aweighted magnetic puck, which you use to clamp the Cl)
before closing the transport lid. This again proves that Shanling
pay attention to the smallest details to bring you products offering superb value for money.

Gryphon represents aNorthern
European approach to musical sonority and presentation, also visually, and in terms of
circuit topology. Statement looks, dean tines, and minimalist
operating system argumented by selected menu levels. Gryphon is the crowned king of adistinguished national industry
noted for its famous lifestyle brand. For the same price, a
combination of the Mikado CD player and Callisto integrated
amplifier offer impressive realism from two boxes. To comple-

"hand crafted products designed
to bring you closer to your music"

"meet alittle box that proves
size isn't everything "
Meet the newest addition to
the Bijou series: the beautiful
MusicMaster Power Amplifier (£1290). Using acompletely new circuit design that
has been seven years in the
making. Pure Class A, wide bandwidth, and current feedback.
The front-end is acascade input to prevent phase shift and
the standing current is set at amassive 1.7A for instant power
delivery and good delivery into lower impedance loudspeakers. 16 watts of pure audio delight - superb!
The 21 series, Bijou and world-class MasterClass series of
products are on permanent demonstration, true high-end at
reasonable prices.

unison research

ment these Gryphon have produced the multi prize winning
Cantata Loudspeaker whose looks are only half the story

The Unico R is astereo integrated
amplifier using both valve and
solid-state technology. The
combination of pure triode valve input stage and Mosfet
output stage gives 80 Watts per channel with the abeguiling
sonic character, unique at this price. Superb construction,
reliability and elegant looks, the Unico R is aclass product.
Complete with remote control and available in both Line
(£775) and Line + Phono (MC/MM) (£825) versions.
A matching Unico CD Player (£1095) has just been released
and in common with the Unico Amp, offers ascary level of
quality and sound for the money.

:
•!
ii
.1
•

Pair the Unico CD/Amp with the Art Skibo (£800)
speaker and you have asystem you will enjoy for
many years to come.

bow • earlyoshino • heart audio • jps labs• lyra •mark levinson • mitchell

tel 0141 357 5700 (3lines) fax 0141 339 9762
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"definition: truly STATE OF THE ART products!"

"they not only speak to the ears, but
directly to the heart... "

You may be familiar with the ART Expression monitors and the modular impression flagship products.
Starting at £
3995 per pair and designed to complement the world's finest source equipment and

Since their introduction, the Omniray
based loudspeakers have been submitted
to countless tests, technical measurements
and listening sessions by Musicians, Reviewers and Sound
Engineers throughout the world. They have all agreed that
the Omniray technology represents a new chapter in superior
sound reproduction.

amplifiers. Now from ART Loudspeakers
is abreakthrough product; the Skibo and
it's affordable; from £800 per pair. Matching
stands cost £300 (pair) or you can add optional upgrade bass module (£800 - pair).
These speakers offer super high efficiency
to give wide dynamics and resolution from very low
outputs. Avoiding any techniques of coloured home
or live cabinets, the purity of sound in this acclaimed
genre is the breakthrough that could be for you!

Why?
On Zingali loudspeakers the acoustic image and tht
timbre of all musical instruments are reproduced with
uncanny fidelity, so as to perfectly restore the "live"
orchestral scenery with simultaneous dynamic qualities and an equilibrium among all the instruments never
possible before.

"passive or active, its your choice - either
way - prepare your ears for pro monitors "

The king of Italian loudspeakers offers much more than
asolid wood cabinet. The patented horn is agiant
leap ahead of the coloured genre of the late 20th century
and offers wide angled dispersion of high frequencies without
beaming. Combined with dever sub bass loading, this uses
the room acoustics positively and confers many advantages.
Energy patterns open the listening position, and high resolution
is not focussed at one sweet spot. Sound is lifelike and
with full harmonic content.

ATC's active speakers start with the tens
at £1,650, obviously including amplifiers! We have them all the way up to the
recently revised and breathtaking SCM100
loudspeakers from £8500 (
cherrywood).
The new SCM35 is ahigh performance 3-way loudspeaker
system. Designed from the ground up, nothing has been left
to chance. Available in abeautiful cherrywood finish, aserious
speaker for only £1999, featuring the famous '
ATC' mid-range
driver.

"Td
N

Reviewing the SCM-50-A (£7,471 in Cherry), Jason Kennedy
wrote "I'd challenge anyone to produce aloudspeaker, amplifier and cable system that came anywhere near this performance at the price. " (HiFi+, May-June 2003).

i

"speed, dynamics and an ability to reproduce voices that
put the musician just an arms reach away from
where you sit"

(.7
-)

Revel means, to have fun and with any of the
speakers in the range you have the guarantee
that no matter what you play you will enjoy
your music like never before. Prices depending
on finish start from £1695 ( M20), £6495 (F50),
£8995 (Ultima Studio), £13495 (Ultima Salon).
Perfect partners for Mark Levinson!

"beautifully crafted cabinets and sonic excellence go hand in hand with proac "

ProAc have acomplete and very accomplished
range of products which includes stand mount,
floor standing and home cinema. Prices
depending on finish start from £699 (Tablette
Reference 8), £2000 ( Response D15), £3500
(Future 0.5). Perfect partners for Sugden equipment !

Overture Range
There are five models in the Overture Range: Two
stand mount, two floor standing and acentre channel
speaker. Each model provides an open window, and
once opened you will never want to close it, for every
piece of music you play will be even more enjoyable
than the last. The model sensitivity start at 90db so the
Overture range are perfect partners for all amplifiers.
To overlook the Overture series of loudspeakers, is too miss out
on something very special, very special indeed.
The Colosseum Home Cinema Range - just introduced,
SURROUND AND 5.1 FORMATS: the radically new
and exciting Colosseum series of speakers. They not
only look better than every other Home Cinema speaker
available but they sound better too. Taking the existing technology from the rest of the range, Zingali have
produced avery small, but exquisite elegant range of
speakers that will bring awhole new dimension and
atmosphere to both movies and listening to music.
The range includes passive subs, active subs, centre
channels, satellite, and three sizes of front/rear speakers. You could build asuperb 5.1 Zingali home
cinema speaker system from £1225. You will not find
amore beautiful looking and dynamic sounding home
cinema system than this at twice or three times the price.
Treat yourself and your ears today! Well worth avisit to the
Audio Salon.

pathos • pro ac • proceed • revel • shanling • simon yorke • sine

visit our web site - www.audiosalon.co.uk
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"in the digital age, turntables just
get better and better

£125 Ciwif;{ Set

"

We demonstrate the finest turntables
available from the world's leading manufacturers, SME and Simon Yorke.

AudioSource Stratos offer interconnects of the highest
performance at prices that break the market norms based
on high costs of distribution. By direct mail order, a28-day
trial assures no mistakes, and affords the opportunity to
compare with much more costly cables. Priced at just £125
for 1.2 metres per stereo pair (£99 for 0.6 metres), they are
rated by customers as the rivals of the highly
acclaimed ... and highly priced alternatives.

We are pleased to announce awonderful new turntable from
Michell, the Technodec. Costing as little as £575 (no arm) this
turntable incorporates many of the features found in the more
expensive Gyro and Orbe models A
very special product indeed
Rediscover your vinyl collection by
visiting Audio Salon.

The Lyra range of MC cartridges have now
established areputation as the most musical and
reliable available. The range has many new
additions; from the Dorian at an amazing £349
to the Titan at £2995 which easily surpasses
any rival product at any price when it comes
to detail retrieval and timbre. This model is
aground breaking design. Phone us for
details of Lyra's current re-build/exchange prices.

Townshend is an elite and
perfectionist company, much
acclaimed for real sonic breakthrough
products. Their isolation platforms
and stands are much misunderstood
if conceived as merely air-filled devices. Their modular
supertweeters also defy minimal expectations. The effect
is more than enhanced treble detail and "air". Mid range is
liberated and bass is better defined. Add them to your existing
loudspeakers; and keep them when you upgrade; it's one of
the better steps forward you can do. Priced at £
800 per pair,
and far superior to the cheaper units built into High Street
loudspeakers featuring supertweeters.

audiosource components

"a quality cartridge is amust.... may the source be
with you!"

The E4/2 is apower filter for an
astonishly low price of £129 as an
introductory offer; featuring exactly the same
mains filter as the acclaimed six and eight outlet
boxes (£349 and £389), what you gain here is
substantial reduction of EMI and RFI mains
borne pollution. Top of the range is an all-new
E4/12. At £659, the twelve outlet power source requiring
adouble wall socket and separating digital and analogue
apparatus with separate and buffered power. Designed
for AV and multi-channel, it is equally suited to the
audio purist with digital equipment, but we still highly
commend and sell the Kemp Elektronics at £795 as the
ULTIMATE passive conditioner. Above this, the Furman
IT2315 offers fully balanced mains with conditioning
and protection against spikes and other conditions that
degrade or even destroy your valued equipment. It
really does happen: it has happened to us, that's when
we searched for and found Furman. The choice of the
professionals: dubbing studios and cinemas.
AudioSource Price List
Analogue
Stratos Transparent Series 3(pair)
Stratos Transparent Series 3 (pair)
Additional meter per stereo pair

0.6m
1.2m

£99.00
£125.00
£35.00

0.6m
1.2m

£39.00
£59.00

Digital
Stratos Transparent Link Series 3
Stratos Transparent Link Series 3
AC Mains Products

Quite often good supports for equipment and
stand mounted speakers are overlooked or
thought of as awaste of money. Excellent support and isolation can mean the difference between an average and asuperb system, its that
simple ! We stock awide range of specialist
equipment tables from BCD, Stands Unique,
Townshend, CD and Grand Prix Audio. Catering for all taste and budgets. We will be more than happy to
discuss and advise you on system requirements and the best
product for you. Alternatively we can send you abrochure by
post with further information.

£25.00
£39.00

Shielded Source Component A/C Cords
High Current Shielded A/C Code

£55.00
£150.00

The Double Helix bbc (high current)
New! Integra for integrated amplifiers

All cables are kept in stock and can be dispatched the
same day if order is placed before 1pm.
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stands unique • stax • sugden • sumiko • townshend• unison research • zingali

you can contact us via email - info@audiosalon.co.uk

New, Ex-dem and Previously
Cherished HiFi

4R- OW
ORR. OWN

Our prices are based on cost price for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed for six months; new and ex-den,
adds manufacturer guarantee. New (factory) sealed boxes
indicated (New), Ex-dem (Ex-D) or Used (s/h)
Goods shipped next day delivery by TNT or UPS.
Premium service costs £10 per box UK.

Digital

LIST

SALE

Gryphon Adagio (
3months old, sni, mint)
Neulcomm Reference CD Player (
ex-d, mint)

£4,300
£2,250

£3,250
£850

Amplifiers

olevelo-ped ALvvt.iíLo

!P.

to deliver sotxwai tí- 12e

Art Audio Diavolo monoblocics 300B
£
5,995 £3,995
chrome/gold (
ex-d,mint)
Audio Note M7 Pre-amp (
ex-d, mint)
£7,500 £3,500
Audio Note Kegon C Poweramp (
04 mint)
£87,000 £22,000
ATC C_A2 Preamp (
s/h, mint)
£765
£495
Conrad-johnsonPV10AL (
s/h, mint)
£1,195 £495
(brand new NOS Tungsratn Valves)
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier
£5,790 £4,150
(slit, mint, with phono)
Nairn 82 Preamp sti 82209 (
1993) (
s/h,mint)
£995
Naim 250 sn 164185 (2000) (s1h,mint)
£1,195
Naim HiCap sn 164904 (2000) (s1h,mint)
£395
Neukonun Ref Amplifier 150 wpc (ex-d,mint) £2,500
£850
Proceed Pre-amp (
Fully Balanced, slit, mint)
£1,995 £795
Sugden
Masterclass Phono Amp (
ex-d, mint)
£1,250
MO
Masterclass Pre-amp (
RC,bal,s/e,ex-d, mint)
£2,300 £1,450
Masterclass Monoblocics pair (
bal,ex-d,mint) £6,600 £3,990
Sugden Bijou System (ex-dem)
CDMaster (
ex-d,mint)
£1,299 £1,095
HeadMaster pre (with R/C) (
ex-d,tnint)
£659
£550
FMMaster tuner (
ex-d,tnint)
£949
£850
AmpMaster power amp (
ex-d,mint)
£
689
£575
Unison Research 845 Absolute
£19,995 £8,500
(s/h, mint, very rare, beautifid and sonically without an equal)
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Loudspeakers
Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics
(ex-d, slight mark, satin white)
Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics + Fins
(ex-d, satin silver)
Avalon Arcus (
cherry finish, mint, s/h)
Proac 1SC (
s/h, mint, burr oak)
Proac Future 2 (
ex-d,mint,birds eye maple)
Wilson Audio 6.1 (
s/h, mint, piano black)
Revel Studio (
ex-d,mint, black/silver)
Zingali Overture 1
(ex-d, mint, walnut with stands)
Zingali Overture 4
(ex-d, slight mark)
(s/h, mint, walnut, genuine offrr)

£5,000

£2,495

£5,500

£2,995

£7,800
£1,439
£11,450
£20,000
£9,995
£1,990

£4,650
£850
£5,995
£9,995
£P0A
£1,550

£4,750
£4,650

£2,950
£1,750

Clearaudio Insider MC Cartridge
£,750
(s/h, very little use) - inspected and tested by us
SME godel 10 + IV Arm + Audio
Note ANVx + VDH Frog Mark 2 (
s/h, mint) £
5,658
Stuniko Pearwood MC Cartridge (
new)
£1,195

£1,995

Analogue

£3,995
£850

List no 89. For an updated and comprehensive list of equipment
and audio cables, please visit utwzo.audiosalon.co.uk or telephone
us on 0141 357 5700.

wwwjpslabs.G0t44.
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audiosource interconnect cables, power cords & conditioners

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk t: 0141 357 570e3 lines) f: 0141 339 976

çall John Roberts Tel 01562 731100
The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton • çaiLala,
Midland Audio X- change

saies@midlandaudlox-change.co.4.11.1
Fax 01562 730228 84e83 07721 6059681.MM
SupplieS and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory - Accuphase - ATC - Audio Physic - Audio HeearCh
Ma

ustics - Avid - bel canto - Benz Micro

Cardas

-Conrad Johnson- dCS - Densen - DNM/Heson
El

Eleglerite - Great - Gryphon- JM Labs

Mark Lent», - Martin Logan - Michell
Magra - Primare
ordost - Sugde

Accuphasoltuperiabtallaillialling

NAGfADACiDA

lega - Siltech - Sonus Faber - Spectral
treparent Audio - Verity Audio - Wadia

Mark Levinson 434 / 436 power Amplifier

illiteen Beat 400 PLUS

For customers who have special integration reQuirement5 anew multi-

Digital Audio Converter and Digital Audio Processor

The most important improvement over tho standard Bi00 is the all-new

The Nagra DAC ( Digital Audio Converter) is atwo-channel 24- bit, 192 kHz

DAC. The B 400 PLUS convrter is based on our very highly regarded

channel systems requiring an odd number echannels, the No.434 and

Storeophile and now available in the UK for demonstration, some of the

up-sampled Digital-to-Analogue converter re nion-ona audiophiles. come

reference player, the B-400 XS. TI ie PLUS BAC does not incorporate

No.436 are both elegant and ideal. The Mark Lévigeri 4lJ&l Sees

features hid

and hear just what all the fuss is about! This new product-can be

HOC[). hut a2d-hit type which «Coeds the standard B-400 in every way. A

ii-grade playback rkit only of SACDS but also of Conventional CDs with
the ..-taition of this the latest model from Accuphase. rave reviews in

Single len

kup high-speed access mechanism

demonstrated in our new showroom by appointment.

very effective demonstration of this is that the B-400 PLUS reproduces

Digital p

ady for 2.8224 MHz/1 bit and 192 kHz/24-bit source

We also have the complete range NAGRA range on permanent

HDCD CDs in amuch higher quality than the B-400, which does offer

demonstration

formats
mOSPlustype D/A converter with ultimate conversion precision
Transport section outputs and digital inputs
H$-Link capability viai board

•

Hpco capability.

--meenith
the sonic improvement when using anon-HDCD disc!

4

lifiers address the growing market of installed systems by combining
nd performance with advanced installation and integral,
fe

ge ademonstration at our Showrooms

-cartridges
dnm
gold ring
lyra

Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY

RRP
815
2600
2750
2500
2700

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk

september 2003 VIL"-

few features and
offers most of the

audioquest

MC12's (towering)

nordost
qed
tnchord

sonic performance. It even has
some advantages. The balanced version is also available. Please phone for part exchange deals on earlier Lexicon processors.
To partner it,

van den hul
headphones

1695
1895
995
3495
5795
2795
5795
5795
2495
1695
2995
1395
1395
1895
295
3995
3295
4495
1095
2595
2495
2495
195
75
295
2595
250
450
395
495
1695
695
550
995
995
595
2295
350
95
110
350
695
395
3995
1995
1795
2795
2195
1695
2995
4995
495
295
2495
495
95
1495
1495

•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON • NAIM AUDIO
•LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM
•NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA
•JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NACRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT
•DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM DYNALAB

TEL: 0121 747 4246

The new Lexicon MC8 film / music processor is here.
Very much " grown-up son of MC12" it loses very

cables

dnm

NOW
595
995
1495
1695
1795

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT I
WILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

112

sumiko

chord company

ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR IMTR EX OEM
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE S2 PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEAARCH CLASSIC 60 GROOVE TUBED
FULL SERVICE
3500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED
3500
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
2000
AVANTGARDE UNO
7200
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK51SE
7950
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
5450
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL EX DEM 8275
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK75SE
7950
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
4000
BOW WIZARD CD
3500
CHORD CPA 3200 E
4800
CLASSE CDT1 CD TRANSPORT
2700
EAR 534 POWER BALANCED
2200
EAR 899 INTEGRATED
2950
EAR THE HEAD PHONO TRANSFORMER
N/A
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
5750
HOVLAND HP- 100 LINE ONLY
4750
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
7000
JAMO CONCERT 11 CHERRY
2300
KRELL KAV 280 CD
4000
KRELL KAV 300IL
3700
LAVARDIN IT 3 MTHS OLD
3400
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
N/A
LINN BASIK PLUS
N/A
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT11
500
MARANTZ CD7
3500
MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2
500
MERIDIAN 551
800
MERIDIAN 555
850
MERIDIAN 518
900
MERIDIAN 561
3200
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
1400
MERIDAIN 505 MONO
900
MUSE MODEL 8 CO/OVO TRANSPORT
3500
MUSE MODEL 296 24/96 DAC
3500
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25
1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
3000
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE
N/A
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 0.6 MTR XLR
180
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 1MTR XLR
200
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3 MTR B1AMP BANANA'S
570
NBS SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE 2 X 6 FT
2600
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
1300
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
9500
PROAC FUTURE 0.5 MAHOGANY
3500
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
2500
QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY
4000
QUAD 988 1WEEK OLD
3500
RED ROSE ROSEBUD
3000
SONUS FABER EXTREMA WITH STANDS
N/A
SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3
8295
SUGDEN SAU51 PRE
N/A
TAG MCLAREN 601 INTEGRATED
600
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000
THETA PRO GENY
1100
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION HYBRID 0.6 MTR
160
VERITAS P400
3000
WADIA 6
4500

E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk

ortofon

New arrivals>

•
•

grado
stax
stands
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic
densen

WHIMMENI• 1 • • • •
11111111• • •

the new RTio
DVD, DVDA,
SACD

(and more) player is here too
priced at an unexpectedly competitive Lisoo.
Finally, we have the new ATC
SCM35 compact floor standing
loudspeakers. They are priced at
f2000 but sound like they cost a
whole lot more.
All on demonstration at Signals.

harbeth
in focus
lexicon
michell
naim audio
primare
sme
hi-fi for grown-ups

trichord

ipswi ch
w

w

w

14 7 3 )

( 0

fax
14 7 3) 655172
signals
bu cklesham

6 5 5 17 1

email:eng@signals.uk.com
ipswich

suffolk

1Pto

oDY

signals.uk.com

AUDIO
Engineering with Emotion
Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to he regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence,
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital. DSP
programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's aradically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-A" and SACD rm, through acusiom interface and
with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of conserters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares
the same well- respected name as it's predecessors. DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.
Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk

ra /idcs

triangle // dJIO note //

ensen // sme // quad // audio physic //

traI // 1Mlab // verity audio
lamm //

metronome // amphion

AVID

tAV

ID)

(AVID)
ID)

(AVID)
ID)

(AVID)
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The most complete & thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
EDITOR'S CHOICE

ACUTUS
•

AVID el

•

ui =umIwo F

•

VOI VE kF

VOLVE RE SEQUEL

HFFICHOICE
maga

1

mum,,mimmumi•

l'1444e.

At AVID we build turntables for

•

pure sound quality not pedigree.
Our AVID distribuions will let you compare any of ois AVID
turntables le any othcr brand

difference will amaze youl

.1he AV lounge z«..n0207 375 3691 • Definitive Audio oarew4 0115 973 3222
loud & Clear &ewe 0131 555 3963

Doug Brady Hai

01925 828009

01562 8222360 Premier Audio (*.won 01924 255045

••

Hazelmere Audio ;a.101494 865829 oKronos HiFi r,wio 02887 753606

Progressive Audio no. 01634 389004 . Sounds Perfection (cz.n.on 01326 221312

(AVID) U-in 52. 137 North Gate. Alconbury Airfield. Huntingdon. Cambridgeshire PE28 4WX • Tel 01480 457300 Fax. 01480 457057 • Email: infogayidhiti.co uk • Web wwwavidhifi.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Mtn

9am-9pm

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRR
TOM EVANS
=
rETI1 AUDIO
ARGENTO AUDIO
PIONEER

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
Compeehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.
UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57 \I
\

Tel: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue
Replacement panels

SALE NOW ON!

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
COLORING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
ROKSAN
ORTOFON
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO

HADCOCK
galEarEM ZDAN
CY
MICHELL
DENON
VIZEZZIM CLEAR AUDIO
MINI DISCS
ASH DESIGN
OPTIMUM
HEADPHONES • r
APOLLO
STAX
DENON
SOUND STYLE
SENNHEISER
neirEM
SOUND
SONY
DENON
ORGANISATION
AKG
ALPHASON
GRADO
OVO
mizram AUDIO TECHNICA • •
DENON
KOETSU
OED
PHONO STAGES
TRANSPARENT
TASCAM
O
MEEMMI BLACK RHODIUM
MOTH
SOUTHER
ORTOFON
PANASONIC
274/W1HORD
GRAHAM
NORDOST

WIZIM:110111

arill=r1M
HARBETH
CABASSE
SHUN MOOK
EPOS
Mall2WM
DENON
HALCRO
MOTH
CAT
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX- DEN OR EX.DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9am•Illpm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

definitive audio
Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Record players. SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma Stabi, Stab; Reference;
Nottingham Analogue lnterspace, Space Deck, Hyperspace and Dais;
Michell Orbe; VPI AriesScout; Avid Volvere, Sequel and Acutus.
Arms - Rega 300/600/900: SME Series IV and V; Kuzma Stogt, Triplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibri; Kuzma KC Ref, EMT;
Reson Reca and Elite; Cartridge Man Musicmaker; Benz-Micro including
Ruby Open Air; Kondo lo J.
Amplifiers: Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio; Monarchy;
Western Electric: Icon, Tom Evans Audio Designs: SJS.
CD Players: Wadia; Sugden; Primare; Resolution.
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox; Lowther.
Cables and Tables by Living Voice.

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Fax: +49-261-38172

Sale of part exchanged and ex-den items

Tel: +49-261-38824 •

e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

audio

Clear Audio

Solution

Sale

-no ami SME cutout

£500 £900

Horning Agathon -98dB 2way horn -Mahogany - PM6A ( alnico)
Living Voice Avatar - natural santos rosewood - ex-review bargain

£1600 £3800

Canary Audio CA 301 - 300B -22 watts - juicy

£3400 £5400

We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo nairn
equipment
All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back
guarantee
Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com

1114 septemer 2003

£2200 £2900

Canary Audio CA 309 - 300B parallel p.p. - 45 watts - juicy and beefy

£9500 £ 13500

Canary Audio CA 300 -single ended monos - valve rect. - 8watts

£2000 £3500

Jamo Concert 8 -loudspeakers - 2% years old • maple - spotless

£700 £ 1365

Townsend Seismic -speaker stands - ugly and bouicy

£450 £695

Tube Technology MAC - mm and mc phono - nearly new - not bad

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS

New

£600 £ 1400

Audio Innovations Series 1000 - silver circuit- SO watts class A

£1100 £2500

Alchemist Forsetti ADP 15A -integrated amp -broken and horrid

£100 £ 1400

AudioNote Soro - phono integrated - serviced/new valves - smooth & soft

£700 £ 1900

Clear Audio Master Reference - turntable • no arm
2years old - Perfect condition. Go on. be crazy. it's only...
Audio Research LS2 B -line pre - fine condition - giveaway

£6000 £8500
£1000

Pink Triangle PT TOO Export - black - vgc - great sound

£300

B&W DM603 S3 - black -good condition -dismal

£350 £600

Snell Type Ell - walnut - industry classic - new bass-mid drivers
high mass Pirate stands - lovely sound - 92 db per watt sensitivity
Snell Type JII - french polish walnut -industry classic -very nice sound

£700

AudioNote ANJ-D - walnut - Huygens high mass stands

£600 £ 1400

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£400

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

UST

NEW IN THIS MONTH
MUSICAL irJELITY 3D Nuvis TA CD PLAYER
MERIDIAN 566 20 BIT DAC BALANCED
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP BALANCED
REVEL ULTIMA STUDIO SPEAKERS
MIDNIGHT BLUE & ALLOY FINISH, SUPERB

£795
£5,000

SM £3.000
S/H £1.095
SM £9,450

£5.995

S/H £12,000

AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK
£1,295 S/H £3,290
MARANTZ CD12 LTD EDITION CD TRANSPORT
DAC GOLD OUITE RARE NOW
£1.295 S/11 £2,900
KRELL KPS 20iL CD PLAYER WITH DIGI VOLUME
EXCELLENT MACHINE
£4,995 S/H £11,000
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1,495 S/H £2,790
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK BAL
£2,500 S/H £5,690
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE VALVE PREAMP
CLASSY LOOKING WOOD FINISH
£795 SM £1.750
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS.
BLACK dBALANCED
£2,995 S/H £8,690
BOW NAUTILUS 802 SPEAKERS FINISHED IN
DEEP CHERRY 3MONTHS OLD. BE QUICK £5.000 S./11 £6,000
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
£995 S/11 £2038
KRELL KSA 250 POWER AMP BALANCED £2.500 S/H £6,699
NAIM NAP 90-3
£200 S/H £450
NAIM SNAPS SUPPLY
£100 S/H ?
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT & 2000 DAC & OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE. 6BOXES OF HEAVEN £3.995 S/H £17.000
BOW TECHNOLOGIES 2200E PLAYER
£2.795 S/H £4.995
KRELL MDIO DAN AGOSTINI SIGNATURE SERIES CD
TRANSPORT. VERY RARE BRILLIANT £3.500 S/H £9,000
CELLO P101 PREMIUM MC TWIN BAY PHONO MODULE
VERY RARE TO BUY ON ITS OWN
£2.500 S/H £5.500
CELLO ENCORE GOLD PLATED LIMITED EDITION ANIVERSARY
PREAMP. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ACELLO WITHOUT BUSTING
THE BANK. (MC PHONOSTAGE AVAILABLE EXTRA) £4.995 S/H £ 12,000
HOVLAND VALUE PREAMP INC PHONO.
STUNNING LOOKING PIECE OF KIT WITH SOUNDS TO MATCH f3,995 S/H £5,750
LUMLEY M125 ORIGINAL & BEST VALUE MONO AMPS
JUST BEEN SERVICED & REVALVED £1,495 S/H £3,800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD £4,995 DO £11,450
PROCEED COD CD TRANSPORT dDAP DAC DIGI VOLUME,
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HDCD.
REALLY NICE PACKAGE
£2.495 S/H £4,390
NAIM CDS 2CD PLAYER & XPS SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4,995 Sill £6,492
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£1.495 SM £2,109
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKERS
OAK TRIM
£2,295 S/H £4.998
WADIA 6CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£1.995 S/H £4.000
PROAC RESPONSE 38 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2.500 E/D £3,990
PROAC FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3.250 £5.875
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC STUNNING CD PLAYER
ASTEREOPHILE AREFERENCE DIGI VOLUME ETC £5,500 SM£20.000?
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY. STUNNING PIECE OF KIT
£5,500 S/11 £12.369
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 2, YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE A.S DISCREET FOR £1,000 (WORTH DOING) £995 £2,200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK, ACLASSIC NOW
£995 £2.500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4,500 £8.995
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED VALVE AMR
JUST BEEN SERVICED & REVALVED £2,200 £3,945
JADIS JA80 VALVE MONO AMPS LATEST £3,700 £9,580
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1.995 £6.995
VIL IT85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP R/C
£1.395 £2,400
MAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650 £ 1.220
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMES WITH ROWLAND
R/C BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
£5,500 5/H £15.500
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £4,995 S/H £14,800
SPENDOR FLIO SPEAKERS CHEERYWOOD £1,795 S/H £3,475
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE 'KOOL"
£1.495 S/H £3.500
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2.500 £5950
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 SM £370
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3.500 EID £8,500
PRIMARE T20 RDS TUNER
£350 S/H £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2 PREAMP
£1,595 S/H f3,400
KRELL FPB 200C POWER AMP CAST LATEST £5,995 S/H £
0,750
ATC SU 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6,500 Sill £12,495
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2,500 FJD £3,500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK dR/C
£1.795 S/11 £3.125
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT & CJ DAS 3DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £1,995 S/H £3.800
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 S/11 £2,500
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2,500 SM £5,760
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295 SM £3,500
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500 E/D £5,800
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES d
MASTER SUPPLY ( LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23.000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9,995 NEW £27.500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £10,995 ED £35,000
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2,700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1,695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K 1PS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP ( NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1,295 SH £6.000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1.795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX TACS
f195 SH £450
wANTEo Dour,' Ante EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

HICAM
WAS NOW
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
2750
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
1399
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
60
30
AUDIONOTE QUEST MONO AMPS AS NEW
2750
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
999
850
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
1924 1600
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM II METRE PAIR NEW
1247
950
MYRYAD G60 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
2599
BLACK RHO011UM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
547
450
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
497
400
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
499
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
295
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1300 IWO
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1149 1025
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
349
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES+SUB
499
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2520
POA
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
867
POA
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
614
500
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
746
POA
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2297 1900
SME SERIES IV ARM INC LIVING VOICE CABLE BOXED/MINT
1800 1095
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
599
500
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
175
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 1000
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643 2643
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW
299
250
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
1048
925
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
1449
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1MONTH OLD
1499 1300
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699 PHONE
EXSPOSURE X1/11 AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
1000
295
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
599
525
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS AAS NEW
2548 2200
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
1299
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
399
399
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
450
395
MICHELL GYRO SE/RE1300 ARM NEW
1017
925
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
1251
1095
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
59995
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPCO4OHMS NEW
1999
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC PVC NEW
1199
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
3500
T+A INSIDER RDS FM TUNER SILVER FINISH NEW
899
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
VDH INTERGRATION .8METRE NEW
240
100
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
999
895
VDH INTERGRATION .6METRE NEW
220
100
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500
225
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
RUARK CL10 CHERRY FINISH SEALED BOX
900
425
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
2095 1895
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
995
425
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
POA
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGN/TORE 2NEW
1195
995
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS ANEW
2945
POA
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
SONICLINK AST200 BIWIRE SPK CABLE NEW
10
8
WIRE WORLD CABLES FULL RANGE
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT
1650 1450
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
T+A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
1999
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT ( OFF THE REEL)
15 PER METRE
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO, LARGE PSU NEW 995
900
SME SERIES VARM NEW
1615
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
249
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
574
495
TALK ELECTRONIC THUNDER 1CD PLAYER
TARGET MX100 SPEAKER STANDS PIANO BLACK
EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
19995
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
299
275
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
QED FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995 2700
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
975
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299 1050
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
1499
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599
VDH THE SOURCE NB 0.8 METRE NEW
65
45
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR,TRICHORD,AUDIONOTE,MICHELLMYRYAD,AVI,STAX,LAT, ELAC,
RUARK.SME. BLACK RHODIUM,LYRA.SUMIKO.OED.POLK
ORELLE . T.A, VIVANICO WIREWORLD
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM,MERIDIAN.AIJDIOLAB,KRELL,WADIA,SONUS FABER,
MARTIN LOGAN, MARK LEVINSON,COPLAND,OUAD

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OFJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hill-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
.SPEAKER.1
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2495
Epos ES12 Speakers
£375
BIM CDM1 Speakers
£395
miel SCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Brand New)
Normal Price £2395 £1595
Mission 782 (
Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250 £150
Pro-ac studio 1speakers mk 2
£395
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
£5995
Eltax Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3995
Thiel CS.5 (
New)
£995
Mirage M3 S Ispeakers
£1495
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£295
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£295
¡'L-. 1.111'S
Kinshaw Perception Pre Amp with Bal output
and phono stage, with seperate PSU
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900
TO Pre Amp (fully balanced)
Adcom VIP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
Exposure 21 Pre-Amp ( Remote)
(Ex Stock)
Just Reduced From £890
Burmester 785 Pre Amp
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amp
Mark Levinson ML32 reference
pre amp full 4year warranty

£395
. £650
£595
£350
. £750
£395
£1495
EPOA

.1.1111.1FIERS
Proceed BPA2 Dual Mono Power Amp Ex demo
£1795
Revel Ultima Sub 15 with LE1 Sub Amp
£5995
Krell KST 100 Power Amp
£1695
Nakamichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Cost New £1150 . £695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£ 350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£5995
Arcam Alpha 9Amp
£ 195
Nalm NAP 180 Power Amp
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£4495
Mark Levinson ML33 Ref Mono's
£ P0A
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£995
AVI 2000MI Integrated Amp
NEW. £750
Arcam Delta 290 Int Amp
£275
Cyrus Two Integrated Amp with
Cyrus PSX power supply
£ 395
Maim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£ 695
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Pioneer DVS5 OVO Player Multi Region
Narantz CD 63 SE CD Player
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport 8 DAC

£350
£195
£ P0A

MISCELLANEOUS
Transparent Bi Wire Premium Adapters
£125
Transparent Speaker Cables XL Ref 15ft pair
£2750
Mesh mains cable ( boxed)
£ 150
Soundstyle 5Tier Equipment Stand
£ 100
Sansul TU099X Tuner
£ 55
Kudos 5Tier Equipment Stand (originally £620)
£ 275
Synergistic Research Coax
Resolution Reference digital (with active shielding)
£ 250
Stan SR007 omega ref (SR117 head phone 8
SRM0071 dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995 £1995
Audio Note ANS7 MC Transformer with Phono Stage
£8495
Audio Note kondo KSL-AC2 mains cable ( new and boxed) £650
Audio Note kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2500
Audio Note kondo) ksII-LP
Silver litz in erconnect 1mtr pair
£ 995
Stec 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr kondo KSL LP interconnect..... normal price £2000 £ 995
5mtr Hovland Biwire speaker cable
£600
MIT Balanced 2mtr Reference interconnect .. (was £3495) £1195
MIT Shot gun 750 8foot bi-wire speaker cable
£ 795
Target Stands R2
£ 150
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
£ 125
Nakamichl BX2 Cassette Deck
£ 195
1'1 ? N TA BLES. CARTRIDGES & TONEARM
Rep Planar 2Turntable
£ 95
Eminent Technology air bearing arm
with magnisium wand c/w pump
£1695
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £800 £425
(Melon Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW) £995
Lumley Stratosphere Thrntabie (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply £2995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE. rsubject to status)

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details

PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01726 74474 Fax: 01726 70774

Tel: 01903 872288 or

E-mail: patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk

Evenings 07860 660001

Website: HICAM.CO.UK

visA

Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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3 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
Shop prices are
expensive because of
rent, rates, wages, etc.
Buy direct & save £££.

Price is not a guarantee of sound quality.
We have signed testimonials to prove that
customers prefer our amplifiers to
£8,000 preamp + 320 watts power amplifier,
£4,000 pre/power amp & power supply,
£2,600 pre/power amp & power supply,
£1,400 well reviewed 150 watts amplifier.

Mpesi -ve expensiv s .
otted"
teensformers

ier88 valves
are nore
expensive
than 6550
valves

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor
amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve
amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000

expensi
nor, - rag
stainie
s-_eel
chassi s

£2,500 or £ 1,800 "10 inch High End" speakers + our £ 1,450 amplifiers
to overpriced pretentious £ 100.000 systems ( at realistic life-size volume)

£1,450
KT88 valves
ate norm
va
!,aft
50
, -VG

larger
tran sformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000
£500 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most £ 700 amplifiers.
£380 to £ 800 valve phono stages to most transistor phono stages
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Amplifier shown without CE safety
cage, to prove that these are genuine valve amplifiers. Customers
must not remove CE safety cage.

Even our " standard

pieces
of silver
capacitors --

Big powerful
EL34
valves

transformers
are

1....7ge•

Dde
Connection

£1, 000
marcbee

transfoceer
• ,..tm

Svetlana
powerful
Z1.34

owatt.
•attl,

Free UK delivery.
Subsidised £ 50 UPS delivery
to other countries.

40 watts
+ 40 watts

r‘
£50u

Kr.

emplif

LSO earri
rAD for

Imbed valvee

£600 £ 700

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: FicatlicoteAudio©aoLcom
VALVE AM 'S
WAS
NOW
MINT
£ 4000
AS NEW/BOXED £2750
MINT
£ 1950
EXCLT
£995
BOXED £2750

MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 4BOX
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 POWER AMP EX DIS
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH D-70 POWER AMP
QUAD QC.24 PRE 8QUAD 11/40 MONOBLOCS
LUMLEY REFERENCE PP-40/ ST-40
POWER AMPS
MINT/BOXED
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCS
MINT/BOXED
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE INT. EX DEM
MINT/BOXED
ART AUDIO QUINTET POWER AMP
MINT
VINTAGE RADIO RESTORATION ADUR MONOS
LUMLEY REFERENCE LR-120 MONOS
MINT/BOXED
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14 REM CON PRE . EXCLT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 22 PRE WITH REMOTE.... MINT/BOXED
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE CM PHONO STAGE... MINT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 2PRE AMP
MINT/BOXED
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE CM PHONO STAGE MINT
MONRIO ASTI' VALVE PRE-AMP
MINT BOXED
AUDIO INNOVATIONS L-2 PRE AMP
EXCLT
EAR 834P PHONO STAGE
EX DEM/BOXED

£995
£2350
£ 1275
£ 1150
£995
£ 1650
£ 1995
£2950
£2295
£ 1395
£695
£375
£295
£ 350

SOLID STATE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M BAL/SE/REM
MINT
£995
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 PRE AMP ( GOLD)
MINT/BOXED
£895
MARANTZ SC- 22 PRE 8 MA- 22 MONOBLOCS
MINT/BOXED
£ 1250
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL ( NEW PRICE £3995) AS NEW/BOXED £2995
COPLAND CSA-28 REM. INT, CM PHONO STAGE MINT
f795
AUDIOLAB 8000S REMOTE INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED
£475
CAIRN 4808 REMOTE INTEGRATED
MINT
f375
TALK CYCLONE- 1REMOTE INT. EX DIS
AS NEW/BOXED £375
ROTEL RC-870 MKII 82XRB 870 MK11MONOSBOXED £500
PIONEER M-90 POWER AMP WITH VOL CONT.... MINT
£550
PIONEER ELITE VSX AUDIONIDEO RECEIVER... MINT
£695

COMPACT DISC
TECHNICS SL-21000/SH-X1000 FLAGSHIP
BOXED £2450
THETA PEARL TRANS/DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC.
MINT/BOXED
£2250
THETA PEARL TRANS/DS PRO PROGENY DAC
MINT BOXED
£ 1250
MINT/BOXED
£ 1175
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAUORDINAL 22 BIT.
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DISC/DACMAGIC-111
MINT/BOXED
£250
ACCUPHASE DP- 80 TRANSPORT
EXCLT/BOXED £ 1750
ESOTERIC TEAC P-1 TRANSPORT
EXCLT./BOXED £995
ROKSAN ROK-1 TRANSPORT/PSU UPGRADE . MINT/BOXED
£650
DPA T-1 TRANSPORT (WITH DELIRAN)
MINT/BOXED
f495
ORELLE CD1OT TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED
£395
COUNTERPOINT DA11E TRANSPORT
EXCLT
f595
THETA DS PRO GEN III ( AT&T, COAX.ETC.)
MINT/BOXED
£2395
THETA DSPre GEN III ( PRE-AMP/DAC )
EXCLT/BOXED
f2295
OPA PDM-1 MKIII 2BOX DAC ( DELTRAN)
MINT/BOXED
£595
OPA ENLIGHTENMENT DAC ( DELIRAN)
MINT/BOXED
f350
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIGNATURE
AS NEW/BOXED £650
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC
MINT/BOXED
£350
MONRIO 18B DAC 8SEPERATE POU
MINT
£675
TECHNICS SL- P2000 REF.CD PLAYER
MINT
£595
TEAC VRDS 25
MINT
£795
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SONY U-50ES CHAMPAYNE GOLD
PIONEER PD- 91
TALK THUNDER- 1EX DISPLAY/NEW

MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
AS NEW/BOXED

£650
£495
£375

VInYL
ORACLE DELPHI
REGA PLANER-3/ARM/BIAS EX DEM
SYSTEMDECK
ARITON ODECK- 11
MICRO SEIKI DECK AND ARM
NOUS ANALOGUE PARAGON
PARALLEL TRACKING TONEARM
GRAHAM 15TONEARM
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
HEED AUDIO QUAZAR PHONO STAGE
McCORMACK PHONO STAGE
EAR 834P PHONO STAGE
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE

MINT
£995
MINT/BOXED
f275
BOXED
£ 195
BOXEDNGC £ 195
VGC
£ 195
BOXED
£550
MINT/BOXED
£995
BRAND NEW/BOXED £450
BRAND NEW BOXED £450
£550
EX DIS/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
£350
NEW
£250

LOUDSPEAKERS
WILSON SYSTEM 51PIANO BLACK
KLIPSCHORN B/EYE MAPLE 10408
B & W SILVER SIGNATURE,
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
APOGEE SCINTILLA'S
BKS 107 MK11 SUPREME EX.DEM
AUDIONOTE ANK/SPX SIL WIRED
INFINITY KAPPA- 8REFERENCE
SNELL CMK- IV AMERICAN OAK
PROAC STUDIO 150
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD
ROGERS STUDIO-7WALNUT
EPOS ES- 11
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 80)
ROKSAN OJAN 3X 8OJAN 3S SUBS
CELESTION A-2 ( ROSEWOOD)
MORDANT SHORT 902S SIGNATURE
SHAN ACOUSTICS 4. STANDS
B8W 601 SERIES- 2
CELESTION DITTON 25 .
REL STORM ACTIVE SUBWOOFER

MINT/CRATED
f7500
MINT
£4250
MINT/BOXED
IBA
EXCLT
£995
EXCLT
£2000
MINT/BOXED
£1375
MINT/BOXED
£575
MINT
£1450
EXCLT
£1500
MINT
£1050
BOXED
£1195
EXCLT/BOXED
£395
£75
MINT/BOXED
AS/NEW
£1000
MINT/BOXED
£ 1350
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £ 1250
BRAND NEW/BOXED.. £295
EX DIS/MINT
£295
£125
£150
EXCLT
£550

TUnERS/TApE/DAT/MIEIIDISC/MISC
TALK LIGHTNING 1.1 TUNER EX DIS
AS NEW/BOXED
IBA
NAKAMICHI DR-3 ( VERY LITTLE USE)
MINT'BOXED
£250
PIONEER CTa-91 REFERENCE CASSETTE
VGC
£250
SONY JA-30ES MINIDISC ( GOLD)
MINT
£375
AUDIO RESEARCH BAL 1CONVERTER
£375

mAins

CABLES/BLOCKS/COMITIOnERS ETC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCK
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE

BRAND NEW
BRAND NEW

£225
TBA

RACKS/STAE1DS
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105/AQUA GLASS ( £ 399 9)
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF (£320f
SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 AN TABLE (£320)
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 2OF
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4 2OF
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250 CD RAEK 2OFF
ATTACAMA Rf 24/ATTABITE ( WAS £250)
TARGET R-2

EX DIS
£275
EX DIS.
£195
EX.DIS
£195
BRAND NEW BOXED.. £245
BRAND NEW BOXED.. £2111
BRAND NEW BOXED.. £195
VGC
£ 150
EX DIS/AS NEW £250

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
NORDOST SPM REFERENCE : ..
5M. BI- AMP PAIR
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION '2. METRE PAIR
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 15METRE PAIR
2FT PAIR
MIT MH-750 -.
MIT MH-750 II FT. PAIR
MIT TERMINATOR 6 13 METRE PAIR ( NEW)
NIRVANA AUDIO SL- SERIES 75 METRE PAIR
AUDIONOTE AN- SP 2METRE PAIR
AUDIONOTE AN- L4METRE PAIR
HED GENESIS SILVER SPIRAL 41.5 METRE
VAN DEN HUL TEATRACK BI-WIRE 5M PAIR
CABLE TALK I:ONCERT BI-WIRE 5METRE PAIR
SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK RHODIUM S- 130X2 8I- WIRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE

£14541
£575
£370
£8544
£650
£225
£575
£375
£ 25
n75
£ 158
£ 108

£10 Pf RMETRE
ICY FIR WM: ,

nTERconnEcT
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE
.
9
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 0.5 METRE
, 350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.2 0.5 METRE
£ 375
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1M
£ 650
ACOUSTIC ZEN MATRIX REF. 1METRE
f350
AUDIOGUEST LAPIS 5METRE PAIR.
£650
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2X2METRE PAIRS
£550 EACH
VAN DEN HUL SECOND 2METRE BALANCED.
BOXED -----------£300
VAN DEN HU. SECOND 2.5 METRE BALANCED
BOXED ...........£350
VAN DEN HU, INTEGRATION116/ 0.8 METRE
BRAND NEW £100/150
RACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1METRE
BRAND NEW
£400
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 METRE
BRAND NEW
f275
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
3LACK RHOGIUM SYMPHONY 05 METRE
BRAND NEW
£55
NORDOST OWE ANGEL 1.5 METRE PAIR
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £ 100
NORDOST BUJE ANGEL 0.5 METRE PAIR
£65
NORDOST BLUE ANGEL lA METRE 5PIN DIN TO PHONE'S
£75
£5,
3
LED.4 FEET PAIR

DIGITAL
MADRIGAL OES/EBU 0.5 METRE
£ 153
NIRVANA DIGITAL CO« LEAD 4FT.
£ 200
VAN DEN HU. FIRST 0.8 ME -RE
BRAND NEW £ 11:13
ABLE TALK DIGITAL -3
BRAND NEW
£50
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR
QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR. IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.manger-audio.co.uk

AUDIO REFLEC71NS

Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a
AIDIONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI
AYRE
BRYSTON
O-IORD
CLEARAUDIO
GAMUT
LEXICON
LYRA
NORDOST
PRIMARE
PS AUDIO
PMC
RED ROSE
REL
REVEL
SME

NEW PRODUCTS ON OEM
CLEARAUDIO - Champion/Unify/Sigma
AUDK) SYFM-IESIS - NEW DAX Discrete
TAG McLaren - AV Products
LEXICON - RT10 and MC8
AVI - Laboratory Series Integrated Amp
TOM EVANS - Rise - New p/s for Ve
CHORD - new Choral system
ATC - SCM35

FOR SALE - EX DEM.
GAMUT - 0200
WADIA - 860x
WADIA

(

potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first
transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure
changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

• asr

precision: in sound

amplifiers

God

Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.
•Manger Speakers
•ASR Amplifiers
•HMS Cables

TAG MdREN
TOM EVANS
TRANSFSGIAA
..A01
oxe

ae

TEL JOHN
(
LEEDS) 0113_204•458
TEL: SIMON TTIKKETT (LEEDS) 011143873609
E-MAIL

call:0161 304 0099

info4audioretlec6ons.co.uk

FAX : 0113 2533098

mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK Unit 10 Rassbottom,Industrial Estate, Stalybridge,Cheshire SKIS 1RH

m.077344 36180

t. 01273 239356

bightonhifi.'»(chiange.

All major credit cards accepted

Lumley Lampros

Vincent

PRODUCE

RSP

NOW

PRODUCT

www.hfiguy.co.uk
NOW

PRODUCT

RSP

NOW

Audiomeca Mephisto Transport

£2500

£900

Passlabs X350 Poweramp

£9500

£4995

Acoucstic Energy AE1 Ma's

Audiomeca Kreatura

£1400

£500

Pink Tringle da capo/cardinaltaLPSU

N/A

£1000

Audio Research Classic 140's £8000 £2995

Audio Research LS8 MhZ Prearnp

£1800

£800

ProAc Res.1s with (outboard filters)

N/A

£450

Vincent 56 Valve CD Player (wowi

Audio Research Classic 30

N/A

£800

Jadis Da 1valve (boxed)

£5500

£2500

Roksan Caspian Poweramp £650 £350

BAT VK60 Poweramp (new valves)

£5950

£2500

Lamm LL2 Valve Preamp

N/A

£350

Beam Echo DL7-35 Valve mono's

£3500

£1200

Linn LP12 export / SME 309 arm

N/A

£395

B&W 802 Nautilus Chary 1yea' old

£6000

£3500

Wain' 140 Poweramp

N/A

£350

Used Acoustic Zen and Audiance speaker and interconect
cables available at great prices while stocks last.

Celestion 7000 (ribbcri tweeter)

£1500-r-

£500

e(aim 72 Pre with Phonostage

N/A

£350

Cary 301 mm/mc valve 2box piano

£7500

£3250

Waim Hicap ( mint)

£3500

£1700

For our latest product listings vist:

EAR 519 Monoblocks

£1500

£650

Meridiar 605 Monoblocks

N/A

£695

EAR 864 Freamp

£1600

£800

Pinius M16 preamp (as new)

£2850

£1500

Quad O's — Preamp ( mint)

N/A

£600

Plinius SA50 poweramp (as new1

£1900

£695

Quad 66 Liner

WA

£295

Micromega 3.1 Transport

£2300

£995

Quad CD

WA

£295

Jamo Concert 11's

£1400

£695

Quad Pre with Controller

WA

£350

Ladis Defy 7Valve Poweramp

£6000

£2200

Quad 606 Poweramp

N/A

£425

Sonic Frontiers Anthem Preamp

£1200

£600

Roksan Xerxes Turntable

bi _
Advantage
Acoustic zen
Boulder

agents for

£850 £395

N/A

£ 799
£450

metropolis music

BAT
Border Patrol
Hovland

Vincent
Lampros loudspeakers
Passlabs
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What Our Customers Say..
In a message dated 01/07/03 133655 GMT Daylight Time,
Mikexxxxxx@hotmail.com writes:
Subj:Stereo 40 Amplifier
Date:

01/07/03

From:

mikexxxxxx@hotmail.com

13:36:55 GMT Daylight Time

To:

Sales@iconaudio.co.uk

Dear Icon Audio
My one month trial of the stereo 40

is now at an end.

I am absolutely delighted with the amp, and clearly
will be keeping it. You may be interested to know that
auditioned against the top of the range xxxxxx xxxxx
model your Stereo 40 was noticeably superior STRAIGHT
FROM THE BOX.
Once it was warmed up it really was

fabulous.

Thank

you for your hospitality when I collected the amp,
the next

in

few months I will be in touch again in order

to audition the valve CD player.

Thanks once again,

yours

(ref: 0142$ 500442 Fax: 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.0

Mike xxxxxx
;CCIP4_ (747/1e0— Stere0 40

itt...

1,
-

IAN _hDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

4.
i

,
"I

1.
t '
i....

e.

We get many letters like this. Find out more about this and
our other amplifiers by ringing for our illustrated leaflet.
Features incl. Triode front end. Triode Mode. Hand built, Tape monitor,
ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components.
Stainless steel & alloy plate construction. Stunning retro looks.

Stereo 20 EL84 15watts integrated £649.95*
Stereo 40 EL34 37watts integrated £899.95"
1V1 13 25
300B 20watts Mono blocks ( pr) £ 1999.95
LA 3
Triode Line Level pre amp £649.95*
*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! Including UK delivery

Part Exchange your old amp against an Icon, it could
be worth more than you think! Ask us for details.
.._ _

.az
—

L I».

# ‘

Audio Analogue, 13eauhom, Benz Micro,

.)

Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,
Lyra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analoguu

1110E DOM' Valve CD player & 24bil 192khz1PSAMPLER'
Featuring a valve output stage and ` Upsampling' All four models
are in stock. You will be amazed what it can do for your CD
collection. 'Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.

Njoe
Njoe
Njoe
Njoe

Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb

' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer etc £429.95
' Super' inc more options £ 529.95
' Ultra' inc Burr Brown op amps £ 699.95
' Reference' inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler £899.95

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome

Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
LC.Olit C41.1410—
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Real
hi-fi

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
CE marked

Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
erransfiguration, SNE, Shun Moolc,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

01376 521132
07802 483698

Mon- Fri 10.30-6pm Sat & Sun 11-5pm

Q%0N
l-e•
staqe
PREVIOUSLY O
WNED EQUIPMENT

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk

the AUDIO.VISUAL Lounge

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfor

ssex

ARCAM ALPHA IC AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
f499
ARCAM ALPHA 7TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE-2YEARS OLD
£ 179
AUDIOLAB 8000A-BLACKPHONO 'E' SERIAL NUMBER
£299
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS SMART POWER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£449
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB WOOFER 80 BOXED AND SUPERB
£279
DENON AVP-Al GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
£995
DENON AVC-A ISE BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB 7.1 DTS ES AC3-RF
£ 1795
KRELL KSA8011 POWER AMP SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1595
LINN KAIRN PHONO PRE AMP
£695
MARANTZ CD63 SE KI SIGNATURE
£299
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£595
MICROMEGA DRIVE 2CD TRANSPORT
£395
MICROMEGA STAGE 5IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£429
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MISSION DAD5/DAC5 TWO BOX CD PLAYER NO REMOTE SUPERB CONDITION £249
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9i CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MONITOR AUDIO MA 1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
£595
MUSE MODEL 3PRE-AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £995
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/HT600 AV SILVER 5MONTHS OLD AS NEW (WERE £4K) .... £2995
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£499
NAIM CREDO BEECH 1998 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£895
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN FRONT INC NAPSC 3YEARS OLD SUPERB CONDITION £ 1695
NAIM NAP140 NEW STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£449
NAIM NAC 102 BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2001 MODEL
£795
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NA CD-X CD PLAYER SUPERB
£ 1795
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER-WAS £ 1500 NEW-LOVELY CONDMON
£399
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
£ 179
PIONEER CLD 925 DOLBY DIGITAL LASER DISC PLAYER
£299
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED-SLIGHT MARK HENCE
£995
PRO-AC TABLE IIE 50 CHERRY-IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1495
QED A240CD INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£99
RUARK EPILOGUE REFERENCE ROSEWOOD SUPERB AND BOXED
£299
RUARK CL20 BEECH VERY GOOD CONDMON
£895
SONY JA20 ES MINI DISC RECORDER BLACK WITH MANUAL LOVELY
£299
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH WOOD GOOD CONDITION BOXED
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

TOWNSHEND
AUDIO

seeing and hearing is believing.

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS
Specialist in
DALI
audio and visual
EXPOSURE
HARMON KADRON
entertainment
KEF
systems from the
LEXICON
MONITOR AUDIU
world's best
NAD
manufacturer's
NORDOST

Musical

Fidelity Tri-vISICJ - I
L
A

Hi Fi Choice

VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

range in Stock

MEW
the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercid Street,
London El 6BJ

Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlounge.com

Hazlemere Audio

MOM

Vito
MAXIMUM SUPERTWEETER
Effect is quite dramatic. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK STAND
Best Buy
HI Fl Choice
3D SEISMIC SINK Isolation Platform
..s(
HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA DEEP CRYOGENIC CABLES
Editors Choice :(:( :(:( HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA DCT INTERCONNECTS
Product of the year.
HI Fl Choice
PIONEER DV - 747A UPGRADE
Editor's Choice. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ORTOFON
PRIMARE
PRO- AC
PRO-JECT
REGA
REL
ROKSAN
SME
TANNOY

Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplitit-alion
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral

Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cabk
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

‘iiiri
Avid
Garrard
Oracle

Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Call High Wycombe

(01494 865829)
art; oudspeake„

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare

*44 ( 0 120 8979 2155 www townshendaudro corn

Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega

sales@townshendaudio.com

Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
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Award Winning Retailers...

kers 17 fu
NA
No

f

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

Origin
°dot°
Pathos
Picked •
Primara`
Pro-Ac
Project
QUAD
REL
Roksan
Shanlimg
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG ML
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison Re
Van Den H
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more..

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *
Delivery & installation

subject to status

11 Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Hearing is Believing

•

Aream

•

BE4W

CLONIFY

Castle
Classé up,
Coplan
j'
‘

CI-10K ING

Lavardlin

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

Maran )
30 years of Excellence

Primare

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Sony

Tel: (0I) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

tell i
hest
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

BiW Nautilus
.
.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871

VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS FOR SALE AND WANTED

Spares and repairs

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008 or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064

mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk
120 september zoo3

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
1
U T
UR
ES

Lockwood Audio
See the TAMMY Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100

Mim

Visit our website at:

http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

te

THE
CABLE
CO(11141(1 11

125 limn Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Does
This Seem
Familiar?

Its a common problem. The usable range on the volume
control is all down at the bottom end and fine control at low
listening levels is either difficult or impossible. The noise
floor may be audible too. There is now a simple and effective solution - the Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can
be used with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess

gain

and bring sonic benefits, even

with the most expensive equipment.

ED
Too Loud

e
,ffle
The cost is wily £ 39 p
call

RoleiWell:

" ered

To order,

397788

or www.rothwellelectronics.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi -Fi Choice, Hi -Fi World,
Way too Loud

Hi -Fi PIUS and on the web at www.Int-audio.com

Absolute Analogue"
Antique Sound Lab
Fab Audio
Fabreeka
Nordic Concept
Plinius
Reference 3A
4100k:
Cableway

Pe

dedicated loudspeaker su

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk

Cd players & dace
AUDIO NOTE SAC 2 •
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Div
AM 20 txt dcc boxed
COUNTERPOINT CD 11/10 tronspOrtat 20 111
DENSER CD PLAYER beat 400 WM glum nimble
KRELL KPS2OT transpcdt
KRELL KPS25S CO RAVER met boxed
LECTOR CD PLAYER dahon valvejob. paper in oils*
LINN KARIN 3
MARANTZ CDA 94 Yac exoPlent
MERIDIAN 203 ciao
MERIDIAN 500 ha ri
•
mk2, boxed
MERIDIAN 200/ 263 MAK,PORT/D0 COMBO
MONARCHY 33cla clac and pre oone, mot boxed 1500
RAIN CD3
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CD AND DAC,3 box player, blued
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL dap will 18 NI finer
PRIMARE 302 CD
SNARLING CD 1100 crazy valve cd Li, , IN STOCK
SNARLING CD 1235 os above but fres pm ex own
SONY SACO 777es 2channel
TRAC VRDSI 0cd player excellent
TEAC TI/1-01 transpod( clock 2 ) arX1 00C
THETA GEN VA
THETA GEN V
TRICHORD PULSAR ONE DAS hdtd & cep
TUBE TECHNOLOGY FUSION YAM CD PlAYE-R
wADIA 12 DAC, »coped
WADIA 032 DAC
z-systerns rclq- I, DIGITAL EQ USE FOR SWIM CORRECIION
4- systems rdp Modal eq and ranole pomp 5C00

750
900
375
1250
900
3000
9000
850
825
350
150
750
550
750
500
3403
350
WO
1650
1850
1250
±403
750
2250
2030
603
703
700
600
1750
2500

hantablosianneoarlOced
CLEARAUDIO FERMI* brilable WI 41 NM 5365
2500
CLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE moeKa03d Peke 1665
703
CLEARAUDIO GAMMA mc
200
CONRAD JOHNSON premer sa
HEAD AMP (mooslors)
400
DECCA LONDON BLUE extoller* Pod
125
DYNAVECTOR n1 roaring cod, boxed
400
GARRARD 401 in APHELION PUNIS ches
450
GARRARD 301 in lamb ploth with nene 3009
Improved and clec4 corer
650
GRAHAM SUDE PHONOSTAGES IN STOCK
AND AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEMO
GOI.D8UG AIR PAR o1 rebuilt by V011 den 9±1/boxed
400
GRYPIIM PIO8wtHGE & HEAD AUP,(6 boxes)
1750
JBE SLATE DECKIn ink* bloc* widow 2orm
450
KIMBER P81 ARM LEAD TO ST LINIPSHE
-suitable mc radixes
75
KOETSU ARM,block, sa 1100a mk2 new mad, boxed
700
LINN LP 12 voEssliowelte mown 774 rod dynavedor
400
LINN LP12 volholki/14011FIED RISA ARM
400
LINN LP12 afrontosia volt volholla.ond akdo
500
LINN LP12 Ir go/ Ittok, troika
1150
LINN TROIKA decent condrten, toad
300
LUXMAN ped 131 drect drerWsme 3039 imp
bul nice.... 2CA
MICHEL GYRO SE & TECHNO makable new
trade rgun
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE MENTOR REFERENCE ( 100 lb prober) with carbon
upgrade, recently serviced by Torn FletchervAM le ever version of Por
parallel hacker arm, with troce reference cartridge 7000
ORIGIN LIVE ARAIS IN STOCK, decent hale no over
ORIGIN Lre AURORA dock on der,,
1450 wdh she arm
ORIGIN LAE RESOLUTION
now an dam
ORIGIN LIVI M/DTOR UPGRACES
row in stock
ORMFON KONIRIPUNKT NB new boxed
350/500
ORICE014 MC:»33 11112 pal rebuilt by Vchill
0110E014
175
FINK TRANGLE LPThe 3009m 11d
250
PROJECT RPM 4with arm and rartnl e, mint boxed
250

no tonstirner

EMPORIUM

REGA ARM WITH tull main Inre mod., structural,
internal and external Anna
275
ROCKPORT SIRIUS 2YAM upgroded(hy Rockporg arm 17,000
sea we 407 lonearm, lode edge bearings, detch heodshell, boxed 600
SONY HEAD AMP HA55 deluxe KO
200
600
VAN DEN HULL MC2 high output( 2 ,mv) very Ight hours
AMA DEN HULL GRASSHOPPER GLU Indust seonced by VDFlull
1000
VAN DEN HULL GRASSHOPPER 58411)
low output just rebuilt by vdHull
1000
»VD No voyd, rosewooaref beonng'platter, spit phase,
oudionole mm, boxed 4500
1800
VPI FIW16.5 RECORD cleanog mochtne new/ex deis
450/420
VPI Jklw 9' arm sped rego mount vers«
575
Tuners, Cassette Decks, ReM4o4W Headphones Me
AURA tuner TU 50 Ole
100
CREEK T40 MK3 brier booed
120
LEAK TROUGHLINE II STEREO legendary Imer, serited
120
MERIDIAN 204 lunar 700
250
UM NAT 03 Nner
40/1
NAKAMCHI 05125e cassette deck
125
NAKANCHIBX2 cassette deck, Kist sndiced
125
mimics DR2 cassette deck mot boxed
350
NAKAMICHI 582 dual capstan 3head nce moblee
250
NAKAMICHI CIRE +AM remole .. .
IOW
PIONEER 191 REFERENCE tuner
250
PIONEER C191 REFERENCE cassette dick
350
PIONEER CTF1CO3 oassette deck
100
OU,AD Eld3 excellent
110
RATA PURIFIER
150
SENNHEISER HD590 headphones anew boxed 160
100
SENNHEISER H0600 boxed 250...
150
STAX LAMBDA NOVA so hoolphones. SRD-X memizaBOXED
WO
TEAC 6030 cassette dolby s *
250
TECHNICS 9601 tune, sermons lump
100
zisyslems rdol, DIGITAL EQ.
1750
handslorAnw
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monobloclo
800
ARCAM ALPHA 10 inlegraled any , renole, boxed
425
ARCAM 90 pra9p power emole core
450
ARCM N.PW 9Inlegrated amp
»3
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI poorer amp
»3
AUDIOLAB 8000A Dlack
275
AUDIOLAB 8000Pti stereo.
503
AUDIOLAB 8000M monobliacks waled lo mx. boxed
903e
AUDIOIAB 80000 pre .
AUDION platourn hybrid, vaNe/most.1 hybrd
750
AUDIO RESEARCH 2130 honststor cower OM
1100
BOSE power amp, 250 wens mego cmp
500
CAIRN ARIA HE oleo/cited wilt, f
emoIE boxed
WO
CAIRN FAS NORD 100 watt remolemegrated, bond 10»
600
CMBRIDGE C203,SA200 pre power IMO
250
COUNTERPOINT SAICO 100 vdatt votia/moslet hybfid
6C0
CREEK pre,p43, REMOTE boxed
250
CRIMSON 620 slerx power amp
200
DFIM 1mom. melol cased but 3dC310S, genus line WI only. . 300
EC AUDIO FINESTRA preopnp. TOM EVANS, rnrn/mc
500
HA/ALAR 09110/220 pca,POWRR
303
KRELL KPB 250945 mInt renablocks
6503
KRELL KSAI00 orgnal giant sardine con
1250
LFDLS1 hne preamp
450
LFD PRO power amp
350
275
UNN INTEK mewed any boxed
203
UNN 1.1/10 pre power , no remot but upprOd vilhle280 boards
300
UNN KAIRN PRO (line Well ) boxed .
603
UNN KORN velh phono, boxed
703
MARANT2 6624 monobbasclass Aboxed
1103
MARANT2 PM4 class Ainbd amp
350
,
,
ARrerrz PAI I
7MK2 KISIGNATURE, mint boxed 1500..
900

MARANTz SAI 17 proem amp, mint boxed 700
450 2awnialele
METAXAS CHARISMA PREA11P, chrome finish
500
MICHEL ARGO HR wdh her Mu line pre
500
MICHEL ALECTO MONCROCKS MK1 ( orn evens design)
1250 por ,
MICHEL ALECTO STEREO, Piet vesnon boxed .... .
675
MOTH 100 WATT MOKIBLOCKS, average condition only
250
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 ammo
500
musical. FIDELITY z-A2,rdealed anp, mrd boxed
325
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 0 walls sweet cloes A
275
RAIN WC 62/NAP 140 old style ygood WM «tiles.
500
NAIM 12 pre/nap 160 very od sye
440
PASS LABS 0monobloaks doss Aongle ended 75 wile
3210
PINK TRIANGLE PIP oak pre amp boxed
smo
PINK TRIANGLE PIP PA'0 pro mm old mc, cine box , bee&
7/0
PLINIUS 8103 otegrated amp fine level
850
QUAD 33/303 boxed parr vill morons
210
33/111,3 405 1am no, vieh leak
se
34/306 min manual «ceded
4,5
QUAD 77 amp & cd player :urban, Female 1900
110
240
QUAD 33/405 tAKI 100 watts of power
RISA BRIO
175
SIM AJD10 CELESTE wleginled amp, we phono
8110
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE 2power amp 603
300
THRESHOLD CAS 2 100 watt power amp, boxed
se
YANA-M F2200 professor)° , 200 wons
3»

cre
iefsleaters sc>rb sold walnul slondmcmen
90E0 Voice of the Theatre- nyg tor detads
ARCAYDS speakers MC roseutod boxed
AF1T IMPRESSIONS serous modular 3way speakers
ALADO CLASSICS type cmewl well valves
AUDIO NOTE AN-J-sp fight oak, boxed
AUDIO PHYSICS TEWOong vermoilblock, WM Essex
AUDICAIASTER L53/5A leak 15 ohm
AVANMARDE COOS vale, dikr weed oh glee

BI

85. 2500

940
3»
75198
7»
900
703
560
6010

V
S
PY0?se
chkV2,
4C0
(
I
pale ribbon IhOrIds
12C0
CADENCE DS nee cod elAceor
600
CASTLE HARLECHS, neal floorslonders
KO
CELLO SERAPHIMS actrve speakers
4000
Cell GRAND COUPE, rcsonod
1000
DALIGIUND loorslcnders .1503
1350
0141
1
16011PAIWAITES rrk2 WM slmds
1403
DAWSON KU toed PP slands
903
EPOS ESI 1Wick
352
EPOS ESI4 baled eh Cards save erred
30
HALOS CONCEPT 5boxed
25132
HEYBROOK QUARTETS velti :rands
CD
INFINRY KAPPA 91 serous
150
KEE al BOXED MINT wdh q30 sawn*"
375
KEF REF 102 block. oozed
275
KEF REF 2.2 black bond
1100
KEF 105.4 parr
50
LINN !MRS block pas») wit lcu-sbne slonds
80
INN ILEILEDHS vidt ku-slome
30
LOWTHER MAUFFORN , bladi we pinta
BCD
MISSION 755 MINT BOXED
60
M&K subwooter vx100, 10C walls et nit boxed
450
NAM CREDOS boxed CHERRY
6013
UM INTROS boxed, BUCK
30
POSSELT ALBATROSS, block 2500
1250
PROAC RESPONSE 114 %own 1010
4011
PROAC RESPONSE 2
7CD
QUAD ESL 57 meant luly mead
70
ROGERS STUDIO 1let
250 ?AR
MAN OJANS plan blodAfersh
4CD
MARIA CRUSADERS wydnul Coxed
60
MARK ACCOLADES walnut. boxed Inverable
120)
SNELL Emk3 walnut boxed the classics
fitiu
SONOS FABER ELECTA AMATORS me 1excellent

S01110 OM
IMO& SUPER RED MONITORS
TANNOY t225, DUAL coNcENTRic la AND AR
glass lops nice
TANNOY *rids 1410, Good pi, sental
TANNOY GRF cabinets repro par in wanul
15' golds
TDI. studio 2 upgraded Mailers, rewired
NENNA ACOUSItS BACH, Meth

100
600
250
450
4000
350
500

Valve Amps
AIR TIGHT AT112 80 ote pour arip
3250
AUDIBII ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3pre , gold mc buds
1150
AUDIO NOTE OTO SE eh phono
750
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
1050
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
1500
AUDIO RESEARCH V160
1200
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 pre line level valve pre
603
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 boxed hne level pre
825
Aspic RESERCH 158 irk] fine pre , block honl boxed
900
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 mk2 hne pre , block front boxed
1100
A//DIO RESEARCH LS15 Ina pre with remote sliver front
1750
AOCi0 RESEARCH REFERENCE PHONO. black tront mot boxed
3750
AL/CON STIRLING phono singe
350
AL/DON APOLLOS, ongle ended Rd ecktion
2800
BEARD p35 mk2 POWER »AP
450
BEARD c35/p35 paerpoweramp combo
800
BORDER PATROL MOB amp, mk1
050
CARY SLA70 power omp 1500
703
CONCORDANT EXCELSIOR pre with phono ond vaiW psu
600
CONDORDAtit QUAD 111,10NOBLOCKS
500
CONCORDANT EXULTANT PRE vain phono ond psu
CONRAD JOHNSON PV8 pre v.* phono boxed
550
CONRAD JOHNSON P5/GAL boxed
500
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIERS nuvislor mc slep Lç
400
CROFT EPOCH EUTE mahogany front, boxed
600
CROFT SUPERMICO block upgraded with
setwpsd denuder volume control exceilenl
325
CROFT 3m OIL rnonoblocks
1100
EAR 802 prevail', mc phew
1100
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE. sat 'Merited anlp
150
GAMMA ERA REFERENCE specal leaked version
1500
GAMMA AEONS one of the lost pars buitt,
singe ended 211 volves 17 wads of bliss boxed 6000
2C00
GATE PREAMP with phono, harmared 1200
903
HOC BEASTIE 211 single endec power amp
1250
HEART 3008 slereo power any
503
LUMLEY 120 MONOBLOCKS BLACK, BOXED AND BEAUTIFUL. 3750 1600
LUXMAN amp much modified, 6550 Devi
100
MEOS 333 two box pre fine great dynamics. Coxed
1030
QUAD PS excellent resprayed po rwin 1166 VALVES
700
WAD ES special annrversary edit« gold ong boxes*
3250
SNARLING MONOBLOCKS es's« remote conhol voiurro, 50 Pis 2000
soNe FRONTIERS SF 14160 monoblocks 6000
2503
Sosic FRONTIERS SES le poor anp
800
TRILOGY 901 porno) silh Mono,
375
UNLPDN SIMPLY 4POW arp, boxed
800
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONFJPOWER 35 »gamer
1250
VII INS TRIODE mama dcks, switch:ode beNeten
tanad and Latralmeor, Id Wan MIrd boxed
900 por

USED HIFI SPECIALIST, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT EMAIL emporium@despammed.com
WEBSITE www.emporium.dircon.co.uk Telephone 01 379 870873. Demos by appointment
-"
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opinion

ken kesster
Editor Harris and

Hafler came up with the idea of selling amplifiers as kits,

Iused to joke, however morbidly,

but nothing like those requiring builders to make their own

about 'the curse of the back page'

chassis and supply parts themselves from alist. Hafler's

in HEN. Asuccession of deaths

featured lucid instructions, pre- assembled tested circuit

followed mentions in its old

boards and all the parts necessary to produce acomplete amp.

incarnation, ' Back Door'. First Chet

In 1955, Hafler founded Dynaco with Ed Laurent. Its

Baker, then afew too many more

launch product, the Mk II 5oW amplifier, sold in kit form

to allow us to laugh it off as mere

or assembled for those not adept with asoldering iron.

coincidence. No sooner did Ilist,

This practice would continue, Dynaco ensuring that the cost

last month, aroster of dear friends

differential was enough to justify building the kit on grounds

in audio, than Ilearned of the passing of David Hafler, on

of price, but the assembled versions were never so expensive

25 May, after along illness.

as to inspire the ham-fisted to attempt to build the kit.

For me. it was adouble blow, first, because Iknew David

There followed aseries of exceptional designs, now

on apersonal level, having met him in the latter days of Hafler

regarded globally as classics, including the Mk Ill 6oW

and stayed in touch with him into his retirement. Second, I

amplifier, the PAS pre- amps and, my favourite, the immortal

reel every time Ilearn of one of the true greats leaving us,

Ed Laurent/Bob Tucker-designed Stereo 70 — a35W/ch

obsessed as Iam with audio's past. And David Hafler was

power amplifier which sold into six figures, helping to provide

easily among the to greatest post-WWII domestic audio

alaunchpad for what would become Audio Research. Other

designers, sort of an 'American Peter Walker' and credited

milestones included the astounding, million- selling, SEAS-

with plotting more 'good' hi-fi and better sound quality into

made Dynaco A-25 loudspeaker, and — incredibly important

more homes than anyone prior to the arrival of NAD.

in retrospect — the QD-1 Quadaptor.

Forty years ago, Hafler's Dynaco range gave hundreds of
thousands of audiophiles of limited means — this writer

The first commercial product to reproduce ambient signals
from stereo recordings using Hafler's novel wiring setup,

included — the sort of sound quality previously restricted to

Dynaquad was there at the dawn of surround sound, and is

those who could afford McIntosh and Marantz. If this

judged by many to be at the heart of Dolby Surround, prior to

description doesn't speak to younger readers, imagine getting

the viability of discrete multi-channel. Adeceptively simple,

99% of the performance of Krell or Mark
Levinson for £ t000.
David lived ablessedly long and fulfilled
life, abie to enjoy friends and family into a
long retirement, enjoying his world- class
collection of rare chess sets, having created
anumber of successful audio brands during
his working life. And he was able to mark
the half- century anniversary of the article

David Hafler was easily among the
10 greatest post-WWII domestic audio
designers... putting more `good' hi-fi into
more homes than anyone prior to NAD

that started the ball rolling, where he and
Herb Keroes described the ' Ultra- linear' power amplifier

entirely passive system, Dynaquad extracted ambient

configuration, in Audio Engineering [
Nov ' 51].

information by sending the L- Rdifference to the surround

For UK readers, note that the article had quite an impact

channels. Pretty much all that separates it from current

on British designers, arguably inspiring Arthur Radford, who

discrete or matrixed systems are atrue centre channel and

used ultra- linear topologies and who, Irecall, collaborated in

adjustable delay to the rear speakers.

some degree with Hafler in the manufacture of transformers in

Dynaco moved into solid-state, producing more classics,

the UK. Conversely, the article triggered aresponse from DTN

before being sold to Tyco in 1969. Hafler left Dynaco in 1974,

Williamsor and Peter Walker in Wireless World [
Sept ' 52], the

and in 1977 founded the company that would bear his name.

two sharing an 'antipathy' for ultra- linear, as Gordon Hill

It was during this period that he came up with the

writes in Quad: The Closest Approach. Be that as it may, ultra-

controversial straight-wire differential test for evaluating

linear operation found British as well as American support.

linearity in audio amplifiers, which provided anumber of

In 1950, Hafier and Keroes started Acrosound, itself a
brand that makes collectors swoon. Acrosound produced

magazines with fervently read articles in the 1980s.
It's my deep regret that Inever formally interviewed David,

high- quality output transformers, aviable product in an era

even though Isaw him regularly at his apartment in Green Park

when kit- building and DIY construction were considered

during his UK visits. Someone out there is, Ipray, preparing his

normal roLtes to owning afine sound system. Moreover, they

biography, because he deserves the recognition: the man did

suppled transformers on an OEM basis to countless

as much to spread good sound to agreater number of people

manufacturers of complete amplifiers.

as did Messrs Kloss, Villchur and Walker.
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The Astonishing AX- 7 Integrated Amplifier is the first in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value products from Ayre.
Ayre's signature sound combines breathtaking transparency with
beguiling musicality.
That's no accident. Ayre components are zero-feedback and fully
balanced from input to output to produce inherently pure sound.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained ain enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new

e-7

Integrated Amp[ifier maintains this heritage.

For further details on Ayre components please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Rood, Thame Industrial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000

Fox: 444 (0) 1844 219099
Ena I: premier@path.co.uk

B&W Bowers&Wilkin

RELERSED
The magic of sound
I'm me again

Listen and you'll see

www.listenandyoullsee.com

To hear B&W loudspeakers and find your nearest retailer, please call 01903 221 500 or visit our website.

